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The hours that bold the ;figure and the form
have run their course within the house of dream .
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.. The root goal, after aU, 'isi·"ifecriminalization by infinity-of-spectrum in easily publically accessible
physics," I.e., enhancing_ the impossibility of contrOl, ralher ti)an "ibaking·teh dtQOgz" th.eniselves.
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1. Introduction
In 1989, the Berlin Wall fell. This was also the year that Tim Bemers-Lee

..

proposed a "World Wide Web," Neil Papworth sent the first cell phone text message, and
USA-35, the first operational global positioning satellite, was put iz)to OFbit.

On

Chang'an Avenue in Beijing, an unknown protestor, "Tank Man," stood in front of a
column of military tanks. The year witnessed a series of e.vents signaling- a systematic
reconfiguration in the technologies of power and the eme.tgence of a new tyP,e of society:
the "society of control,"
•

"Postscript on the Societies of Control," written two years later .by philosopher
Gilles Deleuze, provides the first outline of"control societies" and remains indispensable

.

to their analysis·.

The' title of the
article is appropriate; the <Uticle is a brief hofe appended
I
•

.
.
'
to the corpus of the author's la'ework. The mood of the article is epitaphic; it refers to
"young people" as laughing heirs, ~aving them with the responsibility to "discover what
they are being m.ade to serve, just as their elders discovered, not without difficulty, the

relos of tl1e disciplines."' The ~Hiide then concludes with the cryptic phrase: "The coils

,.

of the serpent are even more complex than the burrows of the molehill. #finger for
address. "2 The "molehill" he~e is that navigated by M~'s "ol? mole," the proletarian
revolutionary; the

revol~onari·es

of the future, suggests Deleuze, must discover new

pathways.
Deleuze was·not alone among post-war intellectuals in suggesting that the politics
of young people would need to, be something other than the grubbing of Marx's "old
·mole." In the J96bs,.filmmaket Jean-Luc Godard wak"waxing·ironic.a bout the children
I. Gilles Deleuze, "Postscript on the Societies of Control," October S9 (1992): 3.

2. 1bid.

2
of Marx and Coca-Cola," 3 whlle .poet Paul Celan wrote that the efforts the generation of
poets foil ewing him would confront would be the "efforts of those who, with man-made
stars flying overhead, unshelter-ed even by the traditional tent of the sky.,. exposed in an
unsuspected, teqi.fylng way, carry their existence into language, racked by reality and in

·•-

search of it.'"' The critical theorist Guy Debord recognizes something.like;a possibi lity in
•

\1

the situation of YOlJl!S people. "In all that has happened in the last ~~ears," writes
Debord, "the·mo~iffiportant chaage lies in the very c6nti9uity o£ the spee;yt.cle. [ ... ] ~e .
spectacle's dominafron has sueceeded in raising a whole generation mokl~d to its laws ...
The extraordinary ·new conditions in which this entire generation has effectively lived

•

constitute a precise and comprehensive summary of all that, henceforth, the spectacle will
forbid; and also all that it wii'l_permit.''5 Debord's remariks i:inply that' in:;analysis of the
cenditions that have effected this generation of young- people suffices 'to -delineate certain
of their horizons of possibility in relation to these conditions, and so this·analysis already
approaches the reljltive complexity of the serpentine coils:that "Postscript on the Societies
ofContrel" menti~ns in.itti-ecy,j;tic, concluding phrase.
How do the children of the spectacl.e, of ··:M~ apd Coca·Cpla," bnng their
existence into this "serpentine" network of teehnolQg,ies in· a way -that- will render

•

thinkable the possibilities of their situation? In this qissei\tation, I·situate:and analyze the
increasingly infOllllatic, distributed, and molecular t~chnologies of power in societies of
control. My method is primarily descriptive, and so the contribution l p.rovide to political
theories of social management in control societies is priinarily ene of substantiation.
3. Jacques Ranoi~re: Ihe Emarii:lp'tl/ed Spectator, trans. GN:gory Elliott (!london: Verso, 2009), 32.
4. Paul Celan, Collected Prose, trans. Rosmarie Waldro (New York:

5. Guy Debord.

Corr~ments

Rou~ledge,

2003), 35.

on the Society ofthe Spectacle, trans. {\'lalcohn Emrio (London: Verso, 1998), 7.
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z. Methods and Concepts
2 .1. Introduction
!

In this chal!l~r. I discuss the concepts that frame my analyses of control societies.
In Section 2.2, I detail the concept of an apparatus, a general concept of'the mechanism
of power in any situation. In Section 2.3, I develop this concept by way of Friedrich
Kittler's method in media .theory, which augments the concept's definition by

•

emphasizing its material dimension. In Section 2.4, basM 011 the eoncep! of an apparatus
in general, I explain the apparatuses of power particular to three types of societies,
namely, societies ·of sovereignty, discipline, and control. In Section 2:5, I detail the
spectacular dimension of control societies. Lastly, in Seetion.·2.6, I p,rel!ent and discuss
some concepts rela ted to doing .politics in control societies: the free us_e of the proper,
positive feedback, and the unworkable community.

2.2. The Apparatus

•

Michel Foilca:ult defines the term "apparatus" (dispositi/J as a "heterogeneous set
consisting of discourses, institutions, architectural forms, regulatory decisions, laws,
administrative m~ures, sciel}tific statements, phil'osoph.ical, moral, an'd.,. philanthropic
propositions."

1

.

ihe'tenn also implies a network between the elements of this set that

implicates a characteristic "strategic function.'.l The' term does not apPdar in Foucault's
I

'

research until the·end of the 196'0s; before that, Foucault.u ses the term "positivity," which

•

l. Michael Foucault, •J.977, ·~o Confession of the Flesh," in Pp.wer}KIJuw/edge: Selected Interviews and
Other Writings, cd. Colin Gordon (New York: Vintage, 19'80), 201.
2. Ibid.

4
he adapted from the work of~s "Master," Jean Hyppolite. In his analyses of the writings
of the young Hegel, Hyppolite understood the term "positivity" (Positivltdt).to signify the
historical element ofsubjectivity. 3
Giorgio Agamben ~gnizes an etymological antecedent of the ~rm· "apparatus"

•

in the ancient

Grey.k oikonomia, which "signifies the aiJmihiStration Of the oikos (the

home) and, more generally, management'"' The term oikonomia evenrua.Hy..provided the
Greek Church Fathers with a method of conceptualizing the threefol,d nature of God,
where God in His beil)g is one, and in His oikonomia, the management of•His creation, is
triple: " Just as a ~oed father can entrust to his son the execution of certain functions and
duties without in so doing losing his power and his unity," explains Agiuxrben, "so God
entrusts to Christ.the 'econOJP.Y.' the administration and .government of human history.'.s
For the Greek Church Fathers, oikonomia conceptualized the event of the Son's

•

incarnation, in addition to the economy of redemption and salvation (i.e., providential
history) implicit in ·,fuis event 6 "As often happens;" oontinues Agamb9,n, ''the fracture
that the theologians had· sought to avoid by removing it·from the plane o.f·God's being,
reappeared in the form of a caesura that separated in Him being and action, ontology and
praxis. Action (economy, but also politics) has no foundation in being: this is the
schizophrenia that the theological dectrine of oikonomia left as itS legacy to Western

•

3. See Notes 2. 1.
4. Giorgio Agambe.n, "What is an App.ar81US? ," i.n What is an Appora~? And Othl!l' Essays, trans. David
Kishik and Stefan PedateUa ~Stanfbtd, CA: Starlford University Press·, '2009), 8.

s. Ibid., 10.
6. See Notes 2.2.

5
culture." 7 The etymological relation between the terms oikonomia and dispositif is
I

evident in the translations of the Latin Fathers, who translated the Greek oikonomia as the
Latin dispositio. "The 'dispos~tifs' about which Foucault speaks," concludes Agamben,
"are somehow linked to this theological legacy. They can be in some way traced back to
the fracture that divides and at the same time, articulates in God being and praxis, the
nature or essence, on the one hand and the operation through which He administers and
governs the created world, on· the other. The term 'apparalllS' designates that in which
and through which, one realizes a pure activity of governance devoid of .any foundation
in being." 8
An apparatus is "literally anything that has in some way the capa:cify .to capture,
orient, dete.rmine, intercept, m~del, control, or secure the gestures, be~:viGrs, opinions,
and discourses of living beings." 9 The relation between apparatuses and beings al.s o

·-

involves the positive processes of "subjectification" implied by Hegel's us.e of the term
Posilivittit: an apparatus effects the· subjects whose potentials it captures. This capture,
similar to its theological antecedent, the oikoniomia, begins from a standpoint devoid of
any foundation in being.
The apparatuses of the current phase of C<!pill!lism (i.e., control societies) "no
longer act as much.,th.rqugb·t!lr preducllion of a S\lbject'as;.~u'gh tb·e·processes of what
~

..

can be called desubjectitication." 10 The processes o~ subjecnfication (the emergence of a
"new" self) palltie.u.lar to earlier apparatuses already implied proeesses of desub7. Ibid. See Notes 2.3.
8. Agamben, "What iS An

9. Ibid., 14.

I0. Ibid., 20.

A:pparatlls?,"

II.

6
jectification (the disappearance of an "old" self). 11 Thetappllflltuses particular to control
societies entirely abandon the processes of subjectification for the p.rocesses of
desubjectifi~on.

'Fhey "[do} not give rise to the recomposition of a new subject,"

explains Agam~fi\;exeept iD.lll.rVal or, as it were, spectral form." 12

•

A gamben exemplifies desubjectification·through the cellular telepqqne apparatus .
Contrary to the· advertisements that celebrate the "col)nectedness" this apparatus is
supposed to ·effect,, Agamben argues that the cellular telephone "separate.s the living
;_

I

;•

being from itself and from its inunediate relationShip with its environment."

13

The

ubiquitous image- ,of people gathered in a public space captivated only by their phones·
rather than their surroundings or the other people .aroilnd them previ'des support for
Agarnben •s .arguDX~pt. Th!! eliptivation of the cell phone us¢rs by

the t•elsewhere" of

cybersp11ce also exeiJ~plifies the separation A,gamben empliasizes in relatieo to the term

•

oikonomia: "the ' capture and [de]slibjecti.ficatioo of

f...]

desire in .a separate sphere

constitutes the ~pecific powe.r of the apparatus Emy .eJOphasis]."

14

This concept of

'

separation does ~O.t involve the me~physics . implte}l

iii alienation: in the critical

theoretical sense, but rather involves a denatio11 ofwt~ntiallt'y that is productive of value
only for the apparatus. Agamben·ma:futains that free use of

an apparatus.is impossible: "If

a certain proce5,&.-f#· [ .. rl ;d~ubjeetification corresponds, to eyery apparatuS," argues
' .

'

Agamben, "then it is impossible for the subject· of an !lP}laratus to ·use it 'in 'the right
way.' [ ... ) He who lets himself be captured b~ $e 'cellular telephone' apparatusII. See Notes 2.4.
12. Ibid.
13. Ibid.
14. Ibid., 17.

..
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•

whatever the intenSity of the desire that has dl'iven him~annot ·acquire a new
subjectivity, but only a numbe; through which he can, eventually, be controlled."15
The separatiqn of the "living being from itself' implicit in an app_aratus involves
the " living-dead.J''l6 .Mar.x's c-oncept of the automatic system of maeliine~ exemplifies
this dimension of•the living-dead. In the sixth notebook of the Economic Manuscripts,

Marx details the,q~tative changes of labor by the mechanics of capLtal: A-s circulating
capital, labor can' become a raw material or a product, As ·f ued capital, lil~¢r can become

..

~

an instrument or a building.

•

Tb~se

qualitative changes culminate, however, in "the

machine, or ratherr'IUl automatic system of machinerr. " ~1 Marx defib.~s:tliis system as. a
. ...
"moving power that moves itself'18 and says that "~tlf] this auto~totl,' consisting of
numerous mechaJ¥cal and intellectual organs, [ .. .J the workers the.mse!ves are cast
merely as its conscious linkages." 19 To provide further definition to automatic systems of
machinery, Marx contrasts them with instruments. The instrument can only change
circulating labor into fixed labor. The worker operates tlie instrument "with his skill and
20

.

strength." The automatic system of machinery "possesses· skill and strength in place of

•

the worker, (an:d) is itself the vi_l'ttloso, with a saul of its own." 21 In this way, the
automatic systelll of machinery changes labor, which alwa)!s produces value, into "value
15. Ibid.

I6. See Notes 2.5.
17. Karl Marx. Orundrisse: FoUfliiotions ofthe Critique ofPolitico/ Economy (New ¥orli:: Vintage Books,
1973), 692.
18 . 1bid.
19. Ibid.

20. Ibid.
21. Ibid.

•

8
existing for-itself." 22 1n the automatic system of machiner-y, -''living" labor materially
confronts not ..dead" labor, but rather the "living-dead" ial)Qr of the; automaton as a
"ruling po.wer and as (the] active subsumption of the [former) -under itsel£.·" 23

.

Norbert Wiener's
anti:lfucraft predictor provides another exarnpl~
.of.the living.
(

•

.

dead as it relates to·an apparatus. When the anti-aircraft predictor was un:veiled in July
1942, everyone present was astonished. It was as 'if the ruthless weapon eould "foretell
the future like a crystal ball." 24 Warren Weaver threatened to take a -hacksaw to the
machine, and G. R. Stiblitz, Wiener's National Defense Research Council section
chairman, remark~d that "the beha:vior of their instrument is positi~ly uncanny." 25
Wiener's anti-aircraft apparatus, comprised of S~:rvo-mechanisrns and differential
analyzers, was able·to pnld.ict '(he movement and future l0cation of enemy aircraft. The
t

apparatus effected an ac.tive subsump~on of the living by the living-d~ad because the
dead aircraft would have been pileted by a living.pil9t. From the standpoint-of Weiner's
apparatus, in other words, the distinction between pll0t and aircraft in relation to some
category of life

wa:s abandom:d. Both pilot and aifcraft were inscribed'' as

black boxes

within a single c0ntrol system. "The pilot behaves like a servo-mechanism," observes
Wiener, "attempting to overcome the intrinsic lag due to the dynamics of his plane as a
physical system, in respense t0 a stimulus which increases in ~tensity With the degree to

22. Ibid.
23. Ibid.
24. Peter Galison, "The Ontology o(the Enemy: Norbert Weiner and !he Cybernetic Vision," Critical

Inquiry 21, no. I (Atlllllnn, 199'1): 242.
25. Ibid., 243. See Notes 2 .6.
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•
which be bas_failed to accomplish his task."26 "The core lesson that Wiener drew from his
antiaircraft work," explains Peter Galison, "was that the coneeptualization of the pilot and
gunner as servomecl;!anisms WI"'thin ~ single system was essential and irreducible.'m
Deleuze details the concept of an apparatus as comprising tbreeco~nents: lines
of visibility and. enunciation, lines of force, and lines of subjectification. Foucault's
research into -the. history of sexuality exemplifies these components. Lilies of visibility
and lines of en~tfon are th~ "historical pature" oflan·lippilratus: "VisiDility-cannot be
traced back to pre-existing objects," explains Deleuze; "it'is made of l.Q:les

[, •• ] that form

variable shapes inseparable from the apparatus in question.'.zs Lines of visibility are the
lines that "make one see": "Ee:cb apparatus bas a [characteristic] way of structuring light,
[of] giving birth ·td'•Objects '[ ...].and causing them to disappear~ '·'29 In a si,milar way, lines
of enunciation are-wb.at make objects describable.
The bomosexUJal., as a visible "case" of an indi'llidual, appears and is describable
only within a specific app!U"atliS .. "As defined by the ancient civil or canonical codes,"
,

,•

I

writes Foucault, "sodomy was a.category offorbidden·acts·; ·their-perpetrator ~as nothing

•

more than the juridical subject oftliem. The

nine~ntb-century

homo_sexual became a

personage[ ... ]. The-sodomite bad 15een.a, temporlll)'· a~tiqn1'the b0m9SexuAI was now
;. .·

a species." Mem.9ers of·th~e sex :were creating. pl'llC~~P,s ·df.love· ancLpleasure with
30

26. Galisou, "The Ontology of the Bnemy," 237.
27. Ibid., 238.
28. Gilles Oeleuze, ",Wbat.is aJ?i!Jl!Nitif?," in Michel Foucoult,-Phlloioph,e•, JnnS, Timothy J. Armstrong
1
·
(New York:'Harvesm,' l~21: i 60:"
·
29.1bid.
30. Michel Foucault, The .Histor-y ofS'exuollty: A:n Jn1:roductlon, ~..-Robert' Hurley (New York: Random
House, 2012), 43.

10
each other before the
the clinic,

the

mech.ani~ms

of dis.cjpline. It was the apparatus of discipline (e.g.,

analyst's couch, the index), however, that all.owed the•J)-orilosexual

as a

I

•

"case" to emerge as;an object of perception and description .
"The line of.1f6rce;" writes Deleuze, "comes about 'in any relationship between
one po~t and an0ther,' and passes through every area in the apparat~· [.... ) This is the
'dimension of po~ej• [...) internal. to the apparatus, variable to the apflara'tus." 31 Lines of
·: .i
..
force operate ~~n lines !)f'¥)sibility and enuneiatibn, "acting as gO'-bei\.veens between
,_.,.T•
·nrf

I

•"'-""

seeing and sayiiJg" imd vice versa, actil}g

as arrows whfch continually cross between.

words and thingsr constalltly waging battle between them. " 32 Peter Baqhraeh and Morton
'

.

Baratz's concep~";?f "organizatililn" as the "mobilization of bias" exemplifies lines of

•

force. 33 .'fo bias is·o$e ch~'lhe potentials of the vari~oles).of a S)l*m in order to
optimize that sysy~rn as a whole. "All forms of [social]. or,ganjzlltion," ~e Bachrach and
Baratz, "have a bias in favor of ·the exploitation of some kinds

of conflict and the

suppression of oth~ES because organization is the mebilization of bias; Some issues are
organized

into'[so~ie.ty] while elbers are organized out."34

In relatio.n

tq: l:lomosex.~allty, the span of fifty years in advanced liberal societies

has witnessed a rem~bilization ·of bias, a line of feroe be~een seeing ·and saying. The
;

treatment of ho~se::ruats $$~-diseased . has mostly been abandened- in favor of their
treatment

as a pretected and· celebrated interest group. In 2012, for example, when an

3 L Deleuze, "What is a,f)isposilifl," 159.
32. Ibid., 160.

33. Peter Bachrach and MortonS. Baratz, "Two Faces of Power," American Political Science Rt~~iew 56,
no. 4 (1962): 952.
· ·
34. Ibid., 949.

11
Evangelical Christian stated on a U.S. cable news station that hom<?sexuality was
"gravely unnatural," scandal and controversy ensued. 35 :rhe shifting value of the
statement that homosex:uality is "gravely unnatural," which was accep~d as fact only
fifty years earlier; provides an example of lines of force as they operate within an
apparatus.
Lines of slibjectification are the "production of subjectivity in a social

'

apparatus. "36 A subjecti:ficatio11 "has to be made," suggests Deleuze, "inasmuch as the
apparatus allows i~ to come into being or makes it possible."31 Lines of subjectification
emerge when any variable within an apparatus ceases to be well behaved in some
particular way. 38 This definition of subjectification corresponds to philosopher Jacques
Ranciere's definition of politics as an activity of les sans-part. 39 Political events escape
the codes of kn<?wledge; analogous to the singularities or attractors of nonlinear
dynamical systems, these invisible nonentities or lines ofsubjectification are only implied

•

by way of deviations in the trajectories of visible entities.
Continuing the example .of homosexuality, lines of subjectificatio~· approach the
term "queer" as it is mobilized by queer· theorists. Lee· Edelman, for example, defines the
queer as "a zone of possibilities in which the embodiment of the subject might be

35. Noah Michelson, .'~k Cameron Tells Piers Morgan HQJDosexuality Is 'Unnaiutal,' 'Ultimately
Destructive'," ·The Hujftngton Post, February 3, 2012, http:flwww.huffingtonpost.coml2012i'03/03/kirkcameron·piers-morglin-hom()sexliality-unnatunil_n_13 L8430.btu11.
•
36. Deleuze, "What is a;Dispositifl," 1·60.
37. Ibid.

•

38. See Notes 2.7.

39. Jacques Rancier, "qissen'ling Words: A Conversation with !acques Ranciere," Diacrllles 30, no. 2
{2000): 124.

12
experienced otherwise .• ~o Teresa De Lauretis suggests that the rubric of the .queer makes
it possible "to recast or reinvent the terms of our sexualities, to construct another
discursive horiZQn, .another way of thinking the sexual.'"'' Jack Halberstam defmes queer
,. jl ~

as "nonnormative logics and organizations of community, sexual idflntity, embodiment,
and activity.'' 42 He details "counterintuitive and patently queer. fom o.f negative
knowing'"'3 such as stupidity, forgetting, failure, and illegibility. 44 Petra Eckhard asserts
that these ways of knowing are always "anti-communitarian, self-shatterihg, and antiidentitarian produc.tions of a counter-intuitive but crucial shift in th.fukfug away from
projects of rede11'1..9J!ion, reconstruction, restomtion and reclamation and;·towards what can

•

only be called an' an.ti-social, negative and anti-relational theory of seX\iality:'"' 5 In queer
theory, the term··~·queer" does l!Ot signify an interest •group such.as would be sanctioned
by the identity politics of liber:al pluralism. The queer involves something :unworkable in
relation to the apparatuses ~f liberal pluralism. In coo;trast v.ith tlie processes of

.

individualization defined l?Y Fqucault, lines· of subjeotific.ation .correspond',tO·the creation

..

,·~

~'

.

of new forces, visibHities, and enunciatiens in an.apparatus.

40. Lee Edlcman, Hom:ographe.ris:. Efsays in GIIy Literary and G:ul'tufal.TheorY (Hoboken, ·NJ: Taylor and
Francis, 2013), 114.
41. Teresa De Laurdlfs.,Qu•er
Press, 1991), iv.

Tmci:Y:.Le.rblamuui Gay Sexualltie.r (B(oomjngton: fudial)a.I:Jnivcrsity

42. Judith Halbers~m,. ·~ecr.'fel!,l~llllity

and

Posnnodcm !Jc9.Q)l),~S:.''.in 'in a Q,1l~l!r Time and Place:
Transgender Bodies, 'S'u'bculltlrai.LiVes{New
Y.Ork:
New Yo't\f Wni~ai'Sit)l Press, 2003~, 6.
)
43. Judith Halberstam; '"l'be Politics ofNegativiry in Recent ~ycer Til'c.OI)I," PMLA 121, no. 3 (2006):

823.

.

44. See NQtes 2.8.

45. Petr11 Eckhotd, ':} Q!\,eet: Ree.dJI!J,~fljloby,~icl<," in lgndfi~.~ of!Ppslmoder'I/JY.: {:onuprs and
Paradigms o[Cr/tlial'![hiory, e&:Fell)l''Ec~C!; Micbael. ~o~, al)diWAlter W.Holiling (Berlin: Verlag,
2010), 179.

•
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The management of sexuality io the prototypical oikonomia exeJ:1.1plifies the queer

..

as a line of ~bjec;tj!ication. The theology of the body implicit io thi~onomy orders
'•

sexuality to the Sll'~f!UI1ent of ?eterosextial matrimony and the mystery o(pf!;lcreation. In
terms of this apparaks,

quee~ are "called to chastity," because, their "hc~¥exual
acts"
.. .

are "gravely contrary to the dignity of persons and human se*uality," thlt~s; .they presept
:.>..t,'\

•

scmethiog unworkii~l~ from the standpoint of tliis app.aratus.

In a !99}-te9.~V~rs4tj'~X4 philosopher Toni N;egri aslfed•Deleuze;.about lines of
•

subjectification: ''IifuFoucault and in T1ie Fold, pro~ses of subjectifieatipn:.seem to be
studied more closely than in some

ot your other works (...]. Wha~·~· the

political

consequences of 'thls conception .of the subject? If the subjeet eannot be· reduced to an
externalized

cj~hlp,

can it ,invest citizenship with force IIJld life?:[._. .l'.What politics

can .carry into history the

splendo~ of events and su~jectivity? How can. we conceive a

cemmunity that has real force but no base, that isn':t a totality but is [ ...] absolute?'.%
Deleuze's answet:~:Negri is ipstructive:
It de~t~ltmakes sense'tO ~ook at the various::va!fs intll\l_i.dil~l.s ~~· groups
consutute ~'emselves as ~ubJects .through pre~ses Gf suBJecuftoapon: what
counts in s.uclb;proqesses is the ex.~nt to whi{i~:~~y·~e sba~,jtb;ey elude
both estabtisbed fol'lllS 'Qr:lmowl~age an.d.f!!.e.;qoJlli.riDilt"forms of~w~r: This has
nothing tO'igo With .goiili;.~aek-to "the>subject,'/ that i~; to ~omethlri'g.llivested with
duties, pq~e.:, ~d,.~~-?tledge. On~.•m!sht e.qtijlijy weil speak of.M~:irinds _of
event, 1'8.th~llil"lfr0cess~ af subJeetifieafio~i ev:nts.that·cai¥1,ot.~,el!,plamed by
the situations that giv.e rise to th6in, or into wi¥ch ~th¢'Y'read. T!ij'Jyy)li= far·a
moment, and it's that moment that matters, it'sthe cllance we mu5t'~ize.•7

.

'

46. Gilles Deleuze an'd·Toni Negrj, "Control and Becoming," in-Negotiation$, trans. Martin Jougllin (New
York: Columbia l!lni¥e~iiy !'Tess, 1'9~0), 176.
•
47. Ibid.

Deleuze continues, "Or we can simply talk about the brain, the brain is ·precisely this
boundary of a continuous two-way movement between an Inside and Outside, this
membrane between them.'"'8

•

Lines of visibility and enunciation, lines of force, and ·brains detail the concept of
an apparatus. Only brains, however, can carry the "splendor of events' and subjectivity
into history. '"'9
2.3. Auftchriebesysteme

•

"Foucault'developed discourse analysis as a reconstruction of the rules by which
the actual discourses of an epoph would have to have been organized in order to exclude,
for example, insanity."50 Kittler's statement provides a gloss on Fo~cault's suggestion
that "enunciative analysis[ ...] must make it possible to raise the transcendental obstacle
that a certain form of [... ] discourse opposes to all analyses of language, in the nome of
the being of that language anH of the ground from which it should derive its origin.'.5 1
The phrase "transcendental obstaCle" signifies whatever general potentiality an apparatus
captures as a particular actuality. Foucault's genealogical method seeks to discover these
potentialities, in.addition to characterizing the strategic function involved in their capture

48. Gilles Deleuze, Cinema 11: The Time-/mag•, trans. Hugh lbomlinsoll and Robert Oaleta (Mjnoeapolis:
University of Minnesota l?rcs$, 1989), 212. SeeNotu2.9.

49. Ibid.

50. John Armil&ge and Friedrich A. Kinler, "From Oiseowse Networks to CUltural Mathematics: An
Interview with Friedrich A. Kittler," Theory, CuiiUre cfc Society 23 (2006): 18.
51. Michel Foucault, Archaeology ofKnowledge, trans. A. M. Sheridan 'Smith (London: Routledge, 2002),
127.
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by an apparatus, in the name of the "being of language" or the "g!'ound" that is
potentiality in generaL
of.an Auftchreibesystem supplements Foucault's concept of an
Kittler's concept
...
apparatus and provides this "ground" more definition by emphasizing ,its positive or
material dimension. 52 Kittler details the concept of an Auftchreibesystemtas
.
. ' . involving a
"free application of Claude E. Shannon's information theory." 53 "What is wrong with
Foucault's The ·Order of Things," explains Kittler, "is that it merely describes the
production of discourses. Ther,e are, for example, no descriptions in Foucault's book of
the source of these discourses, of the channels or the receivers."54 In con~t, Shannon's
theory provides an "engineering or technical model" for conceptualizing "information
source, information channel and information receiver [...] informational inputs,

•

transmission an.d outputs."55 l;he material dimension of these mediators or mediums or
media (e.g., trarlsmitter, carrier, recei:ver.), where this material dimension would be

.

approached as suc-h; pr-ovides.&ground for the concept .of an apparatus.
'

Political theory generally neglects the material dimensions and mechanics of
communication apparatuses (~.g. , handwriting, alpliabetization, typewritel'S, computer
codes), despite tile fsct that these can be seen to determine the conditions of politics. As
...r-.

Galloway and Thacker suggest,- the "networks ofFed.Ex [and] AT&T are Biguably more
important than that o'f the United States in tenns

o~ global

economies, communication,

•
52. See Notes 2.10
53. Armitage and Kittler, :•From Discourse Networks to Cultural MathematiCs," 18.

54. Ibid.
55. Ibid.

..
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and conswnerism."s6 In the context of examples such as data surveillance, biotechnology,
and information warfare, the "seeming!)' innocuous details of data packiets, network
protocols, and fire. wains, . beeome politically charged indeed." s7 Ih relation to this
neglected importance, contemporary political theories must, 11rgues·Kittler.' "mtegrate into .
their materialism.the standards of the second industrial revotution ...sa

•

Q

1
Figure l. Five Functions of Information Theory. Sis the source;. m is the
message; T is the tril.nsmitter; sis·the si.&nal; is the channel.; Q are the
qu.e ers·m the braiiis·or the noises in thec~annel; r is the received signal;
R is the receiver; m is the received message; and D is the destination.
Adapted from Shannon and Weaver (194'9, 2).

e

Kittler explains that 'Shannon's five fun.ctions of information theory- source,
transmitter, channel, receiver, and destination (see Figure !}-"can be occupied or left
vacant by various agents." s9 In addition to materiality (i.e., "communicational
technique"), Kittler;·s ·me1lhod!~pbasizes contrast (i1e., "systemic differentiation").6() In

56. Alexander Gallow,ay and Eugene 'Ehacker, The Exploit: A Theory ofJo{ef'r'lorks (Minneapolis: University
ofMinnesota Press, 26'07), 9.
57. Ibid.

..

58. Friedrich'Kittler, Discourse N6tWprlrJ 180011900, trMs. Mi'chael Metteer and Chris Cullens (Stanford,
CA: Stanford Universit¥Press, 1990), 370.

•

59. Ibid.
60. Ibid.
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his book Aufsclireibesysteme. 180011900, "wliversal alpha,betization

·9Vca

1800 and

technological ·data storage eirca 1900" 61 are the appiU'atuses Kittler defines in their
materiality by way of contrast.
Tiziana Terranova's Network Culture also begins from the hYf!Othesis that "an
engagement with information ·theory is rich in analytical insights into th.e features of
contemporary cultural politics where such informational dynamics are increasingly
foregrounded."6~··S'il'eh an intervention allows us to "free. up tbe concept ·of information
J

from two preju!li,ces that have actuall!Y hindered our understanding of informational
dynamics: the idea ·that information is 'the content of a eommwlication;' and the notion
that information is 'immaterial. "' 63 To this end, Terranova provides an ·overview of
Claude Shannon·and Warren Weaver's mathematical' theory of commwlication. In terms
of this theory, and in response to the first prejudice she mentions, Terr~ova
,. , . .defines the
term "information'' as something altogether different from whatever content or meaning
it might be said to contain. In response to the second prejudice, and again in terms of
information theory, Terranova suggests that information subsists within the materiality of
its channels, transmitters, and receivers, rather than existing (as if from· or by way of
itself) in some abst:r:act or immaterial "pbantom zone," that is, some· place like the

•

disembodied phantom zone conv.entionally underst{)od to·be· the locus of cyberspace.

61.Ibid.
62. Tiziana Terranova, Network CuilUre: Politi~ for the lnformatfon Age (Ann Arbor: IJnivenity of
Michigan Press, 2004), I 0.

63. Ibid., 3.

•
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2.4. Sovereignty, Discipline, Control64

Deleuu's "Postscript" defines con.trol societie,s primarily by way·of contrast with
societies of sovereignty and societies of discipline. 6s In societies of sov_ereignty, power
r

operates primarily as fiat over the life and

pro~

of its subjects.. !Jl .disciplinary

societies, power o~rates primarily by ~y of disciplibes and enole~.tbat effect decile

•

individUals who are-~de ~o ~~on on their own in-accordance With the_~j»X>.~er. Finally,
in control societies,_power opei-ates prim!Uily as a set·of feedback meclilini,~ms the.~ effect
ever more molecular;:and! optimal "dividuals.'M

lii

relation to societies of sovereignty, consider the introducti!)I;J":to Foucault's

Discipline and Puh1ih, "The Body of the Conde!llJleC\," whtch pro~<\~.s a detailed·
description of,;the~iecution ~fRebe&t-Eranveis DtUn:{eos-b.y d.rawing and-quartering. The
book includes tllis :description· to exemplify the rr(ee1ilmi:cs of pow~r ·in· societies of

•

sovereignty as eviQ,ent in their characteristic "penai .stli'l'e.'~7 In sooieties.-of sovereignty,
·~·

C

...

,I

•

••

power is primaril¥ evident in-punishment, specffipall~' ~e puhlslunen~bi\'erimes against
the sovereign.-The 'subject's be:dy is "the major ta+get;of ..penal rep;essij:>n," 68 and its
'

.

..

public torture is a "ceremonial by which a momc:ntarlly injured sovereignty is
reconstituted [ ...]:;b)" maflifes\'lng it at its most spectacular." 69 Here. public torture and

64. See Notes 2.11 .

6S. See Notes 2.12.
66. See Notes 2.13 :
67. Michel Foucault, ·Discipline and' Punish: J'he Birth ofthe Pf~on; tiahs. Alan Sheridan (New York:
Vintage Books, 199~),Yf.
··
68. Ibid., 8.
69. Ibid., 48.
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execution do ' not "re-establish justice" so much as "reactiv.ate power;" lly "mak[ing]
everyone aware, ~ugh the '?<>dy of the criminal, of the uorest:J:ained presence of the
so.vereign." 7·0
There is a reversal in the mecbatiic.s of power in disoiplin.ary soc~~fi.es. In place of

..

th.e sovereign's spectacular e~rcise of -power, diS<(iplinacy societies .~~e under a
supposition that.tb.e.:.'perfeotion ofpower should render:itS actual exerc~~~cessary."71
The mechanics o1;~flwer shii1from punishment fer ci:imes ag!tinst the :SG~ereign towarcls
the secret and diflj.J,se administration. of the "saul": "The·expiation that orice:rained do'wn
upon the body m~ be replaeed by a punishm:ent that acts in depth· o.ri' ·the heart, the
t

thoughts, the will}.~e i.n~~~ons. "72 A "micro-jlh)!Sics·:of power" em~ges in place of

·"'

the spectacular p~ysical violen~ exercis.e d agjliost the crimiluu Gi full vie~of·the public,
"effect[ing] its d.<;un,ination" by WJiY· of "dispositions, maneuvers, tactics, techniques,
fi.inction.ings" that comprise· '-'a network of relations, constantly in tension, in activity."73
Institutions and ·~nclbS!U'e$

s~h as 'the school,

the hospifltl, -the prison! Bf!d.the barracks.

exemplify the mechpnies of power. in.:disciptinar.y soclds. In these .. ilistitutions, the
systematic obset.ilation of the minutiae of

behavia~ ~nstitutes indi..v:iilnlus as "docile

'
bodies" that "fun.ction on their ·own" in aecordance· with··the designs· of government.

•

'

{"

. ...

l

·t'

Foucault famously locates the ideal i.nlage of discipliruuty societies in Jemny Bentham's
Panopticon, a prison in which a centrally located ~ tower ren~ers- ~e actions of
inmates visible at lil'l ·tiJ:nes to the authorities. This app'lji'litus "induce[sl fu the inmate a
70. Ibid., 49.
71. Ibid.

72. Ibid., 16.

73. Ibid., 26.
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state of conscious . and permanent visibility that assures the automatic. functioning of
power." 74

..

ln the transition from, sovereignty to discipline there is also a "reversal of the
·~

political axis of mdividualization."?S The archival evidence Foucault ptovid;es indicates
that details about the life of a person in societies of sovereignty are "ascen4ing." These
details appear in. heroic accounts, hagiographies, and legends: the pr?totx:pes of modem
biography. In sodieties of discipline, however, details about the case of an individualhis or her sexuality, bis or her pathology, his or her race, and so on-are "descending."

'

"As power becoffl$1S more anonymous and more functional, those on whom it is exercised
76
The SW'Veillance and· administration
of the
tend to be more strongly individualized."
. •.
.

.

lives of the insane, the sick, th~ .criminal, and the poor e'ffeet a maSsive ·literatwe detailing
every dimension of their existence· and thereby constituting them as in.dividual cases.
Whereas the societies of sovereignty tend to individualize the ideal and' the normative, the
societies of disoipl~e indlvid'ualize the aberrant and ex¢eptional: "[T]he child is more
individualized thanillle adult, the patient more than the healthy man, the madman and the
delinquent each more than the norma:! and the non-delinquent."77 In disciplinary societies
institutions and ene).psures-the clinic, the prison, the barracks-<lelineate a line of force
;;...

.

aiming "[to) eoncehtJ!ate; 'to distribute ·i n space; to order in .time; [and so] ·to compose a
productive force wiiliin the diuiension of spaecHime·whose·effect will be greater than the

•
74. Ibid., 20 I.

75. Ibid., 192.
76. Ibid., 193.

77. Ibid.
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sum of its camponent forces."78

In disciplinary societies, the term "government" can be used in place of the term
"power"-provi,d,ed that .government is understood, following Fouc.ault's analyses, as
"the conduct of conduct": the stabilities, rationalities, and consistencies .in'_'lbe~behavior of
persons within any historical situatian. Wendy Brown discusses .this concept of
government through an analysis of Foucault's related neologism, "govemmentality,"79
which exemplifies several characteristics of government in societies of disCipline. Firstly,
states Brown, governmentality involves capturing potentialities. This capture is evident

•

because these potentialities may have been actualized otherwise-anarchically,
destructively, creatively--or .may have remainedl pure potentialities (i.e., simply
unproductive). Secondly, this capture is not necessarily one of explicit rule or violent
domination. The capture of a potentiality by government can be an act.of free donation.80
Finally, as the "eonduct of conduct," govemment <;an operate by wjly of mechanisms
seemingly unrelated to go:verilanee. Areas as disparate as.mol~l!!ar biol~gyJ information
management, and popular culture become no less e:ffective in their "governmental"

•

function than law, policy, and statecraft.

In

additi~n

to the disciplinary mechanisms of governnient that increasingly

constituted the governed as ·individual cases, another novel object of government
appeared in the societies of discipline: the population. "After a first seizure of power over
the body in an individualizing- mode, we have a second seizure of power that is not

78. Oeleuu, "Postscrl{t'-;n the Societies ofConn-ol," 7.
79. Wendy Brown, ·•~ower After Fou~ult," in The Oxford·Handbook ofJ>o/Jtical Theory, eds. JohnS.
Dryzek, Bonnie Honig. and Anne Phiilips (OXftlrd: Oxford·l!lniweisity·Press, 2008), 73.

•

80. See Notes 2.14 .

'
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individualizing but,. if you like, massifying, that is directed not at man-a!!·bOdy but manas-species. After the anatomo-politics of the human !;ody established in $e.course of the
eighteenth eentJJcy,,)we have, at the end of that cennu:y, the emergence-p:f·something that
•

•

-.'1

•

is no longer anato~-politics of the human body, but what 1 would-call a \ bio-politics' of
the human race." 81 Wben goverbment began admini~ring the fudiVidual's health,
sexuality, behaviors. and so on, it was often by way of the individual 's-·p~ee 'in relation to
the population: • i?p~}ll.ere di~cipline is the technology · depl~ye'"d'to "rb.~(; . individuals
behave, to be .efficient and _productive wor!Cers,"

exp~s. ,Foqcault,''·~~i:bpolities is

deployed·to mana~population; 'f0r example, to ensure a h~tliy workf0~e:': 82

In the fall~ut. of Worl~ War ll, the enclosures of discipline and):t!'je;biopolitics of
population began to disintegrate, and a new

info~tic

and molecular J?.hysics of social

management appl:~~d. Networked mechanisms repl~ce th.e st;rategies of·ildmitiistration of
life carried out iit'•disciplinary societies, that is, the eugenic strategies, health mandates,
population statistf&S;. Bbd so .on. The \lioP9litics of tire. unified clinical body 'becomes Jess
tenable as a swarming of the disciplines inscribes the body's organs into.networks of
procurement anq:,transplantation, its· r-eproductive flUidS into banks for .inde~te storage,
its cell tissues intll-laboratorles :far cultivation and •.or4ll.loa~on,. a,nq sQ-:on, towards the
. '
•
end of optimizati,<>~ and control. Pl!edict!ive anld~csj m~bite; devices, ·~fil satellites, and
related technologies determine·$-e capaeities and' traJ~tori'es of this n7w~m0'lecular body

•

to a probable ceruiinty. In plallC of governmental - . t i o n to· the il!dividual case, a
mechanics

FouCAult;.deta;ij~ ljp~relation

to disciplin.ary.

s0cietie~.

the mechanics of social

'

81 . Michel Foucault, Society Must B« Defended: Lectures or tJrf College de France. I 975-76, trans. David
Macey (New York: Macinillam, 2003), 243.
82. Ibid.

''

(

'
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management in control societies effect an endless modulation of the- increasingly
molecular "dividual."

2.5. Spectacle and Immaterial Labor

Guy Debord ref:ers to control societies as "soeieties of the SP,e(:tacle": "The

.

spectacle," Debord explains, "is capital to such a degr,ee of accumulation that it becomes
an image." 83 In societies of the spectaele, the fetish of the commodity .determines the
conditions and horl>~ons of possibility, especially in relation to communication. This
effects somethfug. !J.pproaching the "separation" c!iscussed by Agamben:(see above) in
relation to apparat)Jses.
There are many critics of Debord's analyses. Steven SMViro; for example,
suggests that there· "was [never] a time when life was 'directly lived,' instead of being
dive.rted into representations; there never was a 'unity of life,' as op~sed to the
separation impos~d by the detaching of images from their original contexts. The unity of
a life directly lived is a fi~tion." 84 Jacques Ranciere argues that ''the theoretical

•

foWldations of the critique of the spectacle are borrowed, via Marx,
critique of religion. The
non-separation."

85

b~is-9f both critiques consists

fr<~m

Feuerbach's

in the Romantic vision of truth as

However, Debordfs critique-for example, his suggestion that

"passive identification with th~ spectacle supplants genuine actiYity" 86-i'S not an appeal

83. Guy Debord, 'J'Jre Society 6ftljt.'Specracle, trans. Ken Knabb (Berkeley: .Bureau Of Rub lie Secrets,
2013), 32.
84. Michael Shaviro, Connected (Minneapolis: University ofM\flnesota·Ptess1 f-003), 71.
85. Jacques Ranci~rc; The Emancipated Spectator, trans. Grogor)l Elliott (London: Verso, 2009), 6.

•

86. Debord. Socfery ofthe Spectacle, 12.
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to any metaphysical category of the "genuine." Rather, it involves the disparity between
material and immaterial labor.
Post-war capitalism e~cts a massive dematerialization of producti0n in advanced
economies, corresponding to the change from disciplinary

enclosur~s

to controlled

modulations. "Postscr:ipt" mentions the shift from the gold standard to floating rates of
exchange, from manufacturing to "higher-order production," from ·th·e •factory to the

'
87
multinational corp0ration.
Tliese changes exemplify. a line of force to~s modulation
and dividualization. In relation to this line of force, the sp~ctacular dimension of contra:!
societies involves .the transformation of an

"inctividu~l'·s

principal work ( .. .] into a realm

of non-work, of inactivity.. This inactivity, however, is by no means .~ancipated from
productive acti:vity; it remains. in thrall to that activity, in an uneasy· and worshipful
subjection to production •s needs.and results. " 88
Maurizio Lazzarato defines this immaterial labor as-the "activity th.a't produces the
.
'
'
' cultural content' of the commodity.''89 Immaterial labor ''inv0lves a seri'e s of activities

that are not normally r·ecognized as 'work' [ ... ] the kinds of activities involved in
defining and fixmg cultural and. artistic standards, fashio!J.S, tastes, consumer norms, and,
more strategically, 'public opinion." 90 In control societies, laoor is o::();ex1-n6thing more
'

than what Mark Andtejevic d~scribes as "instrumentalized

•

.

hyper-soci~ty.''~1 This labor

87. Notes , 2.15 .
88. Ibid., 21.
89. Maurizio Lazzarato, "Imrmaterial Labor," in Radical Thouglit In Italy: A Pofential Pdlittcs, lnUlS. Paul
Colilli and Ed Emory (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2006), l33.
90. Ibid., 137.
91. Mlll'k Andrejevic, "Surveinance and Alienation in the Online Economy," in SW'11tillance and Society 8,

no. 3 (2011): 280.
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is both voluntary and instrumentai to power, which is why.Tiziana Tetranoya defines it as
"free labor": "Free labor is the moment where this knowledgeable consumption of culture·
is translated into productive,activiti,es that are pleasurably embtaeed arid'at the same time
often shameless!~ exploited."92 Zwick, Bonsu, and Darmody suggest that this consumer
cocreation, as a practice of marketing, is an increasingly effective ap'p.~tus of social
management. They~argue. that websites that rely on user-generated content "expropnate

.

~

the cultural labor of the masses and convert it into .monetary value: each ~in their own.
specific way, but all according to the same general logic." 93 It is

iD th1s way that

"consumers are .asked to pay for the surplus extracted from their own.work. "94
The spectacular dimension of control twns marketing into ·bo\h .a generalized

•

feature of social r~lations and-!! necessaey characteristic of the dividual. IJ)·relation to this

. ..

process, Thomas ThobW'!l suggests that "[c)apital still operates. through the enforced
splitting of producers and consumers but the flows and relations of production are
continually enri'ch6d: through processes outside of the ~ediate sphere of work: the

'

:

product is enriched through the intervention of the

cai~Sumer,

and .is therefore in

permanent evolution." 95 Streaming videos on tQe We~. for exaJD.Rle, . often have
advertisements, similar to ~~levision commercials. In !lOobilist with televi~ion viewers,
..

•

-'!j·

'

however, Web users are suppo's¢d
to· ''select the ad ex~Iien<:e they
This allows
.
. prefer."
;
the advertising software involwed to calcclate 8.1\1. in0reasingly detajled1 and efficient
92; Tlzil!ll• Terranova, "F.ree Labor: llroducing .C~lture for the.'Ii>lgital;~oi;IOmy," SociiJI Teit 63, no. 18
(2000): 37.
·•

.

)

.

93. Samuel K. Boost!, and Aron Dannlldy, Detlev Zwick, "P,unjng-.C9nsl!!!)brs to W.orl(:/ Co-Creation' ~6' ·'
New Marketing Oovem\nentatity," Journof of'Consumtr Cultril:e s,:n6. i'6'3-(2008): l.80.
> .
·"
94. Ibid., !86.
9S. Nicholas Thobum, E>~leu:ze, A(anc, and Politics (London: Routledge, ,2003), 99 .

•
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profile for the user. The constant obligation to "express oneself ·[ ...] to speak,
communicate; cooperate, and so forth [ ...] leads to a situation where every aspect of
subjectivity. [ ... )' b'ecome:s productive of value. " 96 Thobum continues:
This immaterial labor constirutes itself in forms that 8lie immediat~lY. collective,
and we ll,l~t say 1:1\at it exists in the form of networks and floWs .. The
organization of the cycle of production. of immaterial labor [ ...l!&"h¢t-obviousl-y
apparenrtto the eye, because it is.not defined by !he four walls o:fthefactory. The
location'$.which it operates is outside in. the society at large [ ...J.lfl}e cycle of
productiQ~ c,o~es·.i.ntb ·operation only when it is required· by tlie ca~i,l:alist; once
the job has been done, the cycle dissolves back into the networb~'flows that
make posSible the reproduction and enrichment of its productive capaeities. 97
..Labor always produces an excess in its reproduction of social relations. Capitalism must
recuperate this excess because it is both its condition of possibility and a potential ground
for freedom from its mechanisms. The lines CYf force. towards immaterial labor in control
societies only intensify this ambivalence, which leaves open the question of what it
would mean to "escape" ·this capture. 98

2.6. Politics and Community

•

Agamben suggests that a practice of politics adequate to control societies requires
approaching their spectacular dimension as a language, as the "very communicativity or
linguistic being of humankind." 99 The spectacular dimension of control societies

.'

forecloses any poss_ibility of an actively political practice of community because it is
"directed not onl,y toward the expropriation of productive activity, but also and
96. Ibid., I 00.
97. Ibid.
98. Bonsu, Darmody, and Zwick, "Putting Consumers to Work."
99. Giorgio Agambcn, A(epns without Ends: Notes on Politics, trans. Vincenzo Binetti and Cesare Ca.sarino
(Minneapolis: University ofMinnoso)a Press, 2000), 2.

'
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principally toward the alienation of-language itself (...], of that logos, which one of
Heraclitus' s fragments identified as the Common."100 The spectacle, Agll!.llben suggests,
captures the very "means of constructing a community that might free itSelf from a logic
of exclusion and violence."101 ~·For the same reason," however, it "retains something like
a positive possibility that can be used against it." 102
Leland de Ia Durantaye discusses Agamben's an.alyses of the spectacular
dimension of control as a language: "The spectacle reaches not Onlo/ into our homes
through the ideological messages transmitted by our media," writes Durantaye, "but also
into our very ' mediality ,' our capacity to communicate what we have in common.'' 103
Jean-Luc Nancy develops this analysis when he suggests that the spectacular dimension
of control is "being-with" "s1;1bsumed within the generalized equivalence of all the
representations of itself that it gives itself to consume."104 Nancy continues:

•

Capital's violent inhumanity displays nothing other than the simultaneity of the
singular Q>.!ft the siq.gular posing as the indifferent and interchangeable
particularity of the unit of production) and thej plurel (itself posing as the system
of commodity circulation). The "extortion of surplus value" presul'poses this
concomitance between the "atomization" of pFoducers (of "subj'ectS" reduced to
being-productive) and a ''reticulation" of profit Enot as an equal redistribution, but
as concentration that is itself more and more com)lle:x: and delocaliZed~. One could
say that capital is the alie!lation of being 'singu1ar pluna.l as such. [ ... ] Capital is
the "alienation" of)3.eing in its being-social to·the extent that it puts this being
into play as· such. 105
I00. Ibid., 80.
101. Ibid., 174.
102. Ibid.

I03. Leland Ollflllltllye, Giorgio Agamben: A Critical Introduction (Stanford, CA: Stanford University

Press, 2009), 174.
I04. Jean-Luc Nancy, Being Singular Plural, tranS. Roben D. Richardson_ and Anne E. O'Byrne (Stanford,
CA: Stanford University Pres~. 1996), 49.
105. Ibid., 73 .

•

•
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To suggest that the spectacle puts being-with as such into play is also to suggest ·
that, by way of the spectacle, b.eing-with as such (i.e., the common, the proper) positively·
appears, but in an inversion. Analyses of the spectacle "not only [provide) clarity a~out
the extremity of our situation, but also the means through which we might reverse it." 106
Agamben details· this positive possibility by way of the relation betv.~een the "matt~r of
l!mguage and the ..thinking of potentiality"; the relation involves the concept of an

experimenrum linguae,

at "pure experience of language"

107

-not a use of language, but

correspondence v.tith the materiality or pure potentiality of!anguage. Agamben explains:
It is not laqguage in general that marks out the'human,fr.om other living beings
[... J but the .split betw.e~n language and speech; between sem1otic ®cKsemantic
(in Benweil.iste's sense);·between.sign system $d.'discoUrse. ~s ilre not in
fact denied language; on the contrary, they are~ways and totally l,!lllguage. [ ... )
Animals do .not enter lan'guage, th~y are already inSide it. Man, instead, by having
infancy, by p~eceding sp~h, spli~ this single;languag_e and, in' orde[ to speak,
has to constirute himself as the subject of language-he has to say /. 08

An experimentum linguae would recapture the pure potentiality exemP.lified by the
I

language of the animal and the infant (i.e., those who ·"are always and totally language").
The political matter here is not that of a "higher end" but that of "t:eing-in-language
itself."109 The experimentum linguae is an "experience· of the potentiality o£thought," 110

I06. Giorgio Agamt>i.n, Th« Coming Community, trans. Michael Hard! (M)nneapolis: University of
Minnesota Press. fcf9j), -175.

•

107.lbid., 178.
108. Gio.rgio Agamben,lnfancy and History: Essays on the-D.estruction ofExperience, trans. Liz Heron
(London: Verso, 1993), 51.

I09. Agambeo, Means W/thouJ End, H7.II 0. Durantaye, Giorgw•Agambe>l, 1'80.
~

..~•,
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an experience that is "constructed as an experiment concerning the very matter, or the
potentiality, of thought [my emphasis]."111
When Ag~n. dlscusses the "expropria!ion of language" by the ;spectacle, be
details it as a "rendering common of what one thought of as one's own, and anly as one's
own, province or property." 11 ~ In relation to characterizing a ground fot dbing politics,
a "ftrst step toward a truly 'free usage' of that'. which
is most
this capture appraacbes
'
.

: i._r.
common: our me~ of communication."113 When a dividiual communitates by way of

consumption or inlb.e guise of an identity in ac:ord with ttie mechanics af the spectacle,

•

the spectacle

ca~s

that dividual 's potential, especially its potential· to be in comman.

'
The common i.n..c9ntroi. societies, in other words, is not grounaed on &·transcendental
presupposition (e.g., God, the :rruth, the Nation). It is precisely beca'\ISe•tli'e common is
no longer grounded on a transcendental presupposition, however, that its free use
becomes possible: "The era in· which we live· is also that in which for the first time it is
.

'

possible for h~ to experienCe their own linguistic being, not this or thin content of
language, but langtlllge its.elf." 114
The wark of Martin Heidegger and of poet P·aul Celan anticipates this concept of
free us'e in relation to co.ntrol societies. Heidegger describes the ~absence of any
~

transcendental presupposition characteristic of control societi-es (i.e., "the warld's night")

.

'
as a "default of the gods." 115 "Because af this defa11lt." wfites Heidegger,
''there fails to

II L Agamben, Mtans fl'lthout End; 116.

112. Ibid. , 181.
113. Ibid.
114. Agamben, Coming Community, 83.

'

II 5. Martin Heidegger.'"Wbat are ~oets For?," in Poetry, Languag~. Thought,

Q'8DS.

Altn,d Hof.stadter

. '
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appear for the world.the ground that grounds it." 116 This concept of abyss (Abgrund) also
"characterizes [Celan's] poetics,"117 suggests Antti Salminen, who draws· attention to this
statement by Celan: I'Like the human, the poem has no adequate grouncLf....]. Yet maybe:
the poem has its ground in itself; with this ground it reposes above, in the gt:i!lundless." 118
This statement corresponds with others from Celan's writings on poetry:
Poetry is p~rhaps ~~: ~ Atemwende, a turnin~ of·the br~p.th. .Who}~nows,
perhaps pbemy goeS'Its way-the way of art-for the sake ofJUSt:SJic\J a tum?
And since·the strange, the abyss and Medusa's bead, the abyss an<®l~,automaton,
all seem to lie in the same direction- it is per~a~s this tum, this At~mwende,
which can sort out the strange from the strange? 19
•
Celan explains the abyss and ~e "breathtum" (Atemwende): the "abyss is the direction
taken by the poem and Wl'iting. Like the breathturn, the moment between inhaling and
exhaling, the abyss comes bety.'een the strangeness of Medusa's head an4 that of the
automaton. [ ...] The gesture, a kind of MObian loop, which inside turns outside, is both
bodily and poetic." 120 He approaches how the breafutum, both bodily and poetic, can
provide an experience of the abyss through a disc1.1s~ion of BUchner's novella fragment,

•

Lenz, whose eponymous character remarks that it is "unpleasant not to be able to walk on

(New York: Harper and Row, 2002), 101.
116. Ibid.
117. Antti Salminen, "Falling Upwards: Paul Celan •s Poetics," in Ptotlal Answers: Journal ofLiterature
and tile History ofldeas:IO, no. 2 (1W)e 2012): 223.

118. See Notes 2.16.

•

119. Paul Celan, Selections: P .a u/ Celan, trans. ~lerre Joris, eds..l:1jem: Jofu and Jerome;Rotli.enberg
(Berkeley: University ofCalifomia Press, 2005), 47, translated and, qUo~ in Salminen, "Falling
Upwards,'' 225.
1
120. Salminen, "Falling Upwards," 225.

.,
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his head." 121 Celan explains, "whoever walks on his bead, ladies and gentlemen, whoever
walks on his bead sees the sky below, as an abyss." 122

For both Heidegger and Ce!an, the abyss (Abgrund) is the "foundation of thought
in nothingness." In Der Satz vpm Grund, where "nothing is without ground,'' Heidegger

'
"builds on a

parad~x:

an enduring foundation for language and thought *'to be a non-

f<ilundation, not to ~ founded on ·an arche." 122 In his Meridian speech,_Celan alludes to
,yi! ~'

••

one of Heidegger's ·f~xts. "Language"; the relevant passage from "Language" reads: "The

'

•

sentence, 'language is lmguage,' leaves us to hover over an abyss as long as we endure
what it says(... ). If. we let ourselves fall into the aby,ss demoted by this sentence, we do
not go

•

turnbling·1~o

emptiness. We fall upward, to a height. Its loftiness opens up a

depth. The two span a realm in. which we would like to become at home, so as to find a
residence, a dwelling place for the life of man." 124 Celan, who had read "Language" in

1959, also appro~h:ed this sense of a homecoming in hisMeri~ian speech, dated October
~ .\

..

1960: "One of the. ways: others, coming from the ungrounded, lead back into the
ungrounded; for them the abyss is home; their language is their

being~underway;

no

longer." 125
By way o(, plls •'(J,.b)'ss above," l:leidegger and Celan

antic!p~

Agamben's

argument that an experience of the groundlessness of all things, ali experimentum

•
121. See Notes 2.17.
122. Celan, Selectloo/, !fl.,ll"'.ll'')ated and quoted in Salminen, "Falling Upwards," 225.
123. Salminen. "FaiUng. t;Jpwards," 229.
124. Manin Heide~er, "p.Dg~e;• in 'Ponry. Language, T'hought, ~.•~d Hofstadter{New York:
Harper and Row, 2002Y,189-90, qu9~ in Saialinen, "Falling ~pwMds,"'229.
125. Paw Celan, Der Meridian, 62, quoted in Salminen, "Falllng Upwards," 230 .

•
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linguae, is an exi>erjence of their proper ground. The concepts of the breathtum and the
I

abyss above point tll'e way towards an e::gJerimentum linguae, whlch Heidegg!!r terms the

..

"free use of·the P!P.i:ier. ·~· Philosopher· and· Heidegger exegete Christophct-fynsk explains
that Heidegger aGlGpted this phrase ("free use of the proper") from a letter of'Hlllderlin's
in whlch HO!derliri. suggested, "nothing is more difficult to learn than the 'free use of the

'

proper [er-eignerld-brauchende Be-w~gung]. ...1
:.,i

explains Fynsk,

26

A free use· of the proper is free,

A

bb~use

it implies a release o.nto its own groundlessn.ess," ·or precisely
~

what always esc~· control. 127 Use (Brauch) involves an engagement·Wfth: the common
(i.e., the proper); :or. what we are used to (Brachtum; i.e., the idiomatiqJ, by way of a
relation to "the 'lalZ~.'Jilf\commonality fromwhlch a!Lspeech communities-proceed and to
'

' ·"

·

•

0

•

•

which they return tWhenever th~ir eS;senti~ relations ~e cenimunicated [.. :], where what
it means to be comes into questioo." 128 The proper "carries. it pack to the earth
. andphysis,
~

defining [free use] as the bodily that emerges in showing." 129 Els~where Heidegger
.cr.,. '

explains the "bOdilyt that eme~ges in showing." In contrast with the challenging-forth of
the earth by modem technology (e.g., as a standing reserve ef energy to be exploited),
Heidegger suggests that the artwork uses the earth (i.e., what "loves to rude"), which is its
origin, but do!IS-..:..~! ·· exwl>it·rit in this setting-forth. "A kind of interVention, even a
'

violence, is requireO in this letNn& enierge," suggests Fynsk, "but such usage never
exliausts what 'loves to bide.' A free use of the proper .wjll. !hils be impeUed always to
126. Christopher FynsJi;/ Heidegger: Thought ond Historicity (Jthaca, NY:· eomoll University Press, 1993),
198.
.

•

127. Christopher f)>p,slc,. Language and Relation: That There Is Language (Stanford, CA: Stanford
University Press, 1998), 1-90.
128. Ibid.
129. Ibid.
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further usage, will invite further usage."IJ0 In anticipation of Agamben's suggestion that a
free use of the proper is an "experiment concerning the very matter language," Fynsk
concludes that "ifis,<almost as though we must start .from the body,( ... ] in learning a free
use of the proper, [ ... ]'from ( ...] speech and writing conceived as a use of the body.
Learning free use will mean l$:amiog thought and fallowing the heart. But at the most
proximate horizon there is the bodily." 131
Kittler ad0pted the idiosyncratic term Aufsahreibesystem from Daniel Paul
Schreber's Memoi·rs of my Nervous Illness, which Schreber wrote while institutionalized
under the care of psychiatrist Pllul Flecbsig. Schreber explains the term:

•

The mentioned Aufschreibesystem is extraordinarily difficult to explain to other
people even vaguely[ ... ). Books or other notes are kept in which fo'r years have
been written-down all nzy thougllts, all my ·pluiases, all my neceSsaries, all the
articles in lliy possession or atound me, all peisoos with whom·I come into
contact, etc. I cannot say with cerialnty wllo does the wtitiog down: ~s I cannot
imagine God's omnipo\CO.ce lacks all intelligence,Lpresume that tlie writingdown is done by creatures
celestial bodies after the
. given human shapei<Jp.df5tl\llt
.
manner of the fleetiog"~provised-men·, but lackiog.al,l intelllgehee; their hands
are led automatically, as it were, ·by passing,ra;ys ·fer the purpose of making them
132
write-down, so that later rays can again look at what has been written.

.

"By appealing to the notion of Aufschreibesysteme," explains Kittler, "the madman
sought to imply that everything he did and said within the asylum was written down or
recorded immediately and that there was nothing anyone could do to avoid it being
written down, sometimes by good angels and occasionally by bad angels." 133 In this way,
Schreber's concept of Aufschreibesystem corresponds with the concept of an apparatus.
130. Ibid., 130-31.
131. Ibid., 131.
132. Daniel Paul Sc~er, MemoirS'o[MyNerv.ous fllness, trans. Ida Macalpine and Richard A. Hunler
(New York: New York'Review of·Boo'ks Classics, 2000), 1·23.
133. Armitage and Kinler, "F:rom Discourse Networks to Cultural Mathematics," 18.
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Firstly, it captures and directs the potentiality of Schreber's "gestures, behaviors,
opinioos, arid

'dis~ourses"

into a determinate and unified archive, enabling his

surveillance and control. Secondly, corresponding to the ancient oif«?'!omia, it is an
apparatus devoid of any· foundation in being; the "creatures" who pert:orm the writingdown stand at an ontological remove from Schreber and "lack all intelqgence." Lastly,

•

the capture of Schreber's potentiality by the Aufschreibesystem increases its
effectiveness: It enables the "rays" to "again look at what has been written!'
Schreber's. Memoirs can not only be analyzed as an exemplification of an

Aufschriebesyste~; additionally, they obediently enact "soul murder. " 134 ln this seose, it
also exemplifies

dne free. use of the proper.

To develop this argument, Kittler draws

attention to a passage from thj: wor-k of poet Rainer Maria Rilke: "[T]wo 'completely
similar' knives bought by two schoolboys on the same day are only 'remotely similar' a·
week later. To use 'therefore meaos to wear down: out o( industrial g11aranfeed similarity
come broken, but singular things. Beca~e these things, only a little worse for the wear,

.

'

13

gather together whole case histories at once." s Analogous to the boys' free use of the
knives, Kittler arg11es that Schreber's Memoirs mark a breath tum: an el<iplosion onto the

..

groundlessness of: their own broken, singular address by way of beginningfrom where the

danger comes.
Freud's ~ggestion that ''there is more truth ih Schreber's delusion than oilier
people are yet prepared ·to believe" 136 provides evidenee of this explos'!on. Schreber' s

•

•

134. Schreber, Memoirs ofMy Nervous illness, 9.

135. Ibid., 280.

.

~

136. Sigmund Freud; "!'~cbollll!llytic,J:Iotu on;·'" AutobiQ~P,P(UC!llcAccount of a Case ·o,~Paranoia," in
Three Case Histories ~w York: Simon and Schuster, 200~; ~611, q~otc4in S~hrcber, Memoirs ofMy
Nervous Illness, 29 ('
,..••.
;.)
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•

Memoirs provided the founder of psychoanalysis with the very ground of his libido
theory, and Freud himself remarked that the "details of Schreber's (lelu.sional structure
sound almost like endopsycbic perceptions of the processes

who~·

e'Xistence I have

assumed." 137 According to Kittler, Schreber's Memoirs "depict a nerve"diseased body as
the theater for whole theomacbies, where divine nerve rays invade ai,Id retreat, destroy

.

organs and extract brain fiber, lay down lines of communication- and transmit
~·

information-a J?.SYchic infoimation S)lstem

that Freud takes at its wolid rather than as

mania." 138 The correlation of the human mind with an information system renders the

•

psychotic text as a nonmetapl;loric truth: "The corpus of tli.e psychotic text provides

•

•

psychoanalysis ~fh\ its ·indiSpensable but undiscoverable basis: a body''; without this
"body," psychoanafysis would )lave remained "empty speculation." 139
Kittler maintains that Schreber's Memoirs "nespond to Flechslg's. psychophysics
with psychophysical nonsense." 140 Schreber's Memoirs use Flecllsig's neurophysiological
language "in order·to demonstrate in the latter's own tetritory that Schreber's pwported
hallucinations are ·facts effectuated by the discourse of the Other." 141 The ·fact that this
use of language (i.e., this free use of the proper) seemed to indicate nothing· but madness

•

to Schreber's docto~ "simply >demonstrates once more-how indistin~~able pathology

137 Freud. "Psychoanalytic Notu ;' quoted in Ibid.
•

138. Ibid., 292.
139.1bid.
140. Ibid., 30 I.
141.lbid., 297.

• , .. 1
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and experiment ate. God makes an imbecile of someone who resists the onslaught with
imbecility." 142

1 am Sitting in a Room (1970), a musical work by Alvin Lucier, pro:vides a useful
analogy for the free use exemplified by Schreber's Memoirs. Lucier's piece consists of a
brief sljltement spoken by the C:omposer and recorded·onto magnetic lllpe. This "original"
recording is then played through a loudspeaker into a room, and rerecorded by way of a
microphone onto a second tape recorder. This results in a second reeording of the
original. This process is repeated until a fiftieth-generation tape is recorded. As a result,
the natural resonant frequencies of the room become increasingly reinforced with each
suc~essive genefatian of the tape.

I am Silting in a Room, therefore, .uses a kind of

acoustic positive feedback. W!llle the tape is pl'ayed and rerecorded. repeatedly in the
same room, this feedback process reinforces the resonant frequencies of the room to the

•

point that the composer's voice is annihilated and only the mediup1 in its materiality can

be heard. Control systems are designed precisely to minimize this sort of noise and
achieve a bounded output for a bounded input. "If 'control,"' explains Kittler, "or, as
engineers say, negative feedb~~;ck, is the key to power in this century, then fighting that
power requires positive feedback. Create endless feedback loops until VHF or stereo,
tape deck or scrambler, the whole array of world war army equipment produces wild
oscillations ofthe'Famborough type. Play to the powers that be their own melody."

•

143

In his analysis of Heidegger, Fynsk refers to "free use" as giving "hints of a
relation to the ' lack' of commonality from which all speech communities proceed and to
142. Ibid., 301.
143. Friedrich Kittler! GramCip!Jone, Ri/m,'J)Ipewrlter, trans. Geoffi"ey W.inlhrop-Youog and Michael Wutz
(Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 1999), I I0.
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which they return whenever their essential relations are communicated."

144

This

corresponds with Agamben's concept of the "coming community" (i.e., the "community
of singularities"), in addition to Nancy's closely related concept of the "inoperative
community" (La oommunaute disamvree) and Maurice Blanchet's concept of the
"unavowable community" (La communaute inavouab/e).

145

Agamb:en develops this

cencept of an unworkable community as follows:

'
The no:velty'Of the co~g politics is that it will ne longer be a stii:!Sgle
for the
conquest or the control o.fthe S~e. but a strujgle'!>etween the St#,fai~d the nonState•.an ~surm~untable di~junotien b~tween ~~teve.r sin~ati.7,~-the.S~e
orgaruzatidn. This has nething to do wtth the SJ.Illp:le.aftir.mation- !>~lite secralm
opposition.to the State that has ofteri found expression in the protem.movements
of rec.ent years. Whatever singularities cannot form a societas beeapse they do not
possess any identity to vindicate nor any bound of-belonging for w)lich to seek
recognition. In the fin.allnstance the State can recogaize.any cl~ fen identityeven that-of a State identity within the State. What. the State cannot tolerate in any
way, however, is that the singularities form a ~ommunity without affirming an
identity, that humans co~·belong' without any representable condition of belonging
(even in the. form of a simple presupposition). The State, as Alain Badiou has
shown, is not founded;.9J1 a social bond, of whlc!l it would be the exp1:ession, but
rather o~the disseliltion, the unbindin·g it proi'Jibits. Fodhe State, therefore, what
is impertant:is never the sinrty as sucli, but only its inclusion in some
identity, whatever iden~ty. 1
In his descriptien of the unworkable community as the impossible community of
whatever [quodlibet] "singularities [ .. .] without [... ] identity, or any representable

condition of belonging (even in the form of a simple

p~esupposition),''

Agamben' s

"whatever," he suggests, "relates to singularity not in its indifference With respect to a
common propeJW (to a concept, for example: being red, being French, being Muslim),
but only in its being ·suob as it is ( ... ]. ln this cenception, such-and-such being is
144. Christopher Fynsk, Language and Relation, 130.
145. See Notes 2.18.

•
'

146. Agamben, Coming Community, 85-86 .

..
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reclaimed from its having this-or-that property, which identifies it as belengj.ng to this-orI

that-set, to this-or·tflat class

(~e

reds, the French, the Muslims)-and

it~ re~laimed
-'

.

not

for another class no~· for the simple generic absence of any. belonging, but for its being-

•

such, for [the pessibility ·ofbelonging)." 147
Nancy provides examples of this community, of sharing through a "lack of
identity," in p~ges from The Inoperative Community. Here, the preserihlt:ion of beingwith as such by way of a free use of the proper would take upon itself and inscribe in
itself the impossibility of community. Nancy writes:

•

The ~~~f oo~unity as essence-is ~ -efJ~~U~e closure ~~th~ political.
Such a. ..~,S suqs.q~s closure because 1t assi~P-rto.eommu.tpll)[.~.common
being, Wb'et~¢_as ecimm\Jhlty is a matter or'Som~~.quite ·~t;.Ili!Jllely, of
existence~inaSmuGh as it is· in commel), but wj~Gllit letting itseli·$e;'lli,sbrbed into
a comma~isu.OStariee. B¢fus.in cemmon.~ iWt~Uiis.to (lo,With c.ommunion, with
fusion into' a. body, into e:•unique and ultimate,~dentitY.il!at ·would n& longer be
exposed. ·Being in co~ means, to the·co~ no longer haVif!t, In any form,
in any empirical or ideal place, such a si!Mtahna/;identity, and sharing this "lack
•
•
ofidentity."148
Nancy's mention of"articulations" suggests thatI the elements of this unqualified multiple
are all possessed of. a: voice: a voice that is "no longer to be heard except as the
cemmunication of the imcommunicable singularity/community. I no

long~r

(no longer

essentially) hear1hl.it whilf'thtt:other.wants
.
. to·say (to me),.but I hear in it Uiat1he other, or
~·

some other speaks and that there is an essential archi~articulation of the voice and of
voices, which·eailstitutes the being.in common itself."149

•
147. Ibid., 1-2.
148. Iean-Luc Nancy,, The lnr>perattve Community, trans. Pelcr Connor (Minneapolis: University of
Minnesota Press, 1990.); xxxviii.
149. Nancy, lnoptl<ative Community, 76.

.~

..
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The free use 6f the proi-, as Nancy understands it, follows Heidegger' s original
distinction between: artwork and technology: The work appears, and by way of the work,
so too does the proper. 'Wbeil this event enters into a constellation with other such events,
they .form a community "with nothing in common," because
the interruption of myth does not make up a myth, the being-in-comnron of which
I am speaJ5hig-aod that many of us are trying,to speak about, that-iS .t9 say, to
writ~,.g~thlll_g to do. with the myth of communion through lit$.~re, nor with
the myth ·ofliterary creation by the community. But if we can say; or if we can at
least try to 'say, while remaining fully conscious of its unsuitability• .that being-incommon is literary, that is, if we can attempt to say that it has its ·v~.being in
"literature" (in writing, in a certain voice, in a singulat.music,
but afso.in
'
.
. a
painting, in a-dance, and in the exercise of thought.) , then what "literature" will
have to d~ignate is this being itself [ ... ] in its~! f. In o.t her words, it would
designate, ~t singul!IJ: ontologieal quali~ that gives being .i:n common, that does
not hold itrili\1'ese!'9e, 'before or after community, as m .essence of man, of God, or
of the State.!achievi~g its fuliillment in commtinion, but that ratherpj.akes for a
being ~t iS>only when shared in common, ·or rather whose qualiJy of.. being,
whose rratufe and structUre are shared (or exposed). 1' 0
~

A community of s1ngularities comes only by way of'communication, if.the )atter term is
defined as a free use of the proper, as an activity of brains, rather than the
"communication" monetized by. the spectacular dimension of control. Defined in terms of
free use, communication begins from the unworkable. When its members are "always
already enacted," no community is possible. In this situation; beings can cpn1y experience
'

..

"coincidences and "iactual partitions" among themselves. "We can communicate with
others only thro.ugb: what in us--as much as in others-has rem?-ioed pQteotial, and any
communication [ ... ] is fust of all communication not of something in common but of
communicability..itself." 1s 1

•

ISO. Ibid.. 64.

IS I. Agamben, Means ~ithour f!lds; ~0.
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2.7. Conclusion
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Figure2. Conceptual Diagram. 8 are brains~ Ml is-materiality; A is·an
' positive feedback or the free
apparatus.; J is inscription;.c is _control; and pds
use ofthe'P,IiQP.er. Double-stro)ced .charact~rs· cppresent:the ground of"!he
process; calligrapbjc. c~aracters represent 'how:th:isiground is used; regular
upper-case characters represent by what it is used;,and lower-case ·characters
represent Why or to what end.

•

Figure 2 is a directed graph representing the conc.epts I presented in thi$ chapter. It is not

...

well-formed; I provide it simply in order to help clarify the relations between these
concepts.

152

The solid paths from 1011 to 3, A, and 8 indicate that inscription

(J), apparatuses (A), and b118.ins ( B) have a necessary condition· of possibility in

152. See Notes 2. 18.
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materiality ( M; e.g., writing requires seme material instrument, such as a pencil or a
typewriter; a prison is partly ~I and concrete; and brains are partly organic ,matter). The
dashed path from 8 through 1, p, and M indicates a free use of the proper or positive

feedback, that is, any political path, any path that is not bo.u nd by control. The dotted path
from A through 1, c, and M indicates the sovereign, government, or social management,
that · is, the negat~v~ feedback or strategic function of an apparetus. Iir other words,

•

((A'--+ 1(M)) --+ {c(M)), or: apparatuses inscribe t;llllt~riality to the end;of controlling
materiality. In addition. ((B--+ 1(M))--+ ((p(1\11}>)--+ 'p{M)) -t ... )~

,

or: brains

inscribe materialj._ty,. tQ the .~nd..of materiality as such. This patlt is a,:Jlq~i~ve feedback
loop: 8 inscribes: M to the end ofp, which implies more ofM, which in turn implies .
more ofp, and so on.

.
'
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3. Math, Chemistry1 Music
3.1. Mathematics

•
3.1.1. lntr.oduction

The two ~ectiQns ofJqtt)er'sAuftchreibesysteme 180011900 correspond to the two
,,.

I

centuries in the book's title. As translator Stephanie Harris notes, Kittler "selects a
mathematical formula to serve as an epigraph to each section"1:
1800: e 1" = cos x + i sin x- Leonhard Eule?
1900: y =

(+a)'+ (-

a) + (+a)

+ (-a)+···- Bolzano•

"The first of~se
. [1800]," explains David Wellbery, "can be interpreted. 'as .an algorithm
.

of 'growth,' the movement of 'progressive augmentation1hat clulracterizes~ the discourse
network of 1800. The seco.nc;l (!900) forroalizes the pulse of differen'tial alternation that

'·

..

permeates the modernist discourse network. " 4
Euler's formula equates the trigonometric functions, known since antiquity, with
the complex exponential functi0n, some components ef which rem~ed undeveloped
until the sixteerith eentury. 11he formula was necessary for the development of Fourier

'
analysis, which ··represents complex functions as a synthesis of trigonometric functions.

..

Described as "unc.a nny .and sublime," "filled with cesmic beauty," and "reacb[ing] down

I. Stefanic Han-is, !fsdiotlng Mod_ernlty: GermQ/f Literature and the "New" Media, f8'95-1930,
(Univers.ity Park: lleiu\sylvania Stilt'e University Press, 2009), 39.

2. Kittler, Discourse Networks. 1.
3. Jbjd,, 175.
4. David Welbery, forw!llil t~ ~ittleJ, Discourse Nerworlt.s 180011900, xxvi.
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into the very depths of existence,"5 Euler's formula exemplifies the strategic function of
power in disciplinary societies. By way of this formula, part is sublated into whole and
whole is· determined by part, and so it exemplifies the "organismistic" character, for
~xample, of Hegel-'s

philosophy, frequently summarized using the image of the acorn that

finds its truth in the- oak; a magnificent tapestry woven as so many sub lations of part into
whole. 6
Bolzano's ''pathological" function differs from Ewer's formula. The function first
appears in Bolzano's 1817 paper on the intermediate value theorem, where he writes,
"There are also series whose values, however far they may be continued,:·never exceed a
certain quantity. The series:

a-a+a-a+ ...
is of this type; its value, however far it is continued, is always _$ither 0 or a ·and therefore
never exceeds a."7 Functions of the type Bolzano describes. here are •known today as
"every'where

continuous,

nowhere

differentiablf'

functions.

Nineteenth-century

mathematicians regarded such functions as anomalies. Twentieth-century· scientists and
mathematicians, however, rediscovered Balzano's equation as they sought new
mechanisms to frame the increasingly complex phenomena under their. consideration.
French chemist

Jeap Perrin, for exwnJ?le, invoked Bolzano's functi.o n in an effort to

visualize the physics of Brownian motion, which he compared to the coast of Brittany: As
one approaches the curves .of the shoreline, they only el)dlessly decompose into smaller
S. Grease, Robert P., The Greatest Equations Ever. Physics World (Oct 6, 2004), np.
6. See Notes 3.1.1.

7. Bernard Bolzano, I.IJ;ans/01/on ofBalzano~ Paper on the Intermediate Value Theorem, trans. S. B. Russ
(San Diego: Academic ~res$; W~.Q)$.170.
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curves. "[O]ne cannot trace a

~gent,"

writes Perrin,

·~even

approximateLy, at any point

'

I

on the trajectory. .It is one of those cases where we are rem.ipded of,tli:ese continuous,

•

nowhere differentiable functions that were wrongly seen as mathematical curiosities,
since nature can suggest them just as well as differentiable functions."' The intimate
relationship of BolZano's fonnula to Brownian motion explains Kittler~s use of the
function to represent "1900." "Under the conditions of information techilology," writes
Kittler, ''the old-EilJ'opean despot disintegrates into the limit value of Bro,wnian motion,
which is the noise in all channels." 9 Everywhere continu.ous and nowhere. differentiable,
that is, B.olzano!~ function.exe~plifies the "noise .in the cha.nnr;ls" at the g~"ound of media
,~ :. 1

•

•

technology in the A'uftchreibesysteme of"I·900."
Ki,ttler also attach.e d a m.athematical epigraph'to hit illdicle "ConiP,IJJer Graphics: A
I

Semi-Technical lntrgduction." This mathematical ep)graph' was presumably intended to
designate the twe'rlty-first century, 2000:

l(x,x') = g.~x,x')[e(~,x') + f;p(~,x', x")J~x',x'').fW')]-J.T. Kajiya 10
Kittler explains ·this equation by way of Heidegger's ''nearsighted" ~efuiition of
phenomenology· aS ./egein. ta p.hainomena, ''the gathel\ing of that which .appears." The
... i

••

:

•

'

equation inscribes the behavior of light to the limit of "what appears u,use.Jm-the optical

-.

·piu'tial values of·_q~tum-ph~jcally distributed partiiele;.dynamics:" 11 The visible- light

.

as it would be absorbed, reflected, diffused, and so. finally inseribed witjlin any three--------~
. ~~---

'

8. Jean Perrin, ''M~u~'iot·broWilien et realitt moleculairo,"Anna/es de·cfrimle et de']Jii§.sique. 8, no. 8,
(1909): 5-114, 79.
9. Kittler, Discours,Neto,vor/rs; 18001-1·900, 356.
10. Kittler, "Computer-Graphics: A Semi·Tecbnioallntroductioll," trans. Sara Ogger, Grey Room no. 2
(Winter, 200 I): 30.'
II. Ibid., 44 .

•

'
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dimensional space----<:an be simulated without any "real" light or "real" space and, most
importantly, without any "real" observer. "In the farsightedness of conip.uter graphics,"
remarks Kittler, "such gathering no longer requires any Dasein, for illuminating radiosity
swfaces can be reduced to the easiest projection surfaces, while radiant' points of light
can be reduced to the most expedient raytracing path. Projectiles have relegated subject

•

vs. object, this sunples1 of all oppositions, to the grave.''12 . Kittler ·¢oncludes his
discussion of the equation by way of radar screens, the precursors of computer monitors:
"Our eyes are thus not just sc~ttered around the world in the Hs 293 D16 ·and its cruisemissile chlldren; \as a result of Kajiya's rendering equation our eyes may expect that,
some unspeakable day, the wodd· itself, at least in the m~c disguise of microchips, will
project their image-·(Bi/cfJ. Legein ta phainomena, the ·~thering of that' wlii4i:h appears,
~.

will ·be made no easier.''

'

13

I

In control societies, mathej:nati,cs .can inscribe matter in a way

that is optically convincing down to the level of quantum noise, regardless of whether

•

tb.ere is any "observer," and so Ielegate dichotomies such as subject and object, real and
imaginary, "to the grave."
Kittler proyi~es a pe~ective on the social fuaction and power of numbers.
"Numbers are the only kind of information that remains reijlvant beyond all minds," he
suggests, "whether insane or professorial: as an inscription in the Real." 14 Here, Kittler
follows some enigmatic remarks made by Lacan in his article "Lituraterre." 15 " What is
evoked of jouissanee insofar as a semblant is broken," states Lacan, "this is what in the

..

12. 1bid., 42 .
13. Ibid., 44.
14. Kittler, Discourse NetWorks /800//900,206.

15. Jacques Lacan, "Litul'iiterre.'' tr'allS. Jack W. Stone, Orntcor? 41 (April, 1987): 5-13 .
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Real presents itself as a furrowing. It is from the same effect that writing is in the Real the
furrowing of the signified, which has more of the semblant insofar as it makes the
signifier. Writing does not trace (decalque) the signifier; but its effe.Qts of language

(langue), what is forged by whoever speaks it. It only climbs back in taking a name there,
as happens in those. effectS among things that·the signifying battery names (denomme) to
have them nW"qbered (denom~rees)." 16 When some jouissance fractur~s · or interrupts
some Imaginary otdering of the Real, that is, fra~ents· seme fantasy, which through
force of desire anchors an otherwise meaningless netw.ork·onloating signifiers upon their
sig.nifieds, this

~~lies

an encounter with the Real. These explosions of· the Imaginary

order are always momentary i.a the sense that the signifier will inevitably be reanchored
on some new meaning. In relation to "numbering," then, an

inscrip~on

'is. made in the

Real such that it can "clim,b b~k'' into the Symbolic, interrupting.or disturoiilg its present
imaginary sense and replacing .it with some new on:e. For example, if someone were to

•

maintain that the ~swe:r to "2+2" .was 5 and were s\Jbsequent:ly made to see that it is in
fact 4, so that they could p.o loqger imagine it as they had previously, it would follow that
their Imaginary·oro~!: had been fractured, they had epcounte:red the Real, or some furrow

•

in the Real had "c~imbed up'' and interrupted their previous fantasy in r~lation to the
equation.
The argument that numbers are "relevant beyond all minds" might appear to

.'

contradict contentions that they are determined by broader dtscursiveJ'ields that are the
condition of possibility for all thought. Altematiwely, we can view the paradoxical
relationship between the dete.rminati"on _of numbers by the social and the numerical
determination oftihe soc:ilil 8$,in a kind of torsion. Apparatuses· of this kind emerge within
16. Ibid., 6.

•
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a situation in accord with its stlategic ends, but after having ari.sen there, they proceed to
take on .a power ~f their own "beyond all minds."
'

0

In this sectjon, I follow Kittler's procedure of analyzing matE~matics as an

apparatus of social·management, howev.er different its form may be frqm one situation to
another. In

Secti~QS. 3.1.2

and .3.1.3, I consider the law of large numbers:.ano the normal

distribution. The "count" of which these are a part, that is, ,the lines qf·,.isibility and
enunciation corresponding to the advent of social statll!tics and scien:ce, is. driven by a
biopolitical line of force. Counting was such an effective apparatus of government and
social management'<tbat machines, specifically, the

pro~otypes

of the medem computer

(e.g., Babbage's difference engine and the Hollerith machine), were desi~ed in order to
carry out the counting. The,se

teclin~logies effe~tively

enabled the,. dlscovery of

"Population," the manageme~~ ef the new biopolit1;'cal· econoJllies of race; health, and
degeneracy.
In Section 3.1.4, I provide anana)~sis offoundatiel)al mathematics. This analysis is
important to the extent that ZlPC set theory-or some set .Of axioms resembling those
comprising it--e81l"'be aitd . o'tten .is used as the axiomatic basis of the countable in
addition to the computable, and in this way, in control societies; it is also the axiomatic
basis of the controllable. I follow Alain·Badieu's

~UgUJI~ent1hat.mathe~tics

is ontology,

which correspoo,ds to recent research·in the field ·Of info~tion management on what is
·~

·. .

known as "ontological engineering." The line of· force in informatien management

•

towards universalsdbf commun;ication and pertal)Ui\y haS. led to a renewed interest in
formalized

abstl'ilc~ ontologies,
~

which. as

ferro~
.
'

'
axioms Badiou c~ai!ps
are-!he~'tbought of being."

must· operate
bY. r the very same
,

)
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In Section·3.1.5, I discuss control theory. The purpose of control incoottol theory is

.. :,

to eradicate any and all "singularities" or "perturbations" in the system through_various
negative feedback designs.

in contrast with discipli~ .poWet', from ~-~pective of

conttol theory, eli:terilal behavior is more important than interior ·~~tution and
casuality. InSecti?n.3.1.6., 1 d~scuss stylometrics. I suggest that the m~)u("essence" of
the dividual is p,recisely a vector of feature sets. In Section 3.1.7, ·gie~,lie,cess control

.

.

'

'"'..;

-

dividuals are bourld. Lastly, I conclude in Section 3.1 ;&by considering·the' "~Ubstanee" of

•

dividuals as digital information.

3.1.2. The Law ofLarge Numbers
•,

' and cotitroL.sOQ,ieties, Power..r, of Freedom:
Nikolas Rose's study of di·sciplinary
>

Reframing Political Thought; addresses the conlititutive interrelationship between
!

mathematics and modem government. Counts s(lch as :the censUS: guarantee the
legitimacy of authorities and institutions, just as statistics align nati'on-states and
populations through, .t he forinUlation and administrati0n o£.policy. Beea~e mathematics

•

can quantify "types" of human beings, it enables the qisciplinacy. mechanisms of
hierarchical observation, individualization, categori@'tiGn, andnormal~tiop.
Already by the end of the nineteenth century, social managen:rent had mostly
abandoned recourse 'to eternal laws in favor of the calculati-on of statistieal probabilities.
The evidence suggests that this· change resulted partly from the increasing amount of
available numerical· informati0n. Ian Hacking's archival research indicates that the period

.

between 1820 and 1840 witnessed an exponential increase in the .amQU!lt. of numerical

•
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information \hat was recorded and published. This "avalan:che of oumbers-," 17 as Hacking
calls it, offered social scientists and officials access to statistics opnc.e ming race,
deviance, poverty, and sickness. "Galilean science had once said that ·the world was
written in mathematical language," writes Hacking, "[b]ut geometry and algebra (only]

•

furnished [a] model. [Not until] the nineteenth century did empirical nw:nbers assume
their paramount-mle. It had finillly become a task of the natural scientist to measure. " 18
During this period, fields such as engineering, navigation, and .accounting all
began drawing up tables. The human specialists who carried out the necessary
mathematical computations were known as "computers." These human computers
inevitably made mistakes. By 1820, Charles Babbage, the ''father of the computer," had
beceme frustrated by widesp~d errors in the humans' accuracy, and so he drew up plans
for a machine that would automatically calculate these tables.
The chanl.eteristic rna¢ematical1echniques that acquired new importance during
the nineteenth century facilitated both the discovery and' the effective 'management of the
population. As Roucault argues, the "po:pulation" 19 appeared as an object of governance
along. the same Jine of force he characterizes as

•!~opelitios,''

deftned 'by Thacker and

Galloway as "the strategic integ~tion of biology andfin:forinatics toward ·the development
of techniques of orgamization and control over masses of individuals, species groups, and
populations."20 The " population" as an entity to be statiStically managed by the state

•
17. !an Hacking, The Taming.ofChan,u (Cambridge, England: Camb'r\ll~e·'Wnivers\tyPress, 1990), 46.
18. lan Hacking, "Ho:w 'S;!toilld We·Do>lhe HistOrY of StatiStics.? / in. T{le-Faucault EJ!FCI: Srndie.s in
Gov•mmentality, Cd$. Gr:ahalD BurcbeU, Go1in Gordon, and Pe(er Miller'(qiicago: Uoi~erslty of Chicago
Press, 1991), 186.
19. Foucault, Security, Territory, Population. 67.
20. Thacker and GaUoway, The EXploit, 72.
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emerged alengsjde concrete 'mathematical mechanisms designed to carry out that
management. When, for examp1e, Foucault describes the phenomena that accompanied
the appearance of the .population as "aleatory and unpredictable when taken in themselves
or individually, btit which, at the collective level, display constants that are easy, or at
least possible, to ·es:tablish,"21 he describes what, in 1837, mathematician S. D. Poisson
called "Ia loi de's·grandsndrrrbl'es."22 As the number of cases of any phenomena that are
collected and

•

ob~erved

increases, the difference between th'e probab[e !!fd,the actual in

relation to thoseQases almosts~ely converges to zero:
THE (WEA>K) LAW OF LARGE NUMBERS. Let X1 ,X2 , ... , be a finite sequence of
independent and identically distributed random variables with a finite expected
p

value of E(X1 ) = E(Xz) = ... p. < oo The average X,. converges in p~:obability-+
towards an e:xpected value u as the collected number n of cases increases:
p

Xn -+ u when n -+ oo.
That is, for all £ > 0,

lim P'(IXn - u l ;:: e) = 0. 23
n~oo

•

As an example of this Jaw, suppose that X deviants have been captured, and that some

.

information u about these tleviants is needed in ofder to. identify. tl:ie· deviants still
'
remaining among the normal pepuJation. SuppPse that :ail of these· de'-:iaots, bOth those
captured and those :remaining·-among the normal p<l'Jltil~tlon, are qualified a'S such under
some suppositi0n s:. Then the' more deviants that ·are caprured by

1Xn - ul, the more

21. Michel Foucault, Scx:lety Must Be Defended: Lectures at the College De France, I 975- 76, (New Yotk:
Picador. 2002), 246.
22. S. D. Poisson, Probobilire des,J'ufements en matiere CJ'Imin~lle et-en motlire ciVIf<. precedees des r~gles
generales du calcul de$ p,robob'filffh·~'aris>. Sacllelicr, 1837).

•

23. Michel Loeve, ProbabiUI)I Th•Po/ I, 4th-ed. (Berlin: Spl'il\&or VerlQ& 1977), 14.

'
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convergence there is when estimating u to a probable·certainty.

.

The use of statistics to track deviancy figures among its earliest applications.
"One name for statistics," observes Hacking, "especially in France, ·had been ' moral

•

science;' the science of deviancy, of criminals, court convictions, suicides, prostitution,
divorce [...]. [Ajbove all [it was] the science that studied; empirically and en masse,
immoral behavior[... ]. From the time ofQuetelet [1796-1874] to that of Willcox [18611964] social facts simply bec8.me facts that are statistical in character."24 Hacking al-so
provides the exan;tple of recidivism as.a category that was set in place by the coUection of
numerical data. T)le "recidivist" first appeared when the quantitative study of crime
began in 1820. "New kinds of people came to be counted," writes Hacking; "the
categories of the census, and of other bureaucracies· such as the Factory Inspectorate in

•

England and Wales, created [... ] the official fomn of class structure in industrial
societies."25 The law of large numbers implies a consequent avalanche ·of expected
values, which is exactly what occurred in relation to the health and welfare of the
population.
Bruce Curtis summarizes the "sciences of the state" as follows: " As an object of
knowledge, population is primarily a statistical artifact. Tlie establishment of practical
equivalences means ·that pop\jlation is connected to the law of large numbers, which
causes individual variation to disappear in favor of regularity. In its de.,.eloped forms,
population is bound·up with'th'e calculus of probabHities. Popula~onmakes it possible to
identify regularities, to di~cover 'things which hold tGgether,' and s'uch· things may be

24. Hacking, "How Should We Do A History of Statistics?," 182.
25. Ibid., 183.
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both analytic tools and objects of intervention."26 The continuous nature of statistical
'
distributions and the statistical "use of mathematical mechanisms such as the mean and the
average·ground the continuity of individual and population in the temis of the emerging
apparatuses of government. The mathematical concept of the normal distfibution, for
example., becomes a mechanics that abstracts the relations of individuals,into·populations.
The spread of th.e statistics of population enables a rationalization· ·o f so~ial relations.

•

Though individuals .seem to act in irregular ways, the collective facts about the behavior
of those same individuals now present themselves as regular and constant.
Rose examines the addition of several new sample questions to the United States
census during the early nineteenth century, in addition to the novel· governmental
strategies that the information collected through these questions permitted. He indicates
that before the period identified by Hacking (c. 1820), proposals for a census that was
anything other than a simple population count bad proven controversial. Many viewed
the nation as an organic whole and the object of government as ~e pursuit of an

•

indivisible common good. By 1820, however, a hew understanding ofthe n11tion began t5>
take shape, which "vieweq S!l~iety as consisting in mulliiple'and diverSe interests." The
27

government of such a societY, accordingly, required complex information about the
population. The sample questions added to the census subdivided the nation into
disparate classes. "The common good was being broken into constituent parts," Patricia
Cline-Cohen writes, "and the social order could now be comprehended through

26. Bruce Cunis., "Foucault on Gov.emmentality and Population: The l.mpossible Discov.el)','' Canadian
Journal o[Sociology 21 (2002): 508 .

•

27. Nikolas Rose, Pq_wers of Freedam: Refroming Po/irical T.Juwghr (Cambridge, Eo.gland: Cambridge

University Press, J9.99). 220.

\
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arithmetic. " 28
A calculus of race figured in the United States census from its inception. The

•

infamous "Three-Fifths Compromise" determined representative apportionment based on
the number of all free persons .except Indians who were not taxed and>"thr.ee-flfths of all
other persons." The census initially detennined the b"oundaries of electoi-al districts based
on this count and had only four questions. By 1840, however, "amongst those who had
become objects of[-.. ) statistical.ization," writes Rose, "were the mad:" 29 Rose continues:
The 1840 census added' a count of the insane .!U).diid,iots, distin~sbesi·by race and
by mode•Qf..sllppof!,_to.~e CO\Illts.ofthe bi.ll\~ cJ~~~rdum~$it.*d been
included;zn,Jl 83]). Wh~ the resUlts of the cpnllus;~ p!,1bli~~~,;i:§41 , the total
number ofqlose Feported as insane or feeble~~~· the~$~~tes was
over 17,oe.o [...]. Nearly 3,060 were black,.8J!Uoitliti.'lll'te of.i~ty @l<>ngst free
blacks wrls· eleven times higher than that of sl~ves and six timesltigher than that
of the white population.30
The potential effect of these statistics was actualized .only in the service. of government.
Rose provides the example of vice president John C. Calhoun, for whom these numbers
were proof that staves were better off in chains. In the

fust sess~on of the twenty-eighth

Congress, 1843, Cal:houn declared:
1

The census and. other.authentic documents show that, in all the two races, the
condition of the African, ~ of being imtoveg, h~ l:Jecoll,le worse. They
have beeri.Jn,'!ariably sunk info.vice and p~u~ris#i; iiPcompanfed by the bodily
and melifBJ.inflictio~, incid:ent thereto-dtaljl~s', bJindness, insanity, and
idiocy~~!- de~e Wit)Io~ C?'~P.le; white!iln·@ ,o'!'Jler states; wh,\.~_!:1 have
retained ijie.~cient ~Iatto:n ~tWeen them; t\7Y:~~~improved';glfel1~ in every
respect~ih.numbet', COf!lfort1 intelligencep1¥ !llPralir-as the-follo~g facts,
taken from such ~uree:s, [ . .. ) serve to illuS!I:ate. 31

•

28. Pauicia·Cline-Cohen, A. Calcu/<llifJg People: The Spread ofNumeracy In Early America (Chicago:
University of Chicago P'ress, 1~82), 160.
29. Rose, Powers ofFreedom, 220.
30.1bid.

3I. Vice President Calhoun, April 18, 1844 Con_gress, 1st Session, vol. vi, S I.
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At the encl. of the-nineteenth century, General Francis Amasa WalkerJounder of
the United States·i,mmigration ~ction movement, used statistics marlll~er similar to
Calhoun. Walker's article
"Restriction of1mmigration" reveals t;pe intimateailatiansbip
'
• J.
•
between the statisti~s of population and the key biopolitical.dootrines <ifeug,eni:cs and
social Darwinism. "New England was settled almost exclusively. by one b.ranch of the

•

great Teutonic race," writes Walker, "from which has proceeded almost every invention
and mechanical discevery of the past two centuries. Of that Teutonic race, it wl!S that
branch, the Englis~, which.had long shown itself pre-eminent in mechanica.l.insight, that
colonized this coast." 32 "It was to their experiences," conti.nues' Walker, ''extending
through many g_enerations upon these inhospitable shores, that their descendants were to
owe the developme~
. of a mec~cal faculty which was to place.them as far lihead of the

'· are ahead of any other branch ef the Teutonic race; as the Teutonic
English as the Eil'&llSih
.race is ahead.ofthe Slavic or the Celtic."33 Throughout''th~·article, Walke_r.makes use of

•

statistics- for example:
Only a short time ago, the immigrants from so~them Italy, Hungary, Austria, and
Russia toge.tlier mati'e-~p hardl;r more than•.on~ per ce.nt af our immigration. Today the proportion has·,risen to .somethinglike;f~Jrt¥:per cent, or.oeven more. The
entrance into, our politieal, social, and industnal·lffe, ·of such vastlllliSses of
peasantry, degraded belaw our upnost concep,~~. is a ·matter-w&.ic~ no
intelligent·pat9ot can lo0k upon.withaut t:lie gflr~~·a_pp.tehens~on anCI alarm.
These peaple have no his'fory behind them w~cli' is 9£'a·nature to give
encouragement. They have none ofthe inlieri¢d•~"Cts ancltendencies which
made it oorilparati:ve.Jy .-easy to deal with the i.d)migratian of old~n time. They are
beaten men ~m beatep •aces; representing tlle w~~~iailures~\J:he 5t!'Uggle for
existence. Centuries·BTC'~gainst them, as cc:ntcu'ies/w~ on the side af.those who
formerly c8Ille to us. ~y have;nane.ofthe•i4,eas ·~titudes whleh·fit men to
take up 'readily ail.d easil.y ·the preblei:n of self·~ an~ stlf~govemnient, such as

•
32. 1bid.
33. Ibid.
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those who are descended from the tribes that met 1.\nder the oak-trees of old
Germany·to.mal>e laws'IUld choose chieftains. Their habits of life(...] are of the
most revolting kind. Read the description given by Ml:. Riis, of'the police driving
from the garoage dumps to the miserable beings who try to burrow in those depths
of unutterable filth and slime in order that they may eat and sleep11iere! 34

•

Walker was the superintendent of the 1870 and 1880 censuses. The .. new techniques he
introduced for monitoring·changes in the population and representing these in population

..

maps and population density maps supported his statistical arguments that new
immigrants were breeding faster than old immigrantS:. Walker's ar~ents ultimately led
to the passage of th:e legislation that restricted immigration to the l:Jnite'd· States along
racial lines in 1920. During· th.e second half of .the nineteenth (tentilry, America's
population grew by 35% each decade. The country's exploding populati,on began making
the American census an all too .complex affair. The 1880 cen,sus had taken.seve.n years to
tabulate, and by the time the figures were available, they were obsolete. The growth of
the United States population from 1880 to 1890, largely on.aceouot of the immigration,
led to estimates that the 1890 census would take 13 years-to complete. A more efficient
technique was necessary.
"There ought to'be a mac;bine," one census agent, John Shaw Billings, suggested
to his colleague Herman Hollerith; ·as Hollerith recaJ.Ied it, "[Billings] said to me there

•

ought to be a macliine for doing the purely mechanical work of tabulating population and
similar statistics

r...] his idea was something like a ty,pe distributing machine. He thought

of using cards with the description of the individual shown by notches purtched on the
edge."35 Hollerith immediately began work on his tabulating machine. His :first approach,

34. Ibid.
35 . Geoffrey D. Austrian, Herman Hollerith: FOi1IOIIen Giant of Information Processing (New York:
Columbia University Press, 1982), 24 .

•
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whlch used a continuous strip of paper, only worked when every record was to be read
consecutively. As •he characterized it, "The trouble was that, if [ ...] you wanted any
statistics regardi.I.\g Chlnamen, you would have to run miles of paper to count a few
Chinamen!'.l6 To solve the problem, Hollerith developed the punch card. Hollerith
explains: "I was traveling. in the West and I had a ticket with what I

~

was called a

punch photograph[... ] the conductor( ...] punched out a description of the individual, as
light hair, dark eyes, large nose, etc. So you see, I only made a punch photograph of each
person. "37 The resulting punch card, based on Ills recQIJection of the punch photograph,
provided a standaidized and easily interchangeable unit for the recording of information.
As Hollerith's biographer Geoffrey Austrian notes, Hollerith often applied the analogy· of
photography to census-taking

i~elf. The .enumeration con:espended to l]le exposure of the

photographic plate, willie the. compilation of the census was equated with development:

•

"As the first flow of the development brings ou} the p1ominent points of our photographic

picture, so, in the case of a census, the first (censusJ tabulations will show the main
features of our population. As the development is continued, a multitude of detail appears
in every part while· at the same time, the prominent features are strengthened and
sharpened in definition, giving, finally, a picture fu!J.oflife and vigor."38
Hollerith described Ills first design in an !884 .patent application. ''Various
statistical items for a given person," Hollerith el\i>lalns, "are recorded by punchlng
suitable holes in -a line across the strip, being guiqed

•
36. Ibid., 14.
37. Ibid., 43.
38, Ibid., 56.

by·~letters

oa. the

~de

plate (a
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template superimposed over the tape). The position of the hole indicated whether a
person was a ma)e or female:, native born or foreign-born, and white or colored, in
addition to his or her age category.'.:J9 Hollerith's maehine was used tb( tlie .!890 census,
with the cards ceded for age, state of residence, gender, and other inf0~tion. Clerlcs
used keypunches to enter information from the returns by punching. hales in the cards.
The census results were "finishe.d months ahead of sChedule·and·far under _budget. ,,.w
.;

Just as Walker's remarks resemble those made about North Am:erica in Me'in

Kampf, Hollerith machines were an important instrument in implementing the genocidal

•

programs of Nazi Germany. In 1'911, Ho'llerith sold his shares in.the Tabulating Machine
Company. Hollerith's former oompany merged with three others and, Jed by salesman
Thomas Watson, grew into a ,major supplier of business equipment. ln. 1924, Watson
renamed the enterprise "I$1tel'!)lltional Business Macliiil:es" (lBM). The Nazi• regime used
Hollerith machines supplied by the German subsidiary of mM to carry aut the task of
ethnic identificatton. In other words;
the modem digitalI computer appeared aleng the-line
.
of force characteri$tiC of the bioJ*>litical·enterprises cJrmod~ty.

•

3.1.3. The Normal Distribution
The "normal di.stribution" calculated by Carl Friedrich Gauss.·has had many
different names, includin,s the "law of errors," the "law of facility of el'l'ors," "Laplace's
second law," and the "Gaussian law." Gauss was the first<to ilse the term "normal" in
relation to the "noimal equatiQns" invelved in its applications, where "nennal" has the

39. Ibid., 43 .
40. Ibid., 44.
~-
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technical meaning· of "orthogonal" rather than the tGlloquial meaning of "usual" or
"typical." By the end of the nineteenth century, however, some authors had begun using
the name "normal distribution" with the implication that Gaussian distribution was
typical, common, ,and therefore "normal." The Belgian astronomer QJletelet, in addition
to his fundamental' role in preparing the Belgian census of 1840, became: s;onvinced that
Gauss's bell-shaped "Ia~ of errors" could model the distribution o~ hl;llllBil social and
biological traits. ~etelet was the first to apply the GaussiBil error curve, .the' 'bell curve,"

.

~

to social relations, in his book Sur l'homme et le developement de ses fa.cultes, ou Essai
'

de physique soctaje, using the expanding collecti·o n of social_.data aval1~9le at that time.
This extension of the mathematical law of error to social objects·.··ushered in the
nineteenth-century era of "socil!l arithmetic," "social mathematics," an!'l '"sdcial physics."

•

It also signaled the atdvent of'the quantitative social sciences. QueteleC supposed that the
mean of the normal distribution should have the same. kind of error-canceling accuracy
when applied to social entities as it had for the astronomical objects he had studied.
Quetelet also proposed that 1he sum of the means of the height, weight, intelligence, and
other fearures of a group would pa~t a mathematical portrait of the "av~rage man."
To calculate a normal distribution, one begins by calcul.ating the familiar
arithmetical mean. First, one takes an entity included in same general class and places
that entity into sQIDe .particular, class. One takes a

•

pe~on,

fer example; from the class of

"people in general" and .places that person into the ~lass· of'<part:icular people." Second,
one divides the size of that particular class by the size Eif'the general olass. One divides
the number of "particular people," for example, by the number of "people in general."
Already from the beginri.ing, then, one has shifted ontological registers twice: first, from

,.
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any entity t.o some particular class, and second, from the particular class· to the ratio of
that particular class to some more general class. One has decided, in the first instance, not
only to include ce,urin peopl~ in some class of "particular people," but· also, from tlie
standpoint oftbl!t.particularity, that these "particular ~Gple" are more or less equivalent.
In the second instance, one has decided that the ratia, of "particular pe~:~ple," i, to "people
in general," n, reveals something intelligible, the mean p.:

•
If two out of five people in general are particular, then on average, 40% of people in
-general are particular. "In effect," writes Remi Lenoir, "What appears in the form of a
'fact of population' or of a :demographic strucwe' is the result

cif

a double sooial

construction: demo,graphic data are constructed in keeping with the bureaucratic
categories of modem states which aim to identify individuals and define groups [ ... ] and
the principle of c(')nstruction of these categories is itself constructed as based in nature.'""

1

After havillg calculated the mean, in order to ~cul'ate the normal distribution,

•

one must next calculate the variance. To calculate the variance, continuing with the
example above, one divides the sum of the difference between particular people and the
mean of particular people squared by the sum of people in general:

Having calculated the mean p. and the val'iance a 2 , we now come to the normal

41. Remi Lenoir, "SavoU.S ot soiences:d' Etat: G~nealogie et demographie," in Actes tk Ia recherche en
sciences socials, (2000}: 96-97, quoted in Bruee Cunis. ''FouCjlulron .Governmentali~ and Population,"
531.
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distribution, a functian that· indicates the probability af any case falling between two
limits. In other words, the normal distribution is the only distribution all of whose
cumulants·beyond·.thefirst two (i.e., other than JJ. and o 2 ) are zero:
{(X,JJ.,O) =

1

r-.=e

uv2Tr

~
'"

\.

In her article "Foucault.and Social Measure," Mary Beth Mad;ll·draws attention to
the questionable :.Presuppositions involved in the normal distribution, for example, that
the term "particular" should retain the same sense across all these different ontological
registers. Mader writes

•

The specifically ontola.gi.cal shif\•indlca~d her.e.is.sigpificant becaus~ ~e
adjectival;~'d aritluD.etic.assiini.J~tien. effected[m-:these kinds of-cases .does the
conceptuiil41!1ber of ho~oge~on·thatls-su&seqJJe.ntty found: iD. discourses of
social and,political i:omp1!rllflj1icy irrthe fenzi· ~fpialms-purport~d· fe o~ merely
and innec~tly ~Qt/:Ve and representative ones. So, aside from the oft~noted
problem ohctual!y dat\mg the definitions [of palticularify] under. which
observed phenomena will be ciassed [ ...], and'theprooiem ofihe norm's
equivocal descriptive .o r prescriptive status, thlm·is also the prOblem of the sort of
overlooked.equivocations on tlie ontological qr cbnceptual "level.'t42
Mader's analyses suggest that if we follow the levels of abstl'action in: going from person
to person in genera], from person in general to person in particular; from the ratio of
people in particular to people in gen.eral, from people in general divided by the difference
between particul·ar people and the ratio of p_eQple>in geneml to people in particular
squared, the dubious equivalences that emerge with the widespread use of social statistics

•

can be seen with greater clarity. The normal di·stcibution ·is one e~ample of a highly
elaborate apparatus for presenting and coordinating the multiple quantitative relations
with respect to pepulation. In the novel apparatus of the normal distribution, the

42. Mary Beth MAder, "'Foucault and Social Measure,'' Journal ofFrel(lch Phllo.rophy 17, no. I (Spring
2007): 8.

•
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•

individual is inscnhed by way of a general feature relative to the totjl! population, while
this general feature is partially derived from the value of any given individual value,
since it is the mean of all the individual values aggregated. The most common '>'alue,
then, becomes the "p()int of reference for the location of every value that is !"Cpresented.
The compleXity oi the multidimensional space of comparability activated by the normal
curve permits multiple kinds of comparisons through the intermediary of the mean of the

Quetelet, as Hacking observes, "transformed the theory of mei!Suring unknown
physical quantities, with a defmite probable error, into the theory or"measuring ideal or
abStract properties of a population. Because these could be subjected to the same formal
techniques, they became real quantities. " 44 And so, Mader argues, "(I)t is the properties
endogenous to mathematical objects that create the alleged comparability and continuities
I

of populations an"d other social phenomena constituted .as the objects of social statistics.
The conceQtual sleight that performs this conversion seems today still to pass

•

undetected."4s What is involv~ here is more than merely semantic; social statisticians
over the course of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries formalized the normal:
norms could be calculated for populations, and individuals could be individualized by
comparing their characteristics-height, weight, circUmference of skull, and later
intelligence and moral

wortli~with

those of the p.opulation as a wh0le. The capacity to

identify, measure; instill, and regulate through the apparatus of the norm becomes a

43. Ibid.
•44. tan Hacking, Tht>.Toming of Chance {Cambridge, England: Cambridge University Press, 1990), I08.
45. Mary Both Mader, Sleights ofReason: Norm, Bisexua/fty, DI!Velopment {A:Ibany: SUNY'J>ress, 2012),
59.
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crucial technique of govern.tnent.
Georges Canguilhem points to a fundamental distinction between social

•

(technological,. ecoi~"omic,

•

juridical) norms and organic nonns: "Between 1759, when the

word 'nonnal' app.eared, and 1834, when the word 'nonnalized' appeared," Canguilhem
argues, "a normative class had won the power to identify-a beautiful example of
ideological illusion-the function of social norms, whose content it determined, with the
use that that class made of them.'"'6 From this point on, the norm would become that
which is socially worthy, staf:isticall¥ average, scientifically bealtliy, an:d personally
desirable. Normality was natural, but those who were to be civilized ytould have to
achieve normality through wqiling on themselves, controlling their impulses in their
everyday conduct an;d habits, and inculcating nonns af conduct into their children, under
the gujdance of scientific experts who claimed to ground their norms and codes of
conduct in objective standards and measures. Under their tutelage, free individuals would
become governable--in a rarrge of different ways and with varying consequences-as
normal subjects. To be free, in this modem sense, is to be attached to a polity that
identifies certain ·modes of conducting one's existence as nonnal and simultaneously to
be bound to those "engineers of the human soul" who define' the norm and direct

•

individuals towards nonnality. The formulae that undetpin these ·app!IJ'&ttJseS show
themselves to be materially effective mechanisms of ga.venunent.

46. Georges Cangullhem,.On the Normpl ond the Pothological, ,a-aos. Carol)m R. Fawcett (Cambridge,
MA: Zone Books, 1989), 151.

•
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3.1.4. Mathematics-and Ontolo!fY

For Jacques

Randere

and Alain Badiou, to be "counted" in &;·SyStem is to be

bound to that system's stabilities anti so bound to actuating the design of-lts·control. The
"count" binds potentialities to an "ensemble of well-defined parts, ptac~s and functions
[... ),an ordered distribution of the visible and the invisible, noise and speech, etc.'r47

•

Politics proper, o~ rather, that fGr which. Ranciere and Badiou "reserve" the name politics,
is what remains irreducible to these beundaries of "common and private, visible and
invisible, audible and inaudi~le.'r4 8 This definition of· politics, emphasizes Ranciere,
implies the "acticm of supplemen~ subjects, subjects. that are not reducible to social
groups or identiti~ but are, rather, collectives of enuncjation. and demonstration surplus
to the count of social gtoups. (." .) Political subjects are supernumerary·C.oUectives which
call into question th.e counting of the·community's Pttrts and the relations of inclusion and

exclusion which define that count.'r49 'The count entails boundaries, wbile politics prnper
entails an activity that is out-of-bounds, evident only as a disturbance of such boundaries
from some position in the lxnmdless.
This conceptualization· of politics in terms such as "count," "supernumerary,"
"relation," and "inclusion" proceeds from Badiou's thesi·s in Being and Event that
"mathematics is ontology." 'Fer Badiou, mathematics, specifically set theory, is the pure
thought of multiplicity. If being qua Being is nothing Gtiier tllan pure multiplicity, then
mathematics,

•

~aus~

it is the only thought of gtnel'ic multiplicity,

47. Jacques Ranci~re, "ln~iog!Disa~ment," Angelaki 9, no. 3 (2004j: 6.
48. !bid,
49. Ibid.• 7.

~ ' also

the only
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thought of Being. The speculations in Being and Event fil?;U!e in my analyses only to the
extent that they demonstrate a free use of a formal language in place of instrumentalizing
a formal language ·over some empirical field, as with the quantitative social sciences. Set
theory, or some set of axioms resembling those comprising it, grounds several of the
mechanisms deployed by govenunent and social management

sin~

•Jhe birth of

biopolitics into societies of control. Therefore, an analysis of set theory is also a critique
of horizans of possibility in relation to these mechanisms.
Mathematician Georg Cantor created the "algebra of sets" in his 1874 paper "On a
Characteristic Property of All Real Algebraic Numbers."so Cantor introduced the theory

•

in order to prove ·his formul.ation of the real numbers, a formulation he needed before he
could approach the more press\llg question of whether the trigonometric series expressing
complex functions could in each case be proven unique. The algebra of sets, in other
words, first emerged from Cantor's interest in the ceaseless multiplication of illogical
exteriorities. By the time of his 1899 correspondence with Dedekind, Cantor
distingUished two types of multiplicities (Ti'ielheiten). The first, which he called

..

"inconsistent multiplicities," are multiplicities that when taken as a unity (Einheit) imply
a paradox (e.g., the set of all sets that do not contain themselves). Th11 second, which he

•

called "consistent multiplicities" or "sets" (Menge), are multiplicities that when taken as
'

a unity do not imply a paradox· (e.g., the set of all natural numbers). 51 Cantor concluded
that "almost all" multiplicities are inconsistent multiplicities. 51

50. Georg Cantor, "Ober cine .Eigensebaft des lnbegriffcs allcr reeUen algebraiscben Zahlen," in Journal
filr die reins und angewandJIJ MaiJrtmatl/c, 77 (1874): 258-62.
51. Georg Csntor, "I 899' Letter to Dedeldnd," in From Frege to GIJdel: A..Source Book in Mathematical
Logic, 1879-J 931, ed. J. 'Van Hejjeoliort (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, '2002), 113-17.
52. See Notes 3.1.2.
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In place of understanding mathematics as a language game or as ·an apparatus that
can objectively apprehend the e.mpirical world, Badiou's pb.ilosophy discerns an ontology
of police and politics in the formal language of set theory. 1'b.i.s project is appropriate in
many ways. In control societies, the processes of dividualization and modulation, which
mathematical apparatuses often enable, are grounded upon axioms such as those

•

comprising ZIFC. For example, computability, Turing machines, complexity, classes, and
so on, are all formally defined by way of such axioms. Moreover, .the equation of set
theory and ontology also relates to the work undertaken b:( "ontological engi.neers" in the
field of information management.
In b.is 1991 conversation with Negri, Deleuze state$, "Compared with the
approaching forms· of ceaseles.s control in open sites, we may come to see the harshest
confinement as pan of a wonderful happy past. The quest for 'universals of

..

co=unication' ought to make us shudder." 53 Not coincidentally, that same year, the
Knowledge-Sharing. Effort (KSE); a consortium to develop such universals, submitted its
first progress report. The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), the Air
Force Office of Scientific Research (AFOSR), the> CorpGration for National Research
Initiative (NR1), and the National Science Foundatian ~<NSF) sponsor the KSE. In the
report, the KSE addresses "the im!).Cdiments to krlowledge. sharing- and corresponding
needs for the development of technology to oveJiCOme tliese impedUnents. "

54

In the

interests of developing such a technology, the report calls for 'the development of robust

•
53. Deleuze and Negri, "Control 'and Becoming,'' 14.
54. Ramesb Patil, Don Mckay, :rim Fin in, Richard Fikes, Tho"las Gruber, Peter F. Patel.SCbneider, and
Roben Neches, "The DARPA Knowledge Sharing Effon: Progr-ess &epoi1," in R-eadings lnAgems, eds.
Michael N. Huhns and Munindar Paul Singh (Burlington, VT: Morgan ~lifman, 1998), 243-255, 243.
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"ontologies," which are defined as "pre-fabricated foundations for application of specific
knowledge bases in a particular topic area."ss
The World Wide Web (WWW), for example, is an information system of
interlinked hyperteXt 'docwnents. that is accessed by way of the Internet every time one
uses the' prefix ''www" to aceess an internet resource. The main intemationa.J standardS
organization for tlie WWW is the World Wide Web. Consortium (W3'€ ). Tb.e Semantic
Web was first described by Tim Bemers-Lee, chaimian of the W3C, in a 20Ql Scientific

American article. Snow in coming but inevitable, the Semantic Web is a standard

•

"metadata data model" that will soon encompass the Web. By encouraging the inclusion
of semantic content on web pages, the Semantic Web. will convert the current WWW into
a universally portable ''web· ()f data." According to the W3C, "The Semantic Web
· provides a commcm framewark
. . that allows data• to

b~

shared and reused across

application, entetprise, and community boundaries."s6 "'The ·Semantic Web," explain TIDl
Bemers-Lee, James Hendler, and Ora I:.assila, "is not a seplll'llte web but an extension of
the current one, in which infarmation is given w~l-defined meaning, better enabling
computers and peoJ!>le to work in cooperation." 57

•

The Semantic Web is built on the Resource Description Ftamework (RDF), which
has come to be used as the general framework for the conceptual description or modeling
of information of resources on the WWW. RDF statement.s, known as triples, consist of a
subject (the resolirce itself), a predicate (an attribute or a relation), and an object (not to

ss. Ibid.
56. Ivan Hen:nan, •w,ac Semantic Web Activity," W3C, access¢·0ctober 13,2013,
http://www.w3 .orgQOOJ f swl.
57. Tiro ·Bemers-.Lee, James Hendler, and:0ra I:.assila, ''The Se1Jlant1c'Web;" Sc.ientljlc American 284
(2001): 34.

.
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be confused with "object" in the ordinary sense, "object" here denotes the value of the
predicate). The RDF schema provides a "metadata data model," so that instead of simply

.

requesting a resource, as one would by clicking on a hyp.ertext •link or·visitjng a resource

...,. .

through itS unif6rm :resource locator (URL), one can also request othenesources in terms

•

of a semantic web of which that resource is only a part. For example: "the semantic web
woula involve the "class" to whi.ch a resource is supposed to belong, its,properties, and
so on. By ext~ion, 0~\11' resources can be requested in terms . of these classes,
properties, and re~ations.
Following the KSE's progress report and the sub·sequent growth of the Semantic
Web, numerous academic papers in information management began to appear with the
I

intention of developing ontologies in the RDF. Ac.cording to the W3C Web Ontology
Working Group cparter, "An ontology defines the terms used·to .describe and represent an
area of knowledge:." 58 Ontologies are the basic component of..the Semantic Web. They
define and relatei concepts thll.t can be used for resources on the WWW, which are then
accessible through semantic interconnection among diffe.rent resources. One of the
numerous articl~s .that appeared on the development of these onto)ogies, Thomas
Gruber's "A Tr<ansl:ation Approach to Portable Ontology· Specifications," contains the
following:

•

[In this paper] we dis<;uss how the translation appro,~~;c;h to pol't~b.ility addresses
several technical probl'ems. One·problem·is ~ow-to '1144'6inmodiite the stylistic and
organization~ differenc-e s 81J!Ong representa~Qnsiwhile preserving declarative
content. Another is how to translate from a vel1' expressive language into
restricted•languages, remaining system-independent while preserving the
59
computational efficiency of implemented systems.
58. Jeff Heflin, "OWL Web Ontology Language: Use Cases and Requ]f~ments," laS) modified November
22,2009, http:/lwwy;,w3.org/TR/webont·~q/.
·
59. Thomas R. Gruber, "A Tnmslation Approach to Portable Ohtology Specifications," Knowledgt
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Gruber's article details the obstacles to achieving u.n.iyersals of communication, incluiling
impediments to :portability, . translatability, and abstract

'
equiv~nce.

Information

management literature, in other words, presents the development Gf standardized
"upward" ontologies as a promising way to overcome impediments to u.n.iversals of
communication.
Most -articles in this area begin with a brief nGd to the term "Ontology" as it bas
been understood in pb.ilosophical and theoretical contexts, as in the article "Ontologies
and Knowledge-Bases":

•

Aristotle defined Ontology~ the science·of ~ing as such: unl~e.1he special
scien.ees,'i!ach of wliich investi-gat~s a class•oftbe~,ana their·d~iemil.pations,
Ontology.fegii!Ids•:'all.t,Ae Sp¢!:ies.Gfbeing q~ be~,a:QLf the atti/bytes which
belong tG 1l:q'ua being'~ ~Aiisto~. Metaphysic~. IV, 1). Til this ·s~l!Se, Ontology
tries to answer to the queStion: What is.being? or., in.a meaningrul reformulation:
What are.the features colilmon,to all beings160 ·
From the, perspective of most serious philosophical work done in ontology in the
twentieth century, leaps such. as the one made in this quotation would be seen as
problematic. In the fundamental ontology of Heidegger, for example, the question "What
is being?" cannot be reformulated as the question "What are the features common to all
beings?" "All ontology," writes Heidegger, "remains:fundamentally blind and perverts its
innermost intenl if it has not ptevtously classified the rrfeanfng of being·sufficiently and
grasped this clarification as fundamental to its task [my empbasisj.'161 The "ways of

Acquisition 5, no. 2 (·1993'): l99.

60. Nicola·Guarino and ?lert!aniele .G,Uuena, "Ontologies and ~owl~o;~ases 'to~ a Terminological
Clarification," in TOW.ardS Very Large:Kn0>11fedge 1Jasu.· Knowftdg&t:~U.Ifding & Kno-..ledg$ Sharing, ed.
N. J. L Mars (AmsterllamJ lOS PTe$$, f.995}, 26.
61. Martin Heidegger, Being and 1ime, trans. Joan Stambaugh (Ailbany: State University of New York
Press, 1996), 9.
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revealing" used by these entological engineers orders beings

ir( terms

of taking them to

be what Heidegger refers to in his essay on technology as a "standing-reserve." Such
systems of classes, subclasses, transitivity, equivalences, and so on, .according to
Heidegger, Leave ontological difference-the difference between Being and beings-

•

unthought They attest to the "forgetting of what is thought. provoking'l ' within the course
of development of a Western Logocentric, that is, "mer,.physical" thought, which takes
thinking to be "an assertion of something about something."62 ln silcb- thematizations,
formalizations, and quantifications, meaning is reduced to what is objectively either
"classifiable," "countable," or • measurable."
The contrast between ontology as a philosophical project and ontology as a
project of informati·on management helps reveal the presuppositions of each enterprise.
Guarino and Giaretta state, "Ontology is concerned not so muclt with the bare existence

•

'

of certain objects, but rather the rigorous description ef their forms qf being, i.e. their
structural features."63 This statement should be placed into constellatien with the
existential 1111al)'tic from Heidegger's Being and Time and the decades of scholarship
following that preject, especially the work of Jacques De~aa and Jean-Luc Nancy. This
latter body of scholarship not only attempts to preclude an;y presuppositions regarding the
"features common to all beings"; it also suggests· that what should remain our paramount
concern is precisely "bare ex,istence,'' that is, precisely What would resist any universal
equivalen.c e.

•

The article "State-of-the Ar.t: A Comp8l'8tive Analysis of Ontology Matching
'

62. Martin Heidegger, What is Calltd Thinking?, trans. J. Glenn Gray {New York:_Harper & Row, 1968),
139.
63. Guarino and Giaretta, "Ontologies and Knowledge Bases," 26.
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•

Systems," provides another example of a tacit nod to the plillosophica1 discipline of
ontology by. "ontological engineers":
0[\lology ·i~. deriv¢ from the two Greek words namely ontos whic¥·means "to be"
and>/ogo:s niearung "Word.~' The t~nn ontolofY is also derived froin the
phlld'sopeyifield which refers to a systematic appt:Qaeh to eJq>laixrthe.,existence of
things.in the world. Ontolo!W typically provic;\es arvocabulary tbA~J:iescribes a
domain o£ interest and·a specifieation ofthe meanii'!g·~fterms i!s,~d·iMhe
vocabulary. They are generally used to -provid'e a uriifonn cone,eptualization of
terms. 64
As lroju, Soriyan, Ganibo, and Jkono make ch;ar, the ontologies of infonnation
management are designed to provide unifonn conceptualizations in order to facilitate

•

universal portablli~. In·contrast, the pliilosophical cl.\l;cip1ine of ontolqgy, as it played out
over the twentieth c.entury,.
. was interested in exactl}'lwhat' always resists. such portability;
bearing witness ·to £t, and de<;onstructing the "unifonn

conceptualization~:·

that would

bind this resistance·to any equivalence or portability.
The ontologies of the ontological engineers, designed to facilitate universals of
communieation, in additil!>n to mathematical apparatuses.such as the normal distribution,

are today grounded upon some set of aJCioms such as those comprising :ZJFC. An analysis

•

of these axioms allows us to unpaek their effective .mechanism,

w~ch

becomes

increasingly important in relation to the computer. The details and limits of these axioms
reveal the details and limits of the count, both in general ll!ld in relation to the digital
apparatuses of control societies.
AXIOM OF EX:rENSIONALITY. If X and Y have the same elements, then X = Y:
'v'u(u EX

<-+

u E Y)

-+

X = Y.

As mathematicians Thomas Jech and Michael Potter both emphasize, the axiom of
64. 0. Iroju , A. Soriyan.J. Oambo, and, R. lkono, "State~f·th~ Art: A Comparative Analysis of Ontology
Matching Systems," Afr.fcan Journat ofCompullng & ICT S, nq. 4 (Jimc, 20 12): 81.

•
I ,

71
extensionality eStablishes the basic idea of a set: a set is determined by its elements.

65

Badiou also emphas~s the axiom's extensional form. By way. of extension, the axiom's
determination of.a set also·establishes the basic idea of an element; an element (a member
of a set) is determined by way of its indifference in relation to belonging:

•

X={0,{u}}/\ Y={0,{u)} -+X=Y.66
The axiom implies that u is extensibly (i.e., from X, from Y, from X andY) the same, but
only in the element of it~ belonging. We can say nothing about u as such, only, if u
already belongs to•both X and Y, the.n it is the same u in X and Y: the same is always only
the same in terms .of a count. Badiou explains, "[B]eing an 'element' is not a Status of
being, an intrinsic qiUll!ity, but' the simple relation to-be-an-element-of, through which a
multiplicity can be presented by another multiplicity. " 67

•

AXIOM SCHEME OFSEPAR:A110N. Let rp(u, .p ) be a formula. For any X and p, there

exists a set Y = {u EX: cp(u,p)}:

\fX\fp3Y'v'u(u E Y HuE X 1\ rp(u,.p)).
The scheme above produces an axiom for each formula rp(u,p), and the set Y in the
scheme is unique by extensionality. 68 The scheme of separation, emphasizes Potter,
axiomatizes all -the secon,d·otder separations (involving quantification of relations) that
can be formulated :in the first-order language (involving only the quantification of

•
65. Thomas Jech, Set Theory: The Third Millennium Edition (New York: Springer, 2002), 6;-Michael Potter,
Set Theory and its Philos.ophy.,WCP/Iical introduction (Oxford~ Oxford' University Press, 2004), 31 .
66. Jech, Set Theory, 6.

67. Badiou, Being ·o nd Event, 46.
68. Jech. Set Theory, 7.

72
variables over a range of elements). 69 Badiou makes a similar point: an axiom of
separation must, in the first place, assume the existence of all those u, ·wlii"ch only then, ill
the second pjace,.are said to satisfy tp(u). ln addition to this assumptien, the formula tp
may also depend on more than one parameter p (i.e., more than one auxiliary variable).
These assumptions and possible dependencies imply that the existence of .any set (or the
assumption the~f) is fundamentally anterior to its formulaic (i.e., li"nguistic)
determi"nation. "wp&t is Induced by [ ... ] language," writes Badiou, "is not directly an

•

existence, a presentliltion of multiplicity, but rather-en the condition that ti)ere is already
a presentation-tile 'separation,' within that presentation, and supported'by it, of a subset
constituted from;tlte terms which validate th.e formula·[see Figure 3]"70 :
''
Implied

.

'!/X
.l

'lp

.l

t.

3Y

Vu

.l

(u E Y HuE X A tp(l,l,p))'
l

Presucoosed
l-an~Pll!Re
Fiku;re 3 .. Si~tion in R;elation to Beptg. The sep~ti?ns
md' classi.Jications of language (formal,,or othei'Wlse, t.e.,
any·second-oi-der q)llll$flcatiens) are anterit!rte ~e
m!litiples they W.oultl:iliscribe in fba~tbey al'karly
P,tesl!ppose t1fe>existence of these m~tiples·. Adapted
frem Badiou (1:005), 46.
71

The power set, union, and replacement axioms all require similar assumptiens.

"The

purely conditienai.eb:aracter of existence," Badiou emphasizes, "i·s marked by the logical
structure of these axioms, whlch are all of the type ' fer all X, there exists a Y such

69. Potter, Set Theory and Its Philosophy, 42.

70. Alain Badiou, Being and Event;~. Oliver Feltham (New York:<Coniinuum, 2005), 46.
71. See Notes 3. 1-.3.

73
that. "'

12

Before-addressing the axiom scheme of separation, Jech introdu~es the icformal
concept of a class;73 which is important because it is only upon the basis of this ·informal
concept that many of the operations of set theory can be carried out. If lfi'Ex, p 1, ... , Pn) is
a formula, then
C = {x: tp(x,pl, ... ,pn)Y

is a class. Members ()fthe clas~ Care all those sets x that satisfy tp(x, p1 ,

... ,

Pn):.

x E C -+ (p(x, P1• ... , Pn)·
Every set can be cpnsidered a class, and a class that is not a set is a p!XJper class. Using
this definition of ll>class, Jech defines inolusion (C is a subclass·ef D):

C. c D -+ Vx, X E C -+ x E·D·.

'

The concept of a class also proMides the basis for eperations·such as 'Intersection, union,
and complement:
Intersection: C n D = {x : x E C 1\ x E D)
Union: C U D = {x :

x E C V x E D)

Complement: C - D = {x : x E C 1\ x E D}.
The distinction

between belenging and incl$ion (i.e., between set and class) is

also important in, relation to many of the claims made in Being and Event. "One cannot

•

underestimate," writes Badieu, "the conceptual imporfan.ce of the distinction between
belonging and ine~usion."74 Inclusion (c) implies that each set must ~ inc~uded in itself
(e.g., C c C), that is, inclusion is reflexive. Belonging ~E), however, is not reflexive:
72. Ibid., 62.
73. Jech, Set Theory, S-6.
74, Badiou,

Being and Event, 82.

74
{x} c {x) is true, but {x) E {x} is false, because the only member ?f {x) is x, not {x}.
The difference lies in the position of the count in relation to the counted: "In·the one case
(':he case E), the multiple falls under the count-as-one which is the other multiple. In the
other case (the case c), every element presented by the first multiple is also presented by
the second. But being-mutliple remains completely unaffected by these distinctions of
relative position."7s In relation' to its belonging, a multiple has already been counted, that

•

is, presented in .a situation. In relation to its inclusion in some class (and a class that is
always and additionally included in itself), there is a count of this initial count, a representation of this initial presentation, which Badiou calls the "State of a situation."
On the basis of this distinction between State and s.ituation, Badiou distinguishes
three types of multiple: the ex.crescent type, which is an element such that it does not
belong to a set but is a class in which that set is included (e.g., a prop.er class); the normal
type, which is an element such that it belongs to both a set and to a class ·in which that set
is included; and finally, a singularity, which is an elem.e nt such that it belongs to a set but

•

is not included io a c.Jass io which that set is included~
Excrescence: 'v'X'v'·C3Y : (Y (EX 1\ X c C -+ Y c C)
NormalitY: 'v'X'v'C3.Y: (Y EX 1\ X c C-+ Y c C)
Singularity: 'v'X'v'C3Y : (Y EX 1\ X c C-+ Y rt C). 76
He draws an example of this tertiary scheme from Marx and Engels: "The bourgeoisie is
a normal term (it is ·presented economically and socially, and re,.presented by the State),
the proletariat is a s ingular term (it is presented but not re-presented), and the State

t

75. Ibid.
76. The material! describe and fonnalizc in this paragraph appears in ibid., 93-103.

75
apparatuS is an excrescence. "7~ The domain of the.State is the proper clliSs-the State, in
other words, "guataptees that the [coi:mt] holds fo~ inclusion."78 The situation, however, is
what "holds for belonging." 79 "Put more precisely," clarifies Badiou, "given a situation
whose structure delivers consistent one-multiples, there is always a meta-structure-the
State of the situation-which counts as one any composition af these consistent
multipljcities."80
Commentators on Badiou's ontology have illustrated this point with the example
of undocwnented residents 81 Who or what is included or re-presented .b_y the U.S. or any
other nation state' is obviously conditional upon citizenship statuS,, tiin!jllcial status,
criminal history, social connections, and other factal'S. The presence of undocumented

•

residents, however, as they

ar~

present without re-presentation, poses an open question

with respect to the legitimacy _of that re-presentation. Within the legal framework of the
U.S. or any other nation .state, undocwnented residents exceed the mechanisms of
inclusion. "Their status is thus undecidable from the position of the situation," explains
Gillespie, "they belQJDg, they are not included; they are presented, but .not represented."82
The concept of "citizenship'! then, in any

c~e.

is an excrescence, a pure! y re-

presentational mechanism without any foundation in being (i.e., a proper class). The

•

77. fbid., 109.
78. fbid.
79. fbid.
80. fbid., 97.

'

81, Peter Hallward, Badiou: A Subject ro 71-uth (MinneaP.,olis: .Uni.vel\1ity.ofMinne~ta Press, 2003), 118;
Sam Gillespie, The Mathematics ofNqvefry: Badlou 's MinlmaiGt Mitapliysics (Prnhran: rc.press, 2008), 71.
Sec Notes 3. 1.4.
·
82. Gillespie, The Mathematics·ofNqve/ty, 19.

76
citizen in good-standiing, by contrast, because he or she both belongs and is included
within these re-presentational mechanisms, is a normal element. Finally, the
undocumented resident, because he or she belongs but is not included, is a singularity. A
reformist or libeml objection ~ght suggest that undOcumented residentrat'e not so much
indiscernible sing\Ue.r.ities as they are bound to ~-presentations that ~;·rye.ss equal" or
more restricted. Undocumented residents, such a viewpoint suggests, -are•included in the

•

situation, but are not included in the way they ought to be included. The answer to this

ought, then, according to liberalism, is more equality, better accommocij!tion, and a form
of inclusion that works. For Ranciere and Badiou, howev.e r, politics is not liberal
democratic negotiation but a ·declaration on the part of les sans parts through which the
'

dominant logic of the situation must not only be transformed but must be abandoned

entirely for some new order. This is what Ranciere refers to as the "recllstrl&ution of the
sensible." 83
AxloM SCHEME OF REPLACEMENT.

If a class F is a·function, then for every set X,

F(X) is a set.. For eachi'ormula rp(x,y,p), the folltllula.below i~<811"axiom of

'·

.

replacement:

'flx'fly'flz( rp(x.y, p) A rp(x,z,p)-+ y = z)
-+ 'f!X3Y'fly(y E Y +-+ (3x E X)cf>(x,y,p)).84

The axiom of rej>lacement implies that the consistency of·a set does· not depend on its
members (i.e., what is COU!l~d). "The idea-singuiai, profeund-is the following,"

•

83. Jacques Ranci~re1.71/>e Politics ofA'Mtbttics: The Di.stributltjn llflth~.Se~lble, trans. Gabriel Ra<:khill
(l..ondon: Contin~.2oo<l); 12-IJ·, Jl~-al~ Ie4ques·Rawiiere;,.Disa~em,s: Po/illes ond.Phllosqphy,
tians. Julie Rose {Nfihv~Us: I:Jni'qCJlitY of Minnesota, J999.)i S7-Sf.;
84. Jech, Set Theory, 11.

77
writes Badiou: "if the count-as-one operates by giving th_e·.consistc;ncy of being onemultiple to some roultiples, i~ will also operate if these multiples are ·replac.e d, term by
term, by others...ss The State does not depend in any way upon that wbicb it is supposed

•

to re-present. Badiou continues: "No more than the axioms of extensionality, separation,
power set or union does the axiom of replacement induce the existence of any multiple
whatsoever." 86 The universal quantifier, as it operates within theSe. axioms, already
supposes a universe of multiples, while the eKistential quantifier, as it ·operates within
these axioms, depends upon this supposition because it implicitly -follows from this
presupposed univ'7se ofmuftiQles (e.g., "for any ... there exists").
AXIOM OF THE EMPTY SET.

3XV'Y(Y ~ X).

,·

•

That is, there-exists an X, sueh that for any Y, Y is not ·a member of X, i.e., there
eKists a set with no meml:!ers.
Both Jech and Potter follow general convention-ratlrer.than include the axiom of the
empty set, they deduce the.existenee of the empty set as it follo.ws from the axiom of
separation:

0 = {u: u ¢ u}. 81
"'This, of course;" ad\Js Jech, ''oply under the assumption ~tat"least one set eKists:"88
l

•

•

3X(X = X).89
85. Badiou, Being

and Event, 65.

86. 1bid.

87 Jech, Set Theory, 8.
88. Ibid.
89. !bid.

· ..
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While most mathematicians today do not include the axiom of the empty set but deduce

.

its existence from the axiom of extensionality, for Badiou, the axiom·of,fhe empty set is
necessary in order. to establish the existence of any set whatsoever. Refemng to the
axioms of ZIFC, Badiou writes, "Amongst these statements, one alone, st!ictly speaking,
is existential; that is, its task is to directly inscribe an existence, and not to regul~ a
construction which p!'esupposes there already being a presented multiple. As one might
have guessed, this statement ~oncems the void." 90 'The axiom of the empty set begins
with the existential quantifier, wlille even with the ~~Xiom of infil:lity, an "w.finite set is only

•

something implied through deduction. The other ax.joms .presented above w~re of the
form "for all X, ·there exists a Y such that.. .." The existence of Y

m each

of these

formulas is only· implicit relative to some other presupposed existence, that is, its

.

.

existence is not ass~ed explicitly as with the axiom o0f the empty set At. some point, as
Jech admits, the existence of at least one set must be assumed. For tl!'e pioneers of set
theory, such as von Neumann and G&lel, this assumption was precisely the axiom of the
empty set. Indeed, it was on the basis of this axiom that the whole of the natural numbers,
or any multiplici~ wlnatever, •was established. For examgle, in a !939 letter to John von

•

Neumann, Kurt Gl:)del wrote: ''One bas to understand by 'sets' all objects .obtained by
building up the s,jmptified hierarchy of rypes on an ,emp,ty"set of individuals (including
types of arbitrazy J:@n.Sfinite orders). " 91 The natural qumbe'rs.:are establ\shed on the basis
. '
of the empty set as follows:

90. Badiou, Being onli Event, 60.
91. Akihiro Kanamor.i: "Set 1Jh_IOJ!Y.·fi'om Cantor to Cohen,'' in HondlJo~J(,pf.tbe HisUir)l ofLogic, vol. 6,
eds. Dov M. Gabbay}.Atdbiro Kllllllnlori. and John Woods (Amsterdanu E·tscviet, 201~). 39.

•

•
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0=0
1 = {0)
2 = {0. {¢)}
3 = (0. {(I)}, {0. {0))J
etc.92

There is a double ;m ovement he~ between the empty. set· as the basis of·every count and
the empty set as the.only thing' that is not counted. "It m~ cei1.ain.ly be.,a.ssumed that th.e
effect of structure- is complete," Badiou writes, "that what· subtracts itseff frem the latter
is nothing [i.e., the· empty set]."93 The atomic formul'a of membership, the count, leaves
nothing out, and so it is only nothing, as what is not counted, that is subtracted from the
"law of the count,;'.that is; ·lesJ.sans parts.
The "count" with which I began this secoion, any count, is an operation predicated
on some set of a~doms such as those comprising ZIPC. In terms of z ·JFC, every element
that is a member of a set belongs. to that set (e.g., undocuniented residents belong to the

•

situation in which they reside). 94 In relation to their bel&nging; some, though not all, of
these elements. can be classified, that is, inscribed in terms of inclusion in some class
(e.g., undocumented residents are not included in the State &the situation in which they
reside). Not onlY:,does ZIEt p~vide an image ofthe basis oftbe computable; in the sense
that complexity classes, Turing machines, and the ~ including the ontologies· of
information management, require sirnilar axioms in arder. to be defined, it is also provides
a generic image .of the count In this way, it could be ca11ed the "generic thought of
Being."

•
92. J. von Neumann, "Zur Einftlhnmg der cnmsfinitenZahlen," Acta ScientianJm MathematicanJm
(Szeged), 1,-no. 4, (1922'-1923): 19'9--'208.
93. Badiou, Being ailif'E.):enr, 54 . •
94. See Notes 3.1.S.
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When we analyze the axioms of set theory, the following six paints become clear.

•

'
Firstly, the identity of an element is only ever its in-difference in relation to belonging.
Secondly, althougb ~very member of a set belongs to that set, these. members can be
'
classified and separated, that is, includ.ed in different classes to varying degrees and in
different ways, or. not included at all. Thirdly, these classificati.ons and separations are
always second-order (i.e., re-presentations of some initial presentation, e.g., both
documented and 'untiocumented resident belong, but ~y way of a second-01<dering, each is
included differently, or the iatter is not included at aiL),, and the .~etails of such

•

classifications anc( :se:parations in no way depend upon what they ~ ,sypposed to be
classifying and separating. In terms of the generic thought of Being·~i.e., 7&1FIC}, and in
keeping with an apparatus' la9k of foundation in being, an apparatus would be the
mechanism of suoh classifications and separations. In other words, in keeping with an
apparatus ' lack of follllldation in being, these operations are anterior or excrescent in
relation to the beings they would inscribe; second-order in nature, any axiom of the form
"for every X thete exists a Y': already presupposes the existence of some X. Fourthly,
only the axiom of,the empty,·.set makes an outright assertion of existence; therefore, the
foundation· of anY. :count (in terms of its axiomatic b11Sis) is ~otllin.g (i.e., the ·empty set,
which contains' n01}ring). Fiftlily; it follows that in temns -.of the generic thought of being
(i.e., 7liFIC}, the operations (i.e.;classifications and separatio.I)S-),ofan app!ll'atus are always
working in another direction than tOwards the untouchable nothing that they are supposed
to inscribe, because it is precisely this nothing that is the limit of their foundation, that is,
they are always working to "foreclose the void" of the empty set; operations of separation
and classification work in another direction (i.e., "away from" whatever [membership)

•

81
minimal element). Lastly, and also in tenns of ZIFC, politics would be any activity that
reconfigures the measure of excrescence the second-order holds over the first. "The
consequence of these theses is that politics can be defined therein.as an assault against the
State, whatever the mode of that assault might be, peaceful or violent. It ' s.uffices' for
such an assault to mobilize the singular multiples against the nQIInal milltiples by arguing
that excrescence is intolerable." 9'

3. 1.5. Control Theory
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Figure 4. A Control System, shown here as the dotted lines and arrows
encapsulating Shannon's five functions, Wbicli we,e provided in.Figure
l. Here G represents power '(e.g., the sove.rei·gn, government, secial
management, etc.);' A is the system or app;ararus itself; and M is the
quantifieation, measurement, or inscription of' the system's variables to
the entl oEactuating their control.

•

In engineering and mathematics, control theory concerns the behavior of systems.

Design in control theory usually aims to achieve

$)'Stem

stability, that is, a bounded

output for a bounded input (BIBO). This objective might inelude disturbance rejection,

95. Ibid., 110. See Notes 3.1.6.

82
input trackilig, or p,a.ssivity in relation to uncertain parameters. An overview of control
theory, including its algebraic language of inscription, reveals correspondences between
the notion of an.J!pparatus and the concept of a "controlled" system.
Discussions of Shannon's five functions (in addition to emp~izing the fact that

' ··u.n!,ictst8tldS information as something distinct frOm ' li)eaning) are
information theoJiY
found frequentlY:. in political theories about control societies.
mathematized

williin

the: "Communication

and by these functions, however, is a much less significant

dimension of control societies than is the control to which such communication can be

•

bound:

a control mathematize~ elsewhere,

and represented in Figure 4. In this figure, I

underline the precedence of control over communication, in that l place the five functions
within a generic control systell\. T, C, and R -are all in the plant (the controlled system), A
and M are the measurement af this plant, and G is the control mechanism.
A system is nonlinear if it is neither additive nor homogenous, that is, if at least
one of its variables, so to speak, is a "queer," or in the language of the previous section,
some multiple :·~ding at the edge of the vo.i'~.'' Most systems ef power (e.g.,
government, social management, etc.) have nenlinear componell!S> .Control theory
represents a basic nonlinear control s-ystem as the state-space model:
d

dt x(t) = g{x(t), u(t) }: x({}).J'o
y(t) = m(x(t), u(t) ).

Here x(t) E IR.n is the state vector, u(t) E IR.m is the vector of input signals, and
(

y(t) E Rq is the output vector. This model, surprisingly, can be depleyed to model and
control most nonlinear systems, from particle dynam:ics to biology. In reference to Figure
4, for example, the tll8li:snutter .T. channel C, and receiver R are all mechanisms included

•

83
within the system! that is, within the apparatus A, which conlrol theory refers to as the
plant. These mechanisms are unimportant in themselves; that is, in control theory, they
are regarded merely, .as the black hexes to be controlled, and their interiority is of no
consequence whatever. Note tl)at the queers Q, in addition to the sender S, the message

•

m, and the destination D, remain beyond control. In relation to the control system itself,
which I represent, usiog dotted lines, there is firstly a vector of inputs u(t}, which are fed
from the controller G into the apparatus A. These inputs are deployed in qrder to control
or track the quee!S and mesSli!Ces within the apparatus .using negative f~db~k and other
mechanisms, which I explain in.detail below. The inputs are fed througll the apparatus

'

into a vector of outputs y(t), whioh are then inscribed or measured by M·: From this
point, a vector of.quantified states x(t) is fed into G for processing, in order to calculate

•

the optimal inpuf for the control of A. Formally, the system is a triple (M,A, G), where M
is the set of qualification mechanisms, A is the system to be quantified and controlled,
and G is the set of evolution or transfer functions G : U c M x A

-+

A with input U.

These functions map the elem.~nts belonging to A onto a unique image depending on t,
called the evolution parameter apparatus, using negative feedback and other mechanisms
I explain in detail below. More p~:ecisely, as x = g(t)1 y = m(x, u).
The term ' 1black box" ol'iginated in the

I

wartim~ ~ch

of the MIT Radiation

Laboratory, where it was· §l:§t used in relation to the black ·hexes encasing radar and

•

electrical equipment such as amplifiers, receivefS', filters, and so. on~ In relation to
Wiener 's anti-aircraft research, the significance of the term is that anything (artillery,
aircraft, pilot, etc.) can be understood simply as a variable to be contr<rlled, regardless of
its inner constitution. With reSJ).e ct to the system in Figure 4, for example, T, C and Rare

l

84

•

black boxes, and while the behavior of these boxes might be intelligible in terms of their
respective inner constitutions, control theory regards such factors as ·inconsequential.
Control theory

!units its purview to their behavior from one state to the. next. "Negative

feedback" designates the process of predicting and CO)ltroliing a biac).< . box's action.
Wiener defines negative feedback as "the property of being able to li!ijti$t future conduct
by past performance."96 For Wiener, the question of teleology is not a question of
causality: "[T]he concept oftereology shares only one thing with the concept of causality,
a time axis.

•

f... ]

Causality implies a one-way, relatively irreversible functional

relationship, whereas teleology is concerned with behavior, not with functional
relationships. "97
The concept of equilibr).um points helps explain wh:y control theery places more
importance On

the behavtdP amongst and betwee.n· !)lack boxes than on their causes Or
'

interiority. FormallY, in the nenlinear system x = f(x); a:point Xe in the state vector is an
equilibrium point if f(x 0 ) = ~· An equilibrium p04lt is any state vapSble that behaves
exactly as it is expected it to; that is, an equilibrium point is a fully achtated point.

•

Following from equilibrium points, there are equilibrium pairs, equilibrium triples, and so
on. 1n the nonlinear system

x = f(x, u), for example, the pair (x, u) is an equilibrium

point if f(x •• u. ) = 0. Contr.oL theory can determine an equilibrium point relationally, as
between two or mere state variables, and so mobilize that newly determined point to the
end of actuating the design of its control. Indeed, the prebl'em of optimization in control
theory is precisely

~e

prohlem of locating these points, or finding glebal or local

96. Norbert Wiener, THe) luman U~ ofHuman Beings: Cybern#tlcs;and Society (New York< Avon Books,
1967), 33.
'

•

97. Arturo Rosenbtueth, Norbert wtener, and Julian Bigelow, "Beh~vio'l ~se. and Teleology,"
Philosophy ofScience no; 10 (1943): 377.
·
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extrema, that is, the·globafor local minima and maxima, of any system.
In the strict sense, system stability is not always achievable, and so this leads to
coneeptS sueb as f.,yayunov stability, where variables with an initial state near enough to

•

some equilibrium·p 'o int remain near to that eq_uilibrium paint indefinitely and so exhibit a

s

behavior useful fo~ their contr{)l. Lyapunov method is the most general approach to the
stability analysis ~f nonlinear systems. The method involves a gencrallzed differential
function witli a strict minimum at some equilibrium point, or some ~stjm~te about the
domain of attrac$n of some.equilibrium point. Linearization, another metli'Qd of system
analysis ' and control design, invalves the transfor.mQtion of the state variables of some

'

nonlinear system into an equivalent linear system, or an approldmate linear model of the
controlled system, most often through local linearization.aro.u nd some equilibrium point.

•

Setting aside foriilal no,tatiori for the moment, linearization and other SU,cb. mechanisms
might collapse the behavior of the black hexes in any system into a

lower~dir.nensional

space in such. a way as to render their beb.avior more controllable. Designs involving gain
deploy linear controllers for sonie range or norm of gain intensi~, determining the
~ppropriate

cont(Gller according to the current systei;~ state.

Control theory has recognizable lipplicatio)l.S in control societies. Ian Ayers
provides the example of the Ameriean casino cb.ain Hartahls. While guests of the casino
are gambling, the company tri(c.ks their. outcomes through·a,l'total rewar8s loyalty card."

•

The company tb.en uses an algorithm that estimates each guest's personal "pain point,"
which is the maximum level 'or loss the guest can endure before leaving tile casino.
Before this pain point is reached, a "luck ambassador" wilt.approach the guest: "I see you
are having a bad djiy. I know you like our steakhouse so I'd like to take you to dinner on
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us right now."98 In this way; the company controls beb.avio~ fhrough .the;:use· o~ neg11tive
feedback.
The tracking {)(Web use furnishes more p~ise-examples. The WlJgital footprints"
generated by tracked online ac?vity increasingly resemble the total rewards loyalty card.
Andrew Pole, a statistician for the Target corporation, fer example, develops software
designed to calculate information related to users of the Target website. The software
assigns each user a "Guest ID number," which monitors everything they· purchase and

•

more. "If you use a-.credit card or a coupon," explains Pole, "or fill out a survey, or mail
in a refund, or call the customer help line, or open an e·mail we've sent you or visit our
Web site, we'll .reco.rd it and link il to your Guest l!D."99 The algoritlims, for example,
might target· expectant mo~ Pole explains, "We knew that if we could identify
<-

them in their second trimester, there's a :good chance we ce'uld capture'tbem for years
[ ...]. As soon as we get them buying diapers from us, they're going to start buying
everything else from us too." 100 A Guest ID number can

!ink together a

wide array of

consumer infonn,ation, including age, marital status, number of children, address, salary,

•

Web browsing history, and more: "Target can buy data. about your ethnicity>job history,
the magazines you read, if you've ever declared bankruptcy or got divorced, the year you
bought (or lost) your house, where you went to college, what kinds of tapics you talk
about online, w11ether you prefer certain bl'lUlds of coffee, paper towels, cereal or
applesauce, your political leanings, reading habits, charitable giving and the number o'f

98. !an Ayers, Super Cnmchers (New York: Bantam Books, 2007), '173.
99. Charles Duhigg, "B<:>w <::o111parii~ Leam Your Secre~,'' N~ York Tfmes Magazine, February 16, 2012,
bnp:/lwww.nytimes.coml20 12/02/19/_magazinelsbopping·babits.hanl·.

•

100. Ibid.
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cars you own."101
The world's nation-states have begun to pursue the types of data mining pioneered
by corpora~ons such as Harrah's and Target. Fusion centers form part of a surveillance
system put in place as a means for stream! ining intelligence between local, state, and
federal agencies in the United States. There are at least seventy such centers operative in
the US, at least one in every state, and their numbers are growing. By .w ay of such
'

centers, a surveillilllce camera \nay capture a video of someone with a pair <i>f binoculars
and a notepad outside a lilcely attack target and flag this as suspicious behavior.
Depending on the weight of the flag, this video could then be passed along to a fusion
center for more iii-depth analysis. The heavily fortified $2 billion Utah Data Center, made
possible by the e~tremely Jarge.NSA budget awanls fullo;wing Septemberc 1"1, 2001, stores

•

large amounts of data on everyone and everything it can, estimated to be on the order of

'

exabytes, that is, approximately seventy-five digital compact discs of data for every
person on the planet. As a result of the Edward Snowqen leaks, it be~c; widely known
that the NSA freely ·shares this information with otb:er f~d'era1 law enforcement agencies
' .

such as the FBI and the DEA. 102 The rapidly increasin-g amount of infor.mation that is
being collected and the ever more efficient mechanisms being designed to predict and
control the sources of this infprmation are enabling inereasingly effective strategies of

•

security and calcuJ,ated violence. The adjudication of military forces, explicit air, ground,
and naval mov.ements, intelligence gatlfering, detaile(i logistics modeling, and the rest are
all Strategically calculated using e~meJy large aiDQUnts of data 'J)fOCessed through
101. Ibid.

102. Kristina Cooke.&lld.John Sbifft,'n.all, ''U.S. dir.ectS Agents t~ Cov~r•Up Frogram tjscd to Investigate
Americans," Reurets,. ~!J~t·S, 2oa·, littp://www.rcutelt'.aoillllrdo~b'lOl'3'/08/0'Sius.dca·sod·
idUSBRE97>109R20l30805.

&8

•

attrition algorithms run on supercomputers. Data mining and the social control designs it
enables serve to inscribe the social and the eli vidual in control societies.

3.1 .6. Memes
Stylometry·is the computational analysis of a text in order to-,iij~tify its author,
'
that is, in order to compute an ;'identity" class label. 'The related t:ield of:i!!ffeet analysis is
•
an extension of sfyl ornetry carried OUt in OFder to· identify the senvmen~, opinions,

•

proclivities, and• se •on, contained in any text. Finally, anether related :ijeld, ·predictive
analytics, forecasts the probable future behavior of these· identities and' affects on the
basis of their recotded histories. These forms of textual analysis and classi-fication grew
out of earlier philological

a.Q9

quantitative analyses of literature. ln I 851 , English

logician Augustus de Morgan had already suggested that authorship might be determined
through the quantification o~ frequency distriburiOJlS of word lengths amongst and
between different'literary works. Thomas Mendenhall· later. llPPli~d ae··Mo.r gan's ideas to

•

the work of Shakespe are. In 1(}64, stylometry enjoyed a renewed interest when Frederick
Mosteller and David Wallace used a Bayesian inference algorithm to identify the authors
of twelve disputed-f!'l.l;ieralist P.apers.
The adverf •of the

WWW .bas occasioned·JID• explosion of .~l~metry, affect

analysis, predic~ve analytics, ·and related fielas, Wj'der' th'~ ·&eneral .kn6~ella of "data
mining." Many of the glebe's largest co1:p0rations now ollient their businesses around
data mining strategies. The m0st well-known example is' the Google COIJlOration, whose
original mission was ,t0•oJJgan'ize the massive ameuqts of information on the WWW for
more effective searching. In 2001, however, the company stated its future ambitions: "To

,

.
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enable Goo.gle users to be able' to ask questions such as 'What shall I do l!omorrow?' and

'

'What job shall I take?'" 103 In order to realize these ambitions, Google would need to
collect, collate, and process ever more personal data using ever more -sophisticated
algorithms.
Taking advantage of breakthroughs in data mining bas become increasingly
imperative for many businesses. In a recent business best seller, Competing on Analytics:

The New Science ·of-.Wlnnlng, 104 for example, the aufhors argue that by using the same
machine leamii!{.algorithms ~t Google uses to collect information about its ·customet'S,
businesses in rnahy fields can make predictions about th.e future behavior of their
customers. Such

•

~aclcing

mechanisms generate the disaggregated subject referred to by

Deleuze as the di;jdual. "Aire.lj:Ciy in the.early 1990s,"'writes Tt.ziana Terranova,

~t]he mark~~g lite~lltte was:.de~¢Fib~ the.~~~ fr~·new m~a to ~e Internet
m terms of;informat!On:~~~g·~trat~~~es-; .tJ1.~.~~~Econom~~~o~sts, for
example, ~ous!y pos}'ll~.UU:~e stages-lilfijl~4tf'~w~: b~~casti.Dg, .
narrowcas~g and•poi.lite~g; Ute latt~ cotljesgpnlieditlil a digi~ m_ode m
which messages were noHiniply.ditected· at ~ups b,ut 'tailored~ fuai:iriduals and
even sub-individual unjts (or-as Gilles Deleuze·ca:lled iliem, 'dividuals,' what
results frorii-the decomposition of individuals-into'data clouds subject to
automated integration and disintegration). 105

.

The data collected with these technol.ogies does not rj:present the person as an individual
case; rather, it inscribes the person as a vector. of measurements: features, trajectories,
class labels, and 'the rest. Thel~vidual, as it is inscribed· by algorithms, i~ pursued to the

•

point where it becomes a set.of disparate multiplicities. "It is not simply a matter of
catering for the yo11th or for migrantS or for wealthy, entl(epreneurs," ..:xplains Terranova,
103. Karl Palm~, "Pie<licting What You'U Do Tomorrow: Paru(1eetrlc SUr"leillanc:e an'd the Contemporary
Corporation,'' Surveillance &4~ety'8, no. 3 (20 II): 347.
'
104. Thomas H. Da:tenport and Jeanne G. Rams. Competing onAna/y)tcs: The-New Science ofWinning
(Cambridge, MA: Hilrva.tid Busine~'!'ress, 2013).

I05. Terranova, Network Culture, 34.
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"but also that of disintegrating, so to speak, such youth/migrants/entrepreneurs into their
•

micro-statistical ,composition-aggregating and

disaggregating

based- on

better

management or improved sec,urity. Web logs (blogs), for example, present what one
information

mana~ement ~cle

describes as a "wealth of information that can be very

helpful in assessing the generai public's seqtiments and opinions." 106 To \\lhat end? The
'

paper continues: "(W)e study thj:. problem of mining sentiment information from

•

biQg~

[in order to] use su.ch information for predicting product sales performance.''lll7 Affect
analysis is of special interest because, as another· artiele explains, "affects play an
important role in -influencing people's perceptions and decision malcing." 108 In another
article, the

autho~ begin

by pointing out that "[t]he Internet is often used for the illegal

sale and distribution of sofi11.i!!fC. It also ser.ves as an attractive medium for hackers
indulging in online attacks and cyber-wars. Furthermore, intemet-based communication
is swarming with fraudulent schemes, including email scams." 109 For e1>Jll1lple, the
introduction to anet)Jer article mentions "threatening or offensive messages, child

•

pornography, and the distribution of stolen properties." 110 Another article explains the
utility of developi.rig programs capable of discerning su,ch threats: "As the incidence of
computer relate9 crime increases it will become increasingly important to have
106. Yang Liu, Huarig·Xi.iangji,AnP,.ijun, and Yu Xiaobui, "ARSA: A Sentiment-Aware Model for
Predicting Sales Performlin¢e Us'illt'Btpgs," in SIGIR '07, July 23-27, 607.
107. Ibid.
I08. Ahmed Abbasi BJ)d. Hsincbun Chen, "Affect Intensity Anai1(Sis o[Dark Web Forums," in IEEE
1'1-ansacr/ons on Knowle4ge and 'Data Engineering 20, no. 9 (2Qo7~, 1168 .

•

I09. Ahmed Abbasi 81l\i Rsinchun Chen, "Writcprints: A Stylol!,lctric +.pproacb to Identity-Level
Identification and Similarity Detectiop in Cyberspace," ACM Transactions on Information Systems 26, no.
2 (2008): 71.
II 0. Roog Zbeng, LUiexun, Hsinchun Chen, BJ)d Zan Huang, "A. Rrame,work for Authorship Identification
of Online Messages:· Wr!tjng-Style·FeBlllreS•and·Classification Teeluilque$," Journal ofthe Associationfor
Information Science an'd Technology 51, no. 3 (l006): 378.
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teclmiques that can be applied in a legal setting to as~ist the court in making
judgments."

111

Articles in this area tend to present anonymity as an obstacle to be

overcome.
The need to overcome anonymity has Jed to the development of metrics that
quantify the degrees of anonymity afforded by particular communicatiOJI networks. The
anonymity afforde~ by the Tor network, for example, has made it an atttaetive alternative
to the WWW. On the Tor network, the client automatically specifies a random path
through proxies, !lirough which any information· being .sept must pass before it reaches its
destination. From'each proxy to the subsequent proxy, this information is, encrypted an:d
reencrypted, and in any case, it only reveals the adcjtess of the next pnoxy an'd nothing in

•

relation to its origin or fii!1I1 dt<stination. As Geoffrey Goodell explains,' "The successive
layers of encryption shape the 'onion' analogy: each successive proxy 'unravels one layer
of the onion' to expose the identity of the next proxy to which to forward the datagram.
The result is that, in theory, each proxy in the chain knows n~>thing about the. chain itself
other than the id'en:tities of the> pnevious·proxy and th'e next proxy in the ~equence. "

112

All

manner of contraband is readily available for milil order from peer-reviewed
marketplaces on the Tor network, and the use of an encrypted form of.electr~>nic currency

•

called "bit coins" .ensures an?nymity on.every level of these transactiens. lb.e authorities
of various interested countries have been unable to d.o anyth.ing to shut these
marketplaces down. The so-ealled "bidden services" the Tor. network provides do not

Ill. Andrew R. Gray and· Stephen G. MacDonell, "Softwar;c Forensics:, Ext~nding ~.orsllip Analysis
Techniques to Computef-1rogfiiiji:S,''' in Thin! Biennial Conference ofthe l'nttrnotional Association of
Forensic Linguistics, {1997), I.

I I2. Geoffi'y L. Goodell, Perspective Access Nerwork.s (Cambriilge, M)(: Har-vard University Press, 2006),
62 .

•

t
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have any address for these authorities to seize because their tocation at ru,~y given moment
is known only to the network itself.
Many article'S in information management explain the importance of stylometry,
affect analysis, and related metcics with observations sueh as "[E]xtreJ;nist groups often
use the internet to· promote hatred and . violence [providing] a ubiqui$ous, quiek,

•

inexpensive, and anonymous means of communication (...].

Consequen~Y' ·IDanY

believe-

that the Internet e~erates as an ideal method for .such groups to dissem.iniite information
and spread propag8nda." 113 He!C, "affect analysis is useful for measuring the presence of
hate, violence, an~ the resulting propaganda dissem.in.ation across extremist groups." 114
Another security cencem addressed in such articles is "so·ck-puppetcy," . that is, the
creation of a fake 0n!ine idenpty in order to praise, defend, or create the illusion of
support for some brand or company. An article concerning "cl,lat bots," however, provides
the most telling reason given f9r the necessity of developing stylometry. In this article,

•

the authors explain that the "abuse of chat services by automated progrrup.s, kno:wn as
c.hat bots, poses a serious threat to Internet users. " 11 s ·Chat bots are programs designed to
dupe people into thinking they are chatting 'online with anOther persbn. Such programs
are most often used for marketing. They play-act at being a person, becoming "friends"
with people through..online.$0Cial networks, only to make subtle suggestions from time to
time in relation to marketing some product. These programs ca,n be so convincing that

•

113. Jiexun U, Hsinchum Chen, and Zan Huang, "A Fr1ll!lework!or Authorship fdantificationofOnline
Messages: Writing-Slyl<tlieatures and Techniques," JoUI'flal ofthe American Society for"'lnformotlon
Science and Technology 51, no. 3 (2006): 378.
114. Abbasi and Chen, ''Affect Intensity Analysis of Dark Web Forums," 282.
115. Steven Gianveccbio, Xie Mengj\lD, Wu Zbeoyu, and WangHamlng, "Measlirement·~(\_ Classification
of Humans and Bots in t:nternct Chat,"'in 17th Conference on·S~curi/)1 Symposium (Bertceley: OSEN!X
Association, 2008), 15S.
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some people have even fallen in love with them. Robert Epstein recounted his own

•

experience with one such program. Epstein was looking for a date online' and centacted a
woman named "Amelie Poul~." "She responded to my e-mail quite -affectionately,"
explains Epstein, "[and) here-mails [were) so warm !hat [continued to OOI'I'espond with
her." 116 By the end of their correspondence, however, Amelie was no ·Ianger .able to pass
the test: "[A)t that point," explains Epstein "I wrote: asdf;kjas;kji~kj;j ;kasdkljk ;klkj
'klasdfk; asjdfkj. With love, Robert. And (she) reacted with another long letter about her
mom." 117 Stylometry may be mobilized to develop programs that impersonate people, but
might also be useil to discern the presence of such programs on the. basis of the same

•

data.
Where s~lometry wolilil be·brought to bear on -such a phenomenon---for example,
a stylometric feature set could be used by an natural language generation (NLG)
framework in order to generate a convincing convei'Satianal "person" or used to detect
whether the "person" one was canversing with was

a~tually

a chat bot-it would be done

in the form of a program designed to either deceive people into thinking that it was
another person through the mobilization of stylometric data or to discern the presence of
such programs on the basis of the same data. With the latter of these two alternatives, we

•

have something similar to .th~ Voight-Kampff test imagined in Philip K. Dick's Do

Androids Dream of Electric Sheep?. This test is intended' to

~tinguisb. a ~wpan from an

android. 1lhe Turing test, on the other hand, works · in the opposite· way; it is a test
designed to determine whether a person and computer have become-indistinguishable.

116. Roben Epstein, "From Russia, with Love," Scientific American Mind, October 2007,
http:llwww.nature.com/scientificamericanmind/joumallv 18/nS/fuiVscientlficamericanmin~ 007-16.html.
117. Ibid.

·'
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For example, in the Turing test, a person engages in a conversation by way of a computer

'

terminal, and is asked to determine whether the person he or she is conversing with by
way of that terminal is really a person at all. If and when the human test subject is no
longer able to tell a program from a person, the Turing test bas been passed.
Given Epstein's remarks above, it is reasonable to suggest that programs capable
t

of passing this test were already developed years ago. Even so, for the last seve~ years a
handful of "Futurists" have patiently been awaiting and speculating upon this com:ing
event, which they call the "technological singularity." This cultural phenomenon is
loosely affiliated with the popular TED (Technology, Entertainment, Design) lectures, a
global set of conferences owned by the Sapling Fo.undation and carried out under the
slogan "ideas wo!lth spreading." One popular author who writes about the technological
singularity and wb.o recently opened a "Sir!gularicy Uni:vel'Sipr," Raymond Kurzweil, has
given many lectures for TED. It should be mentiened that Kurzweil follows a strict
regime of dietacy .supplements, vitamins, and other "longevity products," out of a
conviction that the soon-to-appear technological singula.rUy will offer him eternal life.
Already in 1951, Alan Turing spoke of machines outstripping humans intellectually:
"[O]nce the machine thinking .method has started, it would not take long to outstrip our
feeble powers. [ ... ] At some stage therefore we should have to expect the machines to
take control." 118 In 1965, Irving .John Good referred .to this as an "intelligence explosion."
Good wrote, "Let an ultraintelligent machine be defined as a machine that can far surpass
all the intellectual activities of any man however clever. Since the design of machines is

•

one of these intellectual· activities, an ultraintelligent machihe could design even better
118. A. M. turing, "lhte.Jiigenl MAchinery, A Heretical Theory," 1951 ,
Mathemarica (1996) 4. no. 3 (1996): 266.
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machines; there would then 'UD.questionably be an 'intelligence explosion,' and the

•

intelligence of man would be left far behind. Thus the first ultraintelligem·machine is the
last invention that-man need ever make."119
In 1983, mathematician and author Vernor Vmge popularized Good's notion of an
intelligence explosien, giving it the new name: "We will soon create intelligences greater
than our own. Wh~ this happens, human history will hav.e reached a kilid of singularity,
an intellectual ~~ition as impenetrable as the knotted space--time;.a:t the center of a
black hole, and .t)le world will

pass far beyond our

unde~tanding.

niis singularity, I

believe, alreaay cy,unts a number of science-fiction ~ters." 120 'I'bis ~rt of' discourse is
common in controlrs:ocietles. In some instances, for example, such disco\Use.suggests that
people would appear to ul~telligence as "insects appear to people." Neil deGrasse
Tyson, a popular scientist, c!Jtims t4is is exactly how ulttaintelligence would regard
people, stating: " You don't walk by the worm on the street and say, ' Gee, I wonder what
he's thinking. ' No, you step on the worm." 121
The point could be driven home with more examples, statements of ether popular
scientists such as ·S~phen Hawldng and Carl Sagan, but the •idea is·the same in any case.
Setting aside the, ~lCPlicitly celorual overtones for the moment-and also the objection

•

that animals such' as the bl1.1e-;vfuaie already seem to regard,people as peeple would regard'
a worm-not only i:s the meaning of "intelligence" sooi.etb#.tg that is taken: for granted,
but degrees of iilteHigence

are supposed to correspOnd to degrees of relative worth. In

119. Irving John G<><><l, "Speculations.Conecming the First Ultraintclligent Machine1" in Advances in
Computers, eds. Fran:t t.. Alt.arid!toll'oms Rubinoff(Waltham, MA: Academic Press, 1'966), 33.
120. Vernor Vinge, "First World," Omni, (January, 1983), I.
121. Business Insider. 2013. You Tube video, 3:32, 7/ 112013,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?Y..TtOuV5d8tss.
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this discursive field, then, one is asked to forget the fact that being is and·suppose instead
that it could

~omehow be worth more than that.

Whether worm or hw::rlan, there is some

minimal degree of sense involved in any biological organism ~and perhaps even
nonbiological objects); the supposition here, however, is that if some greater degree of

•.

sense were involVed, for example, if there were some entity with twenty senses in

•

addition to the five human senses, able to occupy one hundred more dimensions than the
four known to hUOJ.an beings, ~ entity capable of instantly calling to mind every positive
fact its species knows in relation to materiality and ta perform calculations on them at a
boundary of mathematics so vastly mere complex than anything available to human
beings that it )'V0Uld be incomprehensible to. them, then.that entity would somehow be
more here, that is, worth more II;Ild!Or more intelligent than a human being. Given such an
entity, and even if such an entity knew every move a person would make before the

•

person even moved at all, it still has not been explained bow such an· entity would be
anymore here in the element of its sense than a person or a worm-at least, not any more

than it could be supposed that literate peoples are more here than oral peoples. In additian
to this, the groundwork for something unquestionably disastrous is being laid by
narratives that ascribe a hierarchy of worth in terms of dubious categories such as
intelligence. This notion of an ultraintelligence .forms a necessary component in relation
to how such things as the inevitable "conversationall.' interfaces of large search engines
will be regarded, that is, such interfaces will almost certainly be regarded as

•

ultraintelligences who ought to (and by right) regard human· beings as
'
supposed to regard w.orms.

numan beings are

Already, the Google corpomtion's search engin.e ·auto-completes search inquiries
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(Figure 5), and so it is reasonable to speculate, given the large amounts of data Google

•

bas in relatian to each of its users, that its interface will soon become more conversational
in nature. In the n!;ar future,,using the types of technology I examine in this section, the
Google search engine will almost certainly begin offering advice and opinions, making
uncanny, predictions, and the rest. Here, the groundwork is laid that such a thing, whether
"truly self-aware" or whatever. will be regarded as an ultraintelligence within this field of
discourse- the d6xa around the technological singularity, intelligence, and so on-and
should, by all rights, consider people as "people consider worms." 122

Coogle

why are people
why are people gay
why are people ao•mean
why are people~ atupld

~~.!!!people ao rud•~
Ptess E.Mer to saarch..

•

---·--·-···---

Figure 5. Google Autoconipiete. The text in bold ri:ptesents the suggested
completion of"why are people ...." Google search page, accessed 6/'1/2012,
http://www.google.com. Copyright 20.1'2, by Gqogle: "Autocomplete helps you find
infonnation quickly by displaying searches that might beslmi!ar to the one you're
typing. For example, as you start to type [why are people], 'you may be able to pick
searches for other 'why are people'-related search queries."

Affect analysis relies on the data contained on sites where users post their

122. See Notes 3.1.7.

•
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thoughts,

~eactions,

beliefs, a,nd feelings. Affect analysis programs

~oil

the WWW,

classifying the emotions of people in relation to products and events. Here the most
important dimensions are speed and volume: processing as many posts and messages in

real time as is possible in order to deliver "relevant and actionable answers fast." 123 The

•

goal is not comprehension; rather, it is the classification of inf<>rmation t)ows. One affect
analysis company described an application that "automatieally evaluates· ·c<~mversations
based on sentiment (...] to deliver feedback about Y0\!1' products ' and brands. By
automating the process, we can significantly ~educe the time needed' to analyze
conversations." 124 The goal he;,e is n0t to understand but to effect, to abstract.affect from
a person, to promote action, or, in some cases, to foreclose it. A ~filp,ent analysis
company, for example,

promi~es

"real time tracking of 'detractors' to minimize the

impact and velocity of negative word-of-mouth." 125 A complementary application seeks

•

out influential members of brand communities, "inspirational consumers," in ordeP to
amplify their p<>sitive reviews.

In addition to its importance for marketing and forensics (e.g., threat. detection),

'

affect analysis has assumed

~

central role in the design of "emotionally believable"

interfaces. Joseph B'ates's article "The Role of Emotion,·in.Believable Agents" explores
how emotion might
be brought to bear on the design of programs.
"There is a notion in
.
.
the Arts," writes ·Bat.es, "of a 'believable character. • It!d~ .tiQt:mean anJhonest or reliable
character, but one lliat

provi~

the ilJusion of life, and 'tl)us penni!S the audience a

123. Mark Andrejevie, "The Worl< that Affective Economies Does,'' Cultural Studies 25, no. 4-5 (20 II):
604.
124. Ibid.

125. Ibid.
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suspension of di,sbelief."

'

126

The.pritnal'):' objects Bates explor-es .i n this study are animated

.

characters. He quotes Disney animators Frank Thomas and Olli Jehnston: "Drsney
animation makes a,udieneos really believe in [ ... ] characters, whose ll{iventures and
misfortunes make people laugli-and even cry. There is a special ingredient in. our type of
animation that produces drawings that appear to think and make decisions .and act of their
own volition; it is what creates the illusion of life."127 Bates concludes with·three paints:
first, the emotional state of the interface must be clear at each moment; second, the
visible "thought process" is what defines this emotional state; and third, the emotion must

'

be exaggerated.
In "Computers are Social Actors," Clifford. Nass, Jobnathan Steur, and Ellen
Tauber suggest that perso~omputer interactions are already social. The authors situate
'

the utility of their .article in its "numerous ( ... ) implic;ations.fer design, [and) approaches
to usability testing. " 128· The article suggests that ~pie apply "politeness norms" to
computers, based on the finding that people asked by a computer abotn its own
performance feel· more compelled to ·be positive in their re,sponse than are users asked
about the computer by anothe.r source. The authors also attempt to determine. whether

•

people apply notions of se)f and other to computers. They argue that people do apply
such notions to computers, citing a study in which-respondents regarded self-criticism on
the part of the computer as "friendlier" than its criticism of etllers but.also regarded the
computer's criticism of ethers as more "intelligenf' than ill> praise of others. The same
126. Joseph Bates, "The Role of Emotion in Believable Agents," Communications oftheACM31, no. 7
(1994): 123.
127. Frnnk Thomas and Olli Johnston, The Illusion ofLife: Disney A:nlmatlon (New York: Hyperion, 1995},
12.
.
.
128. Clifford Nass, Joria,tlnan Steuer,:and•Bllen R. 1'auber, "Coml!uters, ~e. S.oc,ial ActOrs," in S!GCH!
Conference on Human•Ftzotors in CompUting Systems (New YO~: A€M\ '!994}: 75.

t
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study also detennined that people praised by computers will perform any task in a
manner superior to those criticized by the computer.
"Human-sounding" voices, Nass, Steuer, and Tauber concludC~; are essential to
eliciting these responses. "Voice, and not box," they write, "is the primary determinant of

•

the loc'us of social attributions toward c0mputers." 129 In one study th~y cite, subjects
consistently perc~iv.ed a different computer with a different voice ~

a ·distinct socjal

actor. "As in th(l politeness study," th_ey remark, "suOjects used inappropriate social rules
in assessing macl;line behavior.'' 130 A further study•examined in the article found that

.
'
users prompted by interface voice differences !!lso "apply gender stereotypes ta·
'

.

.

computers": Praise from ·intelfaces with male voices was more convincing and likeable

than praise from interfaces

~th

female voices, while computers with female voices

"knew more" ab'out "love and relationshlps.'' 131 The authors discard the conclusion that
t

such social responses were based on a mistaken belief that subjects were -interacting with
some agent other than the computer, the p~ograrnmer, far example. "This study ·
demonstrates that users do make social attributions towar<l the computer itself," they
write, "and provides some evidence that the comnuter referring to . itself as 'I' is not
necessary to generate such attributions. Thus, computer users who respond socially to
I

computers do not feel as though $ey are interacting with a progiarnmer, rather, they
attribute socialness directly to the computer itself. Computer. s(\}f-reference using 'l' is not

•

essential to generating this response." 132

129. Ibid.
130. Ibid.
131. Ibid.
132. Ibid.

· .
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Another study uses stylometry to identify the perspective fro!ll which a given
document was written. By "perspective," the authors of the study explain, "[we mean]
subjective evaluation of relative significance, a point-of-view."133 The e~iunpl~s provided
in the study are instructive: two paragraphs regarding the situation of Israelis and
Palestinians. The firs1 paragrap)l, the authors state, ·i s written from an Israeli perspective,
while the second paragraph is written from a Palesti.dian perspective: "Anyone
knowledgeable about the issues of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict can easily identify the

•

perspectives from which the above examples were wcitten." 13~ The. paragraph supposedly
written from the Israeli perspective, for example, mentions "Palestinian ten;orists" and
defends the "inadvertent killing" of Palestinian civilians as retribution•for the killing of
Israeli civilians by Palestinian

~uicide

bombers. The paragraph supposedly written from

the Palestinian perspective refers 'to the "brutality oflsrael'' arut Israel's killing of "tens of
llll8Tllled protestors." The authors set out to determine .whether computers can "learn to
identify the perspective of a document given a training co,rpus" and to develop
"algorithms for leam.ing perspectives using a statistical framework."m

•

Such algorithms woul4 remove the neces.sitY of dealing with the interpretative
challenges posed ~y .disparate perspectives, languages, and situations. They replace the
traditional imperatives of interpretation with the task of designing a program capable of
measuring and quantifying such perspectives in order to enable effective prediction and
management. Chris Anderson, 'the editor of Silicon V«lley''s Wired magazine, celebrates
133. Wei·Hao Lin, Thei:~sa Wilson, 1t~~~¥ce Wiebe, and Alex }\a~ptln4M,·"Wbich Sid:,Are You On?
Identifying Perspectives at the Docwmnt and SqDtei)Ce bev~s,'~in Tinrh 'C!onferenc~on Computational
Natural Language Learning (Stroud~burg: Association for Computatfoi\&1' Linguistics, 2006), 111.
134. Ibid.
135. Ibid.
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the possibility of such models and even calls for the "end of. theory!': ·l 'This is a world
where massive amounts of data and applied mathematics replace every other tool that
might be brought to, bear. Out with every theory of human behavior, from linguistics to
sociology ( ... ]. Wj!o knows why people do what they do? The point is they do it, and we
can track and measure it with unprecedented fidelity. With enough data, the numb-ers

speak for thems~ives [ ... ]. There's no reason to cling to our old ways. It's time to ask:
What can science learn from Google? (my emphasis]"136
Stylometric analysis techniques can be broadly.categorized into.supervised and
unsupervised methods. Supervised techniques require class labels, while unsupervised
~

techniques do not· reqUire these labels. Class labels· can be anything, for example, the
features common to a set of doc.uments written by the same author. Supervised techniques
include support vector machines (SVMs), artificial oemal networks (ANNs), decision
trees, and linear discriminant anal·ysis.
SVMs apply to a nlll'$er of information

nmnilg~ment

tasks. In the field of social

management, for example, thel'e .is Crystal, a system for ptedicting the outcome of public
office elections u5ing opinions mined.from the wwr/f. 137 SVMs have been used to "mine
the peanut gallery," that is, for "semantic c'lassification of product reviews."

138

SVMs

have also been used to develop humor recognition in computers. In one article on the
topic, the authors claim that "througl3 experiments performed on large data sets, we show

•

136. Chris Andorson, "The Endof'l'beory: The Data Deluge Makes the Scientific Method Obsolete," Wlrod
16, no. 7 (2008): 24.
137. Soo-Min Kim apd Eduard Hovy, "Crystal: Analyzing Predictive Opini9ns on the' Web," in 22nd
International Con[eronce on Compuiatlonal Linfi"JstiCJ (Stroudab~, PA:<Association for Computational
Linguistics, 2008): 473-480.
138. Dave Kuah~l, Steve Lawrence,,and Dayid M.. Pennock, "Mining the PCJillut Gallery: ·0pinion
Extractlon and Semantic Classification of Product "Reviews," in'l2t/N,./ernatlonal Conference on World
, Wide Web (New Yorkl ·ACM, 20'0.3r,i'1'19.
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•

..

that automatic cliiSsi:fication techniques can be effective!¥ used to disnzyguish between
•'

humorous and no~r-numorous ~xts, with significant improvements obse!'Yed over a priori
known baselines."139 Finally, SVMs have even shown promise in detecting deception:
"We have designeclan automatic classifier based on Support Vector Machines (SVM) fer
the identificatien of deception in an ad hoc opinion corpus. [... ] These findings are
potentially applicable to areas such as forensi·c linguistics and opinion mining, where
extensive researc~ ( ... ]is needed." 140
ArtificiaL.neu.ral networks (ANNs) are information precessing models that imitate .
the biological ner-vous system. The network consists ef a large number of interconnected
nodes called "ne).ll'ons," wlllch work together in solving problems. such as data
classification, patiem recognJ.ti~b, or image understallding. ANNs learn by example and
'
can perform adaptive
learning, self-organizing, and fault tolerance. Alan Turing, when he

explored the teclinie:al feiiSibility of machines learning ·to speak, assumed that speech
wou.ld be learned not by mere computers but by robots equipped with sensors and

•

effectors, that is, robots with some knowledge or embodiment within an environment.
However, this environmental knowledge in robots would also remain hidden from the
programmers who started them up with the initial codes. The so-called "hidden layers" in
today's artificial neural networks, observes Kittler, present a good example of this
obscurity: "(E]ither we, write code that in the manner of niitural constants reveals the
determinations ot'th~ matt~r itself, but at the same time pay. the price of milliens of lines
139. Rada Mihalcea and Carlo Strapparava, "Learning to Laugh.(Aptomat!cally): Computational Models
for Humor Recognition," Computational Intelligence 22, no. 2 (,Z006): 132.

•

140. Angela Almela, Rafll.el Valencia-Garcia, and Pascual Canto,s, "Seeiqg.'f.hroughDeception: A
Computational Apprpacba o Deceit !De~lon·in Written G:o~ipri¢~tion"·in Workshop. on•Computational
Approaches to Deception Detection .(S'troudsburg, PA: Associ~wn•for Computational Linguktics, 20 12),
17.
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of code and billions of dollars for digital hardware; or else we leave the task up to
machines that derive code from their own environment, although we.then cannot readthat is to say: articpl.at~ code."

141

UnsuperVised stylometric categorization techniques include pril)cipal component

•

analysis (PCA) and cluster analysis. PCA's ability to capture essential ·v~ance across
large numbers of features in a reduced dimensiortality has found' many uses in
classifications involving large feature sets. PCA, also known as the Karhunen-Loeve
transformation, is a linear transformation that chooses a new coordinate system for the
data such that the greatest vaJ;\IID.ce by any projection of the dataset

com~s·.to

lie op the

first axis (also known as the first principal component), the second greatest variance in
the second axis, and so on. In tl).is way, the invariance or the invariants thlu persist across

•

these different transfo!'lllations are designated as principal components. In contrast with
SVMs, which separate data liyperdimensionally, PCA converges upon a principle or basis
dimension through the use of matrices and Linear operators similar ·U> eigenvalues and
eigenvectors, that is, operators that work to discern invariance across disparate
dimensions.
Examples of the application of PCA abound in the literature. Visioo-hased
methods of automatically detecting loiterers around "inner-city bus stops" comprise one
such application:

•

Using a statioruu;y.camera view of a bus stop,yedes.trian;s are segm~nt,ed. and
tracked throughout the scene. 'The system tak~s· snapshO-ts of inclf.'lci.duals when a
n.ie· ~pshii>~· are.
then used
clean, non
obstructed v:iew of a pedestrian is ft>und.
,,
!
•
to classify the indi¥idUJ!.} images into a datab11:1e_. us.ing.ao.appearaoce-based
method. The·features used to"QOJ.T.elate iniii.V:i~i!A~ir.~ ar.e ·bli$eq•pn short-term
biometrics; wliich·are Changeable but stay valid fors'lio1'tperiods offune; this

.Hew

141. Friedrich Klttler, ''Coli~ (or;
You Can Write-Soll)ething Diff~tly);" in Software Studies: A
Lexicon, ed. Matthew Fuller (BoSton: MIT Mss, 2008), 40.
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system uses.clothing color [ ...]. To determine if a.given individual is loitering,
time start:tps CC)Illected with the snapshots in their ,cp~sponding.dat~blj.Se class can
be used toJqlicgeh.o;w.lt>ng.an individual bas b.~ p_~nt. An e~.tiJI!ent was
performed u5ing a 30-min video of a busy bus stop with six indi.viduals loitering
about it. R'esults show tlu!t the system successfully classifies images of all six
individuals as loitering. 142
Researchers have also invested enormous effort in the autQ$1tic biometric
identification of i!}dividuals·using PCA vision systems; Face recognition

~ystems

such as

eigenfaces and fisherfaces recognize people based on an analysis of facitl,!eatures. Other
methods, sueh as· eolor-based models; .have identified inanimate
t

settings. Visual

S_J~rveillance

in dynamic scenes, especil!ilY for

objects~ inr·constrained

peopl~: !~lid'

vehicles, is

currently one of the most active research topics in c.omputer vision ~d· P.CA. "It bas a
wide spectrum of promising applica,tions," explains one research article, "including
access control in special are~, human identification at .a distance, [ ... ] detection of
anomalous beha~brs;, and ~U:~ti:ve surveillanee us~ multiple ca.r.o,~ras~ etc."

143

The

authors point out that biometric data·(such as height, face, or walking gait) can be used io
allow or deny entry into secw:ity-sensitive locations without having to rely on a security
guard. In relation to person-specific identification,- the aitih'ors explain t1iat personal
identification at

·~~distance by

a smart sliD'eili~ sy~em

can help• th~ police catch

~pects: "The police· may build·a biomenoic feature cfp.tabas~ of:suspeats;· ~dplace visual
surveillance systhrns at locations where the suspects usually aJ;!pear, e.g" subway stations,
casinos, etc." 144 These systems could "automatically reeognize and juqge" whether the
'
142. N. D. Bird, 0 . Masoud, N. P. Papani.kolopoulos, and A. Is~, "Det~tion of Loitering·Individuals in
Public Transportation Area," IEEE Transactions.on lntelllgent'I)-ansporteitiott System·6, oo. 2 (June, 2005):

167.
143. Hu Weimiog, "Survey on Visual Surveillance of Object Motion endlilehaviors,'' Systems, Man, and

Cybernetics 4, no. 3 (August, 2004): 334.

•

'

144. Ibid.
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people in its sig!ltS were suspects. "If yes," they explain, "alarms are 8iYen immediately.

'

I

Such systems with face recognition have already been used at pu~lic sites, but the
reliability is too low for police' requirements." 14s Finally, in relation t6'&lb!Ji:aly detection

•

and generating alarms, the authors point out that it is "necessary to analyze the behaviors
of people and vehicles and determine whether these behaviors are normal or abnormal.
For example, visual surveillance systems set in parking Jots and supermarkets could
analyze abnormal.l:>ehaviors indicative of theft." 146
Surprisingly, the authors do not mention threat assessment. The U .S. Department
of Homeland Security, however, has been developing te.chnology that can detect threats
before they are acted on. P~cisely by detecting : and. monitoring changes in blood
pressure, body temperature, h~ rate, respiratory rete, and so on, fl!ese detectors and•

•

mc:>nitors can determine whether some person of interest is suspiciousJy:,anxious, ill,
intoxicated, or otherwise anomalous. However, as Bliart Massumi argues, "I'P]reemption

'

does not prevent, it effects. [ ...] Rather than acting in the present to avoid an occurrence

in the future, preemption brings the future into the present." 147 These mechanisms of
power do not merely

manag~ a

preexisting reality; they produce the

obj~ct'

they seek to

control.

1n order to demonstrate how stylometry and related procedures produce the

•

dividual through data processing algorithms, l performed an informal experiment 148 The

145. Ibid.
146. Ibid.
147. Brian Massumi, "The Future Birth of the Affective Fact," in Conference Proceedings: Genealogies of

Biopolitics, (2005): ~.
148. See Appendix ll: Additional Results.
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General Architecture for Text Engineering (GATE} is an application programming
interface (API} for developing and deploying natural language processing (NEP) software

•

components. GATE provides three types of resource: language resources (LRs}, or data;
processing

reso~es

(PRs), or algorithms; and visualization resources (VRs), the

components of its :visual interface. In GATE, documents are LRs contaiftin_g text and one
or more annotati~ sets. Corpora, anether type of LR in GATE, consi~iSf·oollections of
documents. Using a PR, annotation sets can be encoded with different annotation types,
and each of these annotation types can in turn encode features of different values:

I. Corpus
2. Document
3. Annotation Set
4. Annotation Type
5. Annotation Feature
6. Feature Value

•

'
Figure 6. Level scheme of a GA11E·cox;pus.

A corpus of 65 discipninary familiar documents was prepared 'and loaded. intq GATE. The
Tokeniser PR149 annotated each element in every document of the corJilus, and the
resulting "Token" annotation type included the following features: kind (word,
punctuation mark, or number), lengrh (number of characters in the word), orthography
(lowercase, all uppercase, or capitalized}, and siring (i.e., the word or character itself).
From this information, the Sentence Splitter PR150 annotated each sentence in every

149. Cunningham, Hamisfl. Diana Maynard, Kalina.Bontcbeva and Valentin Tab1an. "GATE: A
Framework and Graphical:iDevclopmenfEnvironment for Robust NLPl'ools and Ap~lications," in 411"
Annual Meeting oftheACJ. (2902).
150. Ibid.
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document of'the coipus, resulting in a "Sentence" annotation •type. For.~v.e·ry,document in
the corpus, the Sl!JMMA TerinFrequency PR151 then computed the teJ:!Xi' frequency tf for
each annotation of type "Token" whose feature kind was word. Before any of this, and
from a larger carpus including 3,421 additional documents, the SUMMA InvertedTable
PR152 had already computed the inverse document frequency idffor each ·ofthese terms.
Where each term is t, each document is d, and D is the total number of dQouments:

.

ID I

tdf~t,D) =log l{d E [):

t E d)j'

From the tf values, and the ldf values that had been computed earlier, the SUMMA

..

VectorComputation ·PR153 then generated a vector v fcir each term and by eXtension each

•

sentence in every document of the corpus. Where the value for any v is· equivalent to the
''·
;
term frequency-inver-se document frequency tf_idf of each term:
tf_ldf(t, d, D) = tf(t, d) · idf(t, D).

The SUMMA NormalizeVector PR1S4 normalized these vectors to numbers
between 0 and 1. For every document in the corpus, and in·. addition ta the .corpus itself,
the SUMMA Centroid PRISS. computed a centroid vector C. Where v1 ,.vz, ... , v11 is the set
of vectors:

\

•
151. Horacio Saggion( "SUMMA. A Robust and Adaptable Sunimaiization''fool," TAL 49, no. 2 (2008):
I 03·25.
152. Ibid.
153. Ibid.
154. Ibid.
155. Ibid.

\
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Finally, the SuMMA Cosine PR156 calculated the similarity of each sentence vector in
every document, firstly, to' the centroid vector of its ·document, returning a sentencedocument similarity, score (DS), and secondly, to the centroid vector of the entire corpus,
returning a sentenee-corpus similarity score (CS). Where x andy are text representations
based on the vector space model implemented in SUMMA, and x 1 and ")It are the values
of the term i in that representation:

•
)4Thousa~·.Plareaus

1

Deleuze, 6 .; Guattari, F.

cs

However, th.ese analyses of Marx should be enlarged upon. 157,

OS

There is a distribution of intensive principles of P.rgans; with their-positive
indefiriite'artjc1es, within a·collectivity or muitiplicit'y, inside an assemblage, and
according tG 'inachinic connections operating o:n;a .BWQ. 158

•
Ftgure 7. CS and DS of A Thousand.•P/ateaus.
Figure 7 provides the CS and OS of A Thousand-.Plateaus. The OS is the sentence

•

"most similar" to the entire docliiDent in which it is contained, and the·CS· is the sentence
"most similar" to the entire corpus of 75 documents of which it is only one part. Two
things become apparent immediately fr.om the CS and OS identified for this and other
texts. First, the CS pivots arol,llld proper names; and not surprisingly, these names are
often "Marx," '~ietzsche," and "Freud." Of the 75 CSs; 12 eontain "Marx," 3 contain
"Nietzsche," and 5 contain."Freud." "Kafka" appears in 4 documents, and "B·ergson" also
appears in 4, 3 of which are other texts of De leuze's. 'Fhe DS, on the other hand-and
156. Ibid .

•

I57. Gilles Dei!Jeze and felix Guattari, A Thousand P,lateaus, trins. Brian Massumi (Minneapolis:
University ofMinnes-ot'a'J?,'ress, .1:9871>4117.
158. Ibid., 165.
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again, not surprisingly-features the neologisms or key conceptS particular to a given
document: in this case, Deleuze and Guanari's idiosyncratic

•

le~con

of "BwO,"

"assemblage," "intensive," and "multiplicity." Nothing approaching a legitimate
summary might be .e xpected from such a procedure. In relation to A
however, it is

qo~

.

! ;'

T:liq~pnd

Plateaus,

unfair to suggest that the CS in th,is case does inqeed provide an

.

accurate synopsis of the book's general project: an "enlarging upon" the analyses of
Marx. [n additi0)l; the OS is appropriate: A Thousand Plateaus examines the intensive
;

capacities of the .$ wO. The processes of dividualizaliion,·as· they are approa~bed through
vector space m0dels of language filtered through si.nillari:ty functions, do

ap~ to

distill

the "essence" of what they are supposed to represent. This weighting. procedure "mimics

•

the human decision making process," and, in some sense at least, this would seem to be
accurate.

cs

I

· Deleuze, G.; Guattari, F.
Let us recaltNarx's grea~·d~laration: he.w)lo qenies !ilod does only. a ~secondacy
thing," for lie ~en.ies-Goa· in order· to positthe.e!c.i.Sterip,.e 9f man, ·to put man in Gad's
place (the ft!lus'formation taken into account). 159
.Anti-Oedipus

'

OS

•

Yet every Jisyclt,oanitly'St-$-!'uld knew that, ~m~'ath.Oedipus, thro6gh Oedipus,
,
behind O~di~llS,liis b~s is with desl.riit~ aCh.in~. 160
8. E:S and DS of.\Anti-Oedirpus.
.fl
Figure 8 reveals the same phenomen<m: far the·CS;'praper names ("Marx") are the

focus, and for th.e DS, neologisms ("desiring-machipes"). This outcome remained
consistent for all the documents. Conceming the OS, a fair portion of Anti-Oedipus
indeed sets out to demonstrate that beneath Freud's Oedipal account of the tripartite
159. Gilles Delueur1111d F6lix GUJi!larl, Anti-OedlpU!I, trans. Robert Hurley (Minneapolis: University of
Minnesota Press), st.

160. Ibid., 63 .

•

•
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subject lies a seething assemblage of desiring-machines.
Algol'ithms.that seek to "mimic human reasoning," similar to·those employed in
this informal exPeriment, produce processable units ib.at in tum enable futther
disaggregation, aggregation, . and recombination. The resulting abbreviation and
optimization are essential features of dividualization. Such operations di'iler dramatically
in their functions and implications from the mechanisms inscribing the individual on a

•

"descending axis" in disciplinary societies. Indeed, as Terranova explains, "gender, race
and sexuality, the:)mantra of the ·cultural politics of difference in the 1.980s and 1990s,
have been reduce'd to recombinable elements, disassoeiated from their subjects and
recomposed on a plane of modulation- a close sam)lling of the micromutations of the
social, moving to 'the rhythm o_f·market expansions· and conyactions." 16'-·1'9!s statistical
.

.

modulation of information
"UJ!tlermines·
the pel'SpectjvaJ
and threeo:dimensional space
....
.
'
which functions as a support for relations of mirrol'S and reflections as they engender
subjects, identities and selves. In other words, the logic of representation presupposes a
homogeneous space where different subjects can recognize eaeh other when they are
different and hence illso,.·w!fen the.y are identical. '' 162 . Clough, similar to Terranova.,
describes this as a "shift away from logics 0£ r.epresentation and ideological
interpellation: there is no need

to rely on models of: reali~. to

interpret the. data., which

simply 'speaks for'itself. '" 163 pividualization in coniroLs6cieties takes place by way of
exabytes, and impljes an interactive.modula.tion of akect·and identity: a. society in which
feedback is not only .collected, but also constantly <generated: ''The .goal is to craft an

•

16 1. Terranova, NerworloCulture, 35.
(
162 . Ibid.
163 . Andrej evic, "The Work that Affective Economics Does," 12.
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interactive mediascape that triples as entertainment, advertising and probe. The promise
>

of super crunching vast amounts of data, according to Ayres, is to 'predict what you will·
want and what you will do. "'

164

The results, however informal, are still instructive. They provide an image of the
"face" of the divi(iual. In so-called chat speak, often used to comm~cate online or
through cellular phone text messages, acronyms and other forms of abbreviation such as
"LOL'' for "\aughing out loud" or "CULSR" for "! will see you later," are used in place
of conventional lan'guage. One of the more common instano.e s of chat .speak that can be
found on the WWw is "TI;DR," which stands for "too lol)g, didn't read." The societies

•

of control place a premium on abbreviation in more than one way. Increasingly,
inter.pretative interfaces, truncl!tions, and summariz.!ltions. stand in as place-holders

for

more complicated sets of·inf6imation. Searching for a philosopher on Google's search
engine, for example, returns not only relevant results from ·t he WWW; it also returns a
profile, that is, a photograph with a few dates and a .brief synopsis of his or her ideas.
Algorithms similar to the ones I used in the ex:periment ma:j facilitate the generation of
such place-holders.

•

3. I.7. Access Control
Andrea Brig!J!lnti !l~nes the transition from the societies of discipline to the
societies of control through the shifting topology of the wall. Just as the walls of
discipline, exemplified in the work of Fpucault an the clinic, the school, and the prison,
replaced the medieval walled w:bs of the societies of sovereignty, the disciplinary walls of
closed institutions have·given way to a dispeJ;Sion towards the molecular. With this shift,
164. Ibid.

•
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observes Brighenti, new forms of segregation emerge, based on "sUllllf' technologies that
increase discriminatory control over access and mobility. "Walls become virtual,'' writes

,

Brighenti; "They are pluralized and potentially everywhere. Once the technological
.
infrastructure is implemented, it takes no more than an instant to actualize an ad hoc
wall." l6S

•

Most studies of control societies as "network societies" pay particular attention to
the topologies necessary to these virtual walls. Manuel Caste Us suggests·that "(N)etwork
logic induces a social dete~ation of a higher level than that of the· specific social
interests expresse~ ·through the network-s: the power. of flows takes precedence over the
flows of power. J?iesence or absence in the network and the dynamics Qf each network
vis-a-vis others are critical so~s of domination and change in our society: a society [... ]
characterized by th'e preeniin.ence of social morphology over social action. " 166 CasteUs
emphasizes that such morphologies are inextricably tied to the logic of networks. TlZiana

•

Terranova makes a similar suggestion: "Beyond being a concrete assemblage of hardware
and software, the internetwork is also an abstract technical diagram implying a very
specific production of space.( ... ) By modeling such·open networks spatially, the Internet
' becomes for us more than simply one medium among many, but a kind of general figure
for the processes driving th.e

globali~on

of e'ultwre and

co~unication

at large. [ ...]

The relation between the lntel'net ana the produetiort of'spaee is, by no chance, crucial to
all theoretical and analytical·engagement with.Internet eulture." 167

165. Andrea Brighonti, "The Wall and the Mobile Phones," in &rban Plots, Organizing Cities, eds. Claudio
Coletta, Francesco Gabbi, and Gio\!anni Sonda (New York: Asligate, 2'012), 34.
166. Manuel Caste lis, The/njiirit(at/on Age: Eccnomy. Society. and Cultw'e, vol. 5, The Rise of Network
Society (Oxford: Blackwell, 1996), 469.
167. Ibid.
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As Qin and Aduri 's article on aceess control makes· clear, the production of space

•

depends upon the formal abstraction afforded by set theory, category theory, group
theory, and model theory. The concept-level access control Atluri and Qin propose
"specifies whether a subject can perform certain actions en an object."168 This proposal
also includes formalizations of these "subjects," "objects," and "privileges." The
inscription of space in the societies af control goes beyond merely iuifolding some
abstract plane

ar manifold. This topelogy involves an increasing indistinction between

itself and the malit~r it would~otherwise only contain, to the extent that its substance is

•

approached by. way of the degrees of "privilege" thi.s matter itself is granted. It is a
topology that can be decomposed into the distinct quanta at its bounds.
The first mathematical .model of a "secure" computer system was developed in
1973 by D. E. Bell. and L. J. LaPadulaat the MITR:E corparation for the United States
Department of Defense. The United States Air Force had authority over all matters
relating to computer security for the Department of Defense, and so the development of
the Bell-LaPadula model was. prompted by James Andei'SOn's 1972 repo!f to the Air
Force, the Computer Security Technology Planning Study: "The Contractor shall develop

•

a comprehensive ,plan for research and develepment leading to the satisfaction of
requirements for . multi-user op.en computer systems whic;n process vario.us levels of
classified and unclassified :m-tcmnation simultaneously ·through termiJ1als in both secure
and insecure areas. " 1159

168. Atluri and Qin, "Concept Love I Awes• Control," 12.

169. James P. Anderspn, Computer S•=lry T.eo/Jnology PlanniQg StUdy. Air Force Electronic Systems
Division, Hanscom ~irForce Ba!e,'Bedford, •NfA, October, 19!Ji!, avallilble at
http:l/csrc.nist.gov/publieationslhlsto,Yiabde72.pdf.

•
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"Every year, the AirForce came to MITRE and·said 'these are the things we want
you to do,'" explains Bell; "They would lay out projects, and within projects, tasks. Out
of this came a description, and 'Len [LaPadula] and I got called into [Lipner's] office[ ...].
He showed us the description of the task: take a year, and [ ... ] produce .a mathematical

•

model of computet security."170 The need for a mathematical model of computer security,
according to the·repon, comes from "the fact that there are growing pressures to interlink
,separate but related.computer systems into increasingly cemplex netw.,rks. " 171
The advent. of resource-sharing systems such as computer servers, raised major
security problems for the U.S. Department of Defense. These proble!ll$: ooncemed the
classification of data, user clearances, and access to resourees. When users With different
security clearance levels have .access to resources with differ.e nt security classifications
that are hosted .on the same server, only that server's software prevents· "hostile

•

penetration" by a "malicious user." A problem emerges whop users with different security
clearance levels need the ability to program that sel'Ver's software. "As a malicious user is
able to exercise more direct control over a computer·through programming," explains the
report, " he has the. use of the computer as a tool to·help his. penetration and subsequent
exploitation of the system. If he has a full programming capability using assembly or
most of the higher order l~ges,. he has the maximum· possible user control of the
system, and has av.ai:laole aU but a few of the tools needed to aid him in his
penetration."172 Even the use of transactive or interpretative interfaces. to sanction the

•
170. David Elliott Be)l, OH 411 , oral history interview by Jeffrey R. Yost; September 24, 20J 2, Reston, VA
(Charles Babbage Institute, UniYeri!ty of Minnesota, Miillleapdlis), http://purl.umn.edu/144024.
17 L Anderson, "Computer Security Technology Planning Study,'' L
172. Ibid.
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programming capabilities of a user cannot eliminate security problems ofthis type. Table
I shows the elements in most access control models.

Table I. Access Control Model. ·
Set

Elements

Semantids

s

{S1, Sz, ... , Sn)

~ubjects:

0

{01, 0 2, ... , Om)

Objects: data, tiles, programs, subjects.

{C1, Cz, ... , Cq)

c

C1 > Cz >• ···•

•

{K1 , Kz, ... , Kr}

A

{Ar,A0 ,A0 ,A;.,,Ac)

Category: special access.
Access Attributes: read, append, execute,
write, !11ld M.nttol.
Request·Elements:
g: get,,give
r: release. rescind
c: chiuige, create
d: delete.

{g. r, c, d)

RA

R

Classifications; clearance ·level·of a subject,
classification of an object

> Cq

K

s+ X RA X s+ X 0
s+,= s u {0'},

X

L,

L =Au {0} u F.

•

(Dy, 0 0 , De, D1)

D

{t 1, t 2 , ... , t,)

T

cs
F

•

pr-ocesses, programs in execution.

Reque~ts: inputs, commands, requests for
access to obj.ects by subjects.

Decisions: "yes," uno," "error," and "?."

Indices: Elem~nts ofthe..t:iroe set;
identification of discrete111ome.nts; an
element t~s an index to request and
'
decision
sequences.
Classification·Vec~rs:

X C0 X (Jl»I{)S X (ll>K)O

an arbitr¥Y element of F is
written f = (fi , f·Ma. r.)

f1 :· su~j~t.classification function;
f2 : obj,ecy.clas~~cation fucytion;
f3 :.sut1Ject,.n.eed~o·know
function;
I
'
'
r.:.o:bject:nee\:1-to-lmow fimc?-on.
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RT
X

y

•
M

an arbitrary element of X is
written x

oT
an arbitrary element of Y is y

{M1. M2, ··· • Mnm2• };
an element MK of M is an
n x mJD.atrix with entries from
IP'A; the (i, j)-entry of MK shows
S1's access attributes relative to

Request Sequences.

Decision Sequences.

.
Access Matrices.

01

v

P.(S )( 0)

X

MX F

States.

yT

z

an arbitrary element of Z is
written z; Zt E z is the t-th state
in the state sequence z

State Sequences.

F1:9.m Bell and LaPadula (1973, 11-13).

The Bell-LaPadula model 173 distinguishes fi',le basic types of access: read-only
access, append access, execute access, read/write access, ·and control access. Read-only
access capabilities represent ~ subject's read access attributes in relation .to some object.
Append (write~only) access capabilities represent a subj~t's append access attributes in

•
relation to some object. Execute ·access capabilities fePresent a subject's -access attribute
in relation to executiDg an objept (at)d iolpl¥ the ~abjlity to execute an object on its

behal f). Read/wrlre- acces-s cap~bilities represent a subject's read/write access attribute in

relation to some object (and inlply the capability to both read and write an object).

•

Finally, control access capabilities represent a subject's control access in relation to some
object (and imply the capability. to extend te another subject•one or more of the other four
173. David Bell and Leoo;ard Wadula, "Secure Computer Systems: Millbematical Foundations and
Model," in Technical Report MU-244'(Bedford: MITRE Corp., 1973).
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•

access attributes it may have in relation to that abject). In the BeU..¥J>ildula model,
subjects S and objects 0 are always in some state, where a state v ; v ~ V is a 3-tuple

.

'

.•

(b, MK, f). The variable b : b E ,(S x 0 x A) indicates which subj~~haye access to
which objects in the state'V'. 'Ehe variable MK: MK E M indicates the entries ·of the access
matrix in the state v. And the variable f : f E F indicates the clearance level of~ all
subjects, the classification lev~! of all objects, and .the categories asseciated with each
subject and objeet in state v. This model provides a concrete image

•

of the state, in

addition to the distribution of space and time in the soeieties of control:

o.

s,

.. .

Aw, Ac }

Figure 9, Lattiie-S·eeurity. Compare with Figure 2-1 in aelt·and
LaPadula ( 1973).
·

•
This model does not simply provide such a concrete image; il" ac.tually does the
work of putting things in o(der within these secieties. I · provide the, formal alphabet
invelved with these models because it effectively performs the task of inscription of
space and th.e diwdual. When the alphabet native to>thes.e systems o£inscription is taken
on its own terms; it affords a' 4imeasion
of com.ple,6ty that-might othe~se be lost. For
..
example, Bell an4•BaPadilla CJQplain their image;of an aecess matrix ua "record-keeping
device which remembers, for each possible subject ebject pairing, a list of access

•
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attributes associated with that subject-object pairing." 174 They provide a simple graphic
'
(shown in Figure 9.) to illustrate this idea of lattice security:
This graphic illustrates the general idea behind lattice security. The intersection

•

of S7 and 0 9 shows S7 's access attributes in relation to 0 9 , namely, {Aw.Ac)· A certain
amount of complexity is lost jn transposing this mathematical idea into··s.uch a simple
'

graphic. Even on its own terms, however, the multiplicity of

eledien~ ,anti relations

represented by this model de£¥ any immediate comprel1ension. In relation 'tp lJlese power
sets, Cartesian products, and all the possible relations between the model's elements, the
model represents a tremendallS complexity that would, in its totality, always already
escape any immediate hum.an comprehension. 0 9 and S7 could j.ust as well be comprised
in matrices themselves, and. !Qese matrices could in turn represll!lt other matrices, and so

•

on. The management of subjects/objects enacted by such access control models can be as
extraordinarily complex as is necessary.
In terms of this model, the state is conceivable only where the relative access
privileges of each .subject have already ·been establishea, where all subjects and objects
have already been classified, and where any possible relation between these different
elements has been categorically sanctioned. Indeed, the requests of any subject are
handled solely on the condition that they do nat contain the empty set (that is, do not
trigger an error), just as in Badiou's ontology: "[W)hat the state seeks to foreclose

•

through the power of its c-ount .is the void of the situation, and the event that in each case
reveals it." m The categories and classes native to this system are essential to its

I 74. Ibid., 5
I75. Hallward, Badlou, I 10.
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•

operation, ~d the_y C:reate the space for the operation of truth and falsitY: in that truth· and·
falsity become the· decisions "yes" and "no." These categories and class~ .situate error:
An error occurs when a subject attempts to relate to some object without the proper

clearance in terms of the defined categories and classes.
The state transition relation, the function by which the current state becomes the
next state, is deter-mined by the previous state and th.e input to th(: current state.
Informally, in this instant the model provides an image of

•

.'

tempo~al.ity

in centro!

societies-in place of a continuous temporality, a sequence of eleiil,entally cliscrete
momeiit$, "unit Steps," as with cligital information. These moments are 'themselves only
inclices to oilier sequences: fitst, a sequence of states, as state was defin-ed above-the

.

classification and' categorizatl:ol} of elements; second!!)', a sequence of th'e:requests made

.

by these elements (each in a queue); and finally, a sequence of the decisions, where each
decision is either a "yes,'' "no," "what?,'' or "error," as handed down by·the system itself.
The temporal climension of this system unfolds only as a sequence of verdicts handed
down by the state. 'Fb.ere is

ne~"going

forward" until the system has reacQ.ed a verdict,

and the verdict is always categorical in basis. Time clicks forward, one discrete instant at
a time, along an· index of decisions made by the system in terms· of categories and
classifications.

Th~

degrees..ot:'{feedom afforded in te,rrns of th.e system d,ictate the space

of any subject The·s~curity cldarance assigned·to· subj~cts by the system,deterr.D.ines what
Castells refers to as. a "social morphology"; the·system.can modulate its :fup6logy entirely
at any instant.
Access control wi'll increasingly depend on the types of online profiles discussed

•

in the previous section. One ariicle, for example, -fcirmalizes a model of access control
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based on "online reputation systems." In "Reputation Systems: Facilitating Trust

in

Internet Interactions," Paul Resnick et al. define a reputation system as a system that
"collects, distributes, and ag~gates feedback about participants' past btllla.vior." 176 The

•

primary domains where computational reputation has been eXplored s~.:fai-include peerto-peer networks and electronic commerce. Most of these systems havpdii§i'ted scope and
lack generalizability. Advances in user-centric identity systems such a:s .8ardSpace and

-

OpeniD, however, previae a-foundation for the establishment of general-purpose online
reputation systems, which depend on generalized identity systems for correlation of user
actions. "In many situations where explicit authorization is

eith~r

impossible or

infeasible," explain Resnick e\ al., "or even in situations where explicit ll1;1thorization is
currently in use,. replacing or a_ugmenting hurnan-mediilted autherization;:with calculated
reputation scores oan make an application more flexible and scalable." 177
In the article "Using Reputation to Augment Explicit Authorization," Phillip
Windley et al. P11>'1de some idea of how future a'eceSs control models· might _deploy
reputation: "Game;theoretic models show tbat the mo'St efficient stratezy for isolated
communities is to give newcomers the minimum pdssible lev.eJ.. of trust. By
communieating with other contexts (by allowing some external reputation data) services
avoid forcing ne\v users to rebuild their reputation' from sc;ratch; this can increase the

•

service's appeal, especially to users with· high reputatiOJ\l (the users most likely to make
sizable positive contributions to the social network}:" 178 ln addition to reputation-based
176. Paul Resnick; K'O Kuwab8ra,"J.i:iehard Zeckhauser, and Eric Fri~dman, "Reputation Systems:
Facilitating Trust in Internet Interactions," Communications of/he ACM:ll3,.no. 12 (2000): 4·5.
177. Ibid.

\

178. Phillip J. Windte~:Devlin D~ty, j!ryant Cutler, and·Ke"in Te\11, "Using.Reput!llion to·.Aiugment
l!xplicit Authorization;'~ in AC'rf WorMhop on Dlglral IdentlryManizg6m_tni &;ew York: ;oiCM, 2007), 72.
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access. control and to the onto!ogical engineering discussed in a previous section, some
researchers have attempted to ontologically model sanctions for the·-access control of
multi-agent systems. Pasquier, Flores, and Chaib-c!Faa, for example, present an "ontology
of sanctions and punishment philosophies which are required ingredients of any social
co~;~trol

mechanism susceptible to fostering agents' compliance with the commitments

they create." 179 'The article then ptoceeds to formalize these sanctions. Such access

•

control models delineate the topologies that increasingly dominate social relations .

3.1.8. Digital Information
I

In the societies of control, space is no longer continuous ·and so, in the
mathematical sense, this is an. inscription of space as something that is .no longer even
"real," that is, in the sense that it must first of all be computable. A real number a is said
to be computable if it can be approximated by some terminating algorithm in the
following way: given any integer n

~

1, the algorithm will produce an integer k such

that:

k-1
k+1
- n- <
a
-n -·
In the introduction to-tJ!.is chapter, I presented Euler.'s equation and suggested that
this equation would ultimately effect the possibilities in rellition to insoribing the social.
The frequency domain of a signal is a representation of that signal as the sum of a
possibly infinite- number of trigonometric functfons. "The frequency domain, as a
mechanism of inscription, finds a condition of possibility in Euler's equation. The initial

•

179. Phillippe Pasquier, Roberto A. Flores, and Brahim Chaib-draa, "An Ontology of Social Control
Tools," in AAMAS '06: Proceedings ofthe Flf/h lnternaliona/Joinl Conftrtnce on Autonomous Agents and
Multiagent Systems (New York: ACM, 2006), 1369.
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signal, both real and continuous, is encoded into some distribution of frequency
components, also called its "speetrum." The inscriptive mechanism for en.ccoding real and
continuous signals is called the "Fourier transform." The output of this inscriptive
mechanism is th~ amplitude and phase of the trigonometric functions at.eal:lt frequency in
the spectrum, which correspond to the signal in the time domain. The :Fourier transform
encodes a real and continuous function by finding the projection of the' signal on the
trigonometric functions at each frequency.
The digital inscription or encoding of a continuous signal is called "sampling."
The digital sampling of a signal encodes it as a sequence of discrete points. In his article
"Communication in ithe Presence of Noise," Claude Shannon calculated the exact

•

..

sampling rate needed to encode a continuous signal in such a way that it could then be
decoded "without: any loss of information" : "If a function f(t)

con~

no frequencies

higher than W [cycles per second]," writes Shannon, "i&is completely determined by
giving its ordinates at a series of points spaced

liz W seconds apart." 180 The sampling

rate needed to decode a digitaf signal back into its real llll'd·continuous basis needs to be
at least twice as fast as the highest frequency of the ,initial -real and

~.ntinuous

function.

Most continuous signals, however, are not band-limited: they contain frequency

•

components higher than any possible W. The sampLing of a continuous signal, even in
accord with· the sampLing theorem explained by Sh8.!1Qon, entaiLs an irrevocable Joss.
Indeed, most signaJs :are filtered before they are sampled in order

tO comply with this

theorem. Once a .continuoUs signal has been sampled, it is quantized, that is, given a

180. Claude Shannon', "Communication in the P.resence ofNoise," Pro.ceedings ofthe.Jnstitute ofRadio
Engineers 37, no. I ( l94-7): 10.

•
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discrete value dependent on the sampling range of the inscriptien system jnvolved: 8 bits
per sample, 16 bits peT sample, 64 bits per sample, and so on.

With. these ·systems of inscribing or encoding the real and conPI1uous, observes
Kittler, "[t]or the first time a system of writing had been op~~ ac~.J'4ingto technical
criteri~;t-that

is; with no regard to semantics-[usin~] Code Conde~($; :which provided

lists of words that could be ab.breviated for global cable communications;. thus reducing

•

the length, and cost, of telegrams, and thereby encryp,ting the

•

sender~s: cl~

text for a

second time."181 . With this second encryption, inscription is · bound to mathematical
principles rather than semantics: "The twen.tieth.

c~tw;y

thus turned a thoroughly

capitalist mone,y:sav}ing, ae:v.iee caned 'code coO:denser' into higpest mathematical
stringency."

182

.S~ch strlnget\CY has led to the develo~unen~ of m~hanisms of

compression in additio.n to filtering techniques .

. Table 2. Binary Numbers .

•

·No.

0
1
2
3
.~.

5

Explanation•fFmm I:.eft)
0
..eero ''one."
Onlr"one."
1
10 Gne ''two~' '~~~tc;l ~ro "{!lie."
11 eltte,·"t:w.o' ' an,'d.ope;"O,n-e:"
. 1M;; ·,£1ne '·':t'o\!r;" zero"''twi)l" 1md:ze.rP ~·one."
' 101-· 'dhe ·:ro~" zero "tWo:?·' IUldlbne·''one."
Bin.

.

In the digital domain, as its. name implies, the
of information requires
' sllll\Pling
.
numerical encoding. A digital audio file, for example, is. a long sequence of digits
encoding an audio wav.ef<lm:i ·a5 a series of amplitude values a! eng a regular index of time

•
181. Kittler, "Code," 46.
182. Ibid.
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.

values. The nature of Turing machines requires that these digits be binary.
. in form. The

•

binary system is the base 2 system, where each digit represents an increasing power of2,
as indicated in Table 2.
By encoding the real and continuous signal as so .maey zeros and ones,
~

digitization approaChes a precision whose limit is determined only by 'the number of bits
in question. Even as this code occasions the loss of something real, it al·s o·''reconstitutes"
or "replaces" this loss in the digital domain through the statistical mechanics of
probability.
The mathematical theory of communicatio~ybemetics, statistical mechanics,

•

and the rest-already begins from uncertainty. As Terranova observes, "The closer you
try to get to matter the faster y9ur counting has to become in an attempt to catch up with

the imperceptible speed of matter. Information theery accepts the existence of an
'incomplete determinism, almost an irrationality in the world [ ...] a fundamental element
of chance."'183 While Wiener was busy with his research on antiaircraft ballistics, his
colleagues Claude Shannon and Warren Weaver were doing· telecommunications research
for Bell Labs. Most acknowl~ge the research ef W~ver and Shannon as the foundation
of information science. Sha,nnon and Weaver pivotally abandon any conception of

•

information that relies upon meaning. "In fact," they ex;plain, "two messages, one of
which is heavily loaded with meaning and the other of which is pure nonsense, can be
exactly equivalent, from the present viewpoint, as regards information."~ Weaver and
Shannon elaborate:

183. Terranova, Ntrwork Culrure, 33.
184. Warren W~avtl' an'doCiaude Shannon, The Mathematfcal'l'heory ofCom.municaNono(Urbana:
University of Illinois ll'cess, 1949), 8.'
·

•
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The word information, in this theory, is used in·a·speci.al sense·tJiat.must not be
~mused ~Jh its ordinary .u,sage ..In ,parti~U!arj inft;mn~on m~~~~ :be cenfused
Wlth mearung. [ ...]To be sure, $is word inf0nnatien m commum~on theory
relates nbt~~o much to what y.ou do say; ano what.you could sat ':l)ha't.is,
information is a
of one's freedom of el'loice when one·se,).ects a message.
If one is' c0n!rented with a .v~ ei~mentary s.iiuation where he IUJ;~choose one
of two artemative messages then it is arbitrarily said that the infe~il.tion
associate~' with the situation is unity [...]. The conceP.t of infon:D:llti$.n applies not
to the indi-vidual message (as the concept of meaning would), bulr,atiier to the
situation as a whole, the unit information inditating that in this'-sit\iin,on one has
an amount of freedom of choice, in selecting a message, which is convenient to
regard as a standard· unit amount. 185

meaSure

•

Wiener, who worked closely with Weaver, likewise understood il).fcil'lllation as a
statistical choife from amongst noise. As such, infol'lllation implies a system with the
ability to "control by informative feedback." 186 Infermation theory cernes to regard noise
•

\

as that which is external to the system. Cone0mitant with the privileging .of process and
relation over structure and identity and of behawqr o¥er causality, ·information-in a
.,
strictly statistical sens~assumes priority over meaning.

•

For Terranova, the ·mathematical theory of comm,miclltion lllliiks;a paradigm shift
in the mechanisms of representation precisely in its preference for the digital over the
continuous by way of the probable. "For Wiener," Terranova explains, "analogue
machines, unlike digital lll!icbines, measure rather than count, and are therefore 'greatly
limited in their precision,' because they operate 'on the basis of analegous connection
between the measured quantities and the numerical quaqtities supposed to represent
them.' Wiener poil),ts. out how digital machines, on the other hand, provide 'great
advantages for the most varied problems of communication and control...,' in as much as

•

'the sharpness of the decision between "yes" and "no" _permits them to accumulate
185. Ibid., 8-9.
186. Nobert Wiener, Cybernetics (New York: Wiley, 1948), 121\

•
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information in sueh a way as to allow us to discriminate very small d~erences in very

•

large ·pumbers .... m In terms of information theory, the quailtity of ''information" is
equivalent to a quantity of discrete states. As an example, consider the number of all the
possible twelve-tone rows: 12! = 479,001,600. 188 That numb~·iS .rather, hu:ge, but if we
reduce that number to the number of all possible unique twelve-tone ro*~· that is, every
. possible row tha! is not ~ble into some other row through transposltion, inversion,
~etrograde,

•

or retrograde inversion, then we end 11p with the slightly mQr.e manageable

number of9,979,200. As the digits in tlie binary systlm! can only have,on~1 oftwo values,
'
a binary set of n bits can encode a maximum number of 2" different' mes$8&eS. In my
'

..

example, then, the number oft1its necessary is 24, as this number is the minimum number
required in order to ensure the possibility of encoding every possible (out of the
,.

9)979,200) unique "twelve-tone row-23 bits woUld be·teo few, as 2 23 = 8,388,608, but
24 bits is more than sufficiea,t; as 2H = 16,777,216.
With 24 bits, every possible unique twelve-1one row can be encoded, whether
arbitrarily or as defined in advance. For example, using an W.bitrary enco.ding, the rows

'
could be encoded as follows:

•

187. Terranova. Network Culture, 33.
188. l explain twelve-\one -rows .hbsubsection 3.3.5.

•
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However, a minimal error of O}le bit in the received inf'ormation would lead the receiver
to decede the message incorrectly. If, for example, the fust twelve-ton.e rew, that is, the
24-bit string ending in "00'' as given in Table 3, encountered some err,cir in its last bit
during transmission and became "01," then it would be received as the ·s.eeoa:d row given

•

in Table 3 rather than the first. ·
In order to ·overcome this problem, Shannon introduced redundancy as a means of

detecting and correcting errors. The Shannon theorem would insure error-free
communication by adding bits to the lengths of the binary strings used to encode
information. For. example, by using 25 bits rather than 24 bits to encode the twelve-tone
rows in the example above, we could assign to every tweJ.ve-tone row additional binary
strings, because the total num~r of strings (i.e., 225 = 33,554;432) is much' greater than
twice the total number of tone rows Gi.e., 2 · 9,979,200 = ·19,958,400). Ih.Shannon's
mathematical theory of communication, it is precisely by way of this redundant
encoding-where any one twelve-tone row would be encoded using more than one bi.qary
string-that the reliability of communication can be increasea exponentially. Shannon's
theorem is this: if the p:robabili,ty of an error in a single bit is p, and this probability is the
same for all the bits of the message, then in order to make sure the correct message is
recovered, at least N • H(p) redundancy bits need to be added, where N is the total
number of bits of the.transmitted message, original bits plus redundancy bits, and H (p) is
a quantity that de;pends only ort the probability of an error:

•

H {p) = - (p·log 2 p+ (1 - p) ·leg2 (I-p)).

This means that .given the original number of bits M 'and the•error probilbility p, the total
'

nUm.ber of bits N wiU:be:
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M

•

N = 1 - H (p)'
Redundancy

ch~kS

of this type bind communication to statistical prqbabilities. The

redefinition of information as quantified data aids the development of soci.al management
mechanisms ever more capable of capturing the dynamic possibilities ~ti;ve to the social
and material.
In a previous section that examined the statistical sciences of state, we saw how

the normal distriButio.n was a· generalization of so many particularities. The "average

•

man" was not assumed to exist as such; rather, it served a strategic function for regulating
the populatian. Terranova elaborates this point: "[L]ike the mass society that in those
same years was increasingly preoccupying conservative and radic;.al critics alike,
thermodynamics and statistical mechanics too were ·concemed with .fo.rmations such as
masses, quantities such as averages and qualities such as homogeneity and heterogeneity.
An average, however. can only adequately describe a low-entropy, highly structured

system and its value as a descripti;ve measure is undermined in systems that are more
fluid, hence more random and disorganized." 189 As Temmova observes, information

•

theory allows for the

quantifi~tion

of these more random and disorganized systems. Its

codes function on statistical canstraints that mark the suecession of bits according to
degrees of probability, which ~ows a condensing

tlu\t has .a maximum only in the limit

of information any given channel is capable of transmitting. Here, anY. ·giv.en event is
inscribed on the basis M its prabability. However, Tel'l'80ova writes,. "The relation
between the real and the probable also evokes the specter of the improbable, the
fluctuation and hence the viitlial. As such, a culturAl politics of information somehow
189. Ibid., 32.

•
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resists the confinement of social change to a closed set of mutually., excluding and
predetermined alternatives; and deploys an active engagement with tile .transformative
potential of the virtual (that which is beyond measure)." 1 ~ The mathemati9al theory of
communication implies not a relation between original and copy, but ratlfer the reduction

•

of a real signal to.a digital set of probabilities and so to the resolution ofaily ubcertaiiit:ies
through. a choice·fiom within this set. As Terranova put$ ·it: "The poli~~ technology of

•

information societies is crucially concerned with the organization oflffie field of the
probable or the likely. It thus produces a sensibility to social change '(and' forms of
subjectivit}\) that are

'

inform~

by the relation between the real and the M,>Ssible---where

'

the real is what remains while all other competing possibilities are excluded."191
To this rel11tion

betwee~_the

real and the probable, Ten:a)lova w,oul'd.counterpose a

cultural politics of information that calls upon the virtual:

•

What lies .beyand~eppssibleand the real is t(tus the openness of )he virtual, of
the invention and tlie ~~;~ctuation, of what ~otb'e~lanned or e':'eo thought in
ad'>:ance, ofwllat llas·o,O ·re~ p~anence but olity reveiTbe~tiops. t:Jr;ilike the
probable,;t!!~·~ ~~n!y~pt and th'en.:~rr,~a~g. o~t.'t?:F~ behin~ it,
but trace~~~~ are ~t: abje·te l'qg~erate ~lf·~etl"f>:.1tSTeduction
to a close(l:se~ ofpossil?fl},lies![...]. In this~; ifw~~ talk 8liarit:a-cultural
politics·oftinformation at all iliS'not becauseqtne:Wtt~olo~:b~\lecause it
is the red!!~On of~lllle of c~mrnunicati~' ~>a·S~of J.imite.d~d hardly
etr~nua61~err'iati¥es
the postmoderU.s~t t¥~~Ses ~e ~wbre,m the
unlikely and·the unthinkable as such. The cu!tilial politics of infol'inatioo IS no
radical alternative that .sp~g~ out of a negati\licy to .c:onfront a aio!i_61ilbic social
technology of power. It i'S rather a positive feei:lbac~·dfect.of inf<iiinational
cultures ~ sucb. 192

t

.(as m

•

Terranova's reference -to

190. Ibid., 20.
19l.Ibid.• 25.

192. Ibid.• 19.

'

"

'

pos~t;ive

or

feedback echoes a •stiltement of KittleV.s: "!f 'control,'
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t

or, as engineers say, negative feedback, is the key to power in this cen~1hen figllting
~

.

that power requires positive feedback. Create endless feedback loops until VHF or stereo,
'

tape deck or scrambler, the whole array of world war army equipment·.produces wild
oscillations of the Farnborougb type. Play to the powers that be their. 0wn melody." 193
Both Terranova and Kittler calf for a politics of positive feedback that multiplies the noise
in the channels. Such a politics recalls Scbreber's "free use" of "psychophysical
'

nonsense" to combat Flechsig's regime of psychopb;rsics, to which I return in the next

•

section.
3.1.9. Conclusion
In this section, I examin~d some formal or mathematical apparatuses_Specifica1ly,.
'
.

those inscribing ·the dividuals !'f control societies. I );legan with the antecedents of such
technologies (e.g., the law of large numbers and the normal distribution) and teased out
their inextricability from the biopolitical management and "discovery" of the population.
Examples fmm the census and the deployment of statistics ·illUstrated the·.effectiveness of

•

these instruments in relation to concerns around race, degeneracy, aad -recidivism. The
enthusiasm for •this increasing effectiveness led to the development of the earliest
prototypes of the modem computer. In the section on set theary, I explained the limits or
axiomatic bases of-these instruments, the deployment of which, as I contlliued to show in
I

the section of metrics, has·not' 'changed. so much since "1700,'' The objective of fostering
and proliferating various "individualizati0ns," wbeth.er as demographics to be marketed
to or as terrorists to be. tracked carefully, remains constant.
The "unworkable community" I discussed in the chapter 2 is precisely what these
193. Kittler, Gramophone, Film, 'l)ipewriter, 110.
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mechanisms aim to identify and put to work. In terms of control theory, whether
something is "visible" or not, whether its potentiality remains held in reserve or not,
whether it is "virtual" (in the sense we saw Terranova give this term) or not, whether ~t

•

can be qualified -or not, makes no difference. Even if only as some barely observable
disturbance amongst what is· visible, these singularities can be found and so made to
serve the design of system stability. Indeed, the whole arsenal of the eguatiens of control
theory was developed precisely, to such an end.
The section. on metrics, access control, and digital i.nfbrmation demarcated the
"citizens" of control society in the spaces and temporalities they come to occupy.
Continuously updatabie stylometric feature sets comprise the essence or identity of these
dividuals. In the model of a Se~?ure system, the temporal dimension to which they would

•

universally be bound was illuminated as a queue of requests and decisions, the sum total
current state of which constituting the spatial dirneB5ion to which they would universally
be bound. Finally, the substan.ce of all these dirnensiens was shown to be digital. In its
substance, then, nothing about· control societies is real, in the· sense that this substance is
no longer inscribed as something infinitely continuaus bur rather as semething discrete,

•

digital, and finally only a probable approximation of the real or infinitely centinuous.

•
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•

3.2. Chemistry

3.2.1.lntroducrion
1

!

In the ear-ly chapters of Thomas Mann's 1943 b<i>ok Doctor Faustus, the .narrat<>r,

..

Serenus Zeitblom, relates a scene from his childhood that he will never forget. His friend
Adrian Leverktlhn's father showed the narrator, Adri.an, and another friend a
crystallization vessel, "filled to three-quarters with a slightly mucilaginous li~uid, diluted
sodium silicate to be !Precise.".1 Inside of this vessel, he recalls, there ''rose a ·grotesque

•

miniature

lands~pe

of different colored growths-a muddle of vegetation, sprouting

'
blue, green, and brown and reminiscent of algae, fungi rooted polyps, of mosses too, but
alse of mussels, fleshy

flow~r. spi,kes,

tiny trees or twigs, and here and there even of

1

human limbs-the most remarkable thing my eyes had ever beheld (...].'.2 Zeitblom
explains that these objects were remarkable to him "not so .much beeause of their very
odd and perplexing-appearance, [ ... ] but because of their deeply melancholy nature."3
Father Leverktlhn asks the boys what they suppose this "grotesque miniature landscape"

•

is, and they respond that it inust be plants or algae. "No, that they're not," Father
Leverktlhn responds, "they on.l:y pretend to be. But don't think less of them for it!

~e

fact that they give their best pretense··deserves all due.respect.'"' Zeitblom continues:
It turned o,urthat these growths were of pw;el)! inorgal).ic origin and arose with the
aid of cheipic.~s (... )pal~ diehromate•awi ~sulfate [,::j(_I!l e showed us,
you see,'tliat'theae.We6ful imitat.er~.oflife wete eag'er,'t'Of light, orJ"heliotropic,"
as science says of life-farms. To prove it to··us.; he exposed his aquarium to
I. Thomas Mann, Doctor Faustus, trans. John E. Woods (New Y.ork: Yinl!lge, 1997), 22.
2. Ibid.
3. Ibid.
4. Ibid.
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sunlight, while shading it on three sides; and behol<( wi~ a veey short time the
whole dubiOl!S·crew-mushrooms, phallic poJyPs, tipy trees, axid~gae meadows,
plus those-ll'i!ve formed" limbs-bent toward the pane of glass through which the
light was falling, pressing forward with such leo:ging for warmth:an(i joy that they
literally clung to the.pane and stuck fast there.s
One of Zeitblom's friends, Jonathan, is brought to tears by this sight, while the other

•

friend, Adrian, commences "shaking with surprised laughter."6 Zeitblom then concludes:
"[F)or my part I leave it only to the reader whether such things deserve laughter or tears. I
have only this to say: phantasms of this sort are exclusively the concern ·of nature, and in
particular of nattll'e when she is willfully tempted by man. In the w6rthy realm of the
humanities, one is,safe from·allsucll' spooks."7
As Kittler demonstrates, the media technologies of "1900" initially provoked

reactions similar to i!he reactions to the uncanny imitators of life generated by
Leverkilhn 's father. The gramophone caused a particular disturbance bes;ause it allowed
the voice to issue from a lifeless mechanical box, dissociating it from a living presence.
Contemporaries perceived the early gramophones as "spooky": "They cannot bear to hear
a remarkably life-like voice issuing from a box. They desire·the physical presence. For
want of it, the gramophone distresses them." 8 As Kittler explains, "[O)nce the
technological differentiation ef· optics, acoustics and writing exploded the Gutenberg
monopoly around l.S80, the fabrication of so-called ·Man became possible. His essence
escapes into apparatuses [ ...] So-called·Man is split up into physiology and information

•
S. lbid.
6.lbid.
)

7. Ibid.
8. Timothy D. Taylor, Mark:~~ Tony Grajeda (eds.), Mus!c. Sound,.and·Techn,o{ogy in America: A
Documentary History o/Earl-} Ph'orrogr.aph. Cinema, and Radld(Dtlrham, NC: Duke University Press,
2012), 16.
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tecbno1ogy."9 Me<,lia may now speak directly to each other, without mediation, similar to
the two gramophones that Kaika imagined speaking to eaeh other in lieu of a lovers'
conversation: "Whereas individuals [1800] consisted of matured and unified speech and
writing, individual cases [1900) are specified by the scattered debris of their language
use. Uniqueness in·the discourse network of 1900 is always a result af~e ·deqomposition

°

of anonymous, mass-produced products."1 Contrary to Zeitblom's reaSsurance that in
"the realm of the humanities, one is safe from all such spooks,'' 11 then, undead simulacra
of life increasingly colonize and define the realm of life in control· societies.
In the discourse sUrrounding the gramophone, the medium assumes the qualities
of a corpse. That is to say, it is not a living. body in the sense that this had been
understood previously, and yet .it still speaks. For Kittler, Staker's Dracula allegorizes the
obliteration of"soul" by the d!scourse network of 1900:
No despot can survive when a whole multimettia system of psychoanalysis and
textual technologies ga-afte{ him; The specialrfarees- have "scient:ffic experience,"
whereas Dracula has only his "child's brain" wfth<e,ngrams dating,-back to the
battle of Maha.c s ( 152<}).'He does have an inR)ing•of}h~. pQwer about to bring him
down, far otherwise he would not throw~ pn~o.p~hic rolls ari~'typescripts he
findS into the fire. But the hunters have Mina-1Uld<lftli'ank God tlie;e is the other
copy in the ·safe...,{:,Jnder the conditions of infl)rmation technolagy,;the oldEuropean d'espot disinte~at~s into the limit value of Brownian motion, which is
the noise in all. channel~. 2

•

Kittler continues with his literary metaphor: "A stab to the heart turns the Undead to dust.
Dracula's salaciously whispering bride, the resurrected vampire Lucy, is put to death a
second time, and finally, on the threshold of his homeland, so is he. A multimedia system,

''

9. Friedrich·A. Kittliir, Gr.amoplione, 'Film, 'IJ!pewrlter, trans. ~ofttey Wtntbrop-Young and Michael Wutz
(Stanford, CA: Stahfcird.IJ'niversity'i'rru, 1-999), !6.
10. Kinter, Discourse Networks 180011900,281.
11. Ibid•

•

12. Kin.ler, Discourse Networks /8001/900, 3S6.
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filmed over twenty times, attacks with typescript copies -and telegrams, newspaper
clippings and wax rol.Jls (as these different sorts of discourse are

neaUy Jal)eled)."13 As

Kittler later remarks: "Once technological media glW'antee the similarity.· of the dead to

•

stored data by turning them into the latter's mechanical product, the bo.undaries of the
body, death and lust, leave.the·most indelible traces. " 14
The dramatic advances in data storage that mortified the living . voice in the
gramophone both prefigured and contributed to a far more systematic ·transformation of
the concept of life: the informljtic conception of hereciity at the basis of modem genetics.
Two years after Watson and Crick proposed that the entirety of the biologi~ is encod.ed
in a sequence of discrete bases along a ctouble helix joined ~y sugar phosjihates, Georges
Canguilhem reflected on the cc;msequences that would follow from this "revolutionary"

•

redefinition of life and suggested that molecular biol~gy, whlch arose after World War ll,
had "dropped the vocabulary of classical mechanics, 'Physics and chemistry [... ] in favor
of the vocabulary of linguistics and communication theory.

Message~.

information,

programs, codes, instructions, decoding: these are the new coneepts of the life
sciences." 15 In thls passage

from

The Concept of Life, Cang)lilhem proceeds along a

trajectory I have underlined previously. "The science of life no longer resembles a

•

portrait of life," writes Canguilhem, "a.S it could when it consisted in the'ttescription and
'
16
classification of speeies." Canguilhem refers to the elegant taxinomia of classical
societies, exemplified by the binomial nomenclature of Lihnaean ·taxonomy, which
13. fbid.
14. Kittler, Gramophone, Film, 7ypewriter, 55.

15. Oeorge Canguilhem, A Vital Rqtjonalisr: Selected Writings from George Canguilhem, ed. Francois
Delaporte (New York: ·zondldbics.i\9~4), 319.
16. Ibid.
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inscribes the biological along an index of genera and species. Cansuilhem adds that it

'
also "no longer resembles architecture or mechanics as it could when it was simply
anatomy and macroscopic ph)(Siology," 17 alluding to the macroenclosures of discipline,
where the biolegic~ is inscribed by way of anatomy textoooks and \<isujl)ized by the
clinical gaze. The

.~lOW

paraa.igm instead binds the insGription of' life, Canguilbem

suggests, to "grammar, se~tics, and the theory of syntax." 18
Nikolas Rose explains 'how the new system of inscribing the biological differs
from its predecessors:
Most notaqly, it is concei.ved on a different scale. In the I 930s, ·biology carne to
visualize li(e in terms of phenomena at the submicroscopic region-Detween ten
to the negative.six and 'teti<to the negative sewen eentiineters. Life, tliat is to say,
was molecularized. Th$ molecularization was .not,zn.er:ely.a matter. pfthe framing
of explanatiehs at the ID9leculilr level. Ner was it siiJ:lp~y,~matteriO.f'tbe use of
artifacts faorfcated at the molecular level. lt was a reoigan.izatio:n'Qf..the gaze of
the life sciences: t,QeitiDstitutrons, procedures, instruments, spaces;of·operation,
and forms ·o·f cap'itallzation. 19
J

The disintegration of macroscepic biology into moJecular b~ochemistry parallels the shift
from enclosure to vector and from individual to dividual. -Re~triction enzymes can dissect

•

the generic bases of cells an4. cells can also easily be explanted, while sonicators can
shatter them and electrophoresis gels and affinity· chromatography can .separate the
scattered debris. The biopolitical now implies organs without bedies: cou,Un0ditized and
transferable, gone to market ~ong with tissues, blood prooucts, spe1111l, macrolecithal
eggs, and embryos. Rose elaborates:

17, Ibid.
18.1bid.
19. Nikolas Rose, Ih~ Politics of-Lift 114t/f: Biomedicine, Power, and Subjectivity in the 'TWenty-First
Century (Princeton: Prince1on University Press, 2009), 44.
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Mo\~_ulari~tion:~Pos-tissues, ~rqteins, ~ol~c~es; and drugs of t!teir specific
affin1fies-to .a disease, to an organ, to an mdh<idu#l, to·a specie~~- enables
them to be·regarded, in-'many rts'p.ects, as m.i~I!8>W~ble!and ~f~We elements
or unities, which can be delocalized-mov~a:'oJ!l'place to place),:~ organism
to organism;from disease to disease. Hybrid.assemblages oflaicrnfl~ges,
instrume!lts;.peysons, systems ofjudgment, buildin&s"and space5,,imaerpinned at
the programmatic level and certain presuppositions and assumptions about human
beings. Thus, as m~y h,a.ve !ll'gued, new reproduc~ve·.technolo:S.)iS .~tail much
more than ·t he craft 'skill$ of doctors using new inst'ru!rients and'tec~qnes. They
engender cenai:n ways Qf thinking about reproduction, for the subjeet and for the
expert, certain routines and rituals, techniques of testitlg and practicres of
visualizatioQ, modes of advice gi¥ing and so on. Organ transplantatl;9n·is not
merely a triumph of surgical techniques but requites new sets of socliif relations
bringing t<?gether donot'S and recipients across time IU).d space, entailing and ....
All of it orieQtated toward the goal of optimization.20
[n

his short article

o~

software, Kittler writes: "[C]odes-by name and by

matter-are what · d:etermine us today, and what we must articulate if only to avoid

•

disappeariQg W)der them co~pletely."21 Developl!De.nts in the field ··of biological
semiology underline what ·is a~ S,take in Kittler's comments,· The biological semiologist
Marcello Barbieri, for example; maintains that the qualitative difference between the
biological and the nonbiological is that the former is always encoded, that is, the
biological is something that is always mediated in some way. 22 For Barbieri, a code is a
set of rules governing the relations between any two entities from entirely disparate
domains. The qualitative difference between the biological and the nonbiological is that
the behavior of the biological is irreducible to its native domain. The relations between

•

atoms, for example, are immediate, that is, purely and precisely reactive, as with, for
example, the exChange of eleetrons. [n contrast, the synthesis of proteins within a

20. Ibid., 17.
21. Kittler, "Code," I.
22. Mario Barbieri, The Codes ofLife: The Rules ofMacroevolution (New York: Springel', 2007), 25.
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biological system. always requires the mediation of RNA "messengers." Fundamental
interactions such as gravity are immediate, and so from this position, nonbiological,
while the interactions within a nervous system are biological, to the exte.o t that they
imply every manrie.t of media~on, channel, and transmission.
codes as conventional in

~that

Biosemiol~gy

U:Oderstands

is, the mediated relations between the elements

implicit to any code are not necessarily given in advance as some set of transcendental

•

laws imposed from on high; rather, they are relations that emerge in dynamic ways,
always sensitivete context.
Information science is therefore becoming the primary mechanism of inscribing
the biological in control societies. As Galloway Wld Thacker observe, "[T]he biological
and the informatic become inc,reasingly enmeshed in hybrid systems ·that are more than
biol'Ogical [my emphasis).'.23 The biological is equally the informatic, that is, so many
flows of information to be mapped, directed, and controlled. Galloway Wld Thacker

•

continue:
One important result ef this iflters~tion of.biolQ&o/·ani:i informatics in biopolitics
is thl;t the-sovetei~fqnJI:Of P.P~!ir (!he rigtl.tl>v,er d~pwmd to-J~t live) gives way
to a newer "regulative ,pew"er"·(the right to·~
. ·.e :·Ji,ve,
.
:aild Let ~).).n other words,
biology and iriformaties ~ombine in bi~oli~:1s: tb';make it prod.ucti;ve, to impel,
enhance, aria optimize_tite sp¢c.ies-po,Pu!a,ti'oi)~·tt·eici$ within the contexts of
work, leisure, consumei.:i$m, ljeaJth··care; epl~ent, and a host of other social
activities.l4
The informatic has already l:ieen discussed in Section ~.I; the present section will map
out the simultaneously molecular and informatic inscription of life that characterizes the
biopolitical regime of control societies.

•

23. Galloway and Thacker, Ths E:rploit, 28.
24. Ibid., 74.
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I discuss'"ihe "moleeularization" of life as it is inscribed by ~ technologies of

'

control. After an. qverview of this molecular line of force, I follow and explain a KEGG
pathway in order to demonstrate the extraordinarily complex manner.
. in which life is
~

inscribed by such· technologies. I then consider the ways

iii which some- foods,

in their

molecular constitutien, are instrumentally mobilized to the end of actuating the designs of
control, and this .in addition to the similar forms of instrumentality nianlfest in drug
legislation. Against such instnuilentalization, the research of chemist Ale.xander Shulgin
exemplifies many-o£ the cl~s in relation te doing politics that I have made in my study,
such as, for exampie,positive feedback or the "free use of the proper."

3.2.2. Psychophysics

Jan Hacking, applying Kittler's "1800!'/"1900" transition to the science of
memory, proposes a divide between the traditienal al't ef memory-or memorizationand the "scientificization" of memory in the late n.Uleteentir'century in which "memory,
'

already regarded' as ·a criterion of personal identity,, became a scientific- key to the soul
[ ... ) [B)y investigating memocy (to find aut its facts) one would conquer the spiritual
domain of the soul and replace it by a surrogate, kno~ledge about memory."2s In place of
the deeply respected' :an of memory-as Hacking ~ells us, "no art was more carefully
studied, or esteemed"26- the focus would now be "factual knowledge" of memory as a

25: lao Hac~g, Ray.r!titJg t~e;.Sguf;.Mulrlple Personality and (he Sciences ofMemot!y @'rineeton:
Princeton Umvers1ty Press, 199So),'203·.
26. Ibid.

•
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new science. 27
The art of memory required "rigorous discipline and regimens."28 "One had to
practice," recounts Hacking, "the building of houses and cities in the head, and learn how
best to arrange things so that one could always be sure of where one had p laced each
object to be remembered. Texts were remembered in this way. Any competent scholar had
an immense database stored in architectural mnemonics. Usually he could not go off to
the library to check a citation or saying but he had no need to do so. It was in his bead.'.29

°

In this context, suggests Hacking, "the art of memory is outer-d.irected."3 Far more
important than memory of one:s own experiences was the ability to recall facts and texts,
the c.reation of a mental image to give th.e thinker access to specifically extemal material.
(

In German, the term in curre.nt use for technical mem0ry-speicher-translates as
"storehouse," recalling the medieval architectural metaphor. In the late nineteenth
century, this metaphor became 'appropriate in new ways as science began to approach the

•

mysteries of the brain, its memory capacity, and itsph¥sical d.ivisions.31
In 1861, Paul Broca e)(amined a brain lesion and pronounced that it had been the
cause of a patient's ·subsequent amnesia. Broca's conclusians about the localization of
brain functions heralded a new era in the history of science-shortly thereafter, Carl
Wernicke would identify the part of the brain responsible fot stating words, and Theodule

,

27. Ibid, 3.
28. Mary Camnbers, The Book ofMdmory: A Study ofMemory In M.ed/~al CullUM (Cambridge, England:
Cambridge University Press, 2008). Quoted In Hacking, Rewriting the So~l. 202.
29. Hacking, Rewriting the Soul, 202.
30. !bid.

31. Ibid.

••I
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Ribot would begin lecturing and writing on diseases ofmemory.32 Tracing the movement

•

of the concept of memory from the soul to the laboratory, Hacking writes: "On the
relations between mind and brain, Ribot was no more, and no less, pJ:<?gram.matic than

..

most other positivist or scientistic writers of the day. 'Memory,' he wrote, 'is essentially a
biological fact, accidentally a ps:,:chological fact.' The rhetoric succeedcd,by·changing the
ground on which to think about the souL The soul was the last bastiein,qf1h.cmght free of
scientific scrutiny.:.JJ
As set out by Hacking, the transition of memory from an imagined architectural.
space to a biophysical place with an identifiable, logical, and' consistent set of rules marks

•

the birth of psychophysiology. Returning to Kittler, the importance of this field, with its
bodily locus, matches that of'.the gramophone. Man has now become· a "corpse" with
"nerves"-an irruriediately gnimophonic being. It was, after all, a corpse that inspired
Ram6n Cajal, the "father of modem neurosqience." Kittler, referring to the
transformation of· ·souls into "nerve information systems,'' suggests that Schreber's
psychiatrist Flech,sig and hls contemporaries fac~d an irremediable difficulty: the
impossibility ofphysi.cally examining the brain until after .death meant.tb.at cures (clearly,
for the livi.ng) could only be' tentatively arrived at "through more or less composite

•

inferences."34 For Ram6n Cajal, though initially "both brain !Uld stomach protested" upon
.first examining a cadaver, the possibility of witnessing ''the marvelous workmanship of

32. Ibid., 203.
33. Ibid., 208.
34. Kinler, D/scoll/'se Nerwork.s 180011900, 29S.

•

'
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life"35 was of paramount significance.
Along with new tecluwlogies such as the gramophone and prac;tices such as
psychophysiology, Kittler sees in the work of psychologist Hermann Ebb'inghaus another
development that .helped ·bringrabout the transition from " 1800" to "1900." Ebbinghaus
took the romantic concept of "remembrance" and subjected it to experimentation

•

(detennining, for. ihstance, how many random syllables in a row an

ex~ental

subject

can remember). In·Boing this, Kittler maintains, Ebbinghaus brought about the transition
from the inherifea ·notion of "remembrance" to the notion of "recall~' as a positive
psychophysical
cap~ity.
,.

36

\

Ebbinghaus!s reduction .of language to a "raw state" invelving. npnse~e syllables
devoid of assocj~lion

w.il)l, .UW.ntentional mnemonic

~Pas r;edefined "~e.'signifieds of

cultural, aesthetic, and individual meaning as mer-e "disJUrbing influences. " 3·7 Turning his
own brain into a storage facility, Ebbinghaus used ·emptiness and meaninglessness to

•

"[institute] the flight of ideas."38 When Ebbinghaus repeated the experiment on hims.e lf
using cantos from'Byron •s Don Juan under the same conditions, though, he discoveredto his own surprise-that his capacity to memorize

poetry was not sigiliiicantly greater

than his ability with nonsensical material. "Thus," writes Kittler, "the great doctrine
bestowed by the discourse network of 1800 on its reformecLp~ers is. shaken: namely,

·.

.

the notion that readers wo)l}d learn si.gpifieds, because of their immanenct in the mind,

35. Santiago Rarn6n y Cajal, Recollections of My Life (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1989), 169.
36. Kiu/er, Discourse Networks 180q11 900, 206.
37. Ibid., 208.
38. Ibid.
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with much greater speed than they would learn signifiers by rote. To th'e contrary, pure
nonsense reveals c:ertain specific aspects of attention that hermeneutjcs could not even
conceive."39 If there is no correlation between understanding and me~ury capacity, and
"if the differenc~ between sense and nonsense dwindles, then the king,dopt.·of sense-that
is, the entire discourse network of

l80~inks

to the level of a. ,secondary and

exceptional phenamenon.'"'0 The path inward, the concept of recollec'tion and making

sense of things, .in the end, has no real influence on memory capacity. Kittler concluCles
that the repercussions for signifiers as· such resound throughout the "1900'' discourse
network: the importance of statistics grows manifold "if signifiers obey laws that are as

•

fundamental as they are incomprehensible."41
Ebbinghaus h.ad begun to study this phenomenon quite same time before
proponents of Spracherotik determined that language must be "demolished" and its
linguistic material then returned to its primordial, homogeneous, and essentially "chaotic"
state. The material Ebbinghaus had used in his first set of tests was created by a random
generator; naturally, it, would have been impossible for "a few meaningful German
words" not to appear in the series of 2,299 syllables, but' these were indeed few and, in
fact, claimed Ebbinghaus, had little effect on his memorization attempts-he barely

t

noticed the potential meaningfulness of the syllables that occasionally appeared because
his mind had already dismissed the notion.42 As Kittler concludes: "The discourse
network of 1900 was the first to establish a treasury of the signifier whose rules were
entirely based on randomness and combinatorics.',..3
39. Ibid., 209.
40. Ibid.
4 I. Ibid.

42. Ibid., 209-10.
t

43. Ibid., 210.
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3.2.3. Molecular Biopolitics
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Figure 10. I<EGG: Kyoto Ene¥CIQ.pedia of Genes and,Geno~s, object llJ!IDC
"Phenylalanine, T)'l:osine, an'd TF):']ltophan·Biosynthesis"'(in4R"O.G400); a<;c:essed October
14, 2013; http://www.genome.jp/dbget-bin!viww_oget?rnap0'0400. Cop¢ght.-2013 by

Kanehisa E,aboratories.
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•

There are few maps more appropriate to the cartographies of the present than
those of systems biology. These maps, hosted online, expand as they are empirically
'

I

l

verified and uploaded onto databases such as the Cyc and the Kyoto·' Encyclopedia of
Genes and Genomes (KEGG). In reference to catalogued plants, bac.teria, and other
animals, they present a whole causeway of multiple entities: genes, e~es, reactions,

r

molecules, and so on. In place of the anatomical atlases of the societies •of discipline,

.

in t;be societies of,wntrol.
causeways such as' these map and inscl'ibe the biological
.
For an example, consider Figure 10, a I<EGG"metaoolic pathway. The rounded

•

boxes in the top left comer of the pathway provide hyperlinks to o't:l:ier' pathways: the .
pentose phosphate, ,photosynt4etic, and· glycolgenetic pathways. These other pathways,
for example, the photosynthe~c pathway of some plant, have yielded' E>~Erythrose 4phosphate (C00279) and PEP (C00074):
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Figure I L KEOOcompoundS:.I!>'~ose 4,phos~e,(cG0279) and1BEP (C000274).
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.
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'

Along the pathway, rectangles alld the enzyme compl.ission (EC) numbers they contain
are hyperlinked to gene, enzyme, and reaction mfol'liUition, that is, the,genetic sequence
responsible for expressing that enzyme and the reaction it precipitates. Following the
pathway,

the two

moiecwes

in Figure

phosphoheptulonate synthase enzyme (EC:

•

11

next " hoounter the

2.5.1.~4)f. and an

3-deoxy-7-

enzyme reaction takes place
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(R01826):
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Figw:e 12. KEGG reaction (RO 1826).

A step further, the DAHP (C04691 ) yielded by the reaction in Figure 12 encounters the 3dehydroquinate synthase enzyme (EC:4.2.3.4) and another reaction takes place.(R0383):
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11
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C00009

Figure 13. KEGG reaction (R03'083).

Midway down the pathway, a series of various enzyme reactions have produced
chorismate (C00251) from the initial compounds on.the top left. Some of this chorismate
arrives at its final destination by way of EC:4.2.1'.20, where it becomes tryptophan
(C00078). The rest of it, h9weyer, continues down~, becoming, towards the bonom of
the pathway, phenylalanine (C:00079) on the left, by way of :EC:4.2. 1.51, and tyrosine
(C00082), on the right, by way ofEC:J.3.1.43 or EC:l.3.1<.78 or EC: 1.3'.1.79.

I

•
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To elucidate this point, ·y tum to the research by molecular biologists on nutrition
and the constitution of behavior.

44

Researchers have observed various nutrients affecting

the mature nervous system, including but not limited to tryptophan, .phenylalanine, and
tyrosine. The biologists suggest that increasing the availability · of tyrosine and
tryptophan-two amino acids that act as neurotransmitter precursors--can change the
rate and amount at which these neurotransmitters are generated. The·oiologists' resean;lt
indicates that changes in mood and sleep patterns may occur after the administration of
tryptophan, a precursor to serotonin. They have also studied tyrosine for its impact on th.e
production of dopamine, norepinephrine, and epinephrine. Their evidence suggests that
administering
t

tyrosine can

stimulate

the

production

of these

catecholamine

neurotransmitters.
The regulation and use .of dietary supplements illustrates Galloway ·and Thacker's
observation that, in control societies, informatics and biology combine to "impel,
enhance, and optimize the -species-population as

lt exiSts within the cqntexts of work,
15

leisure, consumerism. health care, entertainment, and·a host of othe.r :social activities.'•

Many dietary Slij)plements contain large quantities of the amino acids discussed above. In
the US, "dietary supplements" are on a juridical schedule of substances, first defined in
the Dietary Supplement Health And Education Acf (DtffiA) of 1994. Utah Republican

•

senator Orrin G. Hatch introduced the DHEA. Hatch received-"hundreds of thousands of
dollars in campaign contribuii~ns, political loyalty and eorpoQlte sponsorship',.% from the

44. E. Wunman, "tyrosine: Effects o':l CatechJ>Ii!minc Rclcase,t Brain Rcceearv;h BullerIn 21 , no. 3 ( 1988):
473- 77; J.D. Femsttom, "Cal\ i'll'tri~t Suep1ements ModifY Brain·Eun"ction?.," Ainerlcan Journal of
Clinical Nurrirlon 71, no. 6 (2000): 1669-15.
45. Galloway and Thaok~. The &ploir, 26.
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many .corporations manufacturing such suppleme.nts in his home region, which is
nicknamed ''the Silicon Valley of the nutritional supplement ind~.'"'7 The act
restricted the Food and Drug Administration's ability to regulate these supplements: It
can now only regulate such substances as a category of food, and not as a category of
pharmaceuticals. The 5-Hour Energy dietary supplement, a foll}l of supplement also
known as an "energy shot," sells seven' to nine million b<i>ttles a week in the US.48 A
single 5-hour Energy contains· 8333% of the recommended daily allowance of Vitamin
B 12, an important cofactor in enzyme reactions. In relation to the amino acids above, that
is, the precursors for these same enzyme reactions as they would pertain te
neurotransmitter production, a. 5-hour Energy supplement is roughly the equivalent of
200g worth of soy protein isolate.
The television commercials for 5-hour Energy make th.eir intena~d. purpose and
use clear enough: work. If an employee is lacking in energy, then the employee can

•

consume 57 m1. of .a liqnid containing concentrated amounts of the precursors and
cofactors necessary for their biological systems te provide them with more energy.
Standing in front of a cubicle and a dozing worker, the spokesman in one 5·-lrour Energy
television commercial begjns.by asking: "You iqlow what 2:30 in the· afternoon feels like,
right?" He turns to the worker: "Sleepy?" Ihe spokesman then appears in a board room
meeting of ~orne kind, and tmning to a yawning man sitting at the conference table, he
asks: "Greggy?" Next, out in the hallway of the office builliing, be a:sks: "What do you
46. Eric Lipton, "Hatch a 'Natural' Ally of Supplements lndusll')'," New York 'lfmes, June'20, 2011.

•

47. Ibid.

48. Clare O'Connor, "The Mystery Monk Making Billions with S-Hour Energy," Forbes, February 27,
2012.
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do? Run for a coffee? Grab a soda? But how long does that last before you're back for

•

more?" Finally, the spokesman comes to the point: "Try this instead, take one 5-hour
Energy, then see what the rest of your day feels like...." Each of the· previously tired-out
workers are then shown again, newly enlivened and focused on their jobs. The
spokesman concludes, "Sure won't feel1ike 2:30."
Four hundred thirty-siX mg of caffeine and 44 g of high fructoSe- com syrup are
not sufficient stimulants for the producers of the p.ost-industtial commodity in control
societies. And while discourse and culture are necessary fields for the manufacture of the
dividual, the available positive molecular techniques and tactics are becoming ever more

•

precise. lf lhe worker is too "groggy," he or she can take an "energy shot" with
phenylalanine and tyrosine coupled with the cofactors necessary for converting these
amino acids into the desired neurotransmitters, such as dopamine and norepinephrine.
Upon the employee's

retumin~

home from work, perhaps overstimulated, "chill shots"

are also available with enough melatonin and tryptophan to insure relaxation until the
next workday. i"iolecular biol,ogists suggest that the dopaminergic system, as one
example, influences everything from locomotion and endacrine regulation to cognition,
emotion, arousal, motivation, and reward. Dopamine is a much more effective motivator

•

than the browbeating managers of the disciplinary factory.
As governments have prioritized the management of the molecularized body,
creative scientists have converted their own zoe into a field of experimentation. Agamben
provides the example of "WilSon" from one of Paul Rabinow's studies. Wilson was a
biochemist who decided to make his own body and life into a.laboratocy after discovering
that he suffered from leukemia. Since Wilson

•

was

accountable only to himself, the
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barriers between ethics and law disappeared; scientific research freely•.¢d.fully coincided
with biography. His body was no longer private, since it was transformed into a
laboratory; but neither was it public, because it was his own body. '"Experimental life,"'
explains Agamben, "is the term Rabinow uses to define Wilson's life. ft'is easy to see that
'experimental life' is a bios that has, in a particular sense, so concentrated· itself on its
own zoe as to beCQme indistinguishable from it."49
Another exemplar of this "experimental life" is chemist Alexander Shulgin. The
1,000 pages of Shul:g in's Phen{Uhylamines I Have Known and Loved (PiHKA.L), and the
800 pages of its follow-up, Tryptamines I Have Known and Loved (TiUKAL), present a
manner of"psychophysielogi'cal nonsense," to borrow Kittler's description.-ofSchreber's
writing, adequate to the moleclJ.[ar biopolitics of control societies. Eacl,l' ofShulgin's two
volumes is divided in half, with the first half an autobiography coauthored with Shulgin's
wife Anne, a psychologist, and the second half a list· of compounds Shulgin created and

'

assayed-179 phenethylarniiles in PiHKAL and 55 tryptamines in TIHKAL, including
)

protocols for the· synthesis of these compounds and d~seriptions of. their effects at various
dosage levels. As discussed above, phenylalanine and tryptophan areJ!teCursors to two
important neurotransmitters ....~xtending
this logic, PiHKA.L· is concerned with exploits
.
around the decarboxylated· form of phenylalanine, that is, phen!ithYia.min~,;and TIHKAL is
'
.
concerned with the •decarboxylated form df tryptQphiln, that is, tryp~e. As with any
other formal system of inscription, the logic in tliis ease can only be o~ned on its own
terms, which is, in this

•

c.ase,

the relevant skeletal notation. Here, it is 'evident that

tryptamine and phenethyla.mine are the bases of serotonUI 'and dopamine, of which
49. Giorgio Agamben, Homo Sacer:.Sovereig_n Power and Ba.. J,.ife, trans. Daniel Heller-Roazen
(Stanford, CA: Stariford Univemity Press, 1998), 104.
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serotonin and dopamine are, re~pectiv.ely, substitutions. Both molecular pharmacology in

•

.
\

general and "Shu) gin in particular operate by extending this logic: for example, attaching
various functional· groups (e.g. 1 adding a methoxy group at the 2 and 3. pOSitions) to these
two molecules, or "transmitter" precursors.

C05332

C00398

Figure 16. KEGG·compounds: phenylethylarnine (C65332) and tryptami'#e'(C00398).

••

•
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•

o:={
0

\

"'Figure 17. PiHKAL,and Tl.HI<.P;.L: e.g., 2,5 -dimethoxy-4-ethyl-phenyl.cthylarnine and 4AcO-dimethyl-tryptamine.
·

Shulgin was introduced to chemistry during World War 11 He was stationed on a
destroyer escort, the USS Pop.e, with nothing to read but mEnglish translation of Nobel
laureate Paul Karrei-'s Lehrbuch der OrganischenCIJtmie . .A:~er the war; $hulgin entered
the University of"California at Berkeley, where, with an "un~pired re;earch project" and
a "dull thesis,"$0 he eventually completed a Ph.D. in biochemistry. Shulgin then took a position as a research chemist for Dole Chemical Company. "Within the first couple of

50. Alexander T. Shulgln and Ann Shulgin, PiHKAL: A Chemldal Love.Story (San F.rancisco: Tmnsfonn
Press, 1995), I8.
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years," explains Sbulgin, "I made the powers that be very happy by predicting the
structure of, and synthesizing, an insecticide that actually went jnto commercial
production." 51 In return for ·his suceesses, Dole allowed Shulgin to pursue his own
research interests, namely, centrally active compounds. The two most common animal
models for experimentally testing such compounds at the time, Shulgin e~lains, "were

•

Siamese fighting fish and spiders. The spiders were reported to weave dose-dependent
construction errors in their webs as a measure of [ ... ) intexication [ ... ). ,.ll;,riil the fish [...]
would do something strange [. .. ); swim backwards or upside dewn, or soll).ething equally
strange." 52 With his Dole laboratory qwckly becoming an aquarium, and this aquarium
quickly filling with algae, Shulgin and his colleagues "watched and watched [but] never
saw anything occur that was even slightly suggestive of a drug effect." 53 "Thus," explains
Shulgin, "all discovery must use the human animal and I was, by default, that animal
Quite simply, as I developed

~ew

structures that mjgbt show some interesting action in

the realms of thought or perception, I used myself as the experimental test subject to
determine these actions. " 54
Shulgin left Dole in 1966. "Thjs was, after aJI," explains Shulgin, "the era of our
Vietnam adventure,· and immeli.Se pressures were being brought to bear on .big industries
everywhere throughout the country, to direct all their energies to the government's
need." 55 Shulgin then beaded to the San Carlos Aerospace Laboratory. He could not abide

•

51. Ibid .
52. Ibid., 19.
53. Ibid.

54. Ibid.
55. Ibid., 41.
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the security clearance mandates, however, and so he was also ejected fi:om .that research
group. "In any case," explains Shulgin, "J was out of the San .Carlos Aerospace
Laboratories, and I was out of the academic world as well. By goo.d fortune, J had
continued to build my own private laboratory during the time I was at Sunnyvale, so my
die was cast; I was now officially a scientific consultant."56 For twenty. y~ Sbulgin did

'
contract work for the U.S. Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA), identi.fying:and analyzing
different compounds for them. Meanwhile, he had established a volunteer research group
of other academies and scientists from the Bay Area, in order to test the growing number

•

of compounds he w.as synthesizing at home. "The question of informed consent is
completely different in the context of this kind of research group," explains Sbulgin,
"[... ) the idea of malpractice !'r legal redress is without meanjng ( ...]. Everyone of us
understands that any form of -damage, either physical or psychologiqil, ( ...] would be
responded to by al l other members of the group in any way required[ ...]. In other words,
we are all close friends." 51 Shulgin and his research group continued their experiments
until just after Shulgin published PiHKAL. At that point, however, the· DEA suspended
his license and shut down his laboratory. PiHKAL, as it turned out, had become the bible

•

for clandestine chemists across the US.
The second halves of both PiHKAL and DHKAL contain the protocols for
synthesizing the various compounds in addition to reports from the research group on the
compounds' effec~ at diffeFent dosage levels. In the PiHKAL entry for. 2,5-dimethoxy-4ethylthioamphetainine (ALEI:.PH-2), for example, Sbuigin reports thatcat 7 mg there was

56. Ibid., 46.

51. !bid., xxvi.

•
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"an amazing unification of visual hallucination seen only in the very fine detail of
something [ ... ) a s~all curve or bump can become whatever you wish. For a moment.
And then it choos.e s again, b\11; differently. Is all of our perceived worli:l as subjective as
this?"58 Shulgin r~JX>rts that at 8 mg there was "extreme intoxication, btit.almost no visual

•

phenomena. Even well into the evening, I know I absolutely could not drive. Why? [ ... ]
It's that I don't trust that the reality I see is the same reality that the other driver might
see." 59
Shulgin's autoexperiments provide a productive contrast with the sanctioned
pharmaceutical prescriptions of psychiatrists. The intent and outcome 9f psychiatric
prescription is, of; course, predicated exactly upori the desire to make one see "the same
reality" that "normal" people s!'e. If the child cannot focus, the compound Will help the
child focus, along with everyone else. If the inswance salesperson cannot find the
motivation or sense in doing his or her job, the compound will provide the salesperson
with this motivation. lithe CEO is·overcome with anxiety in hls or her dealings, the
compound will lielp the CEO relax. Consider, now, the.se passages from PiHKAL. With
I 0 mg of 2,5-dimethoxy-4-methylthioamphetamine (ALE~H). "there was a rapid shift of
frame of reference !}!at rnade, ~!m,ple tasks such as ·realling and tuning the radio qui!e alien
[ ...] I am able to interact with ,people on the telephone quite well but mechanical things,
such as arran.g ing flowers or alphabetizing names, ·are beyond me.'.oo Shulgin reports

•

stripping naked during an attack of panic, which lasted about twenty minutes, while on 12

S8. Ibid., 466.

59. Ibid.
60. lliid., 463.

\
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mg of 2,5-dimetlioxy-4-(i)-propylthioamphetamine: "I was weighed down

by

everything- physical, psychic,· emotional. My clothes had to come off, my hair had to be
released, my shoes went, I needed to move away from where I was, to som,ewhere else, to
some new place, with the hope that my other old place wouldn't follow me. Pretty soon·I
found I was myself, I could breathe again, and I was okay. Rather she~isbly, I dressed
and rejoined the group."61 • And finally, of a 64 :ng dose of 2-bromo-4,5dimethoxyphenethylamine (2C-B), a compound that has become a controlled substance
in the US, one member of Shulgin 's research group reports: "Everything that was alive
was completely fearsome. I could look Ill a picture of a bush, and it was just that, a
picture, and it posed no threarto me. Then my gaze moved to the right, and caught a bush
growing outside the window, ~d I was petrified. A life-f<u:m I could not understand, and
thus could not contro0l. And I felt that my own life-form was not a bit more
controllable." 62
The experiences molecularly created and sought in the experimental life of
Shulgin and his research group serve no "useful" purpose whatsoever. Importantly, this
includes the plll'pl>se of relief in the soporific or

'

mer~:ly

recreational sense: Many of the

experiences produeed were either anxiety-producing or absolutely dysphonic, and there
could be no assurance either way in advance. 6l After a 60-mg intramuscular injection of
dimethyltryptamine, Shulgin writes: "I don' t like this feeling:-! am not myself. I saw
such strange dreams a whil!! ago. Strange creatures. dwarfs or somethin·g; they were black
and moved about Now I feel
61. Ibid. , 469.
62. Ibid.

•

63. See Notes 3.2. L

as if I am not alive. My left hand is numb. As if my heart
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would not beat, as if I had no body, no nothing. Alii feel are my left hand and stomach. I
don't like to be without thoughts. "64

In the U.S. and! elsewhere, a whole !lost of legislation to restrict "designer drugs,"
many of which 'Shulgin was the fust to synthesize, has appeared over the last three
decades. News stories of the overblown vru;iety, which include all of these disparate
I

compounds under· the blanket name "bath salts,'' ensure· cries for prohibf~op. The state
has so taken upon itself the duty to police (or facilitate, d~pending

on tlfe molecule in

question) the "mobility'' of various molecules across blood- brain barriers, much in the
way that it regulate·s the movement of people and goods. across bor.ders. In the US, for
example, Minnesota Senator Amy Klobuchar introduced legislation outlawing "harmful
synthetic substances" such as. Shulgin's creations (Figure 17), 2,5-dim'ethoxy-4-ethylphenethylarnine (2C-E) and 4-Acetoxy-dirnethyl-ttwPtamlne (4-AcQ-DMT), within a
larger bill called the "Food and 'Drug Administration Safety/ and Innovation Act." 2C-E,
for example, is ~ctive at the

•

mi:lligrarn level; this means that without a special microscale

for dosage, the likelihood of an overdose is great. The leglslatien, however, involves no
measures to better educate would-be users; rather, it ~mJ.y;provides "law enforcement with
the tools they need to crack down oil synthetic dn,lgs,'' that is, to prevent such use
altogether. 65
However bound to the discursive conditiens of possibility one's sense of reality
might finally be, this sense clearly fmds a material limit point in both the nutritional
64. Alexander T. Shulgin and Ann Shulgin, 1THKAJ.: The Contfnuation (San Francisco: Transform Press,
1995), 476 .

•
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supplements sanctioned by Senawr Hatch and the designer drugs "cracked down" upon
by Senator Klobuchar. ln thesl: cantrols and experiments, materiality is mobilized on a
level that gives

the lie

to any analysis that would otherwise preclll(ie ·recourse to such

materiality's effectiveness. Regardless of one's own locus of enunciatian, and all the
presuppositions and exclusions comprising it, one is also always part;icipating in some
underlying materiali~. Wherever a body stands, 64 mg of 2C-B will radically alter its
range and capacities. Shu! gin's autoexperiments mark a free use of tjle ·proper- the
"proper" here being one's own biochemic.al pathways-ill the-strictest, chemical sense.
•
3.2.4. Genopol(tics

•

Molecular biologists ar~ uncovering an increasing. amaunt of infoimation about
the brain and its relationship to behavior, and this info.nnati:on is increasingly being used
in the service of social maQa~ement. Advances have been made, for example, in the
ability to intervene and modulate brain function, and the use of new classes of drugs (e.g.
"smart drugs," SSRis) is increasingly widespread. Ala~g with pharmapeuticals, a number
of interventional technologies have also been develaped. Innovations such as
electroconvulsive 'therapy (EC:r) are now available alongside newer ·techni.ques such as
transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) and tr~ranial magl)etic simulation

•

(FMS). ln the latter, electromagneti~ energy is used to manipulate an.cl cqntro1 the moods
and behaviors ofbfains. These. advances are prompting new questions. iii' the- "bioethical"
community and · have even l~d to a new subfield termed "neuroethics." This field
addresses novel medical dilemmas: Is fully infonned coil:Sent possible when the organ
that needs evaluapon is the same one that must provide the consent? Where is the

•
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dividing line betw.een experimentation and therapy? Does intrusion into:brains involve a
form of mind control, and who is responsible for the behavioral outcome of such
alterations?
Many of these questions have reeently arisen because examinin·g li:ve brains has
•

h'

only become possible in recent years. The emergence of noli.in¥.asive imaging
technologies began with electroencephalography, followed. by radioiso.to~ scanning, and

•

later, computerized axial tomography (first using x-radiation, then magnetic resonance
and positron eniission). These methods bave enabled the development of a new
"molectilar" gaze· that can monitor brains as they function and that can answer questions
about such things as love, personality, and addiction. A great deal of research
has focused
.,
on aggression. .
The neurobehavioral community generally agrees 'that "brain· dysfunction"ranging from frontal lobe disturbances to altered neurochemical metabolism-leads to
violent tendencies, and that understanding such dysfunction will be crucial to future

•

progress in predicting and arresting such tendencies. Tlie causes and consequences of
"brain dysfunction" are both assorted and complex. Some research has implicated
damage to the prefrontal cortex in addition to alterations in the amygdala and corpus
callosum. Researchers have also targeted other biology-based sources of behavior-for
example, "[a] genotype predicting violence"66 has led to the claim that men are typically
more aggressive than women. Molecul11r biologists also point to hormones: Higher le~els
.

I

of testosterone increase the likelihood that a man will commit a violent act, while the
opposite relati01r$ip applies to neurotransmitters ~uclr as serotonin. Polic~ers and

66. Roben Blank, "The Brain, Aw.ession, and Public Policy," .in Politics and the Life Sciences 24, no. 112
(March, 2005): 15.
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legal scholars have contemplated about how new information concerning the brain should
be taken into account during events such as criminal sentencing. Along these same lines,
legal consequences will follow. from the answers to questions such as whether defendants
or criminals can be coerced into various therapies before or after they stand trial.
Alison Abbott·opens her article "Scanning Psychopaths" with a·~uliar scene: A
prisoner, patient 1'3, is about to undergo a functional magnetic res~mance-i.maging (fMRI)
scan at the University of Groningen. The researcher conducting the scan,:Harma Meffert,
wears an alarm around her neck, and the subject is fitted with special nonmetal handcuffs
and a brace that :prevents him from running. Abbott reveals that pati~nt 13 has been

•

selected for the study after he scored the m.axirnum rating of 40 on the Psychopathy
Checklist-Revised (PCL-R) ratlng scale. The PCL-R is a tool used to .evaluate personality
and behavioral traits attributed to psychopathy, and it requires trained psychiatrists to
cover hundreds of questions in a patient interview and to incorporate other information
such as social workers' reports. The evaluation bas four components: '"interpersonal',
covering behaviour such as manipulativeness and lying;

'affective,' covering

irresponsibility and la:ck of e~pathy and remor-se; :' lifeStyle,' tracking impulsivity and

'·

need for stimulation; and 'antisocial,' which looks for records of things s.uch as juvenile
delinquency."67 The test, which was developed by Robe!'( Hare, is a~k:nowledged as a
predictor of recidivism. Hare also developed a similar test to be used in the general
population, the PCL-SV (for "screening version"), and·, he has used this test to estimate
that I% of the general population may be psychopathic. Hare believes that some degree
of psychopathy could benefit iudividuals in certain professions; including "police officers

67. Alison Abbott, "Abnormal N.cw:.os~ience: Scanning Psychopaths,'' NIItllre 450 (2007): 942.

•
,
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or others for whom unnecessary empathy could have negative consequences."

68

Since

2004, many countries have implemented PCL-R testing in their pi!I'ole process. For
Meffert and other researchers, the hope is that further understanding will Ji!'ovide answers
about why certain individuals "[d]o terrible things to other people.'~9
In "Neuroeconomics: Making Risky Choices in the Brain," Daey.oJ Lee provides a

neurobiological explanation o( the propensity towards "risky choices," LiKewise, a study
by McCoy and Plan (2005) explores the brain processes and

cellul~

mechanisms

underlying risky decision-making. Their results indicate that in animals,, spbVific
neurons
..
in the posterior c~~ate cortex are respensive to the "riskiness" of a -i:,hG.ice. This study
and other neurobiological research studies have the potential to "augment current
economic theories+of decision-~paking.'' 70 Economi~ts use v'aridus defini~ons to convey
the relationship b'etween decisions, risks, and risk evaluations. For ex:ample', .in situations
that are considered un~. risk is defined as " [a] spread from·the me!lll in 'the objective

•

values of possible outcomes (variance)."71 Uti'lity is &term-that refers to "[t]he numerical
measure o f an individual's prefer.ence or subjective value -for an object," 72 often applied
in con~pts such as utility maXimization and expected utility th.eory. E-xpected utility

theory can be loosely stated as the idea that when choices involve uncertain outcomes,
the utility of a choice is its ex-pected utl'lity. More spi:cifiOafly,. the iltilj~
of a choice can
, .

68. Ibid.

69. Ibid.

•

70. Jbid .

71. Daeyeol Lee, ''Neuroeconomics: Making Iesky Choices in tlie·Brain," Na1ure NeiuosC/ence 8, no. 9
(2005): 1129.

72. Ibid.

•

.
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be evaluated by aQding pro6ability-weighted utilities frem each possible outcome.
A decision is sai4 tO' be ri~ neutral when combining possible outcom~ !~a~ to the S3jlle
mean value: "In other words, uncertainty in the outcome (risk) does not affect utility
when util ity of a cheice is proportienal to its objective value.'m
To evaluate. whether brain signals relate to utility as a subjecti;ve value or to
reward as an objective vafue, McCoy and Platt conducted a study on me_nke)ts and their

.

'

selectif n of "risky" targets while recording neural activity· in the posterior cingulate
cortex. The monkeys were presented with a choice between two targets 'With the same

.

mean outcome (volume of juice dispensed from a target). One option, however, had a

•

fixed outcome and the other had a variable outcome. The results sho,wed .that monkeys

.

even when researchers altered the·setup so that the
systematically chose the risky target,
.
risky target actually provided a smaller average rewar,d. Regarding neural firing, it

.

appeared that more than 'h alf of the neurons were signaling both the choice and the
riskiness of the monkey's choice. Given that the monkeys demonstrated risk-prone
behavior, it would-seem that the utility ofihe risky option was considered greater than the
average reward utility. Indeed, McCoy and Platt found that rather than just the size of the
reward, the monkeY,s' neurons seemed to signal the .o ption's utility. Altheugh McCpy and

•

Platt initial ly hyppthesized that recent experience was affecting the estimates of utility
and reward, their neural data showed that actions in the posterior parietal cortex did not
reflect reward values from the previous trial. Revamping their theory, McCoy and Platt
summed the reward and risk of each trial to find the utility of options per trial, and they
found that the approach appeared to provide a better model of neural activity. McCoy and
Platt's study suggests that decisiens about risk can be quantified neurobiologically.
73. Ibid .

•
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The line of force towards the molecular has also found its

wa~. into

the field of

political science. In their Amellican Journal ofPolitical Science article !'Genetic Variation
in Political Participation,"74 for example, James Fowler, Laura Baker, and Christopher
Dawes attempt to identify specific genes related to a political behavior-in this case,
voter turnout. 'Ihe authors base their theories on the notion that voting is a type of
prosocial behavior,

ana they cite as evidence the fact that analogous behaviors (such as

community involvement)

bav~

already been attributed to genetic factors. This evidence

involves "biomar.J<ers," the political impUcations of which Nikolas Rose has investigated
at some length.
A biomarker, as defined by Rose and Ilina Singh, is "[a) characteristic that is
objectively measmed and evaluated as an indicator of normal biological processes,
'
.
pathogenic processes or phannacological responses to a therapeutic intervention.''7s
•

Examples of biomarkers include specific genetic sequences, patterns of neural activity,

•

and endophenotypes indicated through biochemical, physiological, er psychological
chara.cteristics. Currently in psychiatry, diagnoses are made using the ·signs, symptoms,
and disease trajectories described in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of M-ental
Disorders IV (DSM-IV). Biom8Jikers have the potential .to·supplement or even reorganize

the way disorders are classified because they are based op.physiological criteria. Singh
and Rose note:

''In this sense, biomarkers promise-·to be ·tHe

.

most po.Y(erl'ul psyc.hiatric

.

tool since the discovecy,·of ,antipsychotic drugs-a. biological means· of predicting not

74. James Fowler, Laura Baker, and Christopher Dawes, "Genetic Variation in Pollt!cal Participation," The
American Journal of'Polirical Science I02, no. 2 (May 200&): 23~&

•

75. Ilina Singh tuid Nikolas Rose;''Biomarkers·in Psychiatry," Nature 460 (2009): 204.
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only the development of a disorder but also its course and outcome."76 The clinical use of
biomarkers will inc:Vitably lea9 to their use in other arenas. When it comes to children,
the most notable of these arenas are the classroom and the courtroqm. Advocates of
neuroscientific research believe that the findings should be futegrated.intb such entities as
classroom structure and that early detection systems should be

•

em~toy~a

to identify

learning disabilities and other developmental disorders. Some believe that neuroscientific
research findings have already influenced some decisions in the courtroom. For example,
studies indicate that the brain is not fully developed in teenagers, and so adolescents may
I

not have the same degree. of ~:G.ntrol over impulsive behaviors as adults.•This conclusion

•

'

'

likely prompted·]4wmakers to nue out the death penalty for children under eigltteen. 77
Biomarkers ~e not the 9auses of disorders, but rather indicatot's~~f;the probability
that a problem may exist. If used alone, biomarkem usually liave small effect sizes,
meaning they

are riot strong p.redictors of a condi~on. Pairing biomatkers with other

social and environmental information, however, increases ·the strength oHhe prediction.
At present, many psychiatric researchers are hesitant to embrace the predictive

.

capabilities of biomarkers. Still,
it is not unusual to find overgimeralization and
.

•

simplification of neuroscienti~c discoveries outside of professional ·circles. Overstated
claims tend to be:come more widespread once cemmei'Cial ent!:.rprises· have a financial
stake, a trend that,·h as already been seen Tor many over-we-counter 4iagnostic tests.
In their researeh em ;p5fitical participation, Fowler and Dawes loek to two genes,

MAOA and SHIT, that influence the serotonin system of the brain. They offer two

76. Ibid., 202.
77. Ibid .

•
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hypotheses based on previous.ly observed associations of less transcriptionally efficient
MAOA and SHIT genotypes with antisocial conduct: first, that "~pie with more
transcriptionally efficient alleles of the MAOA and 5HTI genes are mare likely to vote,"
and second, that "an association between each of these genes and . Y?lihg may be
moderated by social activity."78 Fowler and Dawes choose MA>OA.an'd .S.HTI because

'

.

....;-·

these play a rote ip the metabolism of serotonin. Stress stimulates· lie\II'ons to release
excess serotonin into the synaptic cleft. If left in the cleft, serotonin caQ be oxidized inte a
toxic substance that eventually kills both the pre- and postsynaptic neurens. To prevent

.

this, tlie presynapjiic neuron reabsorbs serotonin via the.SFITT transporter and degrades it
via the monoamine oxidase A (MAOA) enzyme. Not only do e~es endogenous tci
biological systems carry out the substitution reactions neeessary to eonvert tryptamine
into serotonin; there. are also enzymes that carry out the reactians necessary to breaking

,.

•

these transmitters down. The MAOA and 5HTT genes are responsible for this
breakdown, or metabolism, of neurotransmitters .

..
Fowler and· Dawes believe these findings are relev.ant to voter tumout and other
political behaviors

becaus,e .th.~ behaviors

are fundamental!¥ social in nature. The authors

reason that individuals who are sensitive to social conflict will be Jess likely to vote. They
also propose that inaividuals with more resilience to stress will be more-likely to vote,
and that this is a potential result of possessing either the "high" MAOA or "long" SHTT
polymorphism. Overall, they· hypothesize that voter turnout will show significant

•

association with MAOA and SHTT and that for individuals with the "high" or " long"
alleles, involvement with religious group activity will further increase the likelihood of
78. James Fowler ana Christopher D~wes, "TWo Genes Predict Voter 1\unout," The Journql of Politics 70,
no. 3 (July 2008): 579.
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voting because it builds a sense of community.

•

Fowler and Dawes assert that the results of their study have uniq;ue import for the
political science community: "The results of this anruysis are clear: we have found that
two extensively studied genes are significantly associated with voter. nillr!out. Further,

''

these are the first two genes ever directly associated with political beha.;ior;"79 They note
that previous models of voter turnout neglect to account for heterogeneity related to
individual genetics. In particular, they refute the notion that such behaviors are
exclusively the product of environment: "Although the

environmi:n~.

is extremely

important for twllO.\I,t and o!:IJ.er political acts, perhaps .e ven more so than genes, we can

•

no longer act as if>genes do not matter at alL " 80 They believe 1hat genetics may be the key
to explaining other well-known. voting phenomena such as the facts that parental turnout
'

is a strong predictor of turnout in young adults and that turnout is habitUal. Anticipating
challenges to the practical application of their findings (and to future genetic research in
the field of political science), Fowler and Dawes assert: ".Gcmes are the institutions of the
human body-they constrain jndividual behavior just as political institutions constrain
the behavior of groups of people.'.81
Evan Chamey and Willtam English have responded to Fowler and Dawes in a

•

series ·o f articles. They believe that the integration of behavjor genetics into political
'

science was a "natural development," one prompted by various studies purporting to
show genetic associations for everything from leadership' to credit card ·debt. Many of

79. Ibid.
80. Ibid.
81. Ibid .

•
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these findings use twin studies to show heritability, but Charney and En$1ish challenge
this model in light of recent scientific advances: "A lot h.as changed in <>~.understanding

of genetics since then, and recent advances in molecular genetics are· necessitating a
'

rethinking of ever.y one of the asswnptions of the classical twin study methodology.',82
More importantly: ~ey chall~nge the "second wave" of pol1tical science .research that

•

'

.

uses candidate ge{le.association (CGA) studies: "The number of recent elaims by social
scientists to have ,discovered a statistically significant association

.betw~n

a particular

common gene variant--either on its own or in conjunction witli a particular
evaluation."83
environment- and complex, politically relevant behaviors warrants cuefu!
'
~

Charney and English finally turn from the debate over Fowler and Dawes to
address the program of "genopqlitics" as a whole:
Genopolitics relies on a cenception of the human brain that complements its
genome. For all the lip service. pai4 to compl~XiD', the
"genopolitical brain" mo~ fesembles.a meclrahical -toy whose lleluivior is
determined.by the 2S,OOO·.little wind-up toys (j,e., genes}ofwhic;h.itis composed
ihan a neuronal collective whose behavior is ch.aracTerizCd by emergent selforganized cri,tlCality to ~ble rapid and fl'e'Xible·re'sp,o~es to -~;de'mands of a
variable env.ironment. Oiven.tliatsuch a mechjmicalt brain wouid'Jlav.e brokyn
down long:.ago in evoMI,onary histo.r.y, we c~ be thankful that it !la:s no more
reality th'aniits meotqmi.o8i genome. 84
conception·~£ the

•

Charney and English's critique of Fowler and Dawes strongly supports the conclusion

that research iota "genopolitics" is based on a ·flawed and ·simplistic p. . .igm of genetic
'

.

'

causality and brain~functioning. The line of force toward the molecularization of politics
represented by the wor.k of Fowler and Dawes, hewever, need not lead to a fully

•
82. Evan Charney l\lld William English, "Genopolitics and the Science oiGenetics," American Political
Science Review 107~ no.2 (2013): 38'2-.95, 38:2.
83. !bid., 384.
84. !bid.
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realizable res~h program in order to achieve a certain politieal effil:llcy. After all, the

•

eugenic legislatio~ of a cenbiry ago did not fail to have real (and deaiily) political
consequences, even though the scientific claims that grounded it have b~en thoroughly
discredited.

3:2.5. Biocoloniallsm

As an instance of the political efficacy of the :tine of force towaros the molecular,
•
Deborah Halbert's. study of biocalonialism documents the transfor.¢ation of "human
rights" into what ~she refers to. as a "bundle of rights": today, Halbert BligUes, "property
law[ .. .) understands the human body as a 'bundle ofrigh!s."'85 Halbert is referring to a
juridically authorized process within wbich the libeial Lockean idea ' of propercy as that
which has been mixed with labor and also ideas of property.in chattel were extended to
the molecular substrates of livfu~ organisms'' genetic material such as cell lines and even
certain organisms. "In other words," explains Halbert, "the researcher 'tames' the ' wild '
cells and thus can take 'possession' of the cells. The image of the body as wilderness
filled with wild ct!lls again reduces the human to the status of an obj,ect."86 Halbert
provides the example of the Hagahai people of Papua New Guinea: "The 'Hagahai needed
medical assistance and in return for medicine they donated blood samples to U.S.
anthropologist Carol J-enkins," explains Halbert. "The blood turned out to have a unique
property resistant to a type of leukemia. After identifying the important properties, the
National Institute of Health filed a patent on the cell line from a member of the tribe."

85. Deborah Halbert, Resisting Intellectual Property Laws (London: Taylor and Francis, 2005), 112.
86. Ibid., 127.

+
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The Rural Advanceme~t Foundation International (RAFI) and :other indigenous
rights groups found the implicit distinction made between the Hagahai.and their genetic
substrate unconvincing. The fact remains, however, that various molecular substrates,
when they have been isolated and replicated through the labor of a biotech company,
'
become by right that company's property. "Once a human body has been divided into an
abstract bundle of rights," concludes Halbert, "these rights can form new networks of
ownership and control over the body." 88
Halbert's research

sugg~sts

that the Aristotelian distinction between bios and zoe,

which has enjoyed 11.enewed.interest amongst political science scholars•in light of the War
on Terror, does not go far enough in addressing the complexity of government and rights.
in control societi·es. In relatiQn to this renewed interest, for exampfe, Agamben has
deployed the distinction between "qualified life," bios, and. "bare life," zoe, along with
Carl Schmitt's famous definition of sovereignty, so· that today, the sovereign would be
that which draws the l.ines between bios and zoe. The drawing.of such lines, he argues, is
evident in spaces such as Guant8namo Bay in Cuba, 'Belmat'Sh Prison in London, and the
prison at Abu Ghraib, in addition to other super sec~et prisons holding "enemy
combatants" without a charge and without their having recourse to human rights. For
Agamben, these pris!!ms are spaces where violence over zoe is juriclic@ll!)' authorized in
that these "enemy ·combatants" have no bios. Precisely what the approved torture
methods would involve is indicated in a memo from Major General Dw:Pavey, dated I I

•

October 2002, requesting permission from General James T. tlill to approve techniques

87. Ibid., 121.
88. Ibid., 113.
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known as "Survi'l(al Evasion Resistance Escape," or SERE, drawn from U.S. survival
techniques training gi·ven to Am.erican forces during the Cold War to resist the worst of
communist Gulag treatment. The techniques recommended for use against detainees in

•

the "War on Terror" included:

•

The use of stress positions such as the proposed stancl4lg for four~~H~rs, the use of
isolation 'f'0r.·up to th:iity days, !Uld interrogating the<detainee in ~ c:rlvironment
otherthart..~e standa!:d interrogation booth[ ...] tire cleprivatien af'li,&!lt and
sensol!)' slimhli, the placement of a hood o:ver ·~e ~etainees head during
transportlinon and questiQning, and the us~ of!20 b.GI!I"lDterioga~w( ... ] forced
grooming_'Jllld the remoVal of Cl~thing. [ .. .], th4 use ef.~os*Jii!)ed to
convince:i~~d.etainee that death ·er severel,y p"~~eOJiSCquen~ca~Wi'#e imminent
for him or'his family, exposUl'e te cold·weath~ ;a~ water [ ...] the uSe of a wet
towel to in'duce the mi'sperception of suffocation. 89
With this example, and in light of Halbert's research, it is evident that the problematic
does not necessarily involve l\llq:ualified "bare life," but .ather ever more sophisticated
technologies of inscribing

zoe.

The U.S. citizen, for example, has a constitutional right

not to undergo cruel and unusual punishment. If tlie so:v.ereign decrees this citizen an
"enemy combatant," however, it is not ·as if this citizen is:.Qo.lo.nger qualified at all with
respect to the citizen's rights; dn the contrary, the citi'Zen ·is now .even more qualified. The
U.S. citizen has the .relafi.vefy noncompiex right. bar(ning cruel and unusual punishment,

•

while the "enemy combatant" has aright that precludes,. for exa:Inple, thelbreaking wheel,
boiling to death; ·flaying; disembowe!l).lent, crucifi~jon, i.mp~ement, cru!iiung, stoning,

'

.

execution by bUI'iJi.ng. dismembei'!llent, sawing, scaphism; and necklacii!.g, eut not stress
positions. water boarding, huti!.i.liation, solitary canfipement, 20-hour interrogations,

•
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forced removal of clothing, or the ''use of scenarios.designed to con~~ the detainee"
that) all the forbidden procedures enumerated above may in fact be. psed, against him.
Similarly, it is not as if the HSgahai are considered as u.n;q)llllified "b~ life" from the

·'

position of the NJti;.rather, -they are now qualified down to 'the level of.tli~ir ceil nuclei.
1 began IllY· study

with .the societies of classicism, where the p~tol was still a

recent invention and the cannon remained the heaviest tactical weapon available. By the
time the societies of discipline were di11integrating, however, it was UDder the clouds of
the sulfur

m~d

that was being fired in the trenches of northeastem _France. The
I

societies of control set themselves in motion with all the force of a hydrogen bomb.
Robert Stone's decwnentary, Radio B(ldnl, shows sev.eml>ouitakes frorxu:black and white

.-

.

Amer.iean propagjUlda ne.wsre~l; Crossroads, which

~ '

'

was fllined on ~:Beach only

days before Ule fitst h:y(llqgen,bome·testS>began in tb:e'Pac~fie.Proving(Gr.oUDds. 90 A navy
officer sits on the beach before a group of confused Marshallese, spealcing to them by
way of a translator.as if they were children: "Now then; James," says the :Oavy man, "te~l
them please, that the United Sta~es Goveinment now wants. to turn this 'great destructive
power into sometlilD.g for the benefit ·of mankind, and. that these e~per.iments here at
Bikini are the tir.st step in tha:t direction." Stone's film makes a point of.the emptiness that

.·

.

the navy man.'s apparent colorual benevolence would· conceal, as the film presents take
after take of the ~vy man repeating -his speech for the benefit·ofthe camera:· "[A]nd now,
James, will you tell them that the U.S·. government wants to turn ~s great destructive
•

•

force into somethir\g good for mankind ... ?" Cro~ai/S-\ scene 25, take 15: " .. .
something good for mankind." ·Crossroa~ scene 25, take 23: " ... sbmetlling good. ... "
This continues ubti.t . Kilen ·Buano again app_ears on scree.n: '"They were taking many
90. Radio Bikini, directed by Robel:! Stone (Rhinebeck, NY: Roben Stone Productions, 19.88), DVD.

•
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pictures of us," explains Buano, "at that time, I didn't know what a camera was, [or] why
they had to do everything so many times."

•

The Rongelap Reporr·provides a more detailed acceunt of what the control
societies provide, through their encounter with the Marshall Islands. The report details
the events surrounding 6'J· atmospheric nuclear weapon tests over the Marshall Islands.
The people of R<>~gelap, Rongerik, and Ailinginae, along with other Marshallese-none
of whom consented' to this configuration of pewer-s!)rve~

as test subjects in a series of

experiments inter\'ded to record and explicate the genetic and cellul11r modulations or
"spontaneous mutation rates" that follow from a body's exposure to the radiation
produced by a nuclear explosion. "We didn't understand what the doctors were doing to
us or why," explains Lijon Eknilang, "and it was embarrassing to have them touching our
breasts and putting them in .the machines. "91 The moleclllar processes. modulated in these
experiments included red-blood cell function (e.g., anemia), organ system functioning
~e.g.,

hyperthyroidism), embryogenesis (e.g., hydatitiiform· pregnailcies), and more.

"Often procedures were painful," summarize Barker and Johnston, the authors of the
report: "[They] resulted ib additional exposure to radi'anQil, [and;] had little or no
connection with tbe health treatment needs of the indi¥idual."92 After they had been

•

forcibly stripped naked and photographed for medical identificatio~ . cards, the
Rongelapese were administered radioaptive iodine upfake tests, which scan for aberrant
modulations on the biomolecular level. The teeth of some Rongelapese were placed in
bottles and shipped ta the U.S. for assessment of radiological content, an assessment also
91. Barbara Rose Jobnsfun and Holly>M. Barker, The Consequential Damages ofNuclear War: The
Rongelap Reporr(S~:f'iancis«o: ~fiCoast Press, 2008), 159. ·
92. Ibid .
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made on a molecular leveJ, ,involving modulations in the cellular· prp.c esses of ·tooth
germination. In some cases, good teeth-not just decayed teeth-were removed. "It is
clear," write

Bark~r

and Johnston, "that at least some U.S. government researchers were

interested in the abnormal births of Rongelapese women [ .. .). " 93 Barker and Johnston
Iefer to a letter wfitten by a U.S. medical officer in 1960: "Catherine ga¥C a normal birth
to a baby monster. [ ... ). The physical examination of the new born baby revealed [ . .. ] the

•

testicles and scr.otum were absent[ ... ), Large upper part of'the brain and mininges were
visible due to la.ek of cranial vault. The child was still alive and breat.l):ing norm.ally
during my exam.iD.ation, but unable to cry when pinched hard with a sharp needle. " 94
The socie.ties of sovereignty condelWI the body of the regicide, to be drawn and
quartered as punishment for cr!mes against the Crown. The societies of copn:o·l modulate.
various biomolec"ular subsyste,ms ·in the bodies of a population of Rongelapese with
nuclear explosions for the sak~ of experiment itself, that is, in order to discover what the
biomolecular consequences of a nuclear explosion wouid be, "for the· benefit of all

•

mankind," All epochal claims aside, this contrast permits me to approach the particularity
of social management in control societies, where every social relation seems to acquire a
biotechnical dimensio.n. The examples just discussed reveal ~~ the reversal of the
political axis of individualization is as operative in control societies as it was in the
societies of discipline. an..d all .!he mare so, for not anly do~ each c;ase qualify to some
disparate degree in relation to its sanctioned capacities, but each case can itself be divided
up into a "bundle," with each" of its elements qJiali.fied. in1,its;own way; The distinction
between bios and zoe fades from view on the molecular frantiers where juridically

•
93. Ibid.
94. Ibid., 147.
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sanctioned e~propriations are carried out in terms of bios. The sovereign.can no longer be

'

thought of solely as that which decides the' state of exception. It must also be thought of
as that which invests private property through the proliferating qualificaP,ons of bios on
t

the molecular level and is· at the same time as cognizant of acausalit¥ oas the nonlinear
control systems o_pei]!.ti.ng·'its Uv\Vs.

3.2.6. Conclusion
I began this section with-a nod to memory, only to ~e -a point ofthe fact that by
"1900," the art of memory had 'all but become the science-of brains. Fr~>~n the Speicher of
the proverbial "mind palace" to the hyperlinks of a K.EGG pathway, the concept of

•

molecularization· I subsequently attempted to develop in this section was perfectJy
encapsulated. The·hY.Pothesis:of Canguilbem and of11hacker and Galloway-that control
societies accomplish a conflation of life and digital information-is nowhere more
apparent than it is as demarcated by these cartographies. The' molecular biology research
articles I considered went to show that the informational· mapping out of life represented
by these cartographies is, inde~d, positively effective. What is more, other researchers in
molecular biology have already begun to busy thei)1Selves with the task of serving a
mobilization of this effectiven.ess towards the end of a_ctuating the designs of control-if

•

not, as with Fowl~r and Dawes, to render visible tl).e cause of everything from "riskydecision making" to "voting behavior," then to eradi'cate aggression, delusion, and every
other manner of undesirable behavior. Consider, for example, Henry, Markham, the
director of Blue Brain, a supercomputing project intended to model components of the
mammalian brain 'in pecise cellular detail. As with the .KEGG pathway, and in accord
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t

with the hypoth!lse.s of Canguilhem and others, here we have a colifl'ation of digital
information with the biol~gical:. "Our mission," explains Markiam, "is to.build a detailed,
realistic computer model of the hll1Ilan brain."9 s Markram continues; explaining the-line
of force behind the project in three points that also summarize the ~tegic function of
social management in control societies: "(T)he first is, it's essential for us.,.to understand
the human brain if we want to get along in society, and I think that it'is ·a key step in
evolution. The secqnd reason is (that] we have to embody all our data and all our
t

knowledge into a working model. (...] And the third reason is that there are two billion
people on the planet that are affected by mental disorder, and the drugs that are used
today are largely empirical. I think that we can come up with very concrete. solutions on
how to treat disorders."96 The line of force driving these research prqgrams remains
biopolitical. 'The . rationality behind placing the biological under the sanction of
government or so.c ial management is predicated upon: the desire to "get along," and in
any case, it is a "key step in evolution," with "evolution," of cow:se, here understood as
an objective or "natural" process. In keeping with the imperative to universals of

'

communication, we also have to collate "all our data and all of our knowledge into a
working model." The model is provided to the end of optimization, that is, in order to
"treat disorder." Examples of free use, however, su.c h as that of the Shulgins and their
research group, demai)Bttate; 'Something of the pOS$jbllities opened by the technologies
that would otherwise collapse Iii.) possibility into probal:ile ·certainty: By USing the arsenal
of sense-making' towards· the epd of the senseless, Where to:go in seareh of something is
95. Henry Markram, "A Brain, i~a,S':fpereomputer,"

hnp:lfwww.ted.comitalkBib.eney_.1tt'li}J<ram._supetcomputin.g_the_brain_s_sectets, lecture presented at

'

TEDGlobal2009.

96.lbid.

.'
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to create. Finally, Deborah Halbert's research, together with the Rongelap Report,
provide some indication that ~e reversal of the political access of individUalization has
only gathered force in its dis.integration. That is, the cases I have discussed here, as with
the sanctioned treatment of "enemy combatants," deploy bios, m0re and more

•

qualification- indeed, all the better that an; concept of zoe fall from .m.i'nd entirely. A
bundle of clearly quillified property rights is made for strands of sugar phosphates in the
cells of the Hagahai people, just as the Rongelapese become molecular models for
experiments with electrollll!glletic radiation. Recalling the previous section on informatics
should make clear. some idea of how these different technologies relate to one another, in
addition to the mechanisms

and lines of force they have supplanted and stimulated. In

these ways, I have substantiatj~d much of what political theories of ·power in control
societies have been arguing, in addition to correcting any theoretical oversights a lack of
such substantiation may have allowed .

•

•
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3.3. Music

3.3. !.introduction ·
In this section., I examine music and music theo.ry as mechanisms exemplary of a
particular regime of sense, namely, that of listening. A detailed contrast of such
distributions of sense allows me to approach the unique operations of p0wer in contrel
societies.
Jacques Attali argues that music provides a uniquely important field of analysis
for understanding the limitatio.ns and possibilities of control societies: "To.day, musie
heralds [ ... ) the establishment of a society of repetition in which

tro.~g

·will happen

anymore. But at the same time, it heralds the emergence of a formidable subversion, o..ne
leading to a radically new organization never yet theo.rized." 1 For Attal.i, "[Music) is a
mirror, because as a mode of immaterial production it relates to the structuring of
theoretical paradigms, far ahead of concrete production."2 Attal.i's Noise: An Essay on

The Political Economy of Music elaborates the thesis that "[t]he code of music simulates
the accepted rules of society." 3 Music, as an organization of sound, silerice, and time, is
"a reflection of the political hierarchy.•>'~ Music "has no usage in itself; but rather a social
meaning

express~d

in a code relating to the sound matter music fashions and the systems

of power it serves. ,s Rather t&8n simply reflecting political strl:lctures, the codification of

I. Jacques Anali, Noise: An Essay on the Political Economy ofMusic (Manchester, England: Manchester
University Press, 1985), 5'.
2. Ibid., 9.

•

3. Ibid., 29 .
4. Ibid., 13.

5. Ibid., 24.
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sensation in musw in fact anticipates and brings into being the broader political
•

developments with which it is bound up: "The political organization· of the twentieth

•

century is reeted ip the political theught efthe nineteenth, and the lattwis .alm0st entirely
present in embryonic fOIJD ·in the music of the eighteenth century."6

'

Attali's periodization of music resonates with the trajectory I

trace in this section

from societies of sovereignty to control societies. However, rather tham r,egatding music
as a "mirror of power," I maintain that music in general and music theocy in particular
exemplify situated"· regimes ·of sensibility, and that as such, they describe the designs of
power in the precise configuration of the situations they structure. In subsection 3.3.2, I
explain accordingly how the music theory of Jean-Philippe R:ameau exemplifies the
transformations that produce t?e societies of classicism described by Foucault in The

Order of Things. 7 Rameau attempted to found music in Nature, in keeping with the
"genetic analysis" indicative of classical societies. Further, th!;ough concepts such as the

basse fondamenta/e, he inscribed music into an econ:omy of funetion ..and equivalence, in
I

accordance with·the order an<! ''taxinomia" sought after in all areas of classical societies.
'

Similarly, in the practice of equal temperament, the runmg of instrume11ts allows them to
better serve the economy of functions and equivalences, we find a line of force indicative
of the "mathesis!'·characteristic of classical societies. My analysis ofRarneau provides an
example of how music, as a distribution of the sensible, bears within itself details
concerning the wider social configuration of which it is a part.
Moving fcil;ward, I then consider tonality (subsection 3.3.3), Beethoven, critical
dialectics, and the·sonatafonn (subsection 3.3.4).lfRarneau!s theol'ies set the societies of
~-

6. Ibid., 4.

7. See Notes 3.3. I.

•

'
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classicism in relief, then these sections discern the essential features of the disciplines.
Elucidating the transition from the first to the second of these configurations, Foucault
writes:

•

The spacepfWestern knowledge is now about to topple: the taxipomia, whose
great, uni'versal expanse extended in correlatioJl with the possibifi~ of a mathesis,
and which.:~onstituted the down-beat of knowledg~at one~ its..PI'W!ary
possibility ·and the end of'its perfection-is oow about to order i~Jf in
acco~dance with an obscure verticali'ty: a verticality that is to defi.!l~'the law of
resemblances, prescribe all adjacencies and.disconti.buities, proyjae.•.t he
foundatioB"for ~ceptible arrangements,. and displace all the gr~liorizontal
~~
deploym~ts·of the·taJqpomia towards the SO!l\.ewha_t accessory ~Qn of
consequences. Thus, European culture is invcrlting for-itself a d,ep~ in which
what matters is no longer identities, distinctiv~ chaiacters, pe~e~t tables with
all their possible path$ and r-outes, but great b.i~den forces jievelofeti on the basis
of their primitive and inaccessible nucleus, origm, cauSality, and'rustory. 8
<.

l

I

Foucault's description of this transition corresponds strikingly to the emerging concepts
of functional harmony and tonality. Gradually, the vertical "major triads" that followed
one after another without any purpose other than

•

~e

horizontal movement of the voices

making them up began to have functions in themselves, their adjacencies being
prescribed by the abstract notions of functional harmony or tonality.
In subsection 3.3.5, I argue that in the twelv~-tone method of composition, the

lines of force beginning with R.ameau had not yet eldlausted themselves. In other words,
even in the musical experiments of Sehoenbel'!! and circle, we have not quite left the
purview of the discjplines:

In subsection

33.6, I then discuss the gramophone and

gramophonic music. It is at this point that we cross the threshold to mechanjsms of
control. Finally, in subsection 3.3.7, I discuss music in control societies.

•
8. Michel Foucault, Order of Things (New York: Pantheon Books, 1971), 251 . See Note.s 3.3.2.
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3.3.2. Rameau

The musi~ theory of Jean-Philippe Rameau provides an exeaiplifit:ation of the
lines of force towards: mathesis, taxinomia, and genetic analysis identified l:>Y Foucault as

'
the core organizing principles of the classical episteme. Rameau's Traite de /'harmonie

reduite

ases principe.s naturels is essentially an exe~cise in demonstrating how practices

of harmony can be grounded in ratio (raison) and finally in "Nature herself." Rameau:s
work shares essential features with the near-contemporary

•

mathemati~

formulae of

Euler, in addition to tlhe economic arguments of Adam Smith and the·.P.hysical models of
Isaac Newton.

In 1770, the English hiitorian of music John Biawkins explaineCI .w liyRameau was
so highly regarded by his countrymen: "He bas· sho_wn that th.e whole depends upon one
single and clear principle, viz., the fundamental l>a5s; an"d\•in .t his respect· be is by them

.

'

compared to Newton, who by the single principle of gravitation was able to assign
reasons for some of the most remarkable phenomena in physics; for this reason they
scruple not to style Rameau the Newton of Harmony." 9 The mathematician Jean Ia Rood

•

d' Alembert:, another of Rameau 's contem}Xlraries, expands upon the significance of the
"fundamental bass'! in a tribute to Rameau, the "co.mpo.ser-scientist" who "[s]uccessfully
explains by means of [the fundamental bass] principle the different facts of which we
have spoken, and which no one before him had rt[ducedl to a s;ystem as consistent and
extensive [ ...]. Thus, harmony, previously guided by arbitr.ary·laws or blind experienee,

9. Thomas Christensen, Rameau and Musical Thought In the En/lghlenment (Cambridge, England:
Cambridge University Precss, 20()4), 8.

•
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has become through ·the efforts of M. Rameau a more geometric science, and one to
which the principles of mathematics can be applied with a usefulness more real and
sensible than had .been until now." 10 More to the point, composer Jean Benjamin de
Laborde writes: "Rameau appeared and dispelled this chaos. He broughLaf once clarity

•

and order, revealed the mysteries of the art, and reduced music to general principles.
Finally, he offered a fecund system in which all the pans reciprocally clarified and
forti·fied one anoth~r. " 11 For such commentators, Rameau's concept of a fundamental bass
not only brought order, forecloseg mysteries, and proposed a genetie principle; it also
provided a system in which ·part and whole reciprocally clarified one another and
grounded practices of harmony in Nature.
Rameau followed Descartes in his rational theoretical metbod. 12 "Enlightened by
the Methode of Descartes which I had fortunately read and had been impressed by,"

•

writes Rameau, "I placed mys,elf as well as I could

in~o

the state of a man who had

neither sung nor heard singing, promising myself even to resort to extraneous
experiments whenever 1 suspected that habit (... ]~]light ;influence me despite myself." 13
•

In his discussion of the relationships between different ·harmonies, Rameau invokes
'

Newton when he describes the "gravitational

pull~"

of !he different. harmonies, and

anticipates Smith when he writes of an "invisible foree"'binding them together. 14
•

Several shifts in emphasis that reshaped European musical style around the turn of
I 0. Ibid., I I.

•

I I. Ibid., 7.

I2. Nicholas Coo.k, ~E.~sFe"'9~~f'Music Theory," in The Cambridge History ofWtftern Music
Theory, ed. Thomas 'Chi'istellsenlCimbridgc, England: Cambridge University ~s,.200~). 84.

13. Christen~n. Romeau, 12.
14. Bryan Hyer, "Tonali!Y," in Christ~~n. The Cambridge History ofWestern Music Theory, 734.

'

.

•
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the sixteenth century provide an essential context for understanding Rameau 's
connibutions. The main shift, the effects of which are still operative

toda~.

involved the

recognitien and use of hannenic niads as the basic units of music. Composers fr0m the
previous few centuries h(ld located the framework of music in two.-pitch intervals or
independent voices. Two-pitch intervals, which had been known since antiquity, were
assigned different "characters," made to appear in specific places or to proceed in c.ertain
ways. ln medieval music, Guidonian band was a mnemonic device used to assist singers
with memorizing these intervals. Even t0day, residues of the Guidonian haild persist, as it

•

is the fLrSt known use of solfege, that is, the familiar mnemonic of using the syllables:
Do1, Re, Mi, Fa, Sol, La, TI, Do2 to represent the major seale. Frem Dt> 1 to Do2 is the

'

interval of an octave, from Do 1 to Sol is the interv,al of·a fifth, from. li>o1 to Fa is the

.

.

'

imerval of a fou.rth, and from Do1 to Mi is the interval of a third, and so on. Progressions
of intervals governed the progression of whole pieces, even thouglf intervals were
enriched by the addition of one, two, three, or even more parts. From the beginning of
Western polypho'n y t-o the present, octaves, fifths, ancL foUr!h.s have been regarded as

perfect consonances, thirds and sixths have been regarded as imperfect consonances, and

•

the remaining intervals have been regarded as dissonances, ln the. foUI!teenth century, the
addition of a third voice pro.duced a "chord" or ·harmony formed: of a fifth and an

-'

included third, a sound neither perfectly consonant nor dissonant. After 1450, this chord
appeared with increasing frequency, until by I S.SO it accounted for the overwhelming
I

majority of sounds .in the avemge werk., the only other frequent sonority being the sixth
with a third. 15
During tbe period from 1550 to 1600, the development of·harmony entered a
15. Richard L. Crocker, A Hlrtory ofMusical Sty/~ (Mineola, NY: Dover, 1986), 225.
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critical phase. Around 1550, the music theorist Gioseffo Zarlino gave theoretical
)

recognition to this group of three tones-this triad-as a distinct entity, and by the
seventeenth century it was· treated as such by most theorists and composers. By !.600,
open fifths seemed empt¥ .and-incomplete, whereas as late as 1550, they had not seemed

•

so. By 1600, the younger generation came to judge counterpoint according to whether it
represented effective chords ;md chord progressions. "Counterpeint" is the "vertical"
relationship between the separate independent voices of a piece as they move across the
"horizontal" axis..of abstract musical time. Througheut the Middle Ages and into the
Renaissance most pedagogical material cenceroed the proper "voice-le~ding" in \'leavin-g
this tapestry. Johann Fux's 1725 Gradus ad Parnassum, the semi.Iial textbook on
counterpoint, was written just !IS counterpoint itself was being abandoned as 1he unifying

•

principle of composition. Fux's volume provides some indication of the "rules" of voiceleading as they had come to be codified over the thousand yeiUIS that preceded its writing.
These rules may oe summarized in the following three basic principles. Firstly, every
work should begin and etld With a per.fect consonance. .Secondly, contrary motion should
predominate (e.g., if the highest voice is ascending from moment to mGment, then the
lowest voice should be descending, and vice versa) .., 'lJhis principle has a special
importance in relation to perfect consonances, as the motion between any two perfect
consonances should always be contrar;'. Parallel ectaves and fifths between any two

•

voices must be avoided, Thirdly, the final consonance of any given work must be

.

approached by a half step. These three principles should provide a general idea of the
rules of counterpoint or v~ice-leading. Richard Crocker sets the stage for R.a,meau:
After 1600, composers were increasingly pr~cupje~ with a!Jp.topriate groupings
and successio,ns of cherds, groupings eventuillly' called-keys. Composers after
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..

' 1600, CSJXi.Ciall y conservative ones, often used the same sounds·in rpuch the same
way as befere. The difference was in the way ·th~ sounds were re~d(ld.
Harmonies were no longer built by adding pit6neS-to intervals; rather harmony
consisted d:freadymade units of triads and siocth cherds.'A tfirst·the new attitude
manifested-itself in relativel:r simP.le, external wa.ys, the most obvious being the
general ae.ceptance of the basso continuo. This. was a bass part·colll1iSting of the
lowest-sounding·pitc~ of each chord in the piece: perfonners ot clfor~-playing
instruments played each. pitch of the bass part triad or a sixth cliordo a.ccording to
context. After 1600 almost all kinds of pieces were provided w.ith a part for basso
continuo, from accompanied solo songs to large ensembles of voices and
instruments. The basso continuo is not a bass line but a shorthand 'mdication of the
progressien of chords. Figured bass and counterpoirit had thus b¢come alternate
methods of teaching composition; they could supplement or supplant each other,
depending u.,pon the inalination of teacher and.pupil. Of the two, figured bass now
represented the core of stylistic development; eo.unterpoint was eitlier a
superimposed ornament or a refinement in cenduct of voices. Neither figured bass
nor counterpoint, however, offered a systematic explanation of musical structure;
neither was a "theory," but merely a form of systematic instruction. 16
Ramcau sought the "genetic principle" for the horizontal movemenr,of a musical

'

piece across a succession of triads. To this end, he attempted to demonstrate that the triad,
the conventional unit of composition since 1600, was "11J1.tural" because its constituent
tones could be found among the partials of a vibrating string. Then ·he went on to
demonstrate that sixth chprds could be regarded as inversions of triads, containing the
same pitches in an "inverted" order. While the first principle retified the status of triads,
the second implied a reorganization of figured bass pedagogy. Figured bass treatises
regarded triads as triads and sixth chords as having structures and functions different
from triads. From the point of view of figured bass, there was nothing to be gained by
calling a sixth chord an inve~ion of a triad because, over any given pitch in the basso
continuo, a triad and sixth cberd would·produce different effects."
Rameau fust e·x plained the principle of the basse fondamentale (the fundamental

16. Ibid.
17. 1bid.
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bass) in his 1raite. Published in 1722, fourteen years before Euler's ·¥echanica, the

Traite argues that an music is foundationally harmonic and that, in tum, each harmony in
music emerges rationally from a single fundamental. It would be difficult to overstate the

•

influence of Rarpeau's theories of harmony on subsequent Western musical and musictheoretical practices.

•

Figure 18. Fund~~!!tal Bass. Asimple, and not entir¢1y accurate, representation of
harmonic inversiori•and the bassefondamentale. Suppose the·harmony in•the treble clef is
the only hannony actually played. The basse fondamentale, which is parenthesized in the
bass clef, remains the same in any case, whereas in ea;rlier theories, some Of the
harmonies in the treble clef would have been considered disparate "sixth" chords and so
would have bad disparate fundamentals.
Rarneau's theory suggests, rqughly, that regardless of which pitch sounds lowest, the
•

I

fundamental bas~, parenthesized in the bass clef in Figure 18, always remains the same.
Each subsequent harmony in the treble clef is the same harmony in some different

inversion. This theory had important consequences, for the development of functional
harmony. The practice of funCtional h.armony assigns each harmony a function relative to
all the others. Rameau 's system provides a function for each pitch within any collection
of pitches sounding simultaneously-that is, any vertical harmeny along the horizontal
axis of abstract musical time. Similar to the workers in Adam Smith's pin factory, each
pitch within Rameau's system is guided by an invisil.)le force.
Shortly after publication of the 7raite, relates Joel Lester, Rarneau learned of
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Joseph Sauveur's acoustical experiments. Sauveur's work had pro:ven that the ratios
arising from the division of a vibrating string were audible. 18 In his 1722 review of
Rameau's Traite, Father Bernard Castel writes: ''Nature gives us the same-system that M.
Rameau discovered in numbers." 19 Rameau)s discovery of an arithmetical-and,
subsequently, an empirical- system created the necessity for a reqefi:nition of basic
harmonic theory. It was this that Rameau proceeded to accomplish; .es§~!intially, in Joel

•

Lester's words, Rameau "chang(ed] it from a Cartesian deductive system·to a Newtonian
empirical system."10 Lester reminds us that the preface of the Traitli contained properly
Cartesian statements such as the following: "Music is a science which should have
definite rules; these rules should be drawn from an evident principle; and this principle
cannot really be known to us w;ithout the aid of mathematies."21 Fifteen years later, in the

Gemiration harmonique, Rameau issued far more definitive proclamations: "Music is a
physico-mathematical science;. sound is its physical abject, and the ratios found between
different sounds constitute its mathematical object."22 The Generation harmonique was

•

filled with proofs of the corps sonore that bad Newtonian optics as their model. 23
Figure 19 reveals how, Rameau set out to ground Western harmonic practices in
"Nature herself." The :figure represents;tbe harmonic or "overtone" series, wbicb Rameau
creates in the Traite 'by aritllmetioally dividfug the string of a monochord, a physical
18. Joel Lester, "Rameau and the Eighteenth-Century Harmonic Theory," in Christensen, The Cambridge
History ofWestern Music Theory, 169.
19. lbid.
20. Ibid.

21. Ibid., 770.

•

22. lbid.
23. lbid.
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.

vibrating body or . corps sonore. The idea is this: Suppose we pluck the string of a
monochord and the pitch Cl is heard; if we then divide that string in half,.and plu.ck one
of those halves, the p itch C2 will be heard, that is, the pitch C will sound an octave
.;
higher.lfwe·then divide that half into three, the pitch G2 will sound, and so on.
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Figure 19. The 0vertone .Serle~; A.simple r.epresentatio,n of.tJle hl!rmani~·gr "overtone"
series. The lowest•row, "Note," provides~the name'ofk!ie;Pil~h arid its dCfiive number. The
row above that, "E;atio,'' provides
mtlo·that yields th~pitcb in question from the first
of the series. The row "ET" provides the difference between.thejusdy intoned pitches
and those same pitches as they would be-tuned on an .eq~·tempered instrument. Notice,
'far example, that1he seventb.·p.artial is flattened 31 c~nts. This means that on an equal
tempered piano, the seventh piu;tia:l is raised by morefthan a quarter tone. Finally, the
name of the musical interval (e.g., octave, flftb, or foUrth) between any two successive
pitches appears above the staff:

the

By the rime he wrote the Gener-ation harmonique, ~eau had discovered that these

•

same principles can !be discerned in any vibrating body or corps sonore. That is, he
discovered that any time a bpdy vibrates at C 1, we can decompose that Cl into its
constituent harmonic series-the fundamental bass C I is physically' just each of these
partials (C2, G2, C3, EJ, and so on) sounded together at various difrerent volumes.
Indeed, it was eventually discovered that the relative volume of each af these partials is
what provides any pitch its distinct sound or timbre. The only difierence between C I

•
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played on a piano and C I played on a bassoon is the relative volume of each partial in
this harmonic series as it resonates in either instrument. On a clarinet, for example, the
odd-numbered partials are the' loudest, while on a flute, the first three partials are the
loudest and then the series falls off exponentially. These are all basic ideas in music
theory and acol!Stics. What is important here, however, is how such phenomena were

•

mobilized by Ra$:eau and his followers .
Between tqe first nine-partials, we have nearly all the pitches we·need in order t0
construct lhe most ubiquitous harmonies of Western music: the major triad (e.g., C-E-G),
the dominant seventh (e.g., C-E-G-Bi>),.and so on. "By manipulating.1he .:various ratias
and proportions of his monochord,'' explains Thomas Christensen, "Ranieau was able
with more or less success to account for all of the harmonies commanly employed in
French Baroque practice. Moreover, by reducing most chord-root motion to a simple
cadential paradigm of a dissonant seventh chord resolving to a consonant triad, lle was

t

able to show how the succession of chard fundamentals imitated these sjime ratio~ and
•
proportions. From this mechanistic basis, all other musical parameters-meloely,
counterpoint, mode·, aod even rhythm-could be seen as derivative. ,.24
J
Another c.a-nv.ention that beals mentioning here involves the tuning:<of instruments.
'•• .

Throughout the Middle Ages 1\lld into the Renaissance, standard practiee was to tune
instruments using "just intonation" or "pure intonation." This is a me'thad of tuning in
which each pitch on an instrument is tuned accarding to Pytb.agorean perfect ratios. The
ratio of a perfect fj£lh, for.;exiimple, is three perfect periods over two petfect periods, 3/2.
This was the tuning system used by the Greeks and explained by Ptolemy, and it was the

2/1. Christensen, Rameau, S

'
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cosmic ideal of Renaissance theorists. It was easy enough to specify lhe·ratio of thirds:
5/4 for major ones

.and 6/5 for minor ones. The problem, howe,ver, wasshow to combine

these perfect thirds into a tuning system with perfect fifths that could. b.e used for the
tuning of actual instnume.nts. A complete tuning system containing both types of "just"
intervals cannot be llipplied to a practical instrument. Various multi-mllnual keyboard

·' tunings. Such
instruments were built during the sixteenth century to allow more petifeot
instruments furnish evidence of the intensity with which musiciaas .of this century
searched for the ideal perfect hannony. 25

•

At some point, the "primeval error"26 embodied in this striving .,# ter ju'st tuning

"'

was abandoned for the sake of economy. In addition to the problem of the
commensuration of thirds and fifths, when instruments were tuned using"juS! intonation,
the seventh partial, 7/8 or ''B~3" in Figure 18, was out of tune relative to the new
functional hannony being developed. Tuning instruments in this way, the .seventh partial
sounded "wrong." For these reasons, around the tiine of Rarneau, alternatives to just
intonation were starting to be explored. One such alternative, the alternative that would
become the norm, was equal· temperament (ET). ET is .. a musical temperament, or a

•

system of tuning, in whi<;h ev.ery pair of adjacent pitches has·an identical frequency ratio.
As opposed to tuning · each interval playable by the instrument according to perfect
arithmetical ratios, each subsequent pitch is simply separated by an identical frequency of
100 "cents" (a logarithmic unit of measure). The octave is divided into ·a·series of equal
steps, with equal. steps in frequency between successive pitches. The result approximates

25. C=ker, A History ofMusical Style, 225.
26. See Notes 3.3.3.

•
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just intonation in the sense that, for example, the fifth between C and G is still close to
three over two. It.is only approximate, however,' because by tun4lg each,$Ubsequent pitch
in this way, per:fect arithmetical ratios are not followed. The difference between ET and
just intonation is indicated in Figure 18 in the ET row. On an equal tempered instrument,

'

the third partial would be sharpened by two cents, the fifth partial would be flattened by

.

,•.

fourteen cents, the sixth partial would be sharpened by two cents, and tli:~ seventh partial
would be flattened l?Y thirty-on~ cents.
During the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, equal temperament was well
known among theorists; however, its practical application had re~ed limited.
Although informal descriptioQS had already been given by ~!ino, Salinas, and Vincenzo

.

Galilei, it was not until the eighteenth century that equal temperament.s(arte,d to become
the standard. What this meant, among other things, was that the above-mentioned seventh

•

partial was "enlightened," sharpened away from its ''natural" state by tbiity-one cents so
that it might better serve itS' new role in the develqping functional harmony. This poor
partial, so seemingly evident ill the natural ratios of sound itself, that is, in the resonance
of spaces and vibrating bodies, was beaten into shape by equal temperament and
functional harmony and hidden from view afongside the newly confined mad and
criminal. The barbarity of torture gives way to the civility of ¢onfinemenl, and, similar to
the worker in a pin.factory, the seventh partial is lechby the administration·of the invisible
hand to take its place, resolving again and again to'JVW'ds .the :third ·of.tlie-tenic. A system

•

of tuning that hap .held .sway; over Western imagination for more than a thousand years,
grounded in notions of the p~rfection of the cosmos, gave way to a more functional
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•

method of tuning. Practices and aspirations that had been at the center of music theory
since Pythagoras disappeared in this economy of functional relationships.

In his study of Adam Smith, Michael Shapiro suggests that Smith ''recast the
divine will as a set of dynamic mechanisms regulating the process of. production. The
Creator was banished from the world and was replaced by a view of nature that construed
it as a series of mechanisms

In

the world regulating the play of intere.~~d exchange

value. This marks the beginning of theorizing the state as a complex goveming entity that
has to conceive of itSelf as managing the economy, where ' economy' had begun to
emerge from its -ancient connotation associated with families or households into its
modem sense of,Jl field of calculation applied to the new collective id!'ntity Rnown as the
27

population."

Shapiro's descriptions of Smith's project apply equally to the musical-

theoretical activity around Smith's time. The Creator and his cosmos are banished and
replaced by an economy of functional relations, grounded in the invisible forces of
Nature. Not only is the holy name starting to be omitted·· from the cadences, but the
perfect ratios that so fascinated music theorists for nearly a millennium'lllld a half are also

•

being subordinated to a new economy of functional ~latj0ns. Rameau's music theory,
simi lar to Smith's economics,.corresponds to the classical episteme as it·was described by
Foucault:
The problem ·that now presents itself( ... ] is to·determine what form of relation
may be legitimately described between these ~t~~rent,s~ries; what vertical system
they are capable of forming; what interpii\Y of e0tj.:elation and dorilinance exists
between them; wh/!.llf!ay be the .effect of Shifts, iliffereJilt tempoi[Siities, and
various re'handlfu~; uHvhat distinct totalitie~ certam·elements may figure
simultaneously; in short, not only what series! but<a:lso·what 'series of series'-or,
in other words, what 'tables' it is p0ssible to drew up.21

•

27. Michael Shapiro, Dis'course, Culture, Violence, eds. Terrell Carveu.nd Samuel Chambers (London:
Taylor and Francis,.2012),. 63 .

28. Foucault, Archaeology ofKhoi<lledge, 11.
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•

With Rameau, the "~ertical system they are capable of forming" is the triad and its
inversions. From one of these vertical systems to the next, an interplay
\

of'dominance is

described in the· sense of "gl'avity,'' a point thl!t I elaborate at greater length in my
discussion of tonality.
3.3.3. Tonaltty

.

"Tonality implicitly serves no other social function than to help anchor the status

•

quo of an unjlist society," writes Adorno, "by aestheticizing anp naturalizing its
fundamental ideological principles."29 In this section, I elaborete upoq.·dle·social function
performed by tonaliw. By the time the conventions of the·classical societies were giving
way to the enclosures of disciP,line, the vigowus repetitions of the old ·s.t)ile •h ad already
e~tablished

sancfijoned relationships between chords. The process. whereby these

relationships were clarified was the process that made luu:mony functional. The function

'

of each chord, its implied 'relati,onship to key, became its most expressive aspect.
~

••

Franyois-Josepb Fetis is usually credited with having popularized the notion of

tonalite, another term for "functional harmony," as tlie "coll®t,ion of nec¢ssary relations,
both successive ll!ld simul!,aq~ous, between the pitches of the scale."30 A revelationwhich, Fetis claimed, came · serendipitously while sitting under a tree, in proper
Newtonian style, one afternoon: in 1831-led Fetis to imagine harmonic relations as
forces of "attraction" .and "repose" such that, for exart)ple, the dissonance between scale
degrees four and·seven of the major scale formed an "appellative consonance"; this-was a

•

29. Theodor W. Adorno, ·Essays on Music, ed. Richard Leppen, tranJ. Susan H. Gillespie (Berkeley:
University of Califom1a 'P.ress, 2002), 86.
30. Hyer, "Tonality," 729.
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call on the part of both pitches that "swnmoned" their respective resolutions.

31

The term

"tonality," however, in fact came from Alexander Choron, who used it in his 1810

•

Sommaire de l'histoire de Ia musique "to describe the constellation of tonic, dotninant,
2

and subdotninant hanuonies familiar to musicians since Rarneau.'.3 For Fetis, the
'
"rnysteri0us" powers of attraction between pitches in the scale could 9nly be explained as

"purement metaphysique."33 Fetis, who had read Hegel, situated this "purely
metaphysical" quality of tonality in relation to a far broader .notion of liuinan consciousness: For him, the subject impressed· "a certain cognitive organi@tion--a certain set ef
34

dynatnic tendenci,es--on tlie musical material.''

Rarneau used the rnetaJl.hor of gravity to elucidate the atttaction·ef<the dotninant to
the tonic in addition to the general concept of the progression of harmonies toward a
cadence. Intention has also been ascribed to the attraction that one chord holds f0r
another: To describe lthe seventh scale degree as sensible., for instance, as is commonly
done in French systems, is to ~ply that the pitches therns~lves have emotions. 35 Rarneau
even went so far as to call the tonic the object of mHsical desire "to wliom all our wishes
tend"36: The dominant, desirous of the t0nic, dominate~ the tonic by assigning it a passive
role.37 This reductive approach contrasts with Fetis's·invecation of the attractive forces of

•

31 . Ibid .
32. Ibid., 730.
33. Ibid. "Purement metaplrysitp~e'' was yet another of Fetis's borrowed exp~sions,, Hyer points out, this
one from Momigny.
34. Ibid., 747.
35. Ibid., 73Q-3 l.
36. Rameau, Generation harmonique, 108-9, quoted in Hyer, "Tonality,~' 731.
37. Hyer, "Tonality," 731.
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hannony as metaphysical and mysterious. Fetis's inability to classify tonal phenomena in
a static, causal manneF places him among those who exemplified the movement inwards,
in stark opposition .to the classical lines of force in Rameau.

38

Social metaphors are co=on in tonal music theory. As Hyer pojnts out, while
Rameau thought of the relationship between tonic and dominant as one between
individuals with differing social influence, Schoenberg went so far as to fashion the tonic
a ruling monarch. A century earlier, Mornigny had also endowed the tonic with royal
qualities; the tonic for him was "the purpose of all purposes, the end of all ends," for "it is
to her that the scepter of the musical empire is entrusted."39 Even earlier, Riepel's

Grundregeln zur Tonordnung insgemein (1755) compared the diatonic harmonies within
C major to the respective positions of workers on

~

master (Meyer), G major the overseer (Oberknecht),

a minor the head maid (Obennagd),

fann: "C major was the bailiff or

F major the day laborer (Taglll.hner), E minor the ehamber maid (Untermagd), and D

•

minor the errand.'girl {Uriterl!ilurerin).'"'0 Riepe! conceived of the six

e major diatonic

harmonies as forming two "hierarchical orders, one masculine and agricultural (major
harmonies), the .other feminine and domestic (minor fiarrnoni'es), both operating under th.e
watchful supervision of the master.'"' 1 Hyer suggests that later comparisons between
'

musical structures.and social laws (rather than natural ones) provided by theorists such as
Momigny (with his description of the seven pitches of ~e scale as a hi6rarc(lie naturel/e
under the tonic's.authorite) and Fetis (for whom tonalit~ was "le principe regulateur des

38. Ibid., 730.
39. Momigny, Cours complet d'harli!Pnie et de composirlon, voL I, p. 47. quoted in Hyer, "Tonality," 731.
40. Riepe!, Grundregeln zw Tonordnuf!g./mgemetn, 65; quoted in Hyer,,';Tonality," 731.
41. Hyer, "Tonality,'' 731.
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rapports") make clear the "strong correlation between tonal theories -and conservative
political ideologies.'.42
Joseph Vogler, in his Tonwissenschaft of 1776, was the first to use Roman
numerals to designate the function of any harmony, a practice that continues today, The
music theorist Gottfried Weber expanded upon Vogler's ideas. Unlike the earlier
dependence on a separate bas9 pitch written in staff notation, each of Weber's numerals
indicates not onl:Y the structural root of the pitches Wlder which it resides, but also
interprets the chord within a tonal framewonk. In Weber's formulation, the quality of the
chord is acknowtliifged by the relative size of the numeral itself: Capjtiil nume581s refer to

•

major harmonies, while tho_se iit small capitals refer to minor harmonies .
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Figure 20, Beethoven, Symphony No. I inC m.ajor, Op. 21 (U!Ol).

•

Figure 19, the first few ·b~ 'of Beethoven's first symphony, provides an example of
functional harmony (or tonality). Note that there are, in addition to functions, "secondary
functions." The first harmony, for example, functions as 'the V7 (I.e;, the "dominant
[seventh)") of IV (i.e., "the subdominant"). The first syrnpheny is in the key of C major;
however, it opens with the C major chord operating in this "secondary" capacity-that is)
the chord does not function as 1 (Le., the "tonic"), as would be expected; rather, it
42. Ibid., 732.
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functions as the V of IV. Similiu-ly, in the next bar, we have an example of the "deceptive
cadence:• The dominant V7 appears again; however, it "deceives" the listener by
resolving to vi (i.e., the·"submedian!"). In this way, functional harmony possesses a kind
of narrative authority.
Music theory codifies a society's manners in relation to listening. By

'

contextualizing sound in this manner, the theorists of tonality reveal something about the
way people listened within these situations. The societies of control retain some residues
of thi.s functional system; ho"'fever, the manner of listening has returned to something
resembling the preton.al (i.e., "modal") musics of the societies of sovereignty. The type of
narrative authority we see in Figure 19 is impossible in control societies. Even ·if the Fugs
had a song entitled "[ Hate

th~

White Man in C Majer," nene of its listepers would be

surprised if the opening chord was C major seven .functioning as the dominant ofF major,
and none would follow a narrative of tension and release wrought by the colors of

'

resolving dissonances all progressing towards a final goal.
Choron, examining music theory from a· historicist perspective of progress and
decline, saw tonality as an "entirely modem" concept. 43 For Choron, tonality represented
the culmination of' a "teleological process," a sociohistorical era passing through stages-"formation, development, progress teward perfectio11; permanence, and decline"-in
which the decline of one age met with the formation of the subsequent historical age.44
Hyer goes on to say that "Choron believed that the guiding spirit of each·age (and here
Hegelian language is appropriate) manifests itself in ·the objective tendencies of the

43. Ibid., 747.
44. Ibid.
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•

musical material, heonce the epochal division between tonalite antique and moderne.'"'5
Choron saw his ml}Sical epoch as the stage of "permanence" of tonalite moderne, which
had attained perfe<;tion. Hyer' recounts Choron 's anticipation of later music and "its
inevi~ble historical descent. "46 Successive musical "styles" enact a dialectic of progress.

Fetis, holding to what he considered tonality's metaphysical properties, felt that
while tonality w~ flexible and dynamic, it was also universal and applicable to all people:
in all times. 47 Fetis did, howev~r, postulate "the undeniable historical progress of Western
music as a series of discrete advanees toward completion, the ever more perfect

'

realization of a musical abselute.''48 Petis referred to these advances using Hegelian
nomenclatur~"historical

development of Western

transformations"-to

musi~

demonstrate

his

view

of

the

theory, which he (like Choron) considered to be at its

peak in his own time. 49 Fetis divided Western music into four categories or ordres:

unittonique, transitonique, pluritonique, and omnitonique, each of which eonespond to a
particular stage of historical. development. His first stage, the ordre unitonique,
encompassed plainchant. Fetis found its tonalite ancienne to be calm and without
conflict; these

~;haracteristics,

along with early liturgical music's simplicity and lack of

appellative tendencies, differed from modem tonality in that it did not contain

°

modulations (or·key changes) as such. 3 Fetis placed! the moment of the second stage, the

4S.Ibid.
46. Ibid.
47. 1bid.
48. !bid.
49. Ibid., 748.

•

so. Ibid.
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ordre transitonique, at 1600 with Monteverdi's invention of the dominant seventh; the
strong pull and intervallic constitution of this dynamic chord made modulations easier to
achieve, corresponding to the birth of tonalite moderne. Transitonic music introduced

•

increased intensity and motion into composition and corresponded, appropriately, with
the beginnings of opera. 5 1 TheQrdre pluritonique, finally, was epitomized.,in the music of
M~zart

and Rossi.pi and represented a finer distinction than that

betweer~:<earlier

pairs of

stages. Involving previously unheard-of levels of chromaticism, Fetis saw gallant-style
music as the culmination and perfection of tonalite moderne. The frequent use of
diminished seventh chords and ·augmented sixth choid.s-and, according 1~ Fetis, both of
these harmonies stemmed directly from dominant seventh chords-led to far more
appellative tendencies in composition, also permitting more drastic and distant

•

modulations, which Fetis saw as reflective of the passions of the historical moment 52
Fetis envisaged music in f4e future as follows: "[J]he chromaticism of the ordre

plurironique would dissolve into the ambiguous eoharmonism of an ordre
omnitonique." 53 For Fetis, the omnitonie music of his own time represented a decline not
dissimilar to that of a debauch~ society.
Nineteenth-century theories pf tonality echoed not only "cultural anxieties [and]
worries about the future of music, but also abo.ut .race."54 Fetis argued ,that "different
human societies were attracted to different pitch repertOires because of their different

•
5 I. Ibid.
52. Ibid.

53. Ibid.
54. Ibid.
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•

mental capacities...ss He asserted that the more advanced minds of Europeans were better
suited to "realize, over historical time, the full musical potential of tonalite";56 nonWesterners, with their relatively poor mental capacity, were limited to an understanding
of simpler scales. Emlbracing biological determinism in addition to racism, Fetis's studies
of non-Western music "conceal[ed] emotive assertions within the

!ieutial language of

factual description." 57 Hyer identifies fear as a primary motive be}$d these racist
conclusions. Europeans feared .that the attitudes and behaviors of the African and Eastern
countries they had colonized could force thoughtful Europeans to reconsider their own
identities, causing social upheaval; from a European point of view, as Hyer puts it, nonWestern societies constituted "a primitive or even animalistic realm of sexual desire,
religious violence, and racial terror. " 58 In essence, Europeans writing at this time created
"cross-cultural comp.arisons that se!'Ved to denigrete non-Western-. others and thus
•
associated the Oriental with ·marginalized elements in their own societies-the ignorant,

backward, degenerate, insane, and the feminine. " 59 As far

•

-as Fetis was concerned,

pentato.nic East Asian music, ~ause of its lack of appellati-v e half steps, sounded "grave
and monotonous."60 He found Arab, Persian, and Indian music '~langoureuse et

sensuelle," befitting "the manners and mores (mrew:s) of the nations that conceived it,"
and he also believed that "the dangerous excess of microtonal inflections in the pitch
55. Ibid.
56. Ibid.
57. Ibid., 749.

58. lbid.

59. Ibid.

'

60. Ibid. (trans., orig. from Fetis, Traiti complet de Ia tMorie et de Ia prqrlque de l'hiirmonle, p. xxi.).
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repertoires of the Levant" reflected the decadent content of their "amorous songs and
lascivious dances."~ 1
Determinaaons such as Fetis's, the equation of pitch preferences and racial
characteristics, obviously have no part in contemporary Western mu'sic scholarship;
however, the remnants of thls so-called research-in the guise of sell-congratul.atory
confidence in the superiority of the Western tradition-are difficult to excise. What
remains of interest in this context, though, as Hyer points out, is that tonality as a concept
assumed ideological proportions in the nineteenth century, providing . personal and
subjective recordS' of aesthetic conceptions as mirrors of Eurepean social-llllXieties of the
time. Hyer concludes: "The notion of a tonal evolution or progress, in particular, has been
appropriated for both conservf\tive and radical aesthetic agendas: decisions about what
constitute histori~ continuities or discontinuities are never empirical. Conservative
ideologies, drawn to· tbe.h.iettu:chical organization of harmonies in tonal music, have often
advanced the concept of tonality (as Fetis did) as a method of regulating compositional
practice or to naturaliz:e Western music as a form of cultural expression." 62

3.3.4. Beethoven and Critical Philosophy

Along with tonality, new musical forms were: emerging in the eigb,teenth century.

•

63

Unquestionably, the most popular form by "1800" was the sonata-allegro form. Adolph
Bernhard Marx, ·in the 1845 ·.third volume of his landmark treatise Die Lehre von der

61. Ibid.
62. Ibid.
63. See Notes 3.3.4.
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musikalischen Komposition, praktisch-theoretisch, was the ftrst to codify the notion of
the sonata form (the term :was also his) as tripartite. The sonata form is modeled on the
dramatic interaction of two themes, which Marx called "masculine" and "feminine." The
form consists of an exposition section, where the two themes are each heard; a
developme.nt section, where the two themes are heard over and over' again, shifting

•

through different keys and different variations; and finally, a recapitul!ltion, where the
'

two themes are saunded separately once again. Marx suggested that, in erder to create a
cohesive whole, the sections of the sonata form must constitute an "inwardly

unified

whole."64

"If [Beethoven] is the musical prototype of tile revolutionary bourgeoisie," writes
Adorno, "he is at the same ~e the prototype of a music that has escaped from its social
tutelage and is aesthetically fully autonomous, a servant no longer: His work explodes the
schema of a complaisant adequacy of music and society. In it, for all its idealism in tone
and posture, the. esse111ce of society, for whfch be speaks as the vicar of the total subject,
becomes the essence ·o f music itself."6s Understanding Adorno's insight here provides a
greater appreciation of the ways in which the transition from classibai to disciplinary
r
..
societies came about. It allows me to approach t)le thought of disciplinary sqciety's
relation to control . societies, in addition to exploring the ~ogy betwe.e n the thought
(i.e., philosophy) and music of a particular situation. A:domo-who was both a critical
theorist and a coroposer......id'ebtifted himself with a class of "intellectuals, who are at one

•
64. Marx, Musical Forf!! in the Age of Beethoven, 102.
6S. Theodor W. AdQmo, Bi-tlr'ovin:·The Philosophy ofMusic, ed. R:olfTiedennan, d'ans. Edmund Jephcot
(Minneapolis: Univer$iiy of MinnesotA Press, 2002), 43.
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and the same-time the last enemies of the bourgeois and the last bo~geois."

66

In this

respect, Adorno -a'sk:l;, "How many of us are there now who can still' 'recognize' the
'fundamental experiences of the bourgeois era,' can still understand fue•l'assage [from
Wagner's opera Tnistan und Isolde] where the hom 'catches the chorus of.tll:e shepherd's
melancholy song?'' We are fast shrinking in number an:d already fuid ourselves
surrounded by masses who c~ no longer 'recognize' anything. May heaven grant us
something of that productive energy which can wrest fresh moments from every moment
67

of decay!"

In order to elaborate exactly what it was that autho.rized Adomo-as heir to

the inextricable traditions of German critical philosophy and Austro"German musio-to
write statements such as the fol!owing-

t

It is in fitting together: ~der their ewn law, as .becoming, negat4lg>. confirming
themselves an~ the whore without·looking out}vaf~;'t!uit ·[Beet!lev:tils]
movements cerne to resemble the world whos~ f,ot~ !ll9:Ve th!lin;~e,y de not do
it by imitating that wqq_d. In this respect BeetHoven's attitude on social ebjectivity
is more tb'~r of p!illosophy-tlie Kantian, in se:me poin_ts, and the Hegelian in the
decisive ones--than it is the ominous roirrotioB p.osture: in Beetheven's music
society is eonceptlessly'known, not photographed.68
- I situate his critical project within its historical conditions. In this passage, in addition
to others taken from his unfinished monograph on Beethoven, Adorno provides an
exemplary way forward. "The following definition ef the nature of philosophy given in
the Preface to the Phenomenology of Spirit," writes Adorno, "looks like a direct
description of the·Beethovenian sonata":
For the real sut.?ject m~tter is not exhauste,d·in.its purpose but in working the
matter ·out; n c:lr is the ·mere result attained in the corrcrete whole itself, but the

•

66. Detlev Claussen, 7;heodor W. Adorno: One Last Genius, trans. Rodney·Livingstone (Gambrldge, MA:
Belknap Press, 2008); 13?.
67.1bid., 93.
68. Adorno, Be:eth11Ven, 43.
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result along with its Beeoming. The purpose by itself is.a.Iifeless universal, just as
the general drift is a mere activity in a certain direction, which is still without its
concrete re~tion; anti the naked result is the corpse of a system which has left
its guiding tendency behind it" 69
The fragments comprising Adorno's unfinished Beethoven monograph include attempted
parallels between the critical .Hegelian dialectic and the motivic-thetruitic integrity of
Beethoven's music. ,It is .precisely because Adorno's own discourse is so ·intertwined with
the apparatuses ~¢·er investigation here (i.e., "1800") that his work proVides such a
privileged site from which to approach the significanee of'Beethoven.
"A prominent and fundamental motif of the worJc muSt be that Beethoven-his

•

language, his substance and tonality in general, that is, the whole system of bourgeois
music-is irrecoverably lost to us, and is perceived only as something vanishing from
sight. As Eurydice was seen. Everything must be understood from that viewpoint."70
"Beethoven's attitude on social objectivity is more that of philosophy [ ... ] than it is the
ominous mirroring posture." 71 In these statements of Adomo we find a perfect "musical"
vertex from which to gauge the transition from the "classical/mimetic" to the
"critical/romantic" Aujschreibesysteme of "1800" outlined by Kittler. The vocative
"Oh!," which Kittler suggests is the "minimal signified" of "1800," should already be all
too apparent The composer is no longer a scribe of the neo-classical order implicit in
nature, but rather the tragic poet who sings of mystical Nature. For Adorno, Beethoven
stands at the crossroads of the mimetic and romantic; however, Beethoven's music is not
entirely reducible to euther. Beethoven is reducible only to that transition itself. Adorno
69. Georg W. F. Hegel, The Phenomeno1o~ of Mind: 1Wo Volumes In One, trans. J. B. Baillie (New York:
Cosima Classics, 2011), 63. quoted in.Adomo, Beelhoven, 43 .
70. Adorno, Beethoven, 6.
71. Ibid., 43 .
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presents Beethoven in the passages given below as the consummate image of his
(Adorno's) own Hegelian Aesthetic Theory: In Beethoven, the simple motive is unfolded
into a whole symphonic movement much as the "thesis" and its "antitheSis" are sublated
in the "synthesis" in the familiar caricature of Hegelian dialectics and philosophy.

•

Adorno· sees Beethoven as an exemplar of the Hegelian dialectic and vice versa:
"Beethoven, showing. an elective affinity for the spirit of the mature bourgeois spirit of
the narural sciences, faced the antinomy of the universal and the particular by
qualitatively neutralizing the particular.''12 For Adorno, this was to·do more than continue
and advance tradition; it Wlll1••to safeguard the art form against what be c@nsidered to be
unreasonable levels of abstraction. In Beethoven's music, he argued, the-particular ''is and
is not an impulse toward the whole," something that becomes itself only in its entirety;
however, the parti.cular in general, for Adorno, is predisposed to become tonally

•

indeterminate arid formaily amorphous. He sug:gests that upon careful listening,
Beethoven's "extremely articulated" music "resembles a continuum . of nothing."73
Beethoven's works achieve a Hegelian·form: "[T]he totality of nothing determines itself
as a totality of bein~."74 I.Q~n,~d, Adorno suggests, Beethov.eo was "more Hegelian than
Hegel:" 75 within Beethoven.'s music the tiny motive, or the "individual," becomes the
Whole through development .(which Adorno lJilderstands as the theme's negation of
itself). Beethoven '.s thematic developments consist of "the mutual abrasion of the

•

72. Theodor Adorno, Ae.slh~tic Theory, eds. Gretel Adorno and!Roi£Tiedeman, trans. Robert Hullot-Keotor
(London: Continuum, 19,97), 1·85:

73. Adorno, Beetht7ven, 43.
74. Adorno, Ae.sthetic Thecry, 185.
75. Adorno, Beethoven, 1'60.
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antithesis, the individual interests. The totality that govei'IlS the ohemism of his work is
76

not a cover concept schematically subsuming the various moments"

;

rather, that totality

governs both the elemental theme and the complete work. Rather than authenticating the
"natural material" with which a piece is constructed, Beethoven succeeds in invalidating
it. Beethoven's motives (whic~ have already been reduced from the Classical ideal of a
melodic construction to tiny, individual bits of sound), are for Adorno both discrete and
universal. No longer following tonal principles and creating additional examples of music

•

according to such principles, Beethoven reduced his..motives to ~the PQint. that they were
....

no longer single entities .s.tall.&ing alone; they had, rather, become. integm.l parts of a
totality. Further, "the developing variation, an image 'o f social labor,

is defi)lite negation:

from what has once been posi.ted it ceaselessly brings forth the new and enhanced by
destroying it in its immediacy, its quasi-natural form." 77 For Adorno, Beethoven stood
midway between Mozart, who, radical though he was, remained bound to convention,
and Wagner, who would abandon convention entirely. Beethoven is, rather, the perfect
exemplar of Adomo's definition of genius to the extent that Beethoven is able to

•

"subjectively acliieve the objective." 78 Adorno suggests that Beeth.o.ven was able to
accomplish what he did to the extent that he mobilized objective conventions (tonality,
sonata form, etc.) beyond thei:r limits through

p~ecisely

following that which was

objectively implicit to these conventions themselves.
On the Slibject of ~ozart's disobedience of convention as compared to
Beethoven's disregard for it, Adorno writes: "[Mozart's] music is a sustAined attempt to
76. Ibid.

..

77.

Ibid~,

44.

78. Adorno, Aesthetic Theory, 234.
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outwit convention. In piano pieces such as the B minor Adagio, .the Minuet in 0 maJor; in
the 'Dissonance. Q~et;' in passages of Don Giovanni and heaven knows where else, '
traces of the· disso!Wice he intended can be discerned. ffis harmony is not so much an

•

expression of his nature as an. effort of 'tact.' Only Beethoven dared· to compose as he
wanted: that, too, is a part of his uniqueness."79 Mozart's uniqueness, suggests Adorno,
was his ability to unify a musically "absolutist" character with the nature of the
\

bourgeois. "By eontrast, in Beethoven the traditional forms are reconstructed of
freedom." 80 Adorno goes on to evaluate the "misfortune" of the Romanticism that
developed in the wake of ;B~thoven 's reinvention of tradition: ''fR.omanticism] no longer
faced the tension between the permitted and the intended: this is a position of weakness.

..

Now, they could dream only ~bat was allowed. Wagner.'' 81 This state of affairs might
finally explain why the subjectivist Beethoven left the- sonata pattern as such intact. But
the reconciliation of these demands, in showing up a contmdietion objectively contained
within the form,

f~ally

abolishes the prescribed order. The subject-{)bject relationship in

music, therefore, is a dialectic· in the strictest sense; •it is not a tugging at each end of a
rope by the subject and object, but rather an objective dialectic disco.nnected from the
I

logic of form as such. It is the actual movement of the concept within the subject matter,
which needs the subject only as an agent who complies with the necessity of freedom

•

(but only the free subject who' can perform this function). And that is, at the same time,
the supreme corifumation ·o f conception of the musical process as directed towards the

79. Ibid., 26.
80. Ibid., 61.
81.1bid., 26.

•
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object. 82
Considering:jleethoven:s late period, Adorno comes to an overarching conclusion
about the reconstructi.on of not only form, but also harmony-and in a social sense i.n
addition to a musical one; he refers to Beethoven's polyphony as ''in the most literal
sense an expression of the waning be.Iief in harmony. It presents

the-~totality

of the

alienated world. Much music by the late Beethoven sounds as if someGn~ alone, were

•

gesticulati.ng and mumbli.ng tb himself. The episode with oxen.''83 The· epi~ode to which
Adorno refers is elaborated by Thayer:84

•

I

Two old;{?.~~antstold-!9e owner ofWasserhof J,86Q stories whic)\F'epfum
Krenn's account of Beethoven's unusual behavior i\1 thdields. Beo!i.use of his
unaccountable actions they .at first took him fd.r a maCiman and ki~t-out of his
way. WheQ.'they had become accustomed to his sin!Niarities and·l~ed that he
was a brother of the lanc)lard they used to greethim;politely; but lie, always lost i.n
thought, seldom if ever returned thei.n greetings. 0ne aFthese peasantS, a young
man at the'time, had an atlventure with Beethe:ven:ofa mbst c<imicaLnature. He
was driv~g a paiq>f young oxen, scarcely brdJcen to the yoke, from the tile-kiln
toward th~ mkor-house when he met Beethoven ~heuting and waving his amlS
about i.n wild gesticulations. The peasant called to him: A bissel stada! ("A little
quieter") but he paid no attention to the request. The oxen took fright, ran down a
steep hill 'and the peasant had gr~at difficulty i.n bri\lging them to a stand, turning
them and getting them back on the road. Again Beethaveo carne towards them,
still shoutihg,and gesticlitating. The·yokel caited ro ,him a second•time', but i.n vai.n;
and now tjie oxen J;U,S)l.eittowards the house, \Vher.e<iliey were stopped by one of
the men 'emp~ofl!<hhe!e. When the driver came up and ·asked \\'ho:the fool was
who had scared his oxen the man· told hifuit wasthe:proprietor'sbr.other. "A
pretty brother, !that-he is!" was the ~swering·comment. 8

.

.

What is emphasiieO in this recounting
already shows "1800" as. an accomplished fact: the
.

mad genius, the prototype of'~e bourgeois i.ndividual. As Hegel would!have the concept

82. Ibid., 62.

83. Ibid., 157.
84 . See Notes 3.3.3.

85. Alexander W. Tbay~i-<.l.!fe of'Beelhoven, vol. 3 (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press. 1921 ), 243.
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of spirit historically unfold Kant's pure reason, so too does ·Beethoven explode the
Viennese niceties'ofHaydn and Mozart.

•
3.3.5. The TWelve-Pone Method

ln the auteexperirnents I discussed in the previous chapter, the psychophysicist

.,

Ebbinghaus had called his groups of meaningless syllables "series," the same term
Arnold

Schoenbe~g

would sometimes use to designate the twelve-tone rows he used in

his influential technique of coljlposition. The parallels do not end there: 8.s Kittler points
out, Ebbinghaus'\W,ould set asi\:le each syllable he had already memoriz.e-d until the other

•

2,299 had been used, just as Schoenberg used each pitch once and only once in each
twelve-tone row. Moreove~, 1\dds Kittler, "[I)n order to refute the doctrine of free
association taught in n800, Ebbinghaus produced a compli'catea demonstration showing
that the interconnection of members of a row facilitates memorization; for example, if an
already memorized series dosch pam feur lot ... , is reordered into the series lot pam feur

dosch ... Accordingly, 'not only are the original terms associated with their immediate
sequents,' that is; .those folle~g in either direction, but also 'conneotions are also
established between each term and those which follow it beyond several intervening

'

members. '"86 Schoenberg's teohnique, again, entailed similar permutations.
Kittler discerns in Ebbinghaus's experimental protocols certain correspondences
to the four "axioms" of the twehte-tone technique. Firstly, the basis of this· technique is a
twelve-tone series, that is, a twelve-tone row, a uniquely ordered amwgement of the
twelve pitches of the chromatic scale (the twelve equal tempered pitch classes). Secondly,

86. Kittler, Discourse Networks 1800/1900,210.

•
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and implicitly, na0:e of these pitches are repeated within the series. Third!% within any
given twelve-tone work, the series can occur

as

such or as any of its linear

transformations: retrograde, inversion, or retrograde-in:vcmiQn. When the.series occurs as
such, it is callccl the "prime basis." The retrograde permutatian is the ·pllime basis in
reverse. The inversion permutation, however, is not so· easily carried over to

•

Ebbinghaus's

nons~e

syllables, because the inversion permutation is. the prime basis

upside down, thatis, in place of"dosch pam feur lot ... ," we would have.sa.mething like:
p0$:11(

d.T?UJ j<Jn.J [01".

Finally, the ·retrograde-inversion permutatien is the prime basis in reverse and upside
dovm. "Permutat~<:~ns of permutations eli.minate any natural relation," asserts Kittler. 87
"Nonsense syllables or chromatje tones of equal value constitute media in the modem
sense: material ·prod\l>Ce:d

•

by ·random generation, selectecl and grouped ·into individual.

'
complexes. The fact that these materials al~ays join discrete elements and do not develop
in .continuous genesis from an unarticulated nature distinguishes them from minimal
signifieds."88 For Ebbinghaus, the primal "oh!" would have hl!d no more meaning than
any other combination of letters or sounds-which is to say, it would have had no
meaning at all.
As we have seen, the Austro-German musical tradition, of which Schoenberg was
a part, finds

its~ c9oceptual •parallel

in critical dialectics, certainly more so than in

psychophysics. The Second VIennese School no

•
87. Ibid.
88. Ibid., 211.

le~s

than-Beethoven achieved what it
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achieved by following conventions through unto their undoing. As Adorno notes,

•

"Schoenberg's compositional techniques: thematic construction, exposition, transitions,
continuation, fields of tension and release, etc., are all scarcely d.isting)l.ishable from
traditional, especially Brahmsian, techniques, even in his most daring works."89 The
•
harmonic language of Schoe.qberg's totally chromatic works tends to avoid the most

obvious tonal refeten:ces (sevenths and ninths replace octaves, fourths.au,cil'.tritones are as
common as thirds, triads are augmented to span a diminished sixth; and anything
approaching a perfect cadence is virtually unknown); however, it 'continues to exploit the

..

effects of tensien'· and re1ease that give harmony its expressive force and sense of
movement, although the tension is fiercer and the release more equivocal. This is
essentially an extension, not. a negation, of the Western ear's previous musical
experience. And behind the ear lies the heart's ability to sense' the expressive reality
composed into the music and the brain's resourcefuln,e ss in perceiving, wiflt_patience and
application, the infinite variety of relationships which, on the: largest scale, make up each
work's "tonal" integrity. Schoenberg was no less explicit On this point thai) was Adorno,
as we see in the foJlowing ,pasisage, taken from a letter of Schoenberg's:
You have rightly worked out the series of my String quartet [No: 3J. You must
have gone to ra gr~at d~al 13f. trouQle, an1:1 I don lt think I'd have had::thi patience to
do it. But do you think on,(s AAY better offfo(fkn9.~g it? [ .. •] 'F:hi~·i:$'t where
the aesthetic:q)18li:ties rev.elil themselves, or, ifl.so, onl1 inciden~y/fcan't utter
too many.wamings aga.i.Ost o:vemting these.arla!Y,S:es,'~~ce after ·all;they only lead
to what I ~;.(~beel).;d,~ against: seeing how it is·cf0ne;-wliereas·Ibave always
helped peOple 'to see: what it is! I have repeatJdiy tried to make Wresengrund
[Adorno] understand this, and also Berg and Webem. But they won' t believe me. I
can't say it often enough: my works are twelve-note cqmposition&, not twelve-note
compositions..[ ... ) You may wonder at my talking about this at such length. But
although I'm not ashamed ·of a composition's ha¥.ihg a healthy ~nstructive basis
even wben it is a spontaneous result, produced' un~qnsciously, I still den't care to
be regarded as .a cqns_ffl.lctor on account of Ute' bit ofjuggling I can do with series,
89. Adorno, Essays on Music, 186. ·

•

2ll
because that would be doing too little to deserve-it. I think mo{e has to be done to
deserve s!l!lb: a title1.lllld,aotuaJ:ly, I think I am capable of fulfilling the
considerabte· demands made on me by those entitled· to do so.90
The Second Vienne~ School, including even Webem's last works, remains at the
limits of a tradition that began with Haydn. In essence, twelve-tone,. or dodecaphonic,
music requires one and only. one use of each of the twelve pitches ·o f the Western
chromatic scale--each, in this context, called a "pitch: class" or ''pc"-before any of them
can be used a second time. John Covach chooses the work of composer Josef Matthias
Hauer (1883-1959) to illustrate this method, as Hauer may have been the ftrSt to write on
the organization ·~f ibis new theory. Hauer, who began to publish on. ZwtJlftongesetz in
1920, considered the rotation and equality of the twelve pitches to be a "technical

solution to a nwnber of music~.aesthetic problems" with which he had5been. struggling.91
Therefore, we can approach the:technical aspects of ty;elve-tone theory' only by way of its

. ·'·

•

broader context.
Among the many principles that Hauer set forth was the principle that music

properly fashioned and received is a spiritual (geistig) creation. Music in its pure form,
for Hauer, must be distinguiShed from the music that "occurs in the physical world
around us, which constitutes its material form. "92 Hauer advoeates raising music to the
highest possible spiritual plane by means of the elimination of material, worldly
influences. The musical gestl!le originates with

~e com~;>.er.

(or, pei:haps, with the

improviser or peifonner), but it must be passed thro~ the physical world in order to be
t

90. Arnold Schoenberg to :RudolfKo)iscb, 27 July 1932, quoted in Arnold Sohoenberg, Letters, ed. Erwin
Stein, trans. Eithne
and Ernst Kaiser (Berkeley: Univetsity of california Press, 1'987), 164-65.

Wutc1ns

91. John Covach, "'!Welve-Tone Theory," in Christensen, The Cambridge History ofWesterrr Music Theory,
604.
.
92. Ibid.
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communicated to someone else. However, the idea is always harmed during its
transmission by means of "i!lstrumental noise, poor intonation, andfer other purely
physical impedi!"l!ents." 93 As Covach interprets Hauer; the listener has tl;e responsibility
for understanding the original, ideal gesture and restoring its spirit in spite of its
environmental corruption. The music that actually sounds is inf~rior, but the ear of the
listener should be capable of reestablishing the compeser's true intention,
Because of Hauer's wish to cast off the fetters of the physical transmission of

•

music, he rejects· "Schoenberg's notion of Klang[arbenmelodie, a tec:lmique in which
different instruments or instrumental groups of some performing ensemble are juxtaposed
in musical success ton forming' a kind of melody of instrumental timbres, for Hauer, tlf.i.s
fecuses the musicitl attention. in precisely the wrong way; by relisliip.g the physical
timbres and their

diHc;ren~

the listener gets stuck in the -physicah tr_ansm_ission line

itself, and is unable, to hear through to the spiritual content of the music."94 Hauer
considers tone color to be a question of the "intemally perceived interval," not a
characteristic that resides in the physical, external, imperfect mode of reptesenting music.

•

Hauer is consistent, too, in liis d.ismissal of virtuosity in performance; he ~erts that one
can readily lose one's focus on. the music's spiritual properties when distracted 'by
admiration of the performer's technical ability. The physical, materi'al aspect of music
must, according to Hauer,_always be shunned to the gfeatest degree possible. 95
Covach goes into greater detail with respect to Hauer's program:

93. Ibid.

94. Ibid., 605.

•

95. Ibid .
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First, Hauer argues iC>r tempered twelve-nate tuning. He.begins his discussion
by surve¥iflg the ways in which one can generate aJI twelve piteh classes
acoustically. Starting from C, Hauer generates·the remaining eleven pitches in
three ways: up from C in acoustically perfect fifths (2:3); up fre_m C.in
aco.usticall¥ p.erfect fourths (3 :4); and up from C in overtones. He then reduces
everything down to within an octave and compares the results. 1lhe collections of
eleven pitches generated from the same starting pitch are in each.case different,
gener:ating various reprJ:sentativesfor each of-tlie other eleven P-it£~ cla:sses. The
tempered:pftcli ela:sses: which are not to be found iinature, offer y~i another [sic1
oftwelve.:gitcb classes. Hauer thus asserts thar.the physical realmi's imperfect
because it produces no usable chrornatiC'scale. 96

•

Because tempered tuning, by contrast, daes indeed.pravide a· chromatic scale !UJd because
it is a system not found in the,J?hysical, material world, •'the tempered scale constitutes a
kind of spiritualization of musical materials. " 97 The mind can move· succes~fully away
form the physical and toward the spiritual, the essential. Hauer cites Goethe's

Farbenlehre, which notes that Pte compl~te spectrllnl of colors cannot be seen in nature .

•

Similar to his tempered set of twelve tones, Hauer sees the color circle-likewise
designed by the human mind-as a supplement to and extension of the natural.

In his justification of the twelve-tone system af composition, Hauer postulates a
J

spectrum with pure rhythm on one end and pure melady on the other. Purely rhythmic
music, clearly, hi!$ no pitch; (or this reason, Hauer sees it as "entirely material," while
purely melodic music, music without rhythm, is "entirely spiritual." 98 All music contains
elements of both rhythm and pitch and therefore falls at·some distance from -the two ends
of the spectrum. Becl}use l!)nality entails the eminence of one pitch above others, it is for
Hauer more akin to the rhythmic realm than is atonality, whose "constant circulation" of

96. lbid.

97. Josef Matthias Hauer, ¥om Wesen des Musilwlischen, page 35, translated and quoted in Covach,
"Twelve-Tone Theory," 605.
98. Covach, "Twelve-Tone Theory," 606.
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each of the twelv.e pitches of the chromatic scale "suppresses this rh)lthmic component,"
resulting in a more purely spiritual music.99 As a result, Hauer sees tonality as inferiar to
the twelve-tone S)fstem. At this point, we can see his preference in the context of Hauer's
overall aesthetic formulation:

1n atonal 'music, which arises out of the "totality," only the intervals. matter. They
express ml,ISical character, no longer through majer or minor or ili&qgh
characteristic instruments (thus through one color), but rath.e r directJy,4hrough the
totality o.f intervals, which are best and most pureLy rendered on !miecjUaltempered ln.strument In atonal music there are no more tonics, do~ants,
subdomin.lints, scale degrees, reselutions, consonances er dissonance~, but rather
only the twelve inte~als of equal temperament;· thei-r "scale" anses: out of the
twelve, tempered llalf Meps. In atenal music, both the purely physi~, material,
and the tri:vial, sentimental, are, liS much as pqssible,.shut aut ·aml.tb~ir "law,"
their "nomos," is that, within a given tone-series, no tene maybe f>ennitted to be
100
repeated or-left
. out.

•

.

His correspondence shows tha~ in 1924, Hauer was still struggling to find an "underlying
objective princip,le" in his own atonal music in addition ta· iliat of Schoenberg and
Webem-music that was, at the time, sharply criticized by the Viennese. The "objective
and eternal law of music" appeared to Hauer during the composition of his piece Nomos,
Op. 19: " the notion of constantly circulating the aggregate."

101

Covach asserts, though,

that the piece is "not entirely dodecaphonic," due to the smaller collections of pitch
classes (smaller than twelve, that is) used in some areas of the work. Hauer's
compositions would soon be cOmpletely twelve-tone.

I

,
Hauer's early ·theory of dodecaphony exhibits the hallmarks of what Kittler terms
"1800." Equal te¥tperament, atonality, and the principles that ·follow from them are

99. Ibid,
100. Hauer, Vom WesetrJes.M.utkalls.chen. page 35, quoted in Covach, '':£Welile-ToneTheory," 606.
101 . Cqvach, "TWelve-Tone Theory," 606.
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under,stood in the · context of progre~sive purification of "materialicy" towards its
''spiritual" truth. In spite of this, however, we do see the beginnings of.a !)lOvement from

•

a rhetoric of tonics, dominants, and so on, to a rhetoric of aggregates; i.p!llbinatoriality,
and the like. Her)>ert Eimert, a younger contemporary of Hauer, claimed to have put
together a system of atonal composition using the discoveries and

d~velopments

of

others, naming Hauer and Jefim Golysche.ff as musical. influenc:es. .Gi\ting·
46 music:al
I
examples in only 36 pages, Eimert provides an explanation of atonality .from both the
theoretical/compositional aii.d:the historioo-aesthetic
that he makes obvious and

•

liberal

viewpo~ts,

and Covaeh points out

use of Hauer's previous work throughout earlier

sections, while the thiid chapter ("The Atonal Prin'(,liple of Melody") "enwhasizes the
almost infinite number of mel9dies that can arise when the nearly 500>million possible
.;.

orderings of the twelve pes .are combined with an unliRii~d free~om in rhythmic
cpnfiguration."102 Recommending an avoidance of tonal ass0ciatio.ns in the creation of
atonal melodies, Eimert mai{es his own twelve-torte raws "melodic ag~gates" more
than melodies. Eimert avowed that the important teclui.ique was the. ciiculation of the
twelve tones, or pitch c lasses-:-not their•strict orderi.Qg. In this, Eimer:t dil.feted from what
would soon become standard practice for Schoenbepg and his followe!'li. Covach argues

•

that, for Eimert, "so long as the music progresses according to melodic aggregates, the
(

harmonic dimension of the music is free from restrictions (except, one might expect,
from creating tonal associations)." 103
Chapter-4 of Ei:mert's pamphlet discusses the "complex," the hamionic principle

102. [bid., 608.
103. [bid.

•
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of dodecaphonic music. "The complex can be thought of:' Covach·'a.sserts, "as a

,

'harmonic aggregate' in which the definlng feature is that all voices in a·texture, when
taken together, complete the twelve-pc aggregate. In a four-voice texture, for instance, all
four voices taken tqgether unfold a harmonic aggregate even though each voice alone
does not unfold a melodic aggregate." 104 Covach goes on to explain Eftnert's think:ing:

•

"[IJn two voices there are eleven possible partition patterns: these would be I + II (one
pitch in one voice, eleven in $e other), 2 + I 0, and so on, ending with U + I. In three
voices there arc 55 possible partitionings and in four voices there are 165 ."105 Depending
on the number of pes contained in a single voice, the possible reorderings of the tones
vary exponentially. As Covach puts it, "(A]s the number·ofvoices in a partition increases,.
the number of possible melodjc permutations decreases; and as the number of me.lodic
permutations increase, the number of voices in a partition ·decrease (sic)."106
Eimert approached twelve-tone music from a•practical point of view and not from

•

a spiritual one such as Hauer's. He considered the systematization of the use of the
twelve pitch classes
to be a natUral
;
. outgrewth of tonality. Given this idea
. of
. atonality as a
natural development, it is difficult to uncover some kihei of l'lldical "event" that suddenly
erupted and completely transformed the musical"theoretical inscription systems for
music. Visions of musical progress, organic unity, and

expres~ivity

still ~ign supreme. If

notions of "doxil.inant., and ''tonic " "masculine" •ana "fen:Unine " are replaced with

'

'

'

notions of "series," "aggregation," and•"permutation," these still ·have an expressive end
in view. Neither entirely Dada in their avant-garde ambitiens nor entirely Wagnerian in
104. Ibid.
lOS. Ibid.

I06. Ibid., 608-9.
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the traces ofRorllanficiism'tlley retain, the first twelve-tone.compositions.and' the theories
that surrounded them occupy It position similar to the position of Beethoven: They stand
at the cmssroads of a transition. Unlike Ebbinghaus, whose arbitrary .sequences of
syllables were deliberately devoid of sense, Eimert and Hauer were both grappling with
some way to wrest sense from the music being made in the Vienna of the:ii;day.
Rather than ·Hauer's and Eimert's systems, it was Schoenberg's. twelve-tone
system that was to· become the standard; its ordered series and row forms based on
transpos.ition, invet&ion, mrograde, and retrograde-inversion are still studied today.

•

Schoenberg's the0ry, though, was the last of the three to be published and'the only one to
be explained not' by'the theorist himself but by a stu0ent.ofhis, Erwirr Stein. The article
in question is "Neue Formprinzipien,'' which appeared in the September 1924 issue of

Musikbltitter desAnbruch celebrating Stboenberg's fiftieth birthday. Stein's exposition of
Schoenberg's theory contextujilized the new methdd as a response to the "crisis" of
composition that hid resulted from the downfall of tonality along with its importance as a
formal, architectural suppor.t. It presented atonality as llistorically inevitable, arising
naturally from tenality via the advanced chromaticism of composers from Wagner tO

..

Scriabin. Covach also notes the deep historical resenance' of Stein's argument ''that
modern music is turning away from harmony as its :Prin'CiJ:lal structural determinant and
toward counterpoint, reversiilg the stylistic chang_e tlfat occim'ed from Bach to Mozart by
returning again to polyphonic tbinking." 107
Stein expl~ inversiori, retrograde, and retregraq-e:inversioo, writes Covach, "not
as operations on' twelve-pc rows-an idea that weuld figure prominently in integral

107. Ibid., 610.

•
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serialist composer. Milton Be:bbitt's writing-but rather more generally as melodic
transformations ef motives." 108 Stein posited that these procedures would provide a
balance of melodic variety and motivic unity. The Grundgestalt (basic shape), "which,
appearing early in..:a work, is the source of all subsequent mu,sicjl! material,"
'

109

is

J

introduced by Stein through excerpts and anaLyses of•Schoenberg's Opp: 23-25. Notably,
net all of these musical examples were dodecaphonic; the Grundgestalt· and the twelvetone row are not to be equated. As Covach notes, "Stein presents the tweLv.e-tone method
not as the only way, but rather as one appr<>ach anio~g ml!Jl,y. It thus seems that even
within his own citcle it was not clear that Schoenberg weuld turn to ex,clusively twelvetone composition after his first extended d0decaphon;ic. wor.k." 110 Nor ~ it certain that
Schoenberg's followers "ever ';lllderstood the row as more. than a melodic 'resource; the

.

'

.

idea that a row could function as a background centext in Scheenberg's music,

•

establishing structural hierarchy and row disposition within a given piece, would have to
wait for the later theoretical work of Schoenberg's American exegetes led by Milton
Babbitt" 111
For Hauer, with his idealistic preoccupation with th.e spiritual realm, the structure
of a musical work "was only ever part of a , much greater structure that could never be
projected in any single piece but was nevertheless already and always present." 112
Schoenberg considered. dodecaphony to be "a means for projecting the musika/ischer

•

108. Ibid.
109. Ibid.
110. Ibid.
Ill. Ibid.
112. Ibid.
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..

Gedanke (musical· notti.on ·or concept] of a work." 113 Although it was 'not discussed

explicitly by Stein, ~e concept of communicating the•Gedanke had a spil:itual component
for Schoenbel'g. 114 Schoenberg would later go so far as to compare artistic creation with
divine creation. Eimert, in contrast, was apparently unintereste.d in any SP,idt}lal aspect of
his musical system, and concerned himself primarily with the creatiol), of a practical
handbook of the technical possibilities afforded by dodecaphony. Therefore, Covach
asserts, early twelve-tone theory proves to have been subject to "a wide variety of
approaches; the dodecaphony..of Hauer, Schoenberg, and Eimert are ..at once contrasting
and related, often hitting on similar technical solutions as responses to vel'Y,'different sorts
of questions." 115
Even in its prescriptive guises, the primary concern of dodecaphony is to address
the age-old dialectic between the harmonic and the melodic. Twelve-tone theory .and
composition will not find themselves entirely reducible to the discollrse network of
"1900" until after the Second World War, and even here, we are already at the beginning
of something other than "1900": that is, "2000," or whatever we would call the epoch
within which we prese.ntly stand. It is not until we reach figures such as· Stockhausen and
Varese that we find the logic and dialectic of intervals abandoned to a physics of
frequency. Physiological acouStic's, in tum, are the musical-theoretical. activities that are
part and parcel with the wmting-down systems of"l900."

----------'
113. Ibid.
114. Ibid .

•

11 S. Ibid., 611.
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3.3.6. The Gramophone
The grooves of the gramophone needle bring about a shift from a focus on the

•

signifieds, or the meanings, of texts to the materiality of its signifiers themselves. Media
such as film and th~. gram.aphone, Kittler states, "store acoustical and optiCal data serially
with superhuman precision."116 These two media, developed by the same engineers at the
same time, i=ediately posed a challenge to the monopoly that the bo.o k had held on
data storage since universal alphabetization. "Datii-Stl>rage machines· are much too

accurate to make the classical distinctions between •intention and citation, independent
thought and the mere repetition of something already said. They register discursive events
without regard for so-called persons." 117

•

Kittler places the phonograph, or gramophone) at the eenter of the transformations
from "1800" to "1900." The gtamophone was the ficlt invention capable ofr.ecording the

real movement of things for more than an instant. After listening to a demonstration, the
writer Edward Bellamy published a short story, "With Eyes Shut," in Harper's
Monthly. 118 Belhimy's hero, traveling west from Bo~ton by train and .unable to read

.

because of motion sickness, is rescued from boredom by a vendor renting gadgets
uncannily similar to the modem digital audio me player, complete with earphones. The
traveler listens to a • book,. (il;t these early days, m(\)st

.

•

~

.

~ed
?•

th.a!'·the future of the

gramophone woll)d · largely involve recordings of speeches and books as opposed to
music) as he Vllltches the passing scene and then discovers, after arriving in remote
I

'....

116. Kittler, Discollf'JeNetwo•la 1:8.001/900,245.
. .
11 7. Ibid., 300.
118. Edward Bellamy, "With Eyes Shut," Harper~ New Monlhly Magpzine 19 (1889-): 73&-45.
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Colorado, that every'one in Denver is walking around with these gadgets in their ears. In
the short time since they had become "listeners," these westerners had forgotten to read
and wcite. Bellamy suggestS ~~ hearing would be the sense of the future, coming none
too soon to rescue eyesight, which "was indeed terribly overburdened previous to the
introduction of the phonograph, and now that the sense of hearing is begjnning to asswpe
its proper share of work, it would be strange if an improvement in th.e condition of

•

people's eyes were not noticea9le."119
Adorno suggests that tile gramophone is still infused with aura:
The dog on records listening to his master :S. voice off qf records,tbrough the
gramophol!e.hom is the t.ight.•emblem for the .W4nor~al affect wljidli the
gramophol\e;stimulated lll)d whic~ perhapsev' nfoavense to th~~o~~e:me in
the first pla'ce. What the gtamophone listener• tilll!J.¥ wants to·h~is:Jumself,
and the artiWmerely off~~·him a. substitUte fO the'soi)Il@).a}m~.~:o.Vhis own
person, w.lj:ioh he weulQ'like to safeguard as .a· . ssessi6n.'·"FHe·olii:Y"rehon that he
accords the record such value is because.. hll. · elf could also be~\lst as well
preserved. Most of the time reCords are virtual photographs of their OWners,
flattering photographs-ideologies. 120
For Adorno, "the gramophone belongs to the p~gnant stillness of individuals."

•

121

Adorno's remarks imply a dis~ement with Walter Benjam'irt; who, in his famous essay
"The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction," argues that to the extent that
there are so many mechanical reproductions of artwork, there is no longer J1i single auratic
artwork. 122 However, Adorno does allow-and here he concurs with Kittler-that were
the gramophone itsel:f to become the body that speaks, that is, were it give up any

I

119. Bellamy, "Wiljl.Eyes Shut," 745
120. Adorno, &says·on Music, 274.

'

121. Ibid., 272.
122. Walter Benjamin, The Work ofArlin the Age ofMechontcal Reproduction (New York: Prism Key
Press}, 2010.
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suggestion of an "outside," of being a voice's supposed carrier, it could gain a different
kind of legitimacy: "Only wh~re the body itself resonates, where the self to which the

•

gramophone refers is identical with ·its sound, only there does the gramophone have its
legitimate realm ofvalidity." 123
Pursuing this· logic, Adorno, lamenting that "there has •never been any
gramophone-spe$(iflc music," called for the rise of· a music that would. b,e performed
directly from the grooves of a record, a music in ;which those groov.~ w0uld be the

primary materia)) rather than a weak meth0d of secondary capwe: 124 American
experimental composer Henry. Cowell, who along With CharJes Ives paved the way 'for

•

the later experim·ents of John Cage and his circle, imagines something similar: He is
aware that "there are possibiljties in the phonograph record which would be hard to
duplicate. It produces new tone qualities which might be used in c0mposition. A record of
a violin tone is not exactly the same as the real violin; a new and beauiiful tone-quality
results. M~y variations in tone can be artificially produced by different .placements of
the microphone i.n::recording. •>ll.S
By 1930, the phonograph and the optical track for film had~ invented and
developed to the point of.practical use. Several composers and filmmi!Kers· experimented
with these recording media. In 1928, Walther Ruttman composed a souna.ttack montage

.

for a film without visuals; during 1929 and 1930, Paul Hindemith and Ernst Toch
produced several short phonograph studies; and between 1933 and 1937, Arthur

123. Adorno, Essays on Music, 274.
124. Ibid., 277.
125. Henry Cowell, "Music of and for the Records," Modern Music 8 (1931): 33.
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Honegger and other comP,Osers manipulated sound tracks for their film music. ln 1948,
Pierre Schaeffer conceived the idea of a "concert of looomotives"; the resources of

Radio-Diffusion-Television Franr;ais (RTF), where Schaefer was an engineer, provided
him with

phono~ph

rurnte,bl.es, phonograph disc recording d~vices, mixers allowing

him to combine two or more signals into one, and a library of records with sound effects.

•

Schaeffer spent several months experimenting with the technology available to him. He
I

discovered he could record sound material on locked-groove discs instead of Spiralinginward-groove dlsos (as with· normal phonograph records). These lockedo;groove discs
allowed him to make loops of sound that created repetitive rhythmic patterns. Using these
techniques and recordings of train sound effects, Schaeffer composed Ettide awe chemins

de fer in 1948. This three-min).lte work contains val'ious S01,1Dds: wheels clacking along
the track, steam escaping frGm the boiler and cylinders, whistles calling out various
signals. Schaffer decided to call this music musique concrete because of the ways it

•

differed from traditional "abstract" music:
The qualiliic!ltion of"a~stract" is used to describe ordinary music.b.ecause it is
first concei~.ed of in the mind, then notated on. p_aper, and finally ~ealiz.ed only by
instrument!tl pe:rformance. Musique concrete, ,on the other hand', begins with preexisting SGliJlC:i' elements·;.which may be music er noise. T:hese elem,9)its are then
experimenuilly manip.ulat.Cd and a montage is IC~~ted.:'f,he final compesition is a
result ofthese.expefi!nehts and the ideas centained in.the sketche!; for the work. 126

'
For Schaeffer, '"tradJ.tiGnal" music begins witli abstract ideas that become concrete
only in performance, while the new music begins with concrete mat~al that is made
abstract through experimentation. It is appropriate 'tha~. the ra:w sonic matter Schaeffer

•

would manipulate in his study involved the therm~cs of the steam engine and the
locomotive. After all, accor~g to both Wiener and Deleuze, it was precisely
126. Pierre Schaeffer, A Ia reserche d'une muslque concrete (Paris: Seuil, 1952), 35.
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technologies such as these that would be overcome by control societies. Here we have a

•

perfect indication of w!hat is at stake with the gramophone. Schaeffer does not pretend to
infuse "voice" or "soul" into language, but rath.e r manipulates materialit;y' itself as a new
kind of language.
Kittler draws out the potential of these "indelible traces" through a ·discussion of
Rainer Maria Rilke 's famous 1919 essay, "Primal Sound."117 Kittler recoim.ts that as a
schoolboy, Rilke bad made a rudimentary phonograph in class usi,ilg ·candle wax,
hairbrush bristles, and cardboard, and the experience bad a lasting influence. Some

•

fifteen years later, while attending anatomy lectures at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Paris,
Rilke was "enchanted" by the '"special housing closed against all worldly space" 128 that

was th.e human s\culk. He ~u4'ed a skull and studied it constantly. Rilk~dis.covered that
the clearly delineated cranial suture reminded him of "those unforgotten lines that were
once scratched onto a little wax roll by the point of a bristle!"129 He found himself
inspired to "read" the sutures of a human skull with a gramophone needJe, expecting the
result to be a primal W'-sound. Kittler writes of Rilkels fantasy: "What tlle coronal suture
yields upon replay is a primal sound without a name, a music without notation, a sound

•

even more strange than any incantation for the dead for which the skull could have been
used. Deprived of its shellac, .t he duped needle produces sounds that "are not the result of
a graphic transposition of a note but are an absolute transfer, that is, a metaphor. " 130 The

127. Rainer Maria Rill<e; "Primal Sound," in Primal Sound andOther Prose Pieces, trans. Carl Niemeyer
(Madison: University ·ofWisconsin ptess, 1943), 8.
128. Kittler, Discoru~• Ne~orks 18C0/1900, 315.

129.1bid.
130. Ibid., 44-<15 .
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skull, or the "corpse," speaks. The signal is no longer a "voice" from the·.sender through
the transmitter to the receiver; it is, rather, the noise in this circuit itself. The coronal
suture, Kittler speculates, "effects the shift from reproduction to inscription, from reading
to writing in the techoological ·a ge."

•

131

Kittler further asserts tliat "the suture that divides the two cranial.hemispheres like
a sagittal incision 'iiesignates the status of all script for a writer of 1900. Only a scratch or
cut into the flesh of forgetfulness itself can be unforgettable." 132 Rilke had learned from
anatomy "what Nietzsche learned investigating the genealogy of morals, what Kafka's
explorer learned in the penal colony. If ever an initiation did· justice to t1ie material, then
this was it " 133 The cranial suture functions as the leftover trace of a writing ~nergy or art
that, instead of "making variati,ons or imitating," "had its joy. in the dance

of existences,"

in a "dictatorial art that presents dispositions of energy."134 A "consciousness of an ethical

•

nature" of the kind evoked in the titles of Nietzsche and Kafka can add nothing to this.
Technology and physiology are responsible for material

inscriptio~r

rather, Kittler

specifies, "a system composed of technology and physiology is responsible."

135

Kittler contrasts the COI1llllOD poetic response to seeing a skull-"throw[ing] their
heroes into the traditional melancholy associaticins''

136

-with that of Rilke, the clear-

headed experim~nter, and celebrates Rilke's abilitr to p_ropose "mere radically than

13l.lbid., 45.
132.1bid., 316.
t

133. Ibid.

134. Ibid.
135.1bid,
136. Ibid.
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•

technicians and physiologists-and in a language that maintains a wonderful balance
between precision and caution-a phonographic test of human body parts.•'137 Kittler's
conclusion is a f<idical. one: through infmmation science, we discover that·"recording and
playback devices ,are ·essentially convertible" and that we can "(decode] [ . ..] a track that
no one had ever encoded." 138 Rather than leaving the mysteries of the physical world
unexamined, we can "track traces without a subject,"139 as Simmel and Freud do in their
attempts at objective analysis, 1111d as Rilke does with his inJagination of. the prinJal sound
of the skull read by. the gramophone needle. A writing without the writer records the the

t

basis of all media: noise, prinJal sound. 140
Writers and "analysts of the menW apparatus" in "1900" saw themselves in a real
situation of direQt-;competiti(lp. Rilke imagined a bold, precise, and tesolute artistic
practice that would contribute even more than could scientific research "to an extension
of the several sense fields." 141 Though he "fled psychoanalytic vivisectors," he saw "the
transposition of ·coronal sutures" as the primary .charge of. the writer. 142 "Even his
enigmatic 'inner-world space,"' Kittler alleges, "was only another lllime for the engram

•

stored in the brain and transciibed by writers." 143 For Kittler, Rilke's reference to the
skull as a "special housing closed· against all worldly space" bore a close association te

137.1bid., 316.
138. Ibid.
139. Ibid.
140. Ibid.
141. Ibid., 317.
142. Ibid.

•

143. Ibid.
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"

"the physiolegist's insight that, for such a housing, 'our own body is the external
world."' 144 Those· insisting ori continuing to interpret the "inner-worid space" from a
philosophical. stange--despite the fact that the world behind the clos.t;d· housing is a

•

"technological and ·ph~siologic:al system"-are engaged in a useless· at;teii\Pt and "thus
'

14

remain [...] far behind the state of the art." ~ Onee

.

agaiih Kittler coud(es in different

terms his assertion $at, "circa 1900, the ersatz sensuality ofFoetry coll\~~~placed, not
by Nature, but by;technologies. 1'he gramophone empties out words b)i<b~assing their
imaginary aspect ·~slgn:ifieds) for their material aspects (the physiology·of ~i voice)." 146
Kittler uses Rllke~s fantasy abeut putting a gramopllone needle to the- skUll to illustrate
what writing in "1•900" means. Being a "corpse" shouid not be under-Stood morbidly or
melancholically; ~er, it is -.!be positive possibility, the proper, the · baciy,. materiality.

•

Schaeffer's etude parallels Ri!ke's imagined experiment in its use of loop.s, cuts, splices,
speed changes, and·direction cbanges to materialize a·musie·ofprimal noise.

In 1822, while studying the flow of heat, the mathematician J. B. J. Fourier
'

~

'

developed the theorem

.

,.·"
any complex perioaic vibration may be resolved into a

~

number of simpi~ \harmonic vibrations. In 1843, the physicist Georg 0hm hypothesized
that musical sounds are char.acteri~ed by the distribution of energfes among the
harmonics in acoo~ance

'

.

"1$ ·Fourier analysis

and t1u1t .~ distributi'en~attem is the

source of timbre perception. Ohm's law motivated German scientist

•

H~an

Helmholtz

to demonstrate·eiQperimentally. that, in effect, the ear i tself performs a Foilrier analysis on

144. Ibid.
145.1bid., 316-17.
146. Ibid., 245-46.
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a complex sound wave, discerning each partial tone in the frequency spectrum. This
model depended on physiologist Johannes MUller's law of specific nerve.-energies. 147 The
decomposition of a given pitched tone into a multiplicity of different pitched tones, each
at different levels of intensity, points the way to a physics of sound wholly di.ff'erent from
the metaphysics or logic of sound that had previously held sway.
Green and Butler suggest that while "resonan.ce theories of hearing based on

•

sympathetic vibration between the sound stimulus and receptors in the ear were not new
to the mid-nineteenth century,1' 148 it was only then that-owing to the improvements in
the compound microscope that took place in the 1830s-the anatomy of the ear could be
examined in great detail. The scientist Hermann von. Helmholtz, who explored both the
physiological and ;the music-theoretical aspects of sound percepti.on, believed psychology
to be founded in the physical, 'and he aimed "to apply the methods of.physics to at least
the physiological aspects of perception."149 Helmholtz. began to move from a physics of
sound towards a physics of listening; within this emergi.rig knowledge, there are only

•

vibrating bodies, intensities, sympathies. There is no longer any mystery, any "outside";
there is only a system: The energy of a vibrating body energizes the air, nerve fibers on
the basilar membrane are agitated by these energies, and they vibrate in sympathy. The
significance of this paradigm shift cannot be overstated.

Mu~ic,

which for centuries had

been seen as a kind of magic. or mathematics, was now beginning to be understood in
terms of physiological and physical-acoustic systems.

147. Burdette Green•and David Butler, "From Acoustics 10 Tonpsycholog1e," in Christensen, The

Cambridge History of Wester.n Mu.rl'c Theory, 256.
148. Ibid.
149. Ibid., 256-57.
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Following his precocious and astonishing invention of the ophthalmoscope (a
device to examine the interior of the eye), the young Helmholtz came to the realization

•

that our sensations are far from direct perceptions of external phenomena. According to
Green and Butler, "[H) is work on neural impulses and responses (the theory of specific
fiber energies) suggested to him that ' inductive inference' (unconscious mental activity
that interprets the in.Put) based on experience and conditioning accounts fop the sensory
' signs' that represent external objects. In other words, sensory mechanisms add
supplemental data not found iii the stimulus, and these additions accrue to perception
through the experience and learning of the individual." 150 Helmholtz's ·groundbreaking
work in optics influenced his tJ:Unking as he turned to aural studies; in an 1857 lecture, he

•

"isolate(d] the role of the

ea1;

(and] delineated a new point of view, 'physiological

acoustics. "'151 Having separated the physical from the physiological dimensions of
acoustics, Helmholtz went on to examine "the sensation of tone, .the operation of
resonance in the ear, compound waveforms, the harmonic series, acoustic beats,
dissonance, combination tones, and organ stop mixtures," demonstrating the concepts he
discovered using such. items as "sirens, tuning for)<s, resonators, and plucked and bowed
strings." 152 In his later work Die Lehre von den Tonempjindungen (The Principles of
Aural Sensation), Helmhottz would provide a formal e·xplanation of human sensation of
'

.

sound that went far beyond the physical and physiolc:>gical realms to include such
seemingly disparate fields as aesthetics and music theory.

I SO. Ibid., 258.
151.

Ibid., 259.

152. Ibid.
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Helmholtz

was convinc_ed of the feasibility of creating· a·theory ofbarmony based
•

purely on scientific fact, without recourse to consideration of metaphysical principles. He
considered consonance and dissonance to be intrinsic physical properties of tone and
believed himself'to. have
succeeded (to a greater degree than had mathematfcians such as
"
Euler) in elucidating the bases·ofPythagorean notions of consonance. As for dissonance,

•

Helmholtz remained convinced that it is something native to bodies. His view is both
material and systematic: The intensity of a physical body crosses ·t he threshold of a
physiological body, and at this threshold, "sensory mechanisms add. supplemental data
not found in the stimulus."m Everything is entirely reducible to bodies at different
thresholds of intensification. Predicates other than degrees of intensity and relative
velocity lose meaning; thought.finds· itself confined to the immanence of material bodies
and their intensities.
In the practices of the integral serialists who fallowed upon Schoenberg and his

•

school, electronic music enters into the development of Western compositional
techniques. The integral serialists took one of Scho:e nberg's pupils, Allton Webern, as
•

their patron saint. Webern had already adopted Schoenberg's twelve-tone technique in his
1925 Drei Volkstexte, Op. 17. The tone rows Webem uses, following a line of force
towards thematic integrity, often possess a magical symmetry. In his 19.34 Konzert fiir

neun /nsrrumente, Op. 24, for example, the twelve-tone row that Webem uses can be
divided into four co11ections .of three pitches each, where each collection, although
comprised of different pitches, has an invariant in.tervallic relationship. In Figure 21,

•

below, the number

p~s

in ~eh set represent, in the first number, the ihterval between

the first and second pitch. of a collection and, in the second number, the interval between
153. Ibid.
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the second and third pitch of a collection. The arrow next to each interval represents the

..

direction that the interval moves from the first pitch to the second pitch, and the leners
below each set represent the transformation group, that is, the prime basis, the retrogradeinversion, the retr()gra.de, andthe inversion:

{21,31}. {31,21 }, {31,21}, {31,21}).
(
P
Rl
R
I
Figure 21. Intervallic Symmetry ofWebem's Op. 24.

Once again, the retrograde permutation is the prime basis in reverse. In place of moving
down two and then up three, we move up three and then down two. The inversion
permutation is the prime basis upside down. Finally, the retrograde-inversion permutation
is the prime basis in reverse and upside down. Here, Webem is using the same
permutations normally reserved for an entire twelve-tone row within that row itself.
Figure 21, though it contains each permutation within itself, would itself and in its

entirety appear in each of these,pe.rm)ltatioos.
By the time of his 1936 Varlationenfor Klav.ier., Op. 27, Webem takes this even
further, so that, for example, not only pitches, but also duration, dynamics, and

•

'articulations seem to be determined in advance (e,g., every time G shllrp. occurs in the
work, its duration is that of an eighth note, its dynamic is forte, and its articulation is

legato). While it is doubtful that Webem was intent on absolutely "mathematizing"
music, it was precisely this absolute mathematizing of music that the generation of
composers following Webem attempted to accomplish, elai;¢ng tbat tl),ey :were following
Webem himself and the great dialectic of Western musical progress. One such composer,
Karl heinz Stockhausen, provides an example of the integral serialist program.

•
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Stockhausen's 1954 Study U typifies the te.chniques and pro<:e<i\w:es of classical
studio electronic music, in addition to the compositional thinking of the integral
serialism. The source material for Study II consists entirely of sine waves. This was
considered io be the purest sound source for electronic music composition, because it is
the most elemental and allows composers to construct their own timbres. According to
Stockhausen himself. "Such sinus tones were the first elements with, \"'lli.ch we com-

•

posed (literally .pur together) various spectra according to the structural' demands of a
particular composition.(... ) The composer determines [their] various characteristics, also
called parameters." ~ Stockhausen based Study II on the number 5, and se, in relation to
15

pitch or frequency, he used a series of pitches sepaJi8ted by a constant interval of

'VS.

Beginning from ·a frequ~cy .of I 00 Hz, the reriaining 81 frequencjes were each
successive multiples of 'VS:

100Hz· 'VS = 107•Hz,
107 Hz· 'VS = 114Hz,
114Hz· 'VS = 121 Hz,

•

etc.
Having generated this pitch material, and using similar procedtu:es based· on the number
I

5, Stockha.usen determinecl the dynamics, the articulations, and so on, that each of these
pitches would have. To complete this scheme of fi.ves> Stock:l\'au5en then divided the piece
'

-·

'

itself into five s~ctions. This brief gloss on Study II ancLits e*J)licit compG"sifi:onal thought
provides insight' into just how this music would approach.a physics of sound.
The missed oppertunity in the integral serialist wotks of this type was all too
obvious to Adorno. "The·.v.aib ·hope of art," he wrote, ''tlial' in the disenchanted world it

•
154. Karlheniz. Stockhausen, "Electronic lllld Jnscrumental Music," DIE REIGE S (1959): 61.
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might save itself through pseudomorphosis into science, becomes art's nemesis. Its
gestute corresponds to what is psychologically termed identffieiition with the

•

aggressor." 155 Jacques Attali levels a similar critique at inte~ serialism, calling it "an
elite, bureaucratic music."JS&• Attali quotes both Stockhausen and.;,another serialist
composer, Iannis Xenalcis, in order to make the point:

•

Take Xenakis: "Musicians co~d have, for the benefit of nineteetlth,~l(ntury
physics, cre.ated the abstract ~ttucture of the kmetic th~pzy of ga;;~s;;.e~clusively
by and for music." "Musieal tliou&bt laggeil fuk behiiid-t.li.inki.ngimp~sics and
rnathemati'os; an avanVgarde cut off from p,bilosophy, thus chasfi'~. We have
decided that it is neceSSI!fY for it ~o catch ~p .w ith thep1 to lead onCe ID,are, as at the
time of its PYthagorean birth." Glr-Steckhausep: "Witlrol.tt question, 1 wanrto
integrate ·eve.r.ything." 'I;his is the power vocabulary of the rnan~r.s·,of..industrial
society. Gl'f~en of lean;Ung.pe.rsuadetl of the e~stence of an a11-~~-?lpassing
truth, ofa·society thatq'esireuo make its simple manag11ment the·(ngttj:t of its
meaning.. a 'frenzied searchfor universal-abstr!ctien'bymen wh'c;a"eaaliOr has lost
its meaning1~c:! wbO~ineapable·offinllin:g mdre•exalting one:roiit than the
statistical organization o£ repetiti:on.ll7

a

Adorno, in addition, asserts that "electronic ·rnusic lias failed to fulfill its own
idea; even though it theoretically disposes over the •continuUm of all: imaginable sound
celors. " 158 In act\llll plJIOiiee, aods Ad0rno, "it sounds as though Webern were being
played on a Wurlitzer organ. " 159 Ad0rno would eontinue to insist, as would Attali
following him, that the idea of total determination as such merely confumed a
development that Max Weber, in the Sociology of MU$iC, ,identified as the overall

•

.

..

tendency of rnore·recent musical history: the progressive rationalization of music. Adorno

155. Adorno, Essays, 193.
156. Anali, Noise, 113.
157. Ibid.
158. Adorno, Essays, 194.

159. Ibid .
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insisted that this "elite bureaucratic music" had entirely misunderstood Webern: "The
idea informing Webem's music is his absolute lyricism [my emphasis], the attempt to
resolve all musical materiality, all the objective elements of musical form; into the pure
sonority of the subject, without an alien remainder that refuses to be assimilated. As a
composer, Webern never departed from this idea, whether consciously or not." 160 Adorno

•

understands lyricism as the expression of affect in a beautiful or a sublime, which is to
say, from Adorno's position, a subjective manner. Webern's music was the first to realire
a pure lyricism precisely because it had cast off the architectonic spell that later
enchanted the integral serialists. Webern's music presents a contrast tQ the work that
would later be carried out in its name.
If integral serialist m~ic only approaches the pure physics of sound from the
position of the integral and scientistic, the music of Edgard Varese, the "stratospheric
colossus of sound," 161 provides a more thorough working out of the new thought. indeed,
Varese claimed that Helmholtz's On the Senstili~ns of Tone gave him the idea of
incorporating the crank siren i11t0 his music as a method of creating "curved shapes" of
sound. Varese also claimed the philosopher J6zef Maria Hoene-Wronski as another
important influence on his music. "When I was about twenty," explains Varese, "I came

'

across a defmition of music that seemed suddenly to throw light on my gropings toward
music I sensed coulld exist: Hoene-Wronski, physicist, chemist, musicologist and
philosopher of the first half of the nineteenth centw:y, defined music as 'the
corporealization of the intelligence that is in sounds.' It· was a new and exciting

•
160. Adorno, Sound Figures, 93. See Notes 3.3.5.
161. Mary Kersey Harvey, "Edgard V~e: 'Stratopheric Collosus of Sound,'" The Viplomat, May 1959,
40.
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conception and to me, the first that started me thinking of. music as spatial-as moving

•

bodies of.sound in spa.ce, a conception I gradually made my own." 162
Varese's concept of music as "organized sound" fits into Heene-W.reilski's vision
of "sound as living"matter" and of "musical space as open rather than bounded."

163

He

conceived the elements of his music in terms of "sound-masses," likening their
organization to the nattural phe.nomenon of crysta1lization. 164 In a text that-functions as a
manifesto, Varese also claimed a music that "refuse[d) to admit any liniitation, either of
volition or of action," .a music that "disapprove[d) of all 'isms;' denie[d]' the existence of

•

schools; recognize:( d) only the individual." 16s Adorno was sympathetic toVarese, writing:
The work of Edgard Varese bears witness to tqe pessibility of musicall¥ mastering
the experience of a technologized world without resort to arts and, crafts or to a
blind faith :in· the scienti~tion of art Varese, ah eJ:l'gineer who in fact Teally knows
something about technolog)', has imported technological elements into his
compositions, not in order to make them some kind of childish science, but to
make room for the expression ofjust those kinds of tenslon that'the aged New
Music forfeits. He uses technology for effects 'Of panic that go far beyond run-ofthe-mill musical resources. 166

.

Indeed, one critic likened the 1933 premiere ofVarese's Ionization to "receiving a
I

sock in the jaw."

167

With thirteen players and forty instruments, almest aU of which are

percussion instrUments, Ionization converged upon timbre, texture, and density over any

162. Edgard Varesc, quoted In Robert'Eriekson, Sound Structure in Music (Oakland: University of
California Press, 1975), 142.
163. Ibid.
164. Ibid.
165. Ibid.
166. Adorno, Essays, 194.
167. Chris Woodstra, "Edgard Varese," in All Music Guidfl'·tp CI<~Ssical Music: The Definitive Guide to
Classical Music, eds .. Chris WoodStra, Gerald Brennan, and·All~ Scbron;(New York: HaJ Leonard, 2005),
1427.
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logic of harmony 0r melody..V.arese explained the thought behind the composition of

ionization with words that anticipate Deleuze and Guattari's definition: of an assemblage:
"I have long felt the need and anticipated the effect of having [unrelated sound masses]
move simultane0Usly at different speeds." 168

In the first bars of ionization, we hear the low grumbling of b.ass drums along
with a piercing "metallic" fog of cymbals, tam-taros, and a gong. Two crank sirens, one
high and one low, swell from "quieter than very quiet" (i.e., ppp) to "m0derately quiet"
(i.e., mp). A string-drum-a type of friction drum also known as a "li0n's roar" because
the length of gut .pulled through its membrane produc~s a seund like a deep bellowingthen joins the cacophony, beginning toward an overwhelming crescendo with the
"metallic" fog 11.1?-~ o.ow the high-pitched ringings of a triangle. Ibis crescendo then ends
abruptly, giving way to another sound mass entirely: precise strokes upon a military drum
countered by metrically unrelated popping bongos. A variation of these two disparate
sound masses, in the ftrst in:stance, a cacophony of air raid sirens, rumbling, and hissing
metal, and in the second instance, precise strokes upon a military drum countered by
popping bongos, is then re~ted, only to be interwpted suddenly by tbe prickling of
Chinese blocks and a piccolo drum, that is, another sound mass with another temporality.
The piece proceeds along. these jagged diverging and converging lines for the six minutes
of its duration, but in terms of the piece, it is misleading to refer to any absolute notion of
duration at all. There is amongsr all of'this percussion, 0f drums, anvils, cymbals, church
hens, glockenspiels, and so on, rather only "comparative rates of flow on these lines

168. Edgard Var~sc, quoted in Vivian P.erlis and Libby Van Cle.ve, Composers: Voices from lves to
Ellington: An Oral History ofAmerican Music, (New Haven, CT: Yale Upiversity Pre5s, 2005), Ill.
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[that) produce phenomena of relative slowness and viscosity, or, on the contrary, of
acceleration and rupture." 169

.

Varese' s later Poeme Electronique provides another example· of a musical
/

assemblage. The .pfece waS- commissioned by Philips for its Jlavilion at the 1·958 Brussels
World Fair. This pavilion was designed by the noted architect Le Corbusier with
assistance from Xenakis. The inside of the three-peaked circus-tent structure was ma:de
up of hundreds o{ parabolic and hyperparabolic surfaces along which were arranged some
<

four hundred loudspeakers. The final version of Poeme Electronique was recorded on a

•

three-channel tape. Each channel of each of the many sections of the work was
individually routed to a particular number and arrangpment of speakers: This routing was
accomplished by· a:fifteen-c'lu~D,n'el control tape, a tape containing infol'l:tmtion not meant
to be heard but used to control certain aspects of the actual composition. In the case of

Poe me Electronlque., the control tracks determined' the routing of the sound material in
addition to certain visual and lighting ·effects that were used to accompany the music.
Each of the work!s sections is 'clearly differentiated from adjacent sections by the nature

•

and treatment of the sound elements and, again, various sound masses comprised of bells,
percussion instruments, voices, swens,jet planes, and•othe~tsources.

In this section, I

~taced

the explesion of Western musical practices from

constellations of l}armony and motivic integrity into a physics of sound. After
approximately 1600 years of modal counterpoint, voice-leading, the cesmos of musica

instmmentalis WO!Jld give way to the musics of qisc!J>line: organism, harmony, integrity.
But by the time of " [ 9o'Ol. Ii~t..even the work of th~· integral serialists would be able to
sustain these conceits., and music shifted from organ!ism into an assemblage ef unrelated
169. Deleuz.c and Ouatt¢, A Thousand Plateaus, 4.
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sound blocks moving at different speeds.

3.3.7. Punk Music
Consider "White Freckles," a punk track by Ariel Pink. To begijr with, the track
has all the familiar tape recording effects: the characteristic harmonic distortion, dynamic
range compression, "wow and'flutter," and so on. Already, then, in rell!tion to its medial
dimension, the track follows something else than the "industry standaJd" of music in
control societies (i.e., a purely digital standard that would ren:der the medium of magnetic
tape obsolete). Most likely, this something else involves the intensive capacities of
magnetic tape itself, that is, the expressive mobilization ·of the tape effects I mention
above. Typical ofpun.k music, the lyrics (e.g.• "Freckles! Freckles! Where·d'you get those

•

freckles?! White freckles! Etc.) are nothing more than a phonetic assault on meaning.

..

The pulse of the track, its tempo or beats per minute (-185), sounds perfectly regular; but
in fact, it is gredually accelerating beneath the listener's perception. To complicate
matters, this acceleration is itself perfectly regular; suggesting that, at some point, the
track was loaded into a computer and quantized; each beat of the pulse separated and
made to conform to a grid s1,1ch that computer, rather tlniil

performe.~... is

keeping the

steadily accelerating puls.e of the track. In addition to medial instruments such as the tape
recorder, a famililiU' ensemble-<l.rums, synthesizer, bass guitar, and two guitars--<:arries

•

the track forward across the three sections of its form (i.e., A, B, C), which is parabolic
(e.g., ll:A:IIBIICIIBII:A' :II). The guitars are all electric, and their resonance is such that it
does not sound as if they were ever recorded "live" (e.g., in a room as played through an
amplifier and recorded by a microphone), but rather,.recorded directly and exclusively by
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way of electronic signal processors. The sound of these instruments, in ether words, will
not have "lived" in any real space until or unless the track is·played baek iti such a space;
having only been passed from one electronic component to another, without ever having
been played out loud. Some of.these signal processors, such as "distortion pedals," do not
pass the original signal forward with any added fidelity or noise reduction, but rather, by
way of "memoryless nonlinearit.ies" (e.g., clipping in amplifier circuits), they pass the
original signal ferward with an added noise, with additional frequencies. The synthesizer

•

in the ensemble is digital; probably a mass.produeed bit of consumer technology, such as
the Casio CTK-63'0; Casio is a multinational corporation best known for supplying the
world's first coll}pact electronic calculator, and the CTK-630 operates in. the much the
same way as an electronic ee.Iculator. The CTK-630, as with any djgital computer,
operates on the basis of an integrated CPU chip. A CPU chip being, in this instance, a
precise combination of semiconducting material such that the voltage being passed
through ii at any given instant, and as clocked against the steady frequency of an
oscillator component (i.e., the clock), immediately carries out "instructions" in much the
same way we saw "decisions" immediately handed down by the access control model I
described in section 3.1. On the basis of simple operatol'S' (e.g., AND, OR, XOR, etc.),
and at each inc~mJ:nt of, the ·~lock, the CPU executes a simultaneous fetching (from
memory) and decoding of a 16-bit sample. The l6~bit samples are then converted and
output as analog waveforms under the command of the CPU. The essential
correspondence between digital· signals in relation to1centrels and dividuals in relation to
the control societies is again made obvious: both are sampled, en'COded, processed, and
converted; this modulation is effected from an elsewhere, and on a molecular scale.
'

)
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Figure 12. Ariel Pink, "White Freckles."

In punk music, functional harmonic progressions grounded in· chromatic tension
and resolution would be hallowed out around naked modes of sound. This quality of
being unbound, in other words,,partly foUows from a renewed and single-minded fixation
upon the horizontal movement of voice to the neglect of its vertical correspondences.
The individual playing of the guitar line, keyboard line, bass line, and vocal melody in
most punk music, each bound only
. to its own anarchic' ve~ion of Gradus ad Parnassum,
effects the harmonic dimension of most punk music, and-in much the same way the rules
of voice-leading did for the music of other situations. As I explained' in Section 3.3.2.,
from the Middle Ages until the early Baroque, composers approached their task primarily
by way of voice-leaping rules. These rules assigned much importance to the clarity,

.

independence, and horizontal movement of each voice, and they assigned little
importance to the cho-rds or harmonies, that is, the vertical corresponde,nces between such
voices. A similar imjl)ulse returns in punk music, each member 0f the "band" or "rock
group" plays a voice (f.e., melody)·with little or DO• regard for the chords each of these
voices together make up, and even less regard for any functional relationships between

•
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such chords. This disregard effects a vertical or harn:!ooic dimension much closer to that
of Medieval and early Renaissance musics. In relation to the horizontal movement of its
voices, however, what sets punk music apart from these earlier modal musics is
exemplified by Figure 22. The track does not begin with a perfect consonance; contrary
motion does not predominate; there are parallel octaves and fifths as well as dissonances
on down beats, unresolved dissanances, ambiguous harmonies, and tli:e rest. In other

••

words, in addition to disregard for functional harmony, there is also d:iStegard for the
niceties of voice-leading.
The dimension of timbre-perhaps because it can be manipulated on the scale of
the electron-cauld well be approached as whole new axis of abstract musical time in
punk music. In addition to ·the x axis of horizontal motion and the y axis of vertical
correspondence, there is also a

z axis of timbre:

for example, low frequency oscillations

of a filter's resonance, the " wow and flutter" of magnetic tape mentioned above, phase
shifting, wave folding, frequency modulation, and the rest. To the neglect the other two
axes, in more recent punk music, an increasing amount of attention has been given to this

z axis. For example, some tracks consist of little more than a simple melodic figure being
repeated to a beat, in harmony with nothing, undergoing spontaneous frequency
modulations or otherwise cha:nging in timbre.
Admittedly, punk music often bears the res1dues of functional tonality and its
prescribed harmonic relations . .Indeed, when the "Electric Blues" first emerged following
WWU, such was mostly bound to a caricature of tonal relationships (e.g., I-IV-1-V-IV-1, 1vi-IV-V, etc.). and some suggestion of this fact can be discerned even in " White
Freckles ." However, these residues are not what is unique to such music, and so they are
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relatively insignificant in relation to the taSk of approaching this music's singular
implications. 'f.his is not to suggest that approaching such harmonic relations precisel y as

residues does notapproach this music's singularity; rather, it is only to suggest that, in the
'

final analysis, such relations aie foreign to this music's singularity. In any case, however,
modal harmony · af{ords greater accommodation to sound as it is supposed to be in its
immediacy, that is, sound as it is manifest in the acoustic resonance

of things (e.g., as

with the j ustly iq~<>ned seventh partial). The polyphony of music in societies of
sovereignty as well as the pllJI.k music in societies of control sets fol'th sound in its
supposed immediacy .and so with more of its naked mystery intact. In this sense, before

"1.700" and after "1-900" musical practices in the West have had a greater respect fot' the
"natural" physics .of acoustic_. resonance: They accomplish the natural tendencies of
acoustic physics rather than -deliberately modifying this physics in the interest of some
functional economy.
For another eX;ample, c;onsider the example of the Puro Instinct track, "Can't Take
You Anywhere." As with some medieval and Renaissance music, close inspection reveals
that the " chords" (I-IV-v-1) are never aware of themselves as such. They are instead an
accident of the interaction of the different modal melQdies (guitar, bass, vocal, keyboards,
etc.), the vertica1 counter.poilits te their horizontal motion. There is never a moment
where one can look at the pitclies in this music, 9S they might be transcribed directly, and
identify I, IV, and v, because there are (from the perspective of common practice in
functional harmony) too many nonchord tones and unresolved dissonanc-es involved, all
resulting from the independent voices as they move melodically (i.e., horizontally)
through time, never m.ind the fact that the presence of the tonally ambiguous v in place of

•
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the functional V7 is itself only one example of the many modal harmonic relationships in
the track. I am not Sllggesting .that one could not easily argue, "There's

.aI; there's a IV,

there's a v." Rather, I am suggesting that in doing so one would miss samething more
significant: The cGmpositional thought here clearly has more concern for the independent
voices moving along their horizontal ax.es than it does for the vertical sonorities one

•

might wrest from them. Further, this compositional thought is decidedly modal.
We can suggest that these medal harmonies, however unintentional, ·already have
a precedent in Jaz:z; or in the so-called "Impressionist" music of nineteenth-century
France. The compositional thinking in both of these other musics, however, has a deeper
conscious relationship with fui:tctional harmony, in a,ddition to a more clefined notion of
"chords" than is found in most ·punk music. Perforrne.rs and composers of punk music can
and do learn such chords and functional relationships. The tablature in any popular music
guitar book, for exarnple, .is articulated entirely by way of such notions. My argument is

•

that all of this is finally about something other than what is unique to punk music.

The concept of a musical "cadence" has different meanings iD. different contexts.
Rarneau's Traite, for example, bas entire sectians on the· different·'Species• and proper
voice-leading of musical cade~ces. In music theor.y, the tetm "cadence" is used to denote
the close of a musical phrase or section. In polyphonic medieval music, we can already
hear this phenomenon as it arose in conventions of liturgical chants, that is, conventions
concerning the "final" or closing of a phrase or work, which, similar to the intervals of

•

thirds and sixths, were onl:y .tbsn beginning to emerge. Throughout the,tlfuteenth century,
for example, composers had tended toward a twa-part cadence formula of a fifth moving
outward to the octa;ve in contrary motion. This tfflb-to..oetave progression was usually
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mediated by a sixth. and during the fourteenth century, this major-sixth-to-octave

•

.

progression in which both voices moved stepwise in contrary motion became so
standardized as to seem inevitable to coQtemporary observers. This progression existed in
two forms, in one of which the half step (as Ti to Do2) occurred in the upper part and the
other of which it occurred (as. Fa to Mi) in the lower part; and in each case, the other
voice moved by a wb.ole step (e.g., Re to Do1 in the first instance and. ~e to Mi in the
second). The distance from Mi to Fa and from Ti to Do2 is a b.alf step, and the prineiple
indicated above· suggested that the fJillli conson.ance of a work must be approached by a

b.alf step.170
During th.e fourteenth century, composers regp.larly used 'the progression with the
half step at the top for final

ca~ences.

As chords and·standard cadence fOrmulas became

common, they necessitated more frequent application of musica ftcta , or the insertion of
flats and sharps (which, except for B~. were not part of the riow traditional Guidonian
system). Musica fie~ knpwn since the middle of the thirteenth century, had two basic
purposes. It was used to eliminate tritones, or augmented or diminished octaves, from
consonant chords when occurring in juxatoposed positions, and also to tum normally

•

minor sixths into major ones, the better to move outward to an octave. 171 In some senses,
then, the adventure of Western harmony is inextricably linked to or anchoFed upon these
conventions of .cadence. The functional relationships mentioned above, for example,
largely develop. around the voice-leading conventions of the .cade~~- Protocols of
cadence are transhistorically what Western musical works come to be consummated on.
•

With this consummation in mind, consider the plagal cadence, the subdominant (i.e., Fa)
170. Crocker, A History ofMusical Style, 225.
171. Ibid.
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coming to rest upon the tonic (i.e., Do1). When music students today learn the plagal
cadence, the mnemonic used is "a-men" (i.e., Fa-Do1). Throughout the Ren~ssance,
when a phrase or work came to its final cadence, it did so upon the ruil;rie of God (e.g.,
Jesu Christie, Rex benigne, Alleluia). Even when the holy name is eventually omitted, as

•

it is in all instrumental music, and as it was beginning around or just l)efore Rameau 's
'
lifetime, it remains present unconsciously in that the works still come t o their finality
using the same ·ritual. 172
In the music characteriStic of control societies, the work most often ends without
any cadential rituals; in this way, as Heidegger put it, the "default of God'- is no longer
discerned as a default." 173 The work sometimes ends by fading off, as·if it were going
somewhere else, and will

rem~

there until visited again. Sometimes the work comes

apart in shambled<madness, or at its cl-imax. Perhaps most often, the work ends arbitrarily,

•

without any apparent point or purpose. None of these rellllll'ks are meanno suggest there
are not examples· where the work remains more indebted to traditional folk song

-.

conventions. Music in control. societies is unique to the extent that it dispenses almost
entirely with protocols ofcadence.
The example of the track for a 1986 television commercial for a children's
bicycle, "Street Machine," can help make all of this clear. Heard together, its
electronically synthesized noises, modal harmonies, melodic fragments, and explosive
(however finally regular) percussion underscore much of what is unique to punk music

'

compared to the music of othe.r situations. In terms of form, for example, the track is not
a song (i.e., comprised of verses and a chorus) and, with perhaps the exception of the last
172. Ibid.

•

173. Heidegger, "What are Poets For?,'' 101.

••
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six pitches, it is not an advertising jingle either. The four-pitch cantus-firmus-like bass
'
voice is repeated twice. The rhythmic values of the bass voice are halved during the
second of these two repetition's and so accomplish an emphatic and restless quickening
effect. The melodic figures-irregular bursts-secure the harmonic space firmJy in G
Aeolian (the affeeted word "Aeolian" is preferable to the word "minor" here, as it
indicates the absence of the F# leading tone and its correlate functional implications). The
irregularity of these melodic fragments finds an equally irregular counterpoint in the
percussive fills and explosions of electronically generated sound effects. These

•

irregularities themselves finally refer back to a steady and uniform pulse, although only
as an afterthought or a silent organizing principle. "Street Machine" foregrounds the
important elements of the new music: electronic instruments, modal harmonies,
fragmented "childish" melodies, and flat-footed, simple, constant rhythms.
Tangerine Dream's track "Street Hawk," the opening theme for a television
program of the same name, also exemplifies these dimensions. Electronically synthesized
noises, modal hannonies, and irregular percussive fills pervade and structure the "Street
Hawk" theme. After an introductory exposition of the theme, the harmonies move by way
of rising thirds. This type of harmonic motion, mostly excluded by the regime of
functional harmony, occurs sd often in punk music that it is as if it had replaced the
tonic/dominant relationships most important to tonal' music. The transition from the first
section of "Street Hawk" to its second section involves an 'entirely dysfunctional change
of key. This change is "dysfUnctional" because it is without a pivot or other vindication in
terms of functional harmony. At times, the second section seems to display residues of
subdominant/dorninant/tonic relationships; however, they are. connected by way of thirds,

•
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and the transition from this second into a third section frustrates any iinpiication of a
functional root 1:5y another dysfunctional change in key. In the third ~d 'final section of
the track, it is not even clear what mode (i.e., key) we are in, as the seetion lacks any
tonic gravity whatsoever, any suggestion of definitive root or a "final"; both melody and
harmony are (for want of a better way of putting it) only ever supposed to be going where
they end up going. In this track, and in punk music generally, the narrative authority
implicit to the functional harmonic relationships one finds in tonal music is most often
absent, except as residue or barely recognizable caricature; nor does any thematic
integrity offset thiS"Bbsence as it does in the music of the Second Viennese:School and the
integral serialists.
Some criacal theorists s:ondemn punk music for precisely thes~ reasons. Absent
both function and thematic integrity, the theorists .suggest, each detail of· the punk track
(e.g., any one of the three sections comprising the "Street Hawk" theme) might just as
well be substitut~'for another, The theorists draw a.parallel. between tills:fdngibility and
)

the universal eq\livalence of capital. Were we to follow the critical theorists' suggestion
and replace, for .example, the third section of the "Street ~awk" theme with the second
section and vice versa, we would fmd that they were correct. Because this m.usic lacks
any functional or thematic integrity, the one section might as:well,be heard in place of the
other with no great consequence in relation to the track as whole. Sim.Har critiques have
been leveled against the music's steady pulse: "This is the way in which their response to
music immediately. expruses their desire to obey. [T]he. siandardize.a meter of dance

•

music [ ...] suggests:the coorrunated battalions of a mechanieal icollectivity."174 Again this
is true; the uncanny precision of some punk performers, foF el\ample, Motown's The
174. Adorno, &says on Music, 461.
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Funk Brothers, has something of the assembly line about it, just as the founder of
Motown Records, Becry Gordy, consciously modeled his "hit factory" after the Ford plant

•

where he had w.o.r!(ed. But all of this changes nothing. The absence of an,inward integrity
outwardly proving the whole as untrue merely draws attention elsewhete, for example,
towards the surface and its adornment, as with cosmetics, which ,equally escapes
subsumption into a whole. And this has been the case with pop from the beginning. The
fascination for the cosmetic in Warhol (e.g., Marilyn's makeup) draws attention towards
whatever the remaind.er over-and-above the surface is always suggesting;'IIII;yway (e.g., a

hope): the hope to be seen, to be admired, to be loved. Warhol's fas~ination for the
cosmetic; indeed, for the icon, presents this as truth: the cosmetic is never simply a

•

handing over of the surface to .power, a mere subordination of part in relation to untrue
whole; even where the surface is intermingled with power, here it is already tragic (or
cynical) in such a way so as

to reveal

something else than power, precisely, what had

hoped to be seen, something 'else than power coming to bo.th its ruin and true expression
in this intermingling. The only condition is that it not be exhausted in its· own ennui, as
with an idol; it must be cynical enough, at least, to rexclaim "NO FUTURE!" Or, when
shown the digital clock, to re_mark that it is a "useful thing to save a .person from being

•

late for dinner." Warhol's ''perspective" calls attention towards what hopes to appear (or
more generally, a potentiality): it draws-forth this hope cosmetically, upon the surface,

exactly upon the surface, as all of its singular elemenJs, anct·in this way it.is already closer
to the non-identical, and ·closer even still to the non-identical as it would be "a thing's
own identity against its identification"175 This is what it means to be a "superstar." This is

175. Theodor Adorno. Negative Dialectics, trans. E.B. Asbton, EN•w York: Continuum, 2005), 61 .

•
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•

what is meant by Warhol's question: :'so what?" Punk music has no integrity, neither in
relation to its thematic material or its harmony. It often co.nsists of·n·othing more than
'

unrelated, undeveioped, and banal melodic fragments sounded through mass-produced
household appliances and structured in a form that corresponds exactly .to the empty
repetition of work and spectacle. Punk music is often sung by singers w.ho "can't sing"
and performed by ·performers who would consider the execution of the arpeggios in
Figure 22 a feat of virtuosity, but to suggest that for all these reasons it is incapable of

•

attaining to what the theorists once understood "high" and "low'' to critically signify is
too neglect its monstrosity, the zebra stripe of its stupidity, that which would donate
nothing of its p<)tt";otial to the design of its control. "Rock 'n' roll has nothing to say,"
explains Griel Marcus, "only a.divine noise to make." 176
Most of my remarks about both "Street Machine" and the "Street Hawk" theme

'
apply equally to Hirokazu "!iip" Tanaka's "Kraid," a track that was included on the
sound track for the video game Metroid (for the Nintendo Entertainment System [NES)).
What sets "K.raid" apart from these tracks, however, are first, the context in which it is
presemed (i.e., the sound track for a :video game), and second,, the technology through
which it is generated (i.e., a .microchip running an 8-B1t instructian set). As part of the
sound track for a video game, the trac:k is intended to be repeated indefinitely, without
any prearranged ending. For the seventy million people who owned the NES, it is
likely-whether bec!lluse they were.stuck at a certain "level" or "stage" within the video
game or because they pfayea the video game often-that .they heard such tracks, such
loops, more often than even the most ubiquito\IS popular. music or advertising jingles of

•

176. Griel Marcus, Lipstick 7races: A Secret History of rhe 'l'wsntierh Cepliiry, (Cambridge, MA: Harvard

Univeristy Press, 1989), 88.
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the time. In this Wjly, such musie was and is especially effective. ln re.lation to the
technology through which the track is generated, the.track is ·bound to .~e. limitations of
an integrated circuit, the RiC9h 2,4..03. The 2A03 included. a very basic programmable
sound generator (,PSG) with five channels, each of which was capable of sounding only a

.

single v0ice at any given time: two square wave oscillators, one triangle wav.e oscillat0r,
.

.•

a noise channel, and a PCM channel. The square oscillators enabled pulse' modulation of
the volume, frequency (pitch), and widths of the peaks. Most often, this·channel was used
for the melody and-liannony Unes. The triangle wave had less dynamic range, and so was
usually used for the bass line. The noise channel was only capable of outputting bursts of
white noise, and:so was often used for drum bits and other seund effects. The PCM (pulse
code modulation) channel was able I to output recorded samples, although'these were all of
low (8-bit) qualio/. Interestingly, the possibilities and limitations of this PSG were rarely

.

explored in their 0~ right; mtist often, they were used to emulate a tfllditional four-piece
.

•

roclc band (with, as indicated, triangle wave as the. bass, two square waves as two guitars,

.

_,

and a noise charu!el as drums). Progranimers would often g9 out of their way to compose
r

complex and rapid sequences of-notes, and pitch bends· and delay effeets·were brought to

.

.

bear in an effort ·to overeome·'the restrictions of the medium.to make, fol'·.example, an 8bit square wave -sound similar to a rock guitar. "l<l'aid" manages to wrest a surprising
versatility from the limitation of five channels. The track is divided into five sections,
•

with each of these five sections containing a subsection that is repeated twice. As with

•
"Street Hawk" and "Street Machine," the abstract form of the track does not abide by any

•

familiar conventions. In relation to harmony, the Se'\Xlnd secti~n involves the back-andforth between two major triads that are a major secoocl:apart·from
one.another. It is worth
.
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'

noting that before the 1980s, the hannonic space so opened was rarely e)!:;Plored in itself.
•

!•

When and if there was a passage through this space, it would func~n as· a tensionbuilding device (the lower of the two chords would ·function 'as the sulX!orninant, the
chord a major

s~cond

higher would function as the dominant, and, inevitably, repose

would be achieved through resolution to the tonic).

..

.

The Sensa~on Fix.:s '!Fragments of Light'' (Figure 23) reveals .something of
~-

melody in the mu.Sic of control societies. When the melody of this. trae~ is placed in
juxtaposition wit)l melodies from disparate musical situations, for example, the first

•

••

theme from the

fir.st movement of Mahler's Symphony Nn. 1.0 (Figure 24), much of what

is unique about

d'usic in control societies is revealed.

••
cruc. ____

p

e.rc.

Figure 24. The first' theme of the first movement ofMaliler's Symphony No. 10 (191 0).

The theme from Mahler's tenth symphony is filled with chromatic "longing"
tones. Each of these tones has a functional tendency of·some kind, and the functional
hannonic underpinnings of the •th.e me could just as easily be approximated using Roman
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numerals. The theme comprises enormous "aching" leaps (octaves, •elevenths, ninths,
etc.), devices ·of tension and release, and so on. By contrast, the melody from "Fragments
\
of Light" consists primarily of a three-note figure repeated again and .again, the largest

'

•

interval is that of afeurth, and any functional implications are primarily residual. What is
more, the notation provided in' Figure 23 is somewhat misleading,

as the·performance of

the melody is by:no means that precise. The melody has no chromatic "leading tones,"
and its harmonic underpinnings are decidedly modal. The "key signature," were this a
tonal piece of music, would indicate the key of D major or B minor. The track, however,
actually sounds as if it were in the mode ofF# Phrygian. The Mahler theme is marked to
be performed by the violin section of a symphony orchestra reading .. a score, while the
Sensations Fix melody is perfouned by a musical synthesizer magnetically recorded onto

•

tape .
It should come as no. surprise that the consequences of these facts are only
beginning to be explored. For example, despite the fact that its operation.can be emulated
using computer software, some punk musicians still insist upon using the Ricoh 2A03 to
\

make music. lndeed, the Ricop 2A03, like the SID 6581, the SN 764':/7, and others, is
only one of many sought after programmable sound chips. Presumably, this is because
each of these chips, like magnetic tape recorders and analog synthesizers, ·h ave their very
own material or intensive qualities. Deleuze explains, "[djigital synthesizers [ ... ] are

•

' integral': their operation passes through a codification, through a homogenization and
binarization of the data, which is produced on a separate plane, infinite in principle, and
whose sound will be produced as the result of a conversion-translation. [ ... ] Digital filters
proceed by an additive synthesis of elementary codified formants, whereas the analogical
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filter usually acts through the s.ubtraction of frequencies ('high pass, 'low pass' ... ). What

•

is added from one filter to the next are intensive subtractions, and it is thuS' an addition of
subtractions that c.onstitutes modulation and sensible movement [ ... J." 177 This is not to
suggest any opposition between analog and digital, but rather to emphasize the singular
intensivity of any given media technology. Indeed, one could reasonably assume that

.

'

right now there are punk musicians tearing the smoothing filters from a CTK-630
precisely in order to exploit the singularity of the digitally "stepped" uninterpolated
samples in its read only memory chip.

'

•

In the end, it is fair to say that music in control societies· is as wwrecedented in
relation to the music of other situations as its mathematics and chemistry and equally as
illuminating i.n thls regard. Beb,ind the classical physics of acoustic energy, the vibrating
string and the resonant cavity, there was always an inaccessible electredynamics. The
possibilities are endless in rdlation to connections and interruptions where the whole
array of WWli surplus equipments, multiple apparatuses of control, are used in the right
way. Speaking musically, it is a direct action as with the industrial sabotage once

o£ the proper as a
advocated by "old moles" like the IWW. This is not a challen:gi.gg-forth
·r
,.
•
•
t

standing reserve, but rather a setting-forth or a letting-be of the proper onto the level of

•

its electrod}'IUIIl)ics. Who needs a development section or Mahler when there are
distortion pedals and "White Freckles"?

3.3.8. Conclusion
The trajectory· I outlined in this section was that of sensation or the sensible-in
I

177. Gilles Deleuu, Fr,anl:is Bq.con~.The Logic ofSen:ration,ll'81lS. li>ahiel W. Smith, (Minneapolis:
University ofMinnesot&:i>ress, 2.0<t5j, 95 .

•

•
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general, that of listening, and in particular, that of music. Nowhere so much as in this
section has the disparity

~~(!ell

the societies of control, dis!i~ipline, aqd classicism been

.

made more apparent in relation to how the sensible or sensation, precisely, .listening, was
distributed; how it was instructed, and to what end it was supposed to operate. The
material physics· was, in

eac~

case, consistent. Nevertheless, how this physics was

organized, the designs it actuated, and the possibilities discerned in it cauld n.o t have been

•

any more disparate. The operation of thought and the •operation of music ,in: any situation
would seem always to stand in some analogy to each another. So, for example, we saw in
the example of A:wrno on Be~~oven an inescapably manifest resemblance-even if only
as stated outrigh~ by Adorno himself.-betweeo the development section :of a sonata and

.

the critical science, from the nic;eties of neo-classicism, of ·Kant and Haydn, and through
the heroic integrity of Hegel and Beethoven, until the advent of the negative dialectics of
Adorno and Schoenberg. In

•

tlie city on the edge of forever, liowever, tliis is no longer the

story, no longer the conceit. Precisely what Kittler. had emphasized through the
gramophone in relation to writing could be said of tl;le gFamophone in relation to music,
namely, that up until this point writing had still been conceived in the.sens.e ·that Aristotle
•

conceived it in his De Anima, the sound of that whicn,bas soul in it. Linguistics in " 1800"
had, notes Kittler, "empirically confirm[ed]" the philasophical·claim that the character of
the literary Word consisted of "pure poetic flash that disappears without a trace, leaving
behind it but a vibration sliSpe~ded in the air for one briefmoment."178'Hegel bad notably
referred to tone as ''the fulfillment of the expressi'!eness by which inWardness makes

•

itself known" because it is "determinate being within•time," and Bemhardi insisted in his

178. Kinler, Discourse Networks I80/J/1 900, 53.
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On Language that "the whole of nature sounded in minimah signifieiis." 179 In short,
language in "1809" and up unt'il "190.0" remained "full of living soun~."J 80 The concept
of philology in

~'.1.800"

I .

foclisCd entirely on the elements of language .that had clear

significative meaning: "choice of words" and (perhaps surprisingly) s}'llables. The field
did not extend to words themselves, let alone to phonemes or letters. As a building block,
the syllable provides incontrovertible evidence of the "unification of sound and meaning"
as central: "Nature and Spirit" imbue the study of words down to the. minimal element,
which is, simultaneously, the "summit oflanguage:" 181 Kittler asserts that"atthe end of a
sequence of iterated decompositions the minimal signified equaled Poetry."182
ContinuiQ~?·l$.ittler suggests that the mediator between voice and scripJ

in "1800"

is handwriting, which seems to enact the seamless continuity ·of mind, band, and word. It

•

is no different in the case of m)JSic. Until the gramophone, music no less than language
was inscribed by halld, with pen and paper. The aesthetic of "1890" hinged on the "fine
and accurate connection" of handwriting as signifier of the flowing of thoughts (like the
flowing of sounds) as seen in cursive writing. This visible continuity was sought in the
promotion of connecting capital letters with lowercase letters (naturally more important

in German, where. uppercase letters are used to begin all nouns, than in English) so as not
to disrupt the flow of the written-down thoughts. Such· a connection served a purpose
similar to that of vowels in speech or song, preventing consonant clusters from

179. Ibid., 43.
180. Johann 6ottfri~d Herder, Treatise on the Origin ofLanguage (L772). 17, quo~d in ~ttler, Discourse

Networlcs /80011900, 43".
181. Kittler, Discourse Neeworlcs 18001/900, 43.

182. £bid., 42.

•
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interrupting continuity. 183 The typewriter, with its equalizing "nature," as it were, "tears
writing from the essential retilm of the hand" by its setting into action "mechanical
forces.'' 184 The typewriter, in changing the writren word to the typed one, reduces the
sovereignty and agency of the human hand just as it relegates the word to the degraded
level of a mere "means of communication." 185 The typewriter, the gramophone, and
"1900" in general exorcise soul from corpse, and sa what remains is .the --body, newly
opened for both control and fre;e use down to the level of its molecules. From a cosmos of
ratios through the early taxonomies of Rameau through integral unity and developmentthe "organisms" of Beetho:ven and Schoenberg-the physics of sounc!- had no more
opened itself to manipulation than had the molecules of the body. The societies of control
are molecular. What this means, however, only comes by way of contrast with
transmitters, channels, and receivers that operate on another scale or order. In contrast
with earlier

ch~els, music today is not so much Wl'itten as it is m~de, often with

electricity, and often with instrum.ents (such as SCJ"81"11.blers and voltage COlJtrols) created
for WWI:I. Indeed, here it is no longer even a question of-the typewriter, but rather of the
"smart tablet," that is, an onli,I)e Remington capable of autQGompleting one's sentences.
Examining music in societies of control, we can discern exactly the manner in which the
residues of discipline and sovereignty swarm within it, with the automatic, that is,
unacknowledged, nods to cadence, functional tonality, and the rest. But even here,
something novel emerges, a polyphony of fragmented, rehftively "chilru.s h," endlessly

183. Ibid., 83.

•

184. Martin Reidegg,e,r, i'armenides; lranS. An~ Scbuwer and l}.icbatd!RQjcewicz (BJO<?mington:
University of indianal?.tl:ss, 1998);.81:; quQted·ln·T~otby .cam~/tt!P':'P.er. Life: Technology and
Blopolitics from Heideggu to A*"?'f~n,.-Ml!meapohs: Untversi?y ofMful!e.sota Press, 20J I), 81.
185. CampbeU,lmproper Life, 4.
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repetitive voices, which in their "vertical" correspondences with one anpther sometimes
mark out the movement of abstract harmonic time, however- and tlll.lik.e functional

•

tonality, this is a movement towards no end, no home, and without any possibility of
consummation. The substance of the sounds comprising this .polyphony, as with the
situation of which they are a part, is fashioned down to the level of the electron. That is,
rather than a breath through a resonant cavity, or a bow across a string, we have voltage
through a circuit an:d the sympathetic inductance of piezoelectric sensors. Everything that
is distinct about control societies, that is, in their substan(ke and in their operation, can be
articulated upon sue.h bases 8S'these.

' .(

'

'

•
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4. Condusion
4 .1. Introduction

"The miraculous is everywhere," states the narrator of a televi$toru;co)ll1Ilercial for

•

cell phones. A series of images appears underneath the word "unlimited"! ..blood vessels,
lea~es,

an electrified:Earth·seen from high orbit. The narrator continues,. "ln·our homes.

In our minds." Fa·a tage of a child running into the arms of his mother appears; at each
step, another frame freezes in place, as with a series of still photographs, one on top of
the other, duplicating mother and child in their joyous approach. Wh,en they finally
embrace, the camera zooms in to the mother's eye, which explodes· into a swarm of
pixels. The narrator reiillll'ks, "A billion roaming, plmtojoumalists upJoading the human

.·

experience." Anotlie.r series of images flashes -by in rapid succession: a cliild clumsily
taking photograpps.with the.ceJ.J phone, a dreamy teenage girJ.takmg phot!'grapbs out the
window of a car at sunset, with the wind blowing through her )lair. "And it is
spectacular," concludes the narra:tor, over footage of an infant laughing. The narrator then
asks, "So why would you cap that?" The narrator explains that the cell phone be would
have us buy "can see every p~int of view" (on screen, the eye of a human being becomes
the camera lens ·on the back of the phone), "every panorama, the entire gallery of
humanity." Tl;le succession of generic images continues: more upper-middl~-class people,

.

the beach, a dog.n!a>}'ing,)pl.d:;ro on. "l need to upload all ofme,~· declares the narrator, as
·'·

a group of smartly messed teenage boys play on the street; "I need, no,.I ·have the right to
be unlimited." Again, the word "unlimited" appears on the screen, only to be joined a
moment later by the phrase, "I am ... [unlimited]."
Throughout'ttbis ·disslriation, I have attempted

t0

substantiate 1}!e· claim that the

•
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"right to be unlimited" celebrated by the cell phone commercial, if not the marketing
apparatus of the entire spectacle, is nothing other than the right to do!Jate p.otentiality to
the design of actuating probable certainty: a billion roaming photo jo~alists, "phone
numbers," uploading the human experience, smashing watermelons, for fun and fqr free,
for the "elsewhere" of communication and control.

ln control societies, power does not operate by way of coercic;m or even

•

alienation. The "free labor" analyzed by Terranova and others, the "cell· phone apparatus"
discussed by Agamben, these rely upon the full knowledge and willful-even j~yful
consent of those-involved. 'Uhe dividual is no more obliged by

sove~gn

fiat than it is

confined in an enelosure of discipline: it is continuously in orbit, a vector, governed by
the proliferation of its own desi,res-above all, by the desire to communicate.
"1984," a U.S. television commercial for the Apple corporation directed by Ridley
Scon, offers an allegory of the emergence of the freely assenting subject of control out of
the demise of the disciplinary enclosure. The commercial presents a conventional
dystopian scene: Colorless, uniform rows of human beings.march like prisoners through
underground tunnels. The drones the.n come to sit lifelessly befare an ·eitormous screen.
Their Master, projected on the screen, gives them commands. Suddenly, a blonde woman,
dressed as a traek athlete and ·carrying a hammer, runs· tltreugh this· hive of drones and
throws her hammer through the screen just as the omino.u s figure projected on it is
declaring, "We shall prevail!" The advertisement concludes with a voiceover
accompanied by scrolling text: "On January 24th, Apple Computer wi ll introduce
Macintosh. And y.e u'll see why L984 won' t be like ' 1'984."' If the drones and the

•

regimented world they inhabit represent the disciplinary fa(ltOry, then the feinale runner
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heralds the appearance of the new subject of marketing, consonant With th.e eager cell

.•

.

phone users of the· "Unlimited" commercial, as exemplary of control as it is of an

'

uncoerced donation of potentiality. The Fordist drones who march in lockstep in the
opening sequence and occupy circumscribed, enclosed spaces stand as the last
representatives of the increasil;lgly obsolete mechanisms of discipline, and the runner is
prophetic of the dividual of the society of control for whom assent to the design of
control is a joyous.· act of freedom. The injunction is no longer hand'ed down by the
ominous face of a ruler, but rather, without any contention, in the self-assured complicity
of figures like

~~nzy

Marmun: communicate, enjoy,

part!icip.at~beeaus~,

in any case,

we all want to "get along" with each other, to participate in th.e next "key step in our
evolution."
Multinationals like the Apple corporation

"saved~'

prosperQUS.. Western liberal

democra.cies from "big brothe'r" Fordism. However, if today these prosperous citizens
find themselves-working on the campuses of the information-service economy rather !han
in factories, then it is only because elsewhere, "capitalism has retained as a constant the
extreme poverty of t:hree·Qiljlrters of .humanity, too

JX)Or

for debt, ·too numerous for

confinement" 1 Such figures, for example, the hundteds of thousands .of workers in any
Foxconn "city" busily

manufac~g

gadgets for App\e, were absent from my study.

Whether it is a worker in one ofFoxconn's cities or ·som.eone waiting in line outside of a
store in order to buy-the neVI ~pparatus, it is in any ;cas.e the same design the dividual is
working to actuate, save the unproductive, or tfiose who would refuse work and so donate

l. Deleuze, "Postscript" 7.

•
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only nothing. "It feels kinda like a playground, a big playground,"2 elq>l'ains first-week
intern Matt ·Malone'regarding· his impressions of the Google campus. .Here, then, and
again, the point is not that Malon.e is mistaken, that he has been duped. or.is-alienated, bu!
rather, that he is entirely correct. "There is no need to publicize what is private," explains
Deleuze; ·~ust make..sure that what is already public is l:>eing admitted publ\Ciy.'.J
In control societies, everything is either actually or potentially digitlil informatian.
1 attempted to substantiate this point in Section 3.1 of Chapter 3. In· my analysis of
stylometry, I considered algorithms that would abstract affects and emotions from
individuals, asse~ what· .tbriats, if any, they pose in any situation, ipentify their
perspectives, "Hoi! them down" into synopses, and above all, identifY and classify them,

in order to predict and potentially determine what they will do next. 'lPree'mption does
not prevent, it effects," writes Massumi; '!Rather than acting in the present to avoid an
occurrence in the future, preemption brings the future into the present.'"'

•

In addition to stressing information over

m~l!1ling

and. process over identity,

control societies would inspire external relations (i.e., "behavior") o:ver interiority and
causality. There is .less of a..need to discipline the interior When, by way of its purely
external relations, the exterior can be controlled. Whether apparatus or·person, identity as
such is of less consequence than behavior within a network of extetiui:l relations. This
behavior is also more impon:ailt than causality: "Who· knows why people do what they

2. Google, Yourube video, :5:50, 6/412013, "Google Interns' First We!-k,"
bttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v-o~No-FiBJ.nl.'A .

•

\

3. F~lix Guanari, Choosop'hy: Texts omf.lntervlews 1972-1977,.ed. Sy,lv~re Lotringer (Boston: MIT Press,
2008), 268.
4. Brian Massumi, ':rht;:I;u~;B.lt!)l.oftheAft:ective Fact," pr~diogs _c)f.'th~ "Ge~ogies of
Biopolitics" confere~ce, o'nllne; a\lil!able at:·http://radlcalempil'ic~m.org (accessed 612812009).
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do? The point is they do it, and we can track and measure it with U'!Precedented
jidelity." 5

Section 3.2 of Chapter 3, on molecular biology, showed how far the conflation of
digital information with materiality extends in control societies. There are already, for
example, several widely available algorithms that, using little .more than the information
provided through .the cameras· on most cellular phones, can measure s)$in. temperature,
blood pressure,

1:\eart rate, respiration rate, eye movement, fasciculatipn; and similar

phenomena. Such· observables would be compiled into continuously updat'able feature
'

·'

sets: eigenvectors, ever more distinct and predictable ''banks," and diviauals. Databases
of biomarkers and enzyme pathways, the biological dimension. of these. same dividuals,
woUld be mapped out, hyperlil$ed, and endlessly appended, so that finoillo/. nothing would
remain beyond the domain of control, save nothing itself, th11t is, the unproductive.
But not even nothing remains beyond control. Section 3.1.5 of Chapter 3, on
control theory, rev~ed that a "community of sin~iu:i~es" is precisely what a control
system is designed to stabilize. That such pertl¥bations remain "uncounted" and
"invisible,'' as the "void of a situation," is understood in aQ.vance from the position of a
model grounded in terms of d!ltectability, reachabilii!Y, obse!'Vability, and the like. More

than any observable, these noises, even if. only by way of the•faintest traces, will be made
to actuate system stability. At each point in time aften t 0 , possib"ility increasingly becomes
probable certainty, and! probable certainty in tum reinforces system stability.
Throughout my study, I have attempted to substantiate control by way of contrast
with disparate configurations of power and by way of expforing its historical resonance.
5. Chris Anderson, "The :End ofl'heory: The Oata ·Deluge Makes the Scientific Method bbsolcte," Wired
16, no. 7 (2008): 24 .
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In Section 3.3, on music, I previded an instance of how su.e h d,isparity extepds even to the
level of sensation, to the extent that sensation is in each case ,instructed and bound to
operate in accard with a partic~ar end. From the elegant taxinomia of Riameau tlu:augh

'

critical dialectics-and the inte~ thematic relations of twelve-tone music, I approached a
situation where such,had all but been foJ.:gotten, its residues persiSting oDly, in the voltagecontrolled oscillations of th.e Ricoh 2A03. In all of this, however, there·re.niains a free use
or a positive feedback.

In this concluding chapter, I offer some speculations in relation to politics. In
I.

·~

Section 4.2, I consider a politics of non-communication. In Section,4.3, I explore the
possibilities of ti)e 'tountertemporalities. In Section 4.4, I affer a note .e n.method. Finally,
in Section 4.5, I explore the takjng up of a sinthome.

4.2. Non-communica,tion

•

De leuze and others have argued that opening "vacuoles-of non.,communication" is
one of the most radical activities possible in contrOl societies. In his essay "Mediators,"
•'

Deleuze makes tile poiint as fallows: "The problem is no longer getting. people to express
themselves, but providing little gaps of solitude and silence in which they might
eventually find something to say. Repressive forces don't stop people from expressing
themselves, but rather force them to express themselves. What a relief tQ.-have nothing to
say, the right to say nothing, because only then i!s there a·chance of framing the rare, or

•

even rarer, the thing .that migh~ be worth saying."6 For a number of theorists advocating
resistance against the obligation to communicate, Heonan MelviUe's Bartleby bas
become an embiem!lt\c.:figureffur the "right to say nothing."
6. Gilles De leuze, Negollarlons (New York: Columbia University Press, 1997)1 229.
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To Agamben, Bartleby "represents a potentiality that, insteac! of passing into
actuality, remains pure potentialit)'."7 According to this account, "Bjlrtleby's gesture is
that of a potential that does noi proceed, but follow[s] its act, [and thus]1J.as left it behind
forever. " 3 Bartleby eomes not to save the world, "but to save what w~ not."9 De leuze
reads Bartleby in>.a different way. According to Deleuze, "'I prefer not to/. murmured in a
soft, flat, and patient voice, [ .. .] attains to the irremissible, by forming an inarticulate
block, a single bteath. In all these respects, it has the same force, the same role as an

'

°

agrammatical formula." 1 For Deleuze, "[T]here is a stupor surrounding Bartleby, as if
I

one had heard the Unspeakable or the Unstoppable[ .. .) as if he had said everything and
exhausted language at the s~e time [ ... ) being as being, and nothih.g mo~e, [Bartleby
expresses] a negativism beyond all negation."

11

In any case, for both·-o.f these thinkers,

Bartleby resists the imperatives of enjoyment and communication and so resists the
consequent production of a value instrumental only to soci~ management.
Michael Hardt and An~nio Negri, on the other hand, point to, the -limitations of
Bartleby's gesture alone as an act ofresistance:
[Bartleby'S] refusal certainJ.y is the beginning .o f.aJ iberatory politics, but it is only
a beginnip.g. The refusal in itself is empty. [ .. . In political terms; too, refusal in
itself (of work, authority, and voll!ntary sewitild~)' leaCls:only to a kind of social
suicide. As- Spino~ says,:ifwe ~imP!Y cut::the, tyJ'anni.cal·head
the social body,
we will be left with tl\.e 'd'eformel:l corpse ofsociety. WQ.at we need is to create a
new social body, which is project that gGes beyoo<hefusal. Oudines.of flight,

J

off

a

7. Giorgio Agam ben, Potentialities: C.ollected Essays in Philosophy, tmJS. L>aniel Heller-Roazen (Stanford,
CA: Stanfqrd University Press, 1999), 240.
8. Ibid.

9. Ibid.

10. Gille Deleuze, Essay.s,Crltical.a,.d Clinical, trans. D8J1iel W. Smith (New York Verso, 1998), 68.
t

I I. Ibid., 71.
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our e~odus !!}USt be ~Jl5tituent and create a real-a+t,em~~tive. ·Beye~ the s~ple
refuslil, or as!part·of"tliiihefusa1, we need also to construct a new ~ode of life and
above all a.new community. 12

'

The 1989 television show Quantum Leap provides another par!\b}e' of escape from
the mechanisms qf control. In the show,.protagonist and time traveler 'Sam Beckett finds
himself lost in an achronological series ·of places, as different people ~different lives.

In the title sequc;nce to the pro-gram, the narrator explains:
Theorizing 'that one could time travel within his own lifetime, Dr. Sam Beckett
stepped intlfthe quantum leap accelerator and 'Vanisl:led. He wo~e to find himself
trapped in tlie past, facing mirror images.that .w ere not. his own ill:\..cLdriven by an
unknown, fence to change history for the bette~. HiS qnl.y guide p_p,~.s~ourney is
AI, an obsel'l.!er frGmr)ii~ o.wn time, who app~ in tli~ ~rm· oh littlqgram that
only Sam can
and .hear. And so, Dr. Beckeft",ffirds himselfleapli)g,from life to
life, strivii)g,to put right what on:ce went wrong, and hoping each·mn·e,that his
next leap will be the leap home. 13

see

•

1n each episode, Sam leaps into the bodies and lives.of other people. In .one episode, for
example, Sam might be a yo'ilpg woman facing s.exist discrjminatioo in an early 1960s
U.S. workplace, while in anotlier episode, he might be an elderly bla~k man in the
racially segregated southern U.S. Sam Beckett is lost in a series of episodes, each in a
different time and within which he does not appear to oth.ers, or even in the mirror, as
himself, but rather as a "woman" or a "child" or a "criminal" or a "lunatic" or a "soldier."
The show is obviously shot tl1rough with liberal prqgressivism: now ~am is fighting for
women's rights, now Sam is fighting fer the disabled; at one point, Sam eyen becomes a
test subject chimpan~. in.oroer to fight against animal cmelty. The reiil' emphasis of the
show, however, is always on Sam's becomings: that'he is a pregnant woman, that he has
no legs, that he has Down's syndrome, and that, in the element of his becoming in these

12. Michael Hardt and Anton.(o;Negri, Empire (Boston: Harvard University Press, 20'00), 204.
13. Donald P. Bcllisario, (!uanlllm L~ap (1989; Los Angeles: Unive~al Studios, 2004): 9\ID.

•
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ways, he transfoi,1Ils h:istory. This is not a matter of sympathy, nor even o'f empathy; it is a
matter of becomings in the strictest Deleuzian se~e: "Becoming isn't part of histery,"
explains Deleuze; "history amounts only to the set of preconditions, hov,:ever recent, that

.

one leaves. behind in order·to 'become,' that is, to create something new. This is precisely

'.

what Nietzsche calls the Untiinely." 14 According to this definitien, bec.omings are a
matter of going back into the event, taking one's place in· it, growing both_young and old
in it at once,

an4 ·so going through all of its compoQ.ents or singularities: To this extent,

the television sho.w. approaches the dividualism of control se~ieties an<f offers a form of
politics adequate to th.ese societies.
Sam is never a part of'any history, as he was never "there" to begin with. Rather,
,/

he is the creation of wmething new in history, that is, precisely this novelty and nothing
else. In contrasfto. Bartleb:fs celebrated "I would prefer no't to," Sam"s catch phrase is
"Oh boy...," as in, "Oh boy, look where I am now." Each episode concludes with Sam
leaping into another place and person, and always into some highly dramatic context: he

•

is about to be executed in an electric chair ("Oh boy?'), he is about to give birth ("Oh

boy!"), he is locked up in an asylum ("Oh boy!"), and so on. If Bartleby "represents a
pure potentiality," a .potentiality to "not-write," DL Beckett also prefeFS not to, and no one
will ever know he did anyway, except for a hologram only he can see and hear. It is as if
he was never there at all, save the amendment that he makes in each case to history from

. '.

~

outside history. With Sam Beckett it is not a question ofbolding a potentiality in reserve,
but rather, of .somehow, impossibly, donating more potentiality to po~ntiality than was
there to begin to with. Sam wo)lld bring about a new social body, not through.refusal, but

•

t

,~'

14. De\euze and Negri, Control a1td Becoming, 4.
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by effecting events that refuse any causal temporality: Past, 'Pi'esent, anW'future have no
meaning and are by no means ever understood as accomplish~ facts. Bllfl:leby withers in
star¥ation, but the 1)8mltor of Bart/eby the Scrivener remembers Bai1illloy to the ages.
There is no narrator to remember Sam, and indeed, in the series finale{ i!l;order to benefit
someone, Sam a,nn~bilates the;{uture from which his ortly companion, th~'·hel.agram, was
'

..

bein,g projected, and so we
•

are told that he "never returns home" and remains bound to

bouncing through-the circuits of time.
Radical passjvity, then, most assuredly presents ·a way of doing politics in control
societies. This p/Ssivity, however, must be more radical than Bartleby's,~diit is here that
the character of Sam Beckett presents a valuable alternative. In place e'f1he passivity
demonstrated in·preferring not~· as with Bartleby, Quantum Leap puts forward an image

' even p~ive in the sense that it will never have e'ien been, or will
of passivity thaUs not
never have been .po-sitively obsei'Ved. In place of refusing to participate in the
manufacture of the living- oi' un- dead, Sam would create or become·<as if from the
standpoint of the unborn. In situations where control can effect the· present from the
future by way of prediction, tl:ie only standpoint that remains available torpolitics is one
altogether outside of temponijity. This would be a passivity that evecywhere effects,

•

"putting right what once went wrong" by becoming in a way ·bound neitber by lin.e ar time
and causality ner by any generic tempo1:ality whatever: Such a conolusi:11>n suggests that
the attempt to wrest images of political subjectivity from literary cbar,acters, such as in

.

the case of Bartleby and radical passi-vity, stands to benefit from
. an engagement with the
complex characters that appear in the commercial culture of control societies.

•
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4.3. Creative Temporalities

"For Bergson," remarks Deleuze, "the past is perperually

avail~ble

and alterable

because of the way it can surface, changing its significance as it insinuates itself within
the present (... )

(!DC

sees the past in the present specifically but is encouraged to

appreciate, in general, how the past always 'is' rather than 'was.'" 1s T-his Bergsonian
notion of time, as :evidenced ·by Quantum·Leap, is an idea familiar to.commer.cial culture
in control societies: Kittler observes something similar to this as a possibility of media,
primarily in relation to auditory persistence. The idea is this: An acoustic event effects a
sound wave, but the particles through which that wave then propagates.do not themselves
go anywhere. "TI'le [inscription) system of 1900 effec.ts this elementary ·decomposition,"
explains Stephen· Connor, "moving in close to every disc.ourse as one might move in
closer and closer to a newspaper or video screen, until all one sees is the clustering of the
dots which compose it This cures or destroys the ongoix?-gness of time; it makes time

•

reversible at the ·cpst of pulverising all meaning." 16 This principle rs exemplified in a
number of fantasies and.

r~.maoces

Kittler considers, one of wliich is Florence

McLandburgh's 'The Automaton Ear' (1877):

As a particle of the atmo$J)here is never lost, s.o sound is never IG~l: A strain of
music or a'.sin\ple tone ~11 ~bra~e in the air.fore,v~r and ever, d'eeieasing
accordipg to ·a fixed rati0. The. diffusien~fthe.agitatio.n ~xtendsio..all:directions,
like the Wilves in a,P.oql, but the ear is unable lo deteh it'bey0nd a' certain point. It

15. Gilles Deleuze, Cinema 0: The nf!!e-Jmage, trans. Hugh·Thomlinson and Ro~rt Galeta (Minneapolis:
University ofMinnosota·Press, 1989), 15.

.

'

.

I6. St,even Connor, "Scilicet: Kidter, ·Ml'!lia and Madness'' (l~tilre presented to the ~posium "Media
Maners: Friedrich Kittler and Tecbnooultilre," Tate Modern, Lottdon, June 28, 2008),
bttp://stevenconnor.coiii/scilicet.titml.
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is weH know.n that some individuals can ~s~guish s6unds wbicb<.to .others under
precisely sinlllar cfr"Cliilistances are wholly lost. Tbu.S the fa~t is not'in the sound
itself, but in·oUI organ of hearing, and a tone once in existence is always in
existtnce. 17
"The vanishing of words and sounds," explains Connor, "is therefore henceforth to be
understood simply as a diminishment ofvolume.ln order to retrieve the lostveices of the
past it is no longer necessary to traverse time: one must simply reach di>:wn into matter,
and, through a conjoitned process of amplification and of attunement,. restore the lost
sounds of the paSt.

we· need, not a time-machine, but a hearing aid, like the ear-trumpet

that the inventor . in M9landburgh's ' The Automatan Ear' purchasen md ' modifies." 13

'

!Gttler concurs: "J;B]ecause the frequency spectrum and trlll$mission s~~ ·of sound are
so low," he writes, "they are' easy to measure (tp posthumously film· yoethe would
require technologies capable of recording in the terahertz range). " 19 Stochastic signal

.

'

analyses such as linear prediction or autonomous measurement, suggests. !Gttler, may
enable a technolegically enhanced future to assigri a time axis even to past events,
provided that signal pvocessors·bave byen programmed with certain p!p'8llleters.
This is precisely
wJW
!(itt:ler means when be s1,1gges~ that the gramophone marks
.
. ...
an inscription in the .Real. It inscribes saund and so it'Uisc1:i,bes time; b;y extension, then, it
can also be said to materialize 'SOund and so to materialize tim.e. "Thus," .states Connors,
"late nineteenth-century Recor<!ing Angel on the old.gramoP.Jlo~wlogo~ticipates Walter
Benjamin's Angel o'f HiStort who, with his back towards the future, experiences the

17. Florence McLandburgb, "The Automaton Ear," in The Automaton Ear and Other Sketches (Chicago:
Jansen, McClurg and Co., 1876), 8. '

18. Connor, "Scilicet"
19. Kittler, Gramophone, Film, 'TYpewriter. 12.
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passage of the ce~ruries only, .as the steady accumulation of the pile of rubble at his
feet."20
Benjimun's Angel of History is not a figure of salvation or redemption. Rather, he is a messenger wha anr.nounces the true concept of history..4l..earlier essax~>~ Benjamin had
•
introduced·this ,angel as.on~11itnouncing a new ·humanism, .a "humani~·dt'at proves itself

'

by destruction."21 This idea underwent modification in a work oj Be~jarnin's on
Baudelaire: "Tha~ tliings are 'status qua' is the catastrephe. Hence [catastrophe) is not
something that may happen at any time, but what in eac:h case is given:ill· Thesis 12 of
.,
Benjamin's "Theses on History" explains the Angel:
His face is turned toward the past. Where we perceive a chain of e;v:ents, he sees
one single ·aatastrophe'.whieh ·ke.e,ps .piling•wre~klige upon wrecka~e and hurls it in
frontof!iis·"feet. The ang,eJ·would fliketo stay, il.w$en1he.dead;~d make whole
what has·b~n smasheP. 'But a storm is blov.dng from'P.aiadise; it'bk got caught in
his win&§·Wiili. sucb,#Jalence that·the angel' cal! na longer close·!hem. 'This storm
irresistibt'VJifopets him ·in.to the future to whiqh his back is turned, while the pile
of debris before him grows skyward. This storm is what we call progress. 23
It is somehow the same, then, with Bill and Ted in Steph:en Herek's 1989 fihn Bill &

Ted s Excellent Adventure. 24 For Bill .and Ted, however, ·unlike Benjamin's Angel of
History, history 'does not appe!U': as a disaster so muc:h as it does as b:oth iirunediate and
the mutable, however admittedly cllllicaturesque "Let's reach out and touch someone."

20. Connor, ~'Scilicet."

..

21. Walter Benjamlil, "l<m<l Kiiusi;" In Selectiui Writings, vol. 2: 1927-1934, eds. Marcus Paul BuU.ock,
Michael WilliamTennings, and How'IJ'(! Eiland; lr8DS.Roward EUand·(Cambriage, M;t.: H8rvard
University Press, 1999~, 4?6.

'

22. Walter Benjamin, "Central Park;" in Se/tcted Writings, vol. !1: 1938-1940, eels. Marcus Paul Bullock,
Michael William Jennings, and Howard Eiland, trans. Howard Eiland,,Cambridge, MJ\' Harvard
University Press, 1999), 184.
23. Walter Benjllllli!l, ·~~es.c:nt11ie Philosophy.ofHistory," in•.JIIumlnations, ed. Hannah Arendt (London:
Harcourt, 1999), 249.
·
24. Bill & Ted~ Exc~llent•Advenrun,'direeted by Stepheniierek (Hollywood; CA: MGM, 1989), DVD.
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Stephen Herek's film tells the story of two imbecilic suburban whitet teenagers from
southern California who are trying to start a punk milsic band as they struggle with their
grades in high school. A time traveler from the future, Rufus (George <;:aTJin), visits them
in a time machine.cjisguised as a telephone booth and conveys to Bill-(A,lex Wmter) and
Ted (Keanu Reeves~ thaH'xistory itself depends upon their getting a passing grade in the
final presentation for their high school history course. If they fail in ili}.s task, Rufus
explains, Ted's fatp.er (Hal ~don Jr.), a policeman, will send Ted to C~L Oat's Military

•

Academy and ruili the course of history. "That's why I was sent to ~e sure you passed
your history repoit," explains Rufus; "If you guys were separated, it 'Would have been
disastrous for life as we know it. You see, eventually, your mllSic will help put an end to
war and poverty. It will align tl).e planets and bring them into _universal harmony, allowing
meaningful COJ\tact with- ,aJl forms of life from extraterrestrial beings to common
household pets, and [ ... ] it's excellent for dancing." In ordeno help Bill and Ted with
their task, ltufus I ends them the time machine. And so, in place of stud )'ing. or learning by
rote, Bill and

•

T~cL\~•iLI pass th~ir final presentation by- p)lysroiilly traveling into the past,

abducting various histori'daf figures- Freud, Napolean, Socrates, and Beethoven amongst
them-and bringing these figures._ back to give ·the presentations about themselves

themselves, but nat unti,l after. they b:ave taken th~ fi~es tO' the shappi'o;g mall.
:

"This is J}le San Dimas mall," Sill explains to Fceu'cF ("\'frlld\';), as they both step
off an escalator, "this is where the people oftoday's world hang out. Beethoven ("\'ba-.th

r

-v;m\"), make sure you don't get sucked under. Socrates ("\'so-.laiits\), watch out for
your robe, dude;''. Here, Freud- for aU the tomes he has hcipired across the academic
disciplines since the Interpretation of Dreams- is·laughed off by the .. teenage girls he

..
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attempts to psychoanalyze because of their giggling ("You seem to be suffering a mild
form of hysteria"). M.eanwhile; eise:.Vhere in San Dimas, the world-spirit on horseback no
longer "reaches out over the world and masters it" as he had for Hegel. Indeed, it is

•

absolutely possible not to admire him, as he is "ditched" by. a group of teena~ers for
being a "dick" while they were bowling.
The Sam Dimas mall was, in actuality, the Metrocenter shopping ina!I in PhoeniK,
Arizona. Most o£ the several available newspaper articles emphasize that .the mall was the
first to ~port five anchor stores and that it remaimed, for a time, one· of the largest
shopping malls

in the

United States. The mall was surrounded by a "Goff N' Stuff" and

contained an ice-skatiDg rink. Suspended above the iee-ska:ting rink was•a ·bar inside of an

.

.·

empty 747 fusellfge. It is within this arcade, then, that Fl'eud, Socrates, Beethoven, and

•

.

-

.,

others suddenly materialize: '':teday's world."
The figure of the polic.e and the father are coni).ated into a single person in the

f!lm. It is interesting that in the film, presumably aimed ·at a preteen audience, Ted's
father is played straig:ht. That is, to the extent that one eould ·ever clwm as much about a
Hollywood genre film, Ted's father isn't played

comedical~y

..

or caricaturesque, but rather

seriously; at one point, for exm:nple, he violently confronts Ted for his ~or performance
in .school:

"~. am

spend all yonr

•

.

lgonna do with you, huh? "{colilose 'my keys. Ye!!uiailHistory. You

time with y,our
. . loser friend

planning.a bano that'll nev.er happen. When I

get back from the station I want you packed and rC!IIlly to go. Got iti" Ted's father, the
figure of the police, means buS.iness. But finally, the cllscipline of poijee and father finds
itself inadequate ~~~ arresting the countertemporalities Of!eQ. to ·~0\mg ;people." (For a
more concrete example of·~t this might mean, capstder ~e :example o'f Julian Assange

•
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who, in 1987, at tlieage of 16.and using little more than conswner tec)111olegy, penetrated
~

.

.

the United States Air Force 7th Command Group in the Pentagon and .oftier. "sensitive"
networks). At the- ~)loppi.ng mall, meanwhile, the historical figures that B:JJ}: and Ted have
abducted from .tH~

~ast have begun running. amok. Ghengis Kahn is sm~jrg the heads

and limbs off of¢the

m·aruieQ'uins

in a spor-ting goods store, Beeth~v~ •has made th.e

musical instrwnenr.store into his own: orchestra, and •no sooner have :th¢:.pi:>lice swooped

•

into the ffill:ll, ih· disbelief, when Bill and Ted outwit the~~-i>j actualizin'~
,,l'!h-\
countertempol!8lilles. At one point, for. example, as •they are comered -iiiydbe police, it

...

.
....
occurs to Biil and Ted that sometime in the future, after ~ is said and ·q-e.ne/ fuey can we
•

#l •

~-( ~

.

their time machirie into the past, long before the present in which they aie being comered
by the police, and:prepare all ~at is necessary for esc.aping .f!:om the sit~tion: Trash cans
suddenly fall fromJhe ceitip;g:· to trap their antagonists,

~

recorders -suddenly begin

.p laying diversions for thei~ escape, and so on. Th.e lfi-lm is fiiled-with evecy marmer of
countertemporality :against tempoJ;alit;y; so that, for e)(lim:ple, it is no.t · Rufus who

•

convinces Bill anlil Ted to go on their adventure thi~Qgh tini~rather; .it,;is ~'future" Bill
p~~.

and Ted themseLves. Near the beginnil).~ of tb:e

•

fii.\'Jl,

.

·~future" Bill and· !fed appear to

"present" Bill·an.d Ted:

"Fu~" Bill: Dudes! YO:l;!~xs~ ,g~nna;so :f.~~<fime!
:
"Future'\::le~: Ye~l~·are·go~ ha.ve.a.mQ'sire.tcelfimt adventw;e $rough
hist,lf~
'
Bill: Who:are you guys?
"Future" Ted: We' re you, dude!
Ted: No y{ay.....
"Future'l'fed: Yes way, Ted!

"Future' 1~ill;' Look, -we,~o.whpw yeu. f~ei. w~. c:!i#:'if'IMieve it e1*er when we

•

wer.eY,q\:i ,and,w:e~~ said-wJ)lit,we-uS:'l!r,e~a.~g tjprnow:..
;.,r~:.,... ~,
.. ,1
•

•
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Later in the fi.lm, this seen,e is repeated, only now "future" Bill and Ted have become
present Bill and Ted.

•

To assume that an audience of children would have no trouble following the
achronological series of events presented here (e.g., that we might escape our past or
present circumst'8llces by ·taking the necessary steps in the future) only speaks to the
avenues and weapons available to them. The point here is that the generafion of Marx and
Coca-Cola comprehends, follows, and accepts this logic' as a matter of course, as
something that might be

mo~ili.zed

to fight the police. It is always their time, because

every other lime Is always and immediately available to them·through the ru;e machine.
I

•

4.4. A Note on Method

.,
It would;. jle easy..'fd.<dismiss the example of the film Bill .& Ted's Excellent
Adventure as nothing more than the bad faith or wisltfulfillment of an alienated culture,

rather than tryin_g ·to affirm something about the way it imagines temporality and its
creative uses.against police. When Rufus, for example, explains the world of the future, it
<!.

~

••

is a utopia firmly couched in capitalist ideology and leisure: "The air is clean, the water is
clean, even the dirt ... is clean! Bowling averages are way up. Mini-golf scores are way
down. And we have more exeell~t .watersl,ides thah

any other. planet.we communicate

'

with. I'm telling.x9u, this.p!f!cJ
. is great!" To point td, the;-i(leoiGgical baa.faith in the film,
however, would be to perpetuate the cycle of "critical .science" identified by Ranciere.
Consider Ranciere•s remark that "[F]orty years ago, :critical science made us laugh at the
'

imbeci les who took images..for realities and Jet themselY-es..be sedueed' by 1heir hidden

•
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messages."25 Ranci~re continu,es, explaining that since then, the "~beciles" had . been
.
'

.

educated in the art of recognizing the ideology concealed· in these
enough,"

Ranci~r.e

ima'ge~.

''Naturally

adds, "recycled critical science makes us smile at the.imbeciles who

still think such things as concealed messages in images and a rea!lfy distinct from
'

appearances exist: The n:iac~e can work in this way until the end of, time, capitalizing
on the impotence of the critique that unveils the impotence of the imbe'cfies."26 For his

•

circle," he
own part, Ranciete would avoid another tum of the screw: "To esc~pe·the
~ ...
suggests, "is to start from different presuppositions, assumptions·. that are certainly
\

.

.

unreasonable from the perspettive of our oligarchic societies and the so.~called critical

logic that is its d0uble [my emphasis].'.2 7
In his article "Wild Thi}lgs," Thomas Dunn makes an important~.point in relation
'

to this unreasonableness; ·however ad hominem it would seem. Dunn recounts an
academic confer.ence from the spring of 1989, "B~udtiUard ih the ~ountains," at the

.

'
University of Montana in Missoula. G>ne ofRanciere.'s "recycled" critical'scientists, Jean
Baudrillard, had elll'lier delivered a lecture at the conference with his natne. and was now
in attendance, with other students ·and fac.u!ty, at a c.0ffee house where 'iviirious poets and
musicians also invited to the conference would gi~e theirpresentations. Dtuin continues,
!he~, suddel,l)y, a fami)iarme~ody e~erg~ frp!¥·~~:~p~<e_rs, ~}.!np~e, primitive,

lOeVJtab\!l• :b~ on th~;~ost cqy.mon·~~or.4;~fe.~sston:!Jl'-!';<>tk<and roll.
[...]As ~f~th one vo~th~ auQience be~~·!o~~g-: '~Wild ~~ou make my
heart sing, you make ever¥fuing' groovy, WU<t~." ~t'tbis m~piit of audience
participatory bliss, a loQk of unc<impre!lendiJl~.panit ·eressed Bll'!$illiard's face.
The thllorist .(in)famous for his implacable staJCli;S!l\ iii tlie face o'f'the collapse of
realty, the p~rs6n who on'ly two nights beforeihad!b.eep ,tirging an e.irdience of

•

25. Ranci~re, Emancipated Spectator, 25.
26. Ibid.
27. Ibid.
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Mon~~~_hers~:~l'.ie ~ers, black-garbed~~e.~~·~an~ avantgarde.titerlll% !heoiiSts to~"drive (slowly) to .a~~~~l!§.~~t of Vie~'·m .n:sponse
to what he clllimed to believe to be 'the fact &f a•NV.eit<l-dr.ivmg us•:W.=a delirious
state ofthlngs, appeared to be resisting the trip to;deiiri.'um.23
·

Dunn remarks that ..[T]his look of incomprehension betrayed Bauql:i]Jard's studied
indifference [ . ..] ~the event somehow overcame his faith in a stoicism that he had
imagined could match the deptflless nihilism he had prophesied. . In observing the
. by
an auclien.ce
enthusiastic resP.Qnse of these (alleg~) postmodem intellectuals,
.
.
composed primariliY of assembled admi.rers, Bauc:lrlllard.could not clisuJ!l·an answer-a·
really good answer-to questions he himself had been pesing for y.ears. concerning the
paths that mutual recognition and attempted acknowl!:dgement of others might take in an
era when signal~ .~ve come to be as impo_rtant as, if not more importanttth!m, signs. " 29

•

Here, then, >it is :~ittJ,er, a ·question of mindless parucipation nor the wil1fuJ holding
of one's potentiality in reserve. Dunn mentions signals. and; in termli of control theory,
signals tend to reinforce themselves and grow larger. It is a question, then, of adding
system output to s;ystem input suoh that the sum is itself input into and·so "explodes" the
apparatus-that 1s;;noise

tioln' the system is added baek to the input, and that in turn

produces more noise. Critical science can analyze the obJect of the pe(SOnal watercraft in
terms of leisure anp vacation, that is, a5 part of soi:ne ,eco~o~y of al~enation, but this

•

reveals nothing about the ~te~ities and capacities personal·.watereraftop:en.'for any body.

s'

' Dunn, like Bill ~ ted Excelient Adventure, invites ·u s· to ·imagine Adorno on a personal
watercraft no less than to ex]>iore the ways in whicb Heidegger's project might have
benefitted from J~ $.~etion 'on Dasein's various attun:'ements:S·'they

:--;r

-~

•

woufa.·be onticly' or

-28-. _Th_o_mas
_ -L.-0-UJUJ;
- .-. •-'
~Yiti"'
·:-,·d-·.1hthP..- . '~..:f·mCulturaiStudies and'/lo)ltl;al 'Fii~ory, cd. Jodi'Dean. (Ithaca, NY:
ComeU University Pre~, 2(){)0), 269.
29. Ibid.
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•

facticly situated in such a context. Perhaps this is what it means to "start from different
presuppositions, as~ptions that are certainly unreasonabie from th~f pel'Spective of our
oligatehic societie;s..,a nd the so-called critical logic tha~ is its double."

4.5. The Sintbome

"At the heart o.f the psychoses there is a dead end," states Lacan, "a. pe!iplexity
concerning the signjfier. Everything ta*es place as if the subject were.reactilig to this by
an attempt at restitution, at- compensation. Fundamen,tally the crisis is. undoubtedly
unleashed by some question or other. What is it ... ? I've got no idea. !<·suppose that the
subject reacts to the signifier's absence by all the more emphatically aiifirming another
one that as such is esseotilll:'Y enigmatic." 30 By way of the "essentia:l]y enigmatic
signifier" Lacan · describes :•h.ere, we can approaob li.is concept of psychosis and,
eventually, his concept of ·the sinthome. Firstly, then, .psychosis, according to Lacan,
invol.ves the "signiti·e r's absence." Lacan also refers· to this ab~nce as the "foreclosure"
of the ''NanJe-of·the-Fath,er,'.J 1 that is, the sudden absence of the Mas~r signifier that

"

•

anchors or quilts all the otlrer peating signifiers.of the Symbolic Order 'to-the Imaginary
Order, or their correlate signifieds. This is what Lacan means by a perplexity concerning
the absence of .the signifier. In Lacan's psychoanalysis, the 'NanJe-ef-the-Father is
precisely what giv¢s tho ~aJ•some Imaginary senseirolil.fhe standpo~t.of an Oedipal or
"phallic" project of desire. Put -simply, the notion, here is tliat without sotne p.hallic project
of desire, a project placed upon the ~ubject through his P,sychosexual individuation, the

30. Jacques Lacan;1'he·PJycRdsi.r, bas. Russell Grigg ~ndc;m; Norton, 1993), 194.

•

31. Jacques Lacan, Ecrlts: .A S•lectlo!f, trans. Bruce Fink (London: Norton, 1997), 200 .
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subject becomes a pe.-v.ert,

a hysteric, a psychotic, ar whatever.

But' even here, in the

absence of this phallic project, that i~, in the absence or' the Name-of..Ui~Father, there is
always some ether project, that is, som.e substitutien f0r the Name-of-tlie-Fathe;.

•

32

Given ~t the foreclosure of the Name-of-the-Father entails the, corresponding
absence of any Imaginary "phallic" meaning, psychosis and its own supplement to ·this
absenee is integrl!lly link:ed to a subject's sexual identity. Lacan spe.aks of a "push
towards woman,'' far example:, in

orde~

to describe the transformation.of sexuality in

Schreber's delusions. "How beautiful it would be to b.e. a w0man undtl;going sexual
intercourse," mus,e.s'Schreber, although his "manly honor" would resist th<? temptations of
this beauty, in addition to resisting God's attempts to ''unman" him by transforming him
into a woman.33 Eventually, hqwever, Schreb.e r ceast:s in. his resistance, and decides to
embrace the trans formation:·
I must no:w discuss the nature of the frequently mentioned inner ~.oices. which
since the~. ¥:ve ~poken to meincessantlo/,_ and'¥Us~;ef~hat _in ruy ~p'il)i.on ~s the
tendency 'Innate m the Order of the World, acc:p~ding·wwhich a~uman bemg ("a
seer of splnts") must under certain circumsran~s pe "urunanneCl" ~transformed
into a woman) once he has entered into indisseluble contact with divine nerves
(rays).34
It is entirely consistent with Lacanian psychoanalytic theory that Schreber believes this
"urunanning" is ;tecessary in order for him to enter int0 an·i,n.dissolubiiity·with the divine.
According t0 Laean, after the subject assumes his.sex tlmough ·the Oedipal psychosexual

•

individuation proeess, he is henceforth bound to a pballic project of desire. This means
that his enjoyment or jouissanee is always only a i?hlillie jouissance, the j ouissance of the

32. Russell Grigg, Local:. La;>guage, 1cmd Philosophy (Albany, NY: SUN'Y Press, 2009), 1-3,
33. Ibid.
34. Schreber, Memoirs; 120.
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•

signifier. Those who assunre or are made to assume the sex of woman, on the other hand,
already betray the possibility <!fa jouissance beyond the signifier or beyond th.e phallus.
Lacan variously equates this kind of enjoyment with the ecstasy af the mystics, or the
ecstasy of the divine. In other words, within Lacan's psychoanalytic theorY, it is necessary
to be unmanned, to ·sulbstitute or put something else in place of th.e Name-of-the-Father,
in order to experie,nce the ecstasies of bodies and materiality in place of Imaginary phallic
enjoyment.

•

In Discourse Nelw.orks 180011900, Kittler suggests that this Uillllliimi.ng, or what
he calls the "queen's sacrifice," goes hand in hand with media in "190(;)." He suggests
that Lacan's dictum, "Lafemm'e n 'existe pas/' is'meant ta suggest that the·realm of sense,
that is, the Imaginary

.

consiste~cy

of reality as such, is

alw~ys

male to the ~xtent that it

'

centers upon phallic desire, However, abandoned to the mechanisms of new media,
"Women in the discoU!I'se networ,k of 1900 are enumerable singulars, ·irreducible to the
One Woman or Nature. All the media and s~:iences that support tb,e network compete in a
queen's sacrifice.'~ 5 In place of the One Woman, the Queen, the object of the poet-man's
desire as configured· from the standpoint of a libidinal economy centered upon the Nameof-the-Father, Kittler suggests that media such as the gramophone allow women, or
queers, to emerg~ as innumerable singulars.
•

•

<.!

Kittler then tU.ms to tlie eXllll}ple of Gertrude Stem, whose early. experiments in
automatic writing began whlle she was studying at the:Harvard Psychological Laboratory.
Although Stein

was. referred to in her lab reports as a "he," Kittler

m~es a point of

emphasizing the,fact ~t't w4)1e German universiti:es "still txembled at the .thought of the

•

35. Kittler, Discourse Networks 180011900, 355.
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chaos woman students woul\:1 provoke, "36 Harvard University had, to some extent at least,
been desexualized; :a nd Stein, like any man, could studypsychophysies;: The consequence

•

of this, a~rding

to:Kittler, was that ''real wornen, as they exist.il) plurai!m had attained ·

access to writ~~ ~as P~t\~d in urt\versity discourse. Th.e ir b.ysteria, rather than
remaining out of the way as some idiosyncrasy like Brentano's sister, was·experimentally
simulated in order to make it a completely normal motoric automatism.•~' In Stein's
experiments, Of\e<'test subject would read to another

w~o.

while listening- to the first,

would automatiClJi,lllY writ& orr a page something other thljn what was
It was in this

wa~;

~eing.read

to them.

Kittler suggests, that the "hysteria," which had in disciplinary societies

only formed the poet-man's O.ther, was begionihg ~o speak itself.-tha~ 'is, such as io

•

Stein's practices of automatic writing. What Kittler is suggesting is· simply that th.e
(. ....;
~

.

.

hysterical voice of"Woman," which once only
begun to

explod~ the discourses of men,

form~ an- object

of desire,
. .had suddenly

·•

the universitr, an:d:'phlillic des'i're>81together.

Kittler Pt<i.ceeds to draw another example, io lthls instance fro~ the new figure of
the office secre~·.or the-~i!rt:
M~chines do away with polar sexual differen~e and Its symbols. An apparatuS that
can replaee·~ or th~ symbGl aif1masculi1)e..~r-Q'¥r.efi~n:is also ~s:sible to
women. Ap~om F-!Pil.'d, it was R.-e}nin~.n
1tlt0': 'gran.ted the f~male sex access
to ~e of!ee.~ A wri~g a)parat¥;tbAt>da~· . i E.e.Ji;:e~eot-an eroti~ ~on of script
and voi'ce;: [ ..·.] is.niade~o orct~d'or coeducati · ntllipilrpeses. Th"e--t)\pe:miter
brougllt -'-~ln. ~9-}l~~ti~· [The] .Order ofThiAgs 6v.edoaks such m'\lililities) ' a
complet~ly tl'e w order of thlngs.'38

I hasten to point out that Jennifer Fleissner has obj11cted to. Kittler's. argument: "Rather

36. Ibid., 200.
37. Ibid., 35 1-52.
38. Ibid., 295.

·.
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than leading necessarily to disembodiment, then, teclmology [...] in' di.scourses of
women's clerical labor can be seen to reembody the woman worker as a pJI.{ticular kind o£
body, cme that mak:e:s this labor historically and narratively imaginable,"39 .and her point is
well taken. For my purposes, however, the relationship between the materiality of the
signifier (i.e., a joufssance beyond the signifier)-as evident in the gramophone.-and
"unmanning" is what is of interest.

•

'

ln his seminar on J~es Joyce given some twenty, years afte'r ~s seminar on

Schreber, Lacan' agaih ruses 'the question of the "signifier's absence" ·in psychosis, and
elucidates what is meant by the emphatic affirmation of another, "essenti~ly enigmatic,"
signifier. In this seminar, Lacan refers to this affirmation as a \'supplerion": the

supplemenT the subject affirms..in the absence of the Narne-of-the-Father·in
. .order to give
the Symbolic Order some kind of consistency, however perverse or psychotic it may be
from the standpoint of those who remain bound to the Name-of-the-Father. By way of
topology, Lacan revises'his earlier thesis that the Symbol~c, the Imaginary, and the Real
are linked like ilie rings Gf a "Borromean knot-in such a way, that is, that severing any
one link will untie the other two. It is not the case, Lacan suggests, that. the separation of
the three rings is the result of s.ome defect, because the three are already· ~parate. Where
•'

they are joined, they are connected by a fourth lirik; the sinthome.

ll:u:· Name-of-the-

Father, then, is but one possible sinthome: "The Oedipus complex is, as such, a sinthome.
i

It is insofar as the Name-of-the-Father is also the Father of the Name that hangs

•

39. Jennifer L. FleiSJiler, "Secretary to the Stars: Mediums 11»-d the.Ageocy ofAuthorship," in Literary
Secreiaries/SecretarYatCulture, eels: Leah Price and Pamela. Tburschwclt'Cf'ilrilham, England: Ashg)lte Pub,
2005), 69.
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everything together, which does not make the sinthome any the. less n~essary. "

40

Lacan 's

idea here is that whether it is the Name-of-the-Father as such or some :6th1=r "essentially
enigmatic" Master signifier· ~e subject is beholden to, in ·either

case :it

is always a

sinthome "hangms, everything together." Lacan turnS to the example of James Joyce.
Lacan's thesis is that although Joyce was psychotic like Schreber, that i~, .although Joyce
was not bound to the Name-of-the-Father, he succeeded in avoiding the onset of any
"symptematic" psychosis by· supplementing that signifier's absence

~th

his own

sinthome: writing; o1' more specifically, the materiality ofrhe lerrer.
Once again, then, in ortier to make the point pe+fectly clear: The Name-of-the-

•·

Father is foreclosed for the psychotic, and so she is unmanned in tbe. sense that the

'

.

Symbolic Order Is no longer ~clrored upon phallic desire. Here, acco~g .to Lacan, the
psychotic must quilt everything upon some other Master signifier: and this is the subject's
sinthome. In his seminar on Joyce, Lacan suggests tb~t .WlliWlg was Joycejs,sinthome, that
is, his stand-in for the absent or foreclosedName-of-tbe.-.FatilEi.:Russell ~g explains:
Indeed, LacaniS:8r)%·thi:ough his writing Joyce•w.plit.adar·as one·ean.in analysis.
Joyce's a:Ehlevernent in preventing his own ps~ctt.a~jsill:eans th.at .rum the .
psychotic phenomena appear in a different foim bbth from neurosis and from a
declared p~ychosis. Lilcan claims that this proee~. in. which the ·absence of
meaning o.f il)e epiphany is ~formed into its.Qgwsite: !pe ce~ty of an
ineffable revelation, is ceinparable to the enigr.nati~ e-~ence im~ts conversion
into psycnotie convictloi!.in S.e~ber. Joy~;e o:t'®l.use·'difi'ers ~Jll. schreber, and
differs in~pe.,cl,ijti~fes the phe,nomenon a4d:~orms it m1P::~ ~reiuive
work .. rn.:Ffnnegan's WdKe, Jo}'ce 1ransfortns.Ilh~~~·~e~jn~? "non,sense"
and VJce yel'S'a, so that what corrC$ponds ·t o ~ ~c exper~ente of a Schreber
is raised to the level of an artisti~ process. Joype!s;Wpiting 1ransfol'ins the
enjoyment that litera~¥re nomullly conveys int.o'foul$sance of th~ le,tter, into an
enjoyment,'lliat lies outside of phallic meaning. 4
·

m.

'

.

.

'
40. Grigg, Lacan, Language,
and Philosophy, 21.
41. Ibid., 23.
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By way of Grigg's discussion of Lacan, then, the equation of Schieber and Joyce
is explained. Both of these figures are "unmanned" in the sense that their enjoyment is no
longer captw'ed in a libidinal e,oonomy bound to an Oedipal desire. Besides this, both

'

approach the whole reason for (!iscussing Lacan here at all, namely, the materialjty of the
letter as that which

woul~

exceed the letter's signified. The Real, the'n, which Kittler

suggests can be recorded fer the first time by media in control societiesl can also form a
possible site of jl),_uissance in this element of its positivity-that is, if the Real itself can
be inscribed an~ the first time by way of technological media, then th.e experimental
subject is capable of taking the materiality of letter, the Mothet-ofl.1!Eie-Name, as a
sinthome.
Neither Joyce nor Schr~be.r made any distinction between S~bilfer and bawdy
verse, and every .aspect of mass cultw'e and media technolagy makes an appearance
across the spectrum of Joyce's writing, froni newspapers, magazines, gramophones, silent
films, newsreels, telephones, telegraphy, and photo s,tudios 'in the earlier ·works to radio
and even an intimation of tele.vision mFinnegan :S Wake. Consider the following passages

.

from Joyce's Finnegan s Wake:
bababadalgharagh~nnkol)llbronnto!llleno!llltuonnthunntrovarrhoW18
42

wnskaWn.toohooboordenerithlll'.:. nuk!
And again:

•

Lipoleums is. nice hung ;bushel- lors. This is b.iena h!nnessy laugp.ing alout at the
Willing- done. This is lipsyg dooley kriegingithcr~:from the' hinnessy. This is
the hinndoo Sbimar Shin. betWeen the dsoJey; liG.Y, and the hihli;essy.-Tip. This is
the wixy old· W'illing46ne picket up the half:oftlie.,tbr.eefoiled hat of lipoleums
rromoud of 'the · bluctcue filth .. This is the ' tuiliu:!!)o waxiris ranjymact ror a
bombsboob. This is the W'tllingdone banking the· half of the hat of lipoleums up
the tail on· the bueltside- of'bis big white horse. Tip. That was the last joke of
42. James Joyce,

Finnegan~

Woke (OxfoJ:(!: Oxford University Press, 20 12), I.
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•

Willingdone_., Hit, .!*~ ,bit! This is the<same white harse <?f the Willingdone,
CulpenheiP', ·Wilgglilig·liis tailoscrup_p' With the half of a bat of lip<?leums to insoult
on the hinildoo see- boy. Hney, hney, hneyl (Blillm~gj-Foull) Tb,js· is the seeboy,
macirashattaras, upjump hnd pumpim, cry to the W,illfugdone: Ap Pukkaru! Pukka

Yurap!43

.

In all of this, the brains within an apparatus are approached. And so Joyce, for example,
insists upon taking-the materiality of the letter, the Mother-of-the-Name, as his sinthome
in place of the transcendental signified, the Name-of-the-Father. In this way, Joyce is
unmanned, and his' br-ains emerge through the positive feedb'ack of everything-that would
otherwise only capture such potentialities.44

•
4.6. Conclusion

ln this concluding cpapter, I explored a politic;:s that would begin from
"assumptions thai are certairily unreaso.nable." Beginning with radi'cal passivity, I
explored the unique ways in which temporality opens· in control societies,. and suggested
that in place of hblding one's potentiality in reserve ,through a refusal to participate, the
figure who would impossibly donate more potentiality to potentiality as such, a figure so
without place, unborrr, it would forever be undetectable, pi:esents a more workable
alternative. I further explored just what such a figure might look like through the
countertemporalities· of Bill and Ted, and raised a defense of my explorations by way of
Dunn. Finally, I anchored all -of this on the notion of the ·Sinthome. None of.this should be
surprising in relation to my dissertation as a whole. Throughout, I have argued that the
principle of positive feedbac~ beginning from where the ,#pger comes, the free use of

43. Ibid., 10.

•

44. See Notes 4. 1.

2&5
the proper, marks the best wager for politics in control societies. Lacan's emphasis that
such involves the materiality of the signifier "unmanning" any potentiality from the
Name-of-the"Fath,er only servc;s to underscore this point. By anchoring, the signifier en
the jouissance that- is its m'aterial remainder (i.e., the Mother-ef-the-Name) rather than
anchoring it on the signified that is its meaning, something ungovernable will always
emerge.
1bis concl~des my sociotecbnological study of the mechanisms of control. I have
substantiated some. of the political theories that have been camed out tewards this same

•

end, and I also .ljave provided some indication ef what it might entail t0 approach a
politics.adequate to the societies of controL

•

.

'

•

'
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Appendix 1: Notation
E - This symbof.means. "is a member of'' or "belongs to." The forml!la tt EX is read as

"u is a meinber ii£ X" or "u belongs to X."
c - This symbpJ.Il').eans "is a subclass of'' or "is included in." The form)lla C c Dis
read as '~C' isa s'iilSgfassbf.D'""or "Cis included in D."
'tl - The tmivel1!lll•quantifier means "for all," or "for every" or "for ea:ch." 'The
expre.Ssion 't/u is:feaa·as "for every u.~·

3 - The existeriti~.quantifier means "there exists." The expressi9n 't/uac is read as "for
every u .fu~re exi~t{a c."
i./;

: -The colon me~~JJs "such thtit." The formula 't/u3 c : c E X is read as "for every u there
exists a c such tluit c is a member of X."
·'
11 -

This symool.means "and."·The formula u 11 c is •~:ead rui "u and c."

V -This symbol means "or." The formula u V c is ~ as "u or c."
-+ -This symbol denotes log\cal implication. The formula u -+ c is re¢ as "u implies
c.u

'

.

-·

•

•
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Appendix IT: Additional-Results

This apJlendix includes some additional results from the informal experiment 1
describe in section 3.1.6

However informal, the experiment was ,computationally

intensive, req).liring, for example, approximately 144 ho.urs of proce.ssih~::.}ime @ 3.47
GHz with 24 Gj3

•

of RAM merely in order to compute the corpus' cenn:-0id. Further,

docum.e nt OCR' 8!:\d preparation for annotation in GATE was very labor; il!tensive. There
•

is no perfectly consistent stanoard book layout and writing code to recognize and separate
page numbers, chapter headers and footers, section titles, in-text citations, and the restwould have been too difficult. Consequently, I ended up doing

m~s~. of this

work

manually, and s,O. much of this "noise" ended up skeWing tl}e final results of (e.g., the DS
for Comments~~ the Society of the Spectacle was "Amiot (1782);" Means Without End,
"nediation;'' etc.). In the figures below, "N/A" appears in place of such aberrant results.
In other cases, the results were intel<ligibJe enouah. bui nevertheless skewed by the

presence of this same noise (e.g., the CS for Empire includes "refer-ring;" Madness and

Civilization includes "mad-ness;" the DS for The· History of Western Music Theory
includes "conA-stant;" Lacon and Science includes "(Lacan. 1977a);" State of Exception
includes "[Schmitt 1928,109;" etc.). In most cases, the logic behind the results was
obvious. I discuss this logic in 3.1.6, but here I would o.ffer some additional discussion.
Lengthy

senten~.seemed

to have been privileged, and this only makes sense because

longer sentences have more chance of containing multiple heavily weighted terms. As

..

noted in 3.1.6, P,r.oper rul,llles.. were also heavily weighted, and this fact in itself caused
some interesting problems. For. example •.the DS for the·History of Western Music Theory
includes a reference to ..Marx." This Marx, however, was A.B. Marx, the.music theorist,
~

\
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not Karl Marx.

•

One of the most striking facts about NLP platforms and applications·.~s that almost

all of them are .designed for classification and identification, while there is very little
designed for NLG. Further, the applications available for NLG remain surprisingly
unsophisticated. My annotation of 65 documents using GATE included7not only token
and sentence wei.g bts and similarities, but also POS, bypemyrns, hypo.nyms, eponyms,
metonyrns, synonyms, antonyms, and sentence morphology and structw!e~(;S~bject, object,
etc.). Even so, there. is as of yet no NLG software available that can use this information
to generate anything resembling an intelligible original text. Most of the NLG software

•

available follows ·~~ $ill-in-the-blanks or template logic. While some such· sqftware is able

•

to find the appropriate verb tense as it fills-in-the-blaaks, at this point in.tUne it can do
little else.

I include the extended results here not because this.experiment was of any special
importance in relation to my study, but tather, becallSe I expect that so~e of the results
could be of interest and/or even surprising to those already familiar with the material
(e.g., CS: Birth of the Clinic, Dialectic of Enlightenment, Foucault, Intensive Science

Virtual Philosophy; DS: Differ:ence and Repetition, Ecrits, Madness and Civilization,

•

etc.). As described 3, 1.6., ·the OS is the sentence "lllGst similar" to the entire document in

.

which it is contained, and'the CS is the sentence "most similar" to the entire·corpus of 65
documents .

•

-
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cs
OS

cs
•

OS

cs
OS

Aesthetics Method and Eplsti!I7Wlogy
Foucault. M.
I
For n0w, ·r wanMo follow the thread of this French evolution you life almostretracing:;a thread of
referen~~ (botlf'~ dogmatic and insp~d by a
to anrids>gmatism) to MIII'Xtf'reud, and
structuraljsm, lh !jt• hope of discovering in·people like Jac;qpes Lacan a figure who would put an end
to SYilcnttism aiid would mana11:e to unifv all th- strands;.
I saicharJier lhat.T wondered why I had !Ud•Nietz.sche.'

will

. •

..

.

Giorgio ~ben: .A Crit/collntroduct/on
Buranta;~c· L.
I
AI the other
end~·
criticaJ
sj)OCtrwn,
Heller·Roazen
(1999)
notes
thai
'1wheib.et\tlje-subject
is
.
.
Aristotle or S!iijloZa, Hc.idegget or BenJamin, what is at iSJ~ue [in Agamben's ~ js·always a
messianic mome~~ofthinlcing in·which·the practice oftb~ 'histOriall.' and the ~o,Pfthe
'phllololtiSt.' tlic,exPCrien.ce oftriaition and'tbe-e)(l)erience ofi~I!Ual!e cannot~l~aoan."1
For.A:gamben, 'it~this Ul,d more.'

. ..

~.

AWibtoiDII'YfJfi.Nnowled!le
Foucault..M.
I
But the histo~liad long ago deserted the old fortress and g0ne·to work else'I'~~JC;'it was realized
that neither Marx nor Nietzsche were carrying out the guard.duties 1hat bad be~m.<-entrustecl.to them:•
The never com}!l~ted, never wholly achlevecl1uncoverin_g ol'lh~I!J'CI!i\(e·forms th:e,g'e tliral horizon to
which the des~rj?tlon of discursive fonnatioos, the analysis o.f positivities, the mapping of the
enunciative fiel!l;.l,lelong.6
)

••

Baclii:s>Dialog With .Modernity
Butt. Jol)n.
I
It is therefore.)5.ll)~f.'8 tGi!'-i~ it into tbr~ historical·~~es, the ·~dating fhP.il~~ sixteenth
to the end of the ~1gliteenth; 'lhe.second, from tl)e·,lime qftheFrwcb Rev,oju!lqn to the late
cs century
nineteenth century; and the final phase ch111'8cterized by modernism (these latter-'two.:oincide 'vith the
German Mod'e'me).'
OS · N/A

cs
OS

Badiou,.A.
Being andEv.e nf
I
What authoriz~s lbe-poet to in~ Germany in such·a w.a,y,; in.accorcbince nol'.w.jth··i~ disposition
but with its ~v~t.othar is, to ~·th~ RhinoJ. this 'sl~~/ A~~·~O Ge~ ~ds', according
to 1ts implonn~·li!Kt1f,so~ &:lilthtul dia'gonaJ· . · ·from•8D'Otller.event: the Greek event'
We anain the follo'l'ing result: if,~ ordiMI•B is·an e!~e~N)f~ ordlnal a, and ifan'ordinal y is an
element ofthe ·o~dinal B, '!hen y is,also an el~ment ofa: [(/i e.af (y·-er..B)l·>> {y e aY.9

1. Michel Foucault, Ae.rtherics, Method. and Epl.stemology, mms. Robert Hurley, ed. James D. Faubion, (New York:
The New Press, 1998), 435.
2. Ibid., 439.
3. Leland de Ia Dunuuaye, Giorgio Agamben: A Critical Jnrroducrion, (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2009),
366.
4. Ibid., 33 I.

5. Michel Foucault. Archaeology ofKnowledge, tranS. A. M. Shericf!ul Smith, (London: Routl<:!lge, 2002), 16.

•

6. !bid., 148.
7. John Bun, Bach's Di(Jlogue with Mo4.erniry: Perspectives on the Passions, (<;;ambridge: England: Cambridge
University Press, 20 I0), S.
8. Alain Badiou, Being and Event, rrans. Oliver Feltham. (New York Cdntinuum, 2005), 257.
9. Ibid., 134.
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cs
DS

BerJls()nisin'
I
Deleuzc-<G.
Only the hypothesis 'ofa single Time can, according to Bergson, account for the narure•ofvinual
multiplici!ies-.12'
Bervon evolve¢ In a certain sense, from the be ·
to•the end of his work."

'

cs
OS

cs

OS

Thi Btrth of8/opo/itlcs
Foucault..M.
I
But if they toolc•tl\e·trouble to asgue with Marx I think it iS' quite easy to see what they could say
rabout] his aniiYSiV'
·
Today 1 woufd'lil(e to con.1inue with what I be~ta~~ to sav aliout German neo-libeAI!ism."

that neglects
everything it pi'CJIOnts, r c'ne-8Jllljyses
defines aU
This
pathological anatomy: it 'l'~S-!lJ~t
rediscovered liMIYsis Jilin'o'·•bllli!V
they defined fpt disease·a. systeiil Ot

for the discovery
Pinel or Cabanis; they
of the surtaces of things;
..;~ loh 'r i',; el•em.e:nt of pathological
~v·ono

10. Jean-Luc Nancy, Being-Singular Plur(ll, trails. Robert D. Richas~n and Anne E. O' Byme, (Stanford, CA:
Stanford University PreSS: ~996), 22.
II. Ibid.-, 13.
12. Gilles Deleuze, Bergsorrtsm, trans. Hugh Tomlinson and Barbara Habbetiam. (New York: Zone Books, 1988),

85.
13. Ibid., 34.

I

14. Michel Foucaul~ Birth.tjf Qiopolltics_: Lectures at the College-de France, 1978-79, trans. Graham Burchetl, ed.
Arnold L. Davidson, <Lon49.J!i·l'al~ve ¥acmillan, 2008), 221.

15. Ibid., 129.
16. Michel Foucault, Birth ofthe el/nicr.trans. Alan Sb.eridan, (London: Routledge, 1989), 121.
17. Ibid., 131.

•
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Care ofthe Self
Foucault. M..
I
But it is a·trait,manifested by all Greek and Romwt medicine to accord much more space to the
dietetics of alimeutation than to that of sex."
Now, in Musopius; Seneca, Plutarch, or Hierocles, although utility bas its part to play, although
dis·ll'Uatoftl)e•111J!Sports of pleasure is very strong, the link between marriage and;Ui:~apbrodisia is
not reall)l.est!lj?!i~~ b)IJ)Osiling the primae)' of the social and political objectlves·o~m.arriage, or by
posrulatiilg
evil intrinsic to pleasure, but by affinning a natural, rational, and·essential
relationship between them. 19

amonginal

Cinema l
Doleuze .G..
I
According to Bergson the whole .is neither given nor giv~le (and the error of.modpm science, like
that of!lllcient;~cience la.v in taking.the whole as given, ·in two c!iftbJ;ent ways}. 20
H:ence, iris ~Vl~le tha.t e&U§es 11re rejected from another pe~ve, and.only appear in the form
of individual d'UOls~hiclt<•om~~es oppose a representative of the poor and a ~ntative of the
rich, sometirttCI'.a.decadentand &·man of the furure, sometimes a just man and· a.tli.itbr, etc.
E~steio'$ sttength thus lies in showing that the principal-technical aspects of Amerjcan montage
since Grifl'ith ·lhe.altemate.parallel montage which ma:lces up the situation, and'thc ~j(ernatc
concurrent moniage which lcads1o the duel· rel'ate back to this social and bourgeois historical
conception."
Cinut!lfl
Deleuze G..
I
Bergson is muc)! closer to Klui~than he himself thinks: Klint defined time as !l)e-forilli:o f interiority, in
the sense that we are intemal to: lime (liut Bergson concel11es this,form quite diff~rentl'!!"from Kant)..22
There is no loilatr an alternative between montage and sh:ot_(in WeUas, Rasnais, or.GOdArd)."'

Cominf{ Commuf!iiY
Agam~G.
I
Like the freed convict in Katii&'H!~. Colon)l, who bai sw:vived the destruction'oflhe machine that
was to have exe_qutell him, th*.biings ~v.e ·left-the worttl of'giillt 811d jilmce behind· them: The light
that rains down on them l.s tli4t 'lliepal'ableJ!ght o!the daWII foUowmg.tbe novissima dies of
iudgmcnt.,. ·
•
Robert Walser's ·languaae. seems to' ianore them both."'

i 8. Michel Foucault, The'History ofSexua/iry, Vol. J: The C(JI'e ofthe Self, trans. Robert Hurlc)l, (New York:
Vintage, 1998), 141.
19, !'bid., !83.
20. Gilles De leuze, Cinema 1: The Movement-Image, trans. Hugh TomlinsQlli!Qd Barbara.Habberjam, (London
')
Continuum, 2005), 9.
'

21. !'bid., 149-l so.

•

22. Gilles Deleuze, Cinema 11: The Time-Image, trans. Hugh Tomlinson and Robert Galeta. (Minneapolis:
University of Minnesota: Press, 1989), 80.

'

•,

23. !'bid., 42.
24. Giorgio Agamben, The Coming Communfry, trans. Michael Hardt. ~inneapolis: University of Minnesota Press,

1993), 6.
25. !'bid.. 58.

\..
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CominMtiS'.Qirthe Society qfthe Speatacle

cs

I

Debord, G.

But M8l'X Un,l'.tely remAins all·too up tO date when·in the same book he d~"jles this
govei'I\Jilent. wli'lat ''rath<er than deciding by night, and striking by· day, deeides bY, iiay.aod strikes by
nigbL 26'

DS N/A

•. ,

a

•

Del•~~<•·aild!IM Limits o Mathematical Time
Olkow · Cl.
H~wevcr.,. ae· ' , ~ ' to•DeleuZ.e, when•Bei-pln pUIS fo~djm three.ch~ses•im\lli$"'C~cnt and

cs
Moreover, ll>ol~Uz.e's argument might.well i'e.st Qil his·assertiOl\ ·an ~on tlia~~3'to have been
DS anticipated !IYB.~on • that the theory of relativity alters B . n!$ fundamcntallontique of
cinemato

hic'knowled

e."

cs
to
Guattari's

DS

•
26. Guy Debord, Comments on the Society of the Spectacle, trans. Malcolm Emrie, (London: Verso, 1998), 23.
27, Jonathan Roffe, "The·Rey\)luliWry Dividual" ~ C:fllles•l).e~e!IZ/1. ond Folf(. Movements In Social Thought, ods.
Anna Hickey-Moody, Pet& Mhlins, (London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2007'); 40.50: 47.

28. Todd May, "Deleuze and the Talc of Two Intifiadas," in Ibid. 21~·223: 2 1<8.
29. Manuel DeLand&, Deleuze History and Science, (New York: AtropoS'~, 2010), 168.
30. Ibid., I00.

3.1 , Dorthea Olkowski,

"Oeleuze an.d th~ Limits ofMathematical Time," inliJeleuze Studies 2, no. I, I ·17: 2

32. 1bid., 3.
33. Nicholas Thoburn, Dsltuze. Man:, and Po/J'tlcs,.(London:·Rowledge; 2Q03), 13.
34. Ibid., 71.
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'Dil!uence arid ReDelilion
Deleuze,,G.
I
No doubt Bernoii's example is nol the same as Humc's."
Individuation ~th~ act by whicll intensity determines differential relations to ~o acrualised,
along the lines of.ditrereociation and within the aualities·anc!·extensities it create$:. •·
Discioline and Punish
Fouc:liqlt;,'M.
I
.
N/A
.
. '
One sliould ~~e lll'd'eliilqlieney the mostintense, most.ohanniijl>fdrm ofill~.,U.~.;Ib:~ fonn that-the·
penal appara · J!IUS! try to eliminate through impriso!Ulleht~ of the dang""l~resents; it is
rather an effect of penality (and'of the·penallty of detention) that makes it possible to differentiate,
accommodate and suoervise·illeaalities.19
'

Kittler _l'.
Dlsaourse Networb 1~0~1900
I
Kafka'S "K." and J\Jose.gh.K.'i allow OW)I the kind of game thatl'reud pJAyed·wiJ!!.his aDOn)llDOUS

personnel oflliMi:y,v, ·
·\
Writers like Fa~or Ans:ellnus were allowe_d to trust·tbeiJ\·ininostfeeling only ·~Use it was
supported by l'eadlna, which in 'tUtD was suiloortcd 'by a humm l•"~·•ne or vot~:" ·

)

cs
OS

Ecrils
I
Lacan. J.
In any case, mY. two-pronged reference (o H;egel's abSQiu~ sul?ject.and to science's abolished subject
sheds the Ugbt necessary to accurately fonnulatc Freud's dramansm: the return of.trutli to the fieid·of
science at the $1UllC.!ime.,asliUomes to thefore in the fleld or'ils oraxfs-recressed it reaccears there."
In other words, Freud never reallv knew wliat be w8s do

mg..,

35. Tbeodor Adorno and Max Horkbeimer, Dialectic ofEnlightenment, trans. Edmund Jepbcott (Stanford University
Press, 2002), 90.
36. Ibid., 27
37. Gilles Deleuu, Difference and .Repetition, trans. Paul Patton (New York: Columb~a University Press, 1994), 72.
38. !bid., 246.

•

39. Michel Foucaul~ Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison, trans. Alan Sheridan, (New York: Vintage
Books, 1995), 277.
40. Friedrich Kittler, Disccur.se Network.s /800//900, trans. Michael Metteer and Chris Clllleos, (Stanford, CA:
Stanford University Press,. ~99o). ~.'
41. !bid., 183.

42. Jacques Lacan, Ecrits: The First Complete Edition in English, trans, Bruce Pink, (London: Norton, 2006), 799.

43.lbid., 427.
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•

El!fpil'e
Hardt, M; )l'cgri, A.
I
The P~a~ ~··~refer-ring.to, howev~r'. is fundamentally ditferedt ill. tbat~~t:{ocusing on
the uruiiimenstolj4lity of :the PI'IX'l'SS descn~d by MMx an'd·refon;n~~Ja!ej! and!e~~lled!~y the
Franki\:u:t scn'o<lf,..the Foucauldian passa$e dells !lmdameoWJy wiJ4·14•ll~~t~furality and
multiplieity~d.Deleuze. ansi Guattari.@velop.this persneCtive even more cl ' .·
The Euiopean d~li&~ al>out Bmpire and decline intereSt us for two prinuuy reas.od~~·,fu:st, because the
crisis of!lie id~l.of imperial Europe is at the ce.nter ofth~se debates, and see-on~~~· this crisis
strikes precisely in that secret place of the definition of·Empire where the concepr ofCdemocracy
resides.''
•

EmpiriciSm and Subjectivirv
Dele~.~.
I
Writers as different as Bergson and Freud converge on this pOint.~
Whatlfume Ill.~ is this: principles of human narure produce in the mind relarions;qfideas as they
act "on their oWn" on illeU.11 ·

Essays ,Crit(ca/ and Clinical
~leuz.e· 15\'
I
CS I ll is a maohinrlor.manufacturin~t p;iants what BerJtSon called a·fabulatory function/'OS

cs
DS

I Why does Dion.ysus need Ariadne, or to be loved?.,
The Foucau/1 Reader
Foucault. M
I
NfA
1wondered wl\ar.the ~ehnology of'the sel"fbefore Christianity Yias; or where the-Clirisiian technology
of the selfcan?e 6:om, and wbar.lclnd of sexual ethies>was chaiacteristi:c of the ancri@trculrure."'

cs
OS

44. Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri, Empire, (Cambridge, MA; Harvard University Press, 2009), 25 .

45. Ibid., 374
46. Gilles Deleuze, Empir,icism and SubjectMty: An Essay on Hwne:!s Theory ofHuman Nature, trans. Constantin
v. Boundas, (New York; Columbia. Uniysitry.Press, 1991~, 102.
47. [bid., 66
48. Gilles Deleuze, Essays Critical and Clinical, trans. Daniel W.. Smith.and Michael A. GTeeo, (London: Verso,
1998). 118.
49,

Ibid.. 100.

SO. Michel Foucaul~ "On:til~.O®II'Ii.O$! of Ethics: An Overview of Work in,Progress" .in 'f'he Foucault Reader, ed.
Paul Rabinow, (NewYo:Jec:Panil\eon·aooks, 1984), 340•J73: !41.

..

.

S 1, GiUes De leuze, The Fold: Leibrtlz and.the Baroque, trans. To.m Contey, (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota
Press, 1992), 62 .

•

52. Ibid., 35.
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Foucault

Deleuze, G.

CS I It is as if, fj.nally; somethin~ new were ~~Nlii2 in the wake of Marx."
OS [ And oerhaps these are Foucauli's·most moving statements."

•
OS

Gavemmemalirv
r
Misc.
According to Agamben, the main difference within the realm ofthe·poUtical is,!J;Q! !hat between friend
and enemy (p~'Schmitt) but that between "bare life" (zoe) and political existenc:C<(bios), natural
being and a h11.q1ad beinR'S leRal exiStence."
It is prob<(bly f1llr to say that the theme of frontiers is largely absent from the tw9 dolll'Ses that are
today read to11.etber as Foucaulfs lectures on "2ovemmentalitv" (Foucault 1991; 2007; 2008).56

cs

Trea1ment
of Nervous
in Gcmian
This grCat Will which encompasses, th:e
total of
human misery1s also a war on the nervous system, more a war on the nervous~:.~= than any

cs

'um

j l.

two great

OS

are

•
cs
OS

I
Foucault, M·
Madness a"d Ctviluarlon
But we must not tliink of this continuify in terms ofiSYifrm. ofi'th:~atics, or even of an exiStence:
Niel2Sebe's l!Uid·ness-tltat is, the dissolution of his tb0 ugbt. is tJiat.by which his thought opens out
onto the modcm~o~ld.'' ·
Madness no loiilierex'ists except as seen."'

53. Gilles Deleuze, Foucault, trans. Sean Hand, (Minneapolis: University ofMinnesota Press, 1988), 27.
54. !bid., 8

•

55. Thomas Lemke, "Beyoll.qFouC8illlt.ftopl Btopolitics to the G.ov~ent'o.fLife" in G~er.nmentaliry: Current
Issues and Future Challenges, eds. Ulrich Brockling, Susannel(nsmann.and Thomas ~;·(London: ROutledge
2011), 165-185: 167
56. William Walters, "Fourault and Frontiers: Notes on the·Birtb of!he Humanitarian Border," in lbid.,l38·164: 140
57. Friedrich Kittler, Gramophone, Fflm,J!fpewriter, trans. Geoffi'Qy Win~op-Youog and Michael Wutz.
(Stanford, CA: Stanford U~versity Press, 1999), 223.
58. Ibid., 13.

59. Michel Foucault, Madness and Civilization: A History ofinsanity in -the A'ge:ofReason, (New York: Vintage,
1988), 288.
60. Ibid., 250.

..
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,$he HistOI'V ofSe:ma/jtv
I
Roucaiilt: M
At the:moment,:-nen Freud was:llllCOYering the narure ofDora!S desire and Iillo.~ lho be put into
words,.p~:eparatj,ons were being made to undo tho&e reprehe~ibkproximities in oljl:er.social sectors;
on the one wet thl: father was elevated'into an object of compulSory love, b.Ul'Oi! the·other hand, if
he w.as a loved o~e,.he was at the same time a fallen one in.the eves>of.the law.61
So we IJ\'1!$1 ~fer a histol)' of sexuality to the agency of sex; b.ut rather shOW'hOW "sex" is
historic:iill.Y.s' i:i!iiiate to 's8Xualltv."
Hutof'Y. ·o fWesterrr Music Theorv
Misc.
I
Marx insists :m~!Uy that '!lien~ and type of the opening thcg:te detennine<tbe.\vay it is
continl)e'd; an ·• IUinAtelv tb·tvoc of overall form..,
:
Despite 'Jiis conA;stant reformulation ofthe acoustical underpinnings of his theozy,m Ught of
scientific devoli>P.rilents, the P,rincipa! problems which Rameau faced were familiir to a line of
theorists fto~ino to•Schei!ker."
.G.
HomoSacer
I
A
One ofthe'jlCfll;·fharaCteristics of~'s allegories is ~~t-lheir very end they; offer the
]X!SSibllify ofiin . 'Out-t'l!!ce' tiu!t\onullelely u~s.ets th'cin me8nili'g:~·
·
InSofar as it is -sovereign. ihe nomos IS necessarily coimec\ed wit!t both the state of'ntilure and the
state of exception. 66
.

The Infinite Conv.trsation
I
Blanchot; M.
At the same time and slightly later, the work of numerous french Oerm~
of Albert B6guin,
the publicatioiis'ofthe cihiers du Sud, research on the young Iil'ege! and the yowig,Mari, then the
reflections ofHenri Lefobm,'Whicb constUtly scel<'to &e'e·.lflth:in Marxism i~ fi1!JW!tiC source)
cs contributes
not only to a knowledge of this mo¥cment,but, tbro\l&h'tbis ICnowted&e; to ·a new feeliQg
about an and literature that paves the way f~r other.cban$~s, all'Ol'je~~ted toward'challenging the
'traditional fOI'ID$Ofpoliticai OriWlizatiO)l. 6
The fact that ~j~che. tdtirus leave from the thought of the Ona'God, tbet is to say, from the god
OS of Unity, mustOe tliken seriollSiy. 61

<tbif

61. Michel Foucault, The History ojSexualiry: An Introduction, trans. Robert Husley, (N~w York: Random House,
2012), 130.
62. lbicl, 157.
63. Scott Burnham, "Form" in The Cambridge History ofWestern Music,1'heory, ed. Thomas Christensen,
(Cambridge, England: Cambridge Uniyernt)i Press; 2008), 880·906~889:
64. Nicholas Cook, "Epistemologies of Music Theory," in Ibid., 7·8-lOS( 86.
65. Giorgio Agambell, Homo Sacer: Sover,e/gn Pt1Wer and Bare Life, trans. I:>anicl Heller.-Roazen, (Stanford, CA:
Stanford University Presli1 19.~8}, 38.
66. lbid., 27.
67. Maurice Blanchot, Infinite Comersatlon, trans. Susan Hanson (MlnneapoliscUniversity of Minnesota Press,
1993), 351.
68. fbid., 154.
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'/nppuatfve Commvnlry
Nancy,J,L.
I
This Cliafac~ons IU docs, ·for Marx, tho "social" Cbatacter of labors in p~iQ':~"communes'':
Under·lbe> ' . 'ilrcJW system of production, when ~inner·and;weav~ livl:d:uni)~.the same roof·
the women of!¥'fami~y spinn!+l,g and the men weaving. sey for the r~w:remeins P.(tfie,ifamily·yam
and ljnen•were.<soo;ial prtxluct!~·and spinning and weavingsocillllabourwi1hiil d!&~ework of the
familv.11
lftbere are no more Rods, there is no more cOmmunity ...

cs

Delei)Ze;·6.
Kqf/(p::Toward a Mhtor Lituatu'e
I
Germilll play(J5~c!sely tbo 'doublo role of ve-hicular and qilltw::aJ.~e. widi'Ooethe always on
the horizon (Kalka also lcnow$ F.=cb. Italian. and orobabj,y a bit o'iMSb)." ·

cs

•

DS N/A
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Misc.
Lacan and Science
I
The seoaratioqbetw.een BossueltiOd'Marx:b'as not be~ ~qmp!jte!Yi!!Chieved.'"
This gives a ~i.Q!Je.!o to IQ~ tiilb :o fone otUcan's £aits,,t''libe!ageJ!Gyotlthe letter .in the unconscious
or reason since>F.reu'd• tLa:.i'an.. 1977-a).n

69. Paul Virilio, The Jnfon'!'ation B'omb, _trans. Chris '!Umer, (London: Verso, 2005), 38.
70. Ibid., 23.
7 1. Jean-Luc Nancy, The J~oplratlve Co{tlmunity, trans. Peter Connor, ~eapolis: University of Minnesota Press,
1990), 74 .

•

72. Ibid 143
73. Manuel Delanda, lntenst.e Science'f1!1P Yirtuall!hilosophy, (Londo~;~: C9ntlnuum, 2002), 174.
' l

74. Ibid., xiii
75. Gilles Delou.ze, Kaj/ca:.Towar.ds:a_-J,Ilnor Literature, trans. Dana Polail; {lllfinncapolis7UniYerity of Minnesota

Press, 1986), 25.
76. Jacques-Alain Miller, "EI~entt ofEpistomol'ogy" in Lacan and Science,,ed. Jason Glynos and Yannis
Stavrakakis, (London: ~. 2002),14V•166: 1'56.

•

•

77. Jason Glynos, "Psychoanalysis Ope:rale$ UpOI) thc:Subjeef o€Sc(ence: LauD between Scitnce and Ethics" in
Ibid., 51-88:60.

•
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The LlmitJ to Capital
Harvey, "D.
I
An ins~etion of those brief sections where- Marx does e~lieitly .consider the sll3pe and fonn of
crises yfeli:IS a•cbq_ck·list of ma~rs inYoked that have y.et t~ be: considered:
{I) the#Jilia{!Jl9de of production, circulation and·tealization of fixed capital and the difficulties
that·&rfsefroll\ different'ial'tumover times;
(2) the JlfOCCSJI of organizational and structural change which affects the degree of centralization·
decentioalizatio~capital;
(3) the'roie of · .· redlt system, interest-bearing and money capital (all of which require that the
monetary aspects·of circulation.of capital be analysed);
(4) the interventions of the state in the circulation of~capital;
{5) the pbysicai41Spects of circulation of commodities (the movemel)t of commodities in·space)
together with fo'.reign trade, the formation of the 'world merkc( and the whole geographical structure
of capitalism;
(6) the complex coilflgurations of class relations both within and between social formations (for
example, facti~lla~~istin~~l)Sl within th~ capitalist class and diStinctions within the' proletariat based
on di~nt na '<Snal·values of labour po.wer).71
But what, exactly, does Marx mean by the value of labour POWer?"'

'!'he Logic ojSense
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I

Delouze

·.o. ·

In t!lls ll!W~~.ie.tt.S.clf~ol)ened the whole !'robleJ_D o~the·o!:l~~on oft))q_tigbt: -is Jt_ not rather

m line wtth otli~dime:nsJons t!lat the act of thinking JS el!geqd'ered,in thought and:tbe·tbillker
engendered in.life?10
It is that ofre~del'ing our substance incapable of being assumed by a nature either interior or superior
to our own.11

•
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Scbrober. D..P.
Memoirs ofmy NervoJIS [//ness
I
The C:hristian teaching that Jesus Chri$! was the Son of<acid:*'be JllUnl only, in-e=mystical sense
which but ap~(OXimates the human sense of these words~~~ no-bod¥ wolild maintain that God,
as a Being enaowe-d with bu:h)an sexual organs, had intercourse ~lh the woman from whose womb
Jesus Christ came fortb. 12
In eacb ca1e when first I entere<L<the Asylum I bad not tl\e faintest idea of an antagoiliSm existing
between the S9.llreber and F)J;chsig families, nor of the supernatural matters of which I have treated
in the precedilf-g-ChapteiS.13

78. David Harvery, The Limits to Capital, (London: Verso, 1999), 191.
79 Ibid., 46.
}

80. Gilles Deleuzc, Logic ofSense:, trans. Constantin V. Boundas, Q.<ondon: Continuum, 2004),128.

81. Ibid., 292.

82. Daniel Paul Scbreber, Memoirs.of My NSI'\Io~ 11/ness, trans. Idlt Ml!c&lpipe·and Richard A. Hunter, (New Y.ork:
New York Review ofBoolcs-,' 2000), 17.
83. fbid., 45.
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N~gattve biq/ectics
Adorno· T,
I
The s~ed'I'!W of nature, wlueh nevertheless would o.oly be .I)P~·of C8RillilfttrSQ9if,ty, is therefore
termed.m.ystifioa~iQn b-y Mane~ "The law of capitalist·accumulation, mystified i,nf;O a'!Aw.ofnature,
exprcss~.the~fore in fact only that its nature excludes eyery such:decrease in tho~deg):ee of
exp!Qitation ofl!'!x>r or every such incr-e o'the pri«e·oflilbor, which could.s.eriously endanger the
cony~Etuotion-.ofth.,relarionships-of capital and its reproduction on a constantly expanded
level.
'
Since I<iant, icfealism could not escape this, not even Hegel's ..,

Network Cu/twe
Terrano~T.
I.
This imp~~ that c;an QpJy be .predicted with tile benefit-of hindsight ean~,lll8de to
correspond•JI1' ·~·category-of the virtual. as it is form+ in.the work of Henri tf~on, Gilles
Dcleuzc andmore·recently Brian Manunri and·Piene.~vy.."
On the con~; they are rela~_.!il the .o¥etaU informatioi!al•dimension that cuts·across the global
matrix of communication of which the Internet is J)8lt. 17

... Nalu
CS I Marx wisely' set<tbe problem aside...
DS I Music accounls for them." · ··

cs
DS

I

Attali,.J.

Luk~cs, G.
The Onto/oJzy ofSocial BeinK
I
The Philosop,!Uc,l ~o~~~·tJiat·he \wcite during-tlie ~IY-Y.o,!I!'S Oftlie War, in earti<iular, go back
once again tO~~ really eentral_problemf ofMB!x's thO\Igllt;;.the #tall~ .and continually deepening
critical unde,r-sfl\nding of the Hegelian dialectic·~ in, a~ renunc~on.o~.the former
Marxism: '!tis.impossible completely to !understand ~;~·!>al(ital, and especially its farst chapter,
without havin!l'!horoughly SlU11i:ed an~ _understilod> tlie olelof.Jicael's Lo2ic.90
For Marx, there was even here:the question ofihe 1\irttier p~gre5S of.histoey."

84. Theodor Adorno, Negative Dialectics, trans. E. B. Ashton, (New York: Continuum, 2005), 347.

•

85. Ibid., 100.

86. Tiziana Terranova, Network Culrure: Politics for the Information Age, (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan
Press, 2004), 26.
87. Ibid .. 70.
88. Jacques Attali, Noise: An Essay on the Political Economy ofMusic, ttans. Brian Massunri, (Manchester, VK:
Manchest.er University Fres$, .19'8'5), 42l.
r

89. Ibid., 20.
90. GyOrgy L~cs, Ontology ofSocial Being, tnms. David Fembach, (London: Merlin Press, 1978), 22.
9L. Ibid., 163.
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The Ortk~ ojTitii,IIU
Foucault. M.
I
Sade, Nie~he;;Al1au.d, and Batiillle liave understood this on belwfofalllhoSe:W.Iio Died to ignore
it· biltJi,iS alS.O:~in tlult Hea~t..Mtrx. an<lFreUdknew it.~
'· ·
The colll!n~~;tesembles endlessly tluit which it is co~eittiog,upon and wfl!.CJiiit c.ao never
expreu: j~.U \)le knowle4ac of natjlre constantly finds' new sipls for resemblip.ee ~use
resemblance ca!lnot be lmowrr in itself, even though the signs can never be anytll:iDg but
similitudes.n '

I
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Politics ofAestM{ics
Ranci~ .J~
Wha~it castasiae:. which was reilppro~d by film.aod pliotom~~hy- was tbeilojiq·rpvealed by·the
I
"
'
'
I '' ~
tradition ofthe.no.v~\ {from.Balzac
to Proust>
and Surte'alism)·.~tbe
reflection Qb:tli
0 1t)le that Marx,

Freud, Benjamii);\~d the tradition of 'critical thought' i.nb.ented: the ordinazy bec9!Jles'\beautiful as a
trace-of the true.~
•
The aostheticzel!ime oftho.-ai'tii does not contrast' the old With the new."

.

cs

A Very .Popular Exile
Nandy, A.
I
Marx wrote al)oqtthe processes of declassiog oneself and abo.Ut breaking the bl!l'!i~rs.of one's false
·coosciousnes5;:Fiiliud, about the JM)ssibility of ,working through one's personal history or, rather, lhe
defenses against :Such bis)Ory.96

OS NI A.

.
'
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Foucault;;M
Pawer
I
One bad to be,on fa-miliar tcrms .wi!hM.ar,x-and not let one's dreains-stray too fai .friiitt freud."
Aod'Oedipus.ii'ihe one who sa)'S t:epejlte~: "I askei! ·quostli:ms; and since no one·was-able to inform
me, I opened my eyes and ears and I saw.
·
'

or
to cin:umstance: going from

92. Michel Foucault, The Order ofThings, (New York: Pantheon Books, 1971), 328.
93. !bid., 41.
94. Jacques Ranciere, The Politics ofAestherlcs, trans. Gabriel R~khill ~ndon: Continuum, 2004), 30.
95. Ibid., 20.
96. Asbis Nandy, A Very P'opular &i/e:.:An Omnibus, {Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2010), 22.
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97. Michel Foucault, P{1)41er:, VolWIJ!! 3 ofEssenria/IJ'orks of Foucault, /9S4-1984, eel. Jlimes ·D. Faubion, (New
York: New Press, 2000);··1~.
' · ·
98. lbid.,.29.
99. Henri Lefebvre, Rythqrant~/y,si.s: Spoce, Time anfl Everydoy Life, trans. Stuart Elden and Gerald Moore, (New
York: Continuum, 20~, 1'1.
I00. Ibid .. 60
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StC111'Jty Ter"'itorv ·/>ooJJipllon
l
Foucault. M.
It is ccyStallized~:,cour:se, wi!b:the tteaty_ofWestp~alia,33 ihe first eom-plot9,.~cious, explicit
expressl,on ofa PQhtics ofEuropeJlll balance, !be mam-function of which, as.yo.u {citow; is to
reorganize !be Emp'ire, to defuieits.status and its rights in te'¥on to the Germaii.pdn~ipalities, and
the zoDelr of influence of Austria, Sweden, and France on GCI'lllM territory, aJllaci!lb.~ to the laws
of equih'brium, wbic)l antually•explab\s why Germany could become, and actuai.J1.:became, the center
for tlie.el'abomtion-ofthe Eurotiean n~oubllc,101
This is'1hdotmJ!iwhicb 'you find some apologists for MaChiavelli, obviously nof ampng.lhe
adversaries of raison d'Etat, but m some, and only some, of!bo.se who In! m favor of fais.on d'Etat.'"'

Sociery Mu,st Be Defended
I
Foucault. M.
We then see it,~ppear in.F11111ce at the end of the seventeenth century, at the end of !be reign of
Louls XlV, lllfd'in. other political stniggles-let us say, the real'gWII'd strUggle wa,ged'b~ the French
aristocracy against-the establishment of !be IZJ'eat absolute·8dtirlnistrative monarcbv. 1 •
According IO·Bblllainvill!ers, the Franks and !be Gauls livl!d liappHy side bv side.""

1'1fe,8ocietv o(th~ Soe;tacle
Debord. G.
l
lt is in this re~d that tjJc retmQoship be~ecn Marx ~·)'l:eg~l has ~e~y·b¥JI·ll!!lOred or
misundersto~~ei>en d'kbiliiced .as the wel!k pOint of.wbat'became 'fallaciously' q-ailsformed into a
doctrine: "M~m. 1.,
It is obvious tflahaeas alone cllljllot lead beJond the existtn& s~le; at most,·lli~Y. can only lead
beyond exis.tiqg ideas about the':sbectacle:1

The Soa.cef>(Liler.ature
· I
,Bianchot.,M. ·
We come bacf.~~to~~~t·least·in.th& sen~~~~·we'~~.to·~· .~l_nl!;d• to seek to
express: I wnto.todJe, to gtve·death 1ts essennal poss)liility; $o~ wbk:b tt·IS ~sentr8Jly death,
source of invisibility; bu.t at !bo>Same dine,· I c&tno~ write·unless death writps in me, makes of me !be
void where the impersonal is atlirmed. 10'
Kalka f~ls deeply hero 'lliat art is a relation with death. •w·

101. Michel Foucault. Secfuity, Territory, Population: Lectures at th• College de France 1977-1978, tranS. Graham
Burchell. ed. Franc;ois Ewald, Alessandro Fontana and Arnold I. Davi.dson, (New York: Picador, 2009), 304.

I 02. Ibid. 322.
I 03. Michel Foucault. Society Mus.r Be Defended: Lectures at tl}e C!!fl~ge d.f France 1975-1976, trans. David
Macey, ed. Franc;ois Ewald, Alessandro F.o~and Arnold I. Davii;lloo, (Now York: Ma<;millan, 2009), 304.
104. Ibid., 151.

l 05. Guy Debord, Society ofthe Spec.ta.d e, tranS. Ken Knabb, EBcrlccley: Burea~tOf'PubUc SecreiS, 20 I 3), 79 .
•#

"

106. Ibid., 203.

I07. Maurice Blanchot, The Space ofLlle~:at111'e, a:ans. Ann Smack, (Lincoln,.NE: Univ<;J>Sity of'Ncbraska Press,
1989), 149.

I08. Ibid.. 90.
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V 'l/!/ie Use 'ofP/easwe
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Foucatiit.M.t

From' this anglp~~lato's answeJ>seems only' more complex1ali~:mo~ t;ll!borate:tliili'il!Q~e;that might
have been put~ in the various ''debates" on Jove; oliby "SG.eTatcs'' in the-texts•o1i;)(enoohon. 1"
It is doubtless'bp'q'ect t01 say th,at,!)i'ere is no.noun·in the·G~~ voeal)lllAry that wo)119-co.nsolidate, into
a common noti&n~'wlialever miSJi\'be spe~iflc to ~ecsext~;n~ and:~male se~!ty,:but it should be
remarke.d thalfu ihe practice of~ual pi.Wures rwo ro)~~opol~s can be.-cle.Miy.distinguished,
just.as they canlQ!I distinguishe(\·h). tbUeJl(<i.au,c.tive fll!t : ;.iji~se consisted ofrwo positional values:
that of the subje5¥and d:!alpf~~'Obj~t,.lh)t oftbeaS,ent.J~td~ oftbe'"patient", as·¥stotle says,
"the female, ~·$E~a_le_. i•']),lli;J.V~; and thelnal.e, as ~~o. ~ ,amvo;"'WI,Iereas the ~xpe~ence of the
"flesh" would \)e.j:Ons1dered as an expen9qce·common to f.l;CI1lJild women, even if it did not take the
same form in ?epr; and wbil~ :'sex,wi~' wo!IJd bemark~:~y~e.~caesura,between male an~
female sexua!ttf• tl)e aplu:.odista were-.tlioug)tf of aun·ac~VI~ tmlOlvmg.rwo actoJl, eapb havmg •rs
role and function•the on.e who perf0nns the aotiv·iW and the one on whom it is oerformed. 116

l<r9. Paul Vlrilio, Speed.and Politics, tians.
. by MarkPolizzotti, ((Cambri~o. MA: MIT Press, 2006), 66.
110. Ibid., 12.

Ill. Giorgio Agamben, Sr~ ofExceprfo;, trans. ~vin Attell, (Chl~g~: UQiv.ersity of Cljle~o Pross, 2005), 27.
112. Ibid. 75.
113. Maurice Blanc hot, The.UntNowable Community, trans. Pierre Joris.•B'anytown, (New 'iork: Station Hill Press,
1988), 22.
114 Ibid., 8.
115. Michel Foucault, The History ofSexWlity, Jlol. 2: The Use of Pleasw-e., tranS. Robert Hurley, (New York;

Vintage Books, 1990), Z42.
116. Ibid., 46.
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The Vision Machin•
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Virilio.·P.

I

A~gb!" '

-~n,~ !bar mind is a thing that endures, one migbt add that it is our l~Wation that
OS When
thiJlb: ~
.
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Blan~ot. M;
The Wrltin~ ofDlsastu
I
IN/A
I Kafka's mal can be. interoreted as a tenRie of three different-realms (the Law "laws, rules).'"'

117. Paul Vlrilio, The Vision Machine, tranS. Julie Rose, (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1994), l L
118. Ibid., 3.

119. Manuel DeLanda, Will' in the Age ofJmeiligent Machines, (NeW York:Zone Books, 1991 ), 229.
120. Ibid., 2 L

•

12 L Gilles Deleuz.e and \161iJC Gua.ttari, Jl'ba~ Is Philosophy?, tranS- Hugb Thomlinson and·Graham BurcheU (New
York, Columbia Uniyersi!)'P.ress, 1996), 193.
122. Ibid., 75.
•

123. Maurice Blanchot, Xhe•Wrtttng ~/the Dis03ter, 'tranS. Ann SmQ(:k~incom, NE: Uni'l.m~IY ofNebraska Press,
1995), 144.
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Appendix ID: Notes
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'·

2.1. Posltlvitdt alludes to the "self-incurred rutelage" that German Idealism saW: it as an imperative
for the "fully autonamoi!S" subject tq overcome.
2.2. For an''e!itendeci: dfsctission on Western providential "guilt" history, s~caJly, a critique of
Christianity !IS" the religion of guilt economy and capitalism as a system of a detenninfso'c debt religion, see
Werner H'!lllJ'cher, "Guilt His:tory: Benjamin's Sketch 'Capitalism as Religion,"' in ·Diacritics 32, no.3-4
(fali-Wmter2002): g.J.J06.
2.3. Altho)lgb' he inv.okes the oikM, significantly, Agamben's etymology of the tenn "apparatus"
does not conlra$rthf_oikb.r with the polls; rathef, lt contrasts •the olkM with its owr(.&ikfnomia. Hannah
Arendt bad already su}gested that a loss of any distinction between the olkM a,n¢'the. polis was a
~h~cte~tic of mod.ef)l g?vernment. The tenn Arendt useg to describe this .phe.no~~~ was "society'':
Soc1ety IS the fonn..IJl wh1eh lb.ll fact of mutual dependence for the .sake· of life and notliing else assumts
public SiSjlificance,'' 'wfltes·Afena~ "and Where the activities COnneCted with sheer sur\11"ai-fare permitted tO
appear in public." HIUU)ah Arendt, "The Public and Private Realm," in The Portab/&.i!Jviizah A.rendt, ed.
Peter Baelir (l:.ondont·Penauin, 2003), 197. The rise of"society," which for Arendt comsponded with the
rise of societies of ~s~pline, already involved the confl~tion of the' fOils, the sphere C>f'tne social, with the
olkM, the sphere of, th~ihome and family. The concept of an ap~tus. however, resill\Bie$ tliis contrast. In
tenns of its ecymolog[9AI residue$, it is not an approplialion.•of th~ oikb.r by the poUs; rather, it is the
foreclosure ofboth·.SJ1lleres by w~y of their.appropriation into 80 olkcnomla, which is siS!lificant because.
unlike theolkcs and:the:polis, an olkcnomla is finally without any foim<lation in bein&.
2.4. In "P.o~oript,on<th:e s ·O'cieties of Control;" beie.uz.e writes, ·"The in,clivi4Ua\ never ceases
passing from one closed environment to anether, each having its·own laws: first, the famil)!;..then the scb.ool
('you ate no longer· iq your ftamily'); th~n the barracks ('yott ~ no longer at school'·); )ben the factoll)'
[... ]" (3). These trwitions, from soo/daugbter to student, fromltudent to ;soldier, fro!!\ sqlclier to worker,
etc., exemplify the· processes of ~ubjeettflcatlon discussed here {i.e., the-cli.sappearanco.o'f,ab;,;old" self and
the emergeo~ of a "new' self).
2.S. [n recent years, se.vel'11l SIUdies have explored. the concept of the
dead," more
speeifically, the cultural significance of this "capitalist m(>rlSter;" ihe zombie, already ·so familiar in the
sensational entertainment of cQnt;l'QJ:.,s.ocieties. The classic example here, in any case, is George Romero's
Dawn of the Dead (i'918), wh]dli"is'set almost entirely inside of a shopping maU. When one character asks
another why the zombies are so attr!(cted to the.shopping mall, bei interlocutor can only speculate, "Some
kind of instinct Memory of what they used to do. This was Bn·;imJX)rtant place in their lives." Dawn of the
Dead, in other words~ figures the zombie as a not so thinly veiled caricature of the brainless consumer
blindly following· !Q'~ r\tuals and impenidv~ of consumerisll)l·and ne less as comru~~ted by elevator
music, indoor fountaily, and ,other recogniZ!\ble fixrures of tlt~ shoPS' mall. Sil!l!ifl(\BDtlY, then, these
zombies are not fig~ of sqmc ali~n other iliient ~P9D .~~~g.fju(.community·•frmn .'¥fthout; rather,
"they resonate will!, :alld refig!ll'C, 1\le· very PfOCCsse~ that ptOdtiee/ and. et\foroe aocial order." Steven
Shaviro, The Cinell:!a((~~~~wlis: l;JpiverslJY ofh1foneso-;a:l'l:esl, 1993), 8'7. In other word_s,
''they do not mirror or 'rep~~ soc~ forces; [tather]lh~y 111!1· ~tly, ·anJm.ated !IDd possessed, even m
their allegorical disl8!1~ from beygntl'thc,gpiV~, by sucp fo!CCS•" ~id. .In rel~ti~n 1(1 this l~t poin~ it b~
mentioning that by ~ rune of lac~..Seydel''s ~004 remake of"P"""' of, the Dead, the figUre of the zomb1e
had been· entirelf~foJIItl.ed. ~with; the<spew forces they 8fC'S4ilPJ!sed·<to represent~ zombies had been
trwformed frpm' !!I.e' p~. s~)l88i.$J\i. almost;-comi~l. ~~ ~ted .by Romero in Ni~ht of the
Living Dead (1~68§r .)Jit0' fer®IO)IS lllf..qhines ·Jble sprmt II\~~ ,WI!h. full fo=. apd at high speed
towards their would<bi;,\rii;tims. Ill>p~y- Boyle's 28.Horirs Latt~~~).·not only aie.the zombies able to
sprint, they also bay.c' tlie·abili'!y ·lll "vitally irifeet" their woulclt'bo'vlCtlms. With by 'spraymg'thom from afar
with projectile blooll-vohitt.r ·~ ·~<•
Steven Slia.v~ provides another.example of·an attempt to.pxp]Q~ tlie cui~ significance of this
figure. Shaviro suggests that the prevalence of zom51es ~
· · • po~~,ehtertainmeiu is a consequence,
inasmuch as zonibies 'would ~presetlt, the "tendential falho e:.ra~'!lf-J#o!it" firsr.explained by Marx.
Shaviro writes, "Busin.'e,ises elC)land tiy continua,lly. llllcumullt &l~itaJ: ,M;are and IJlor,e living labor is
transformed into dead ~r. thro\@l.the o~on 8Jld ~on oi"~urplllS-value, 'and ibC'·zombific~~cm
of the work foree. ProdU'ctivicy [ncreases, and prices are dtivefl dc;tWn, beclluse the same amount of liVIng
labor is progressively abte to :prod\lce.more eomrnodities, bY: s'.ettina m<!rt'd.ead labor Into motion. [...I At
the tendentiallimit,f.~.ly ~X\lW<lMI'person in the world willliave ~me a zombie. 'All you really need
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[... ] is en_ou$11 of an IU)!nfecied elite ai·the ·executive leveliO rake otfthe profits' everybody else can just
founder in e~al .in~ess [siof." S1~ven Sbaviro,. Conn~ctedi Or J!l7uzt it MeanslttYof:.tye In a Nerwork
Sociel)l, ~ltS~~\i!lnivensity of ~esota !!ross, 2003); 166.. For Sbaviro, th~,:.z.9.111bies repJ»Sent
somethio~ .like Jhe ·~pjltencc wrought UP9P .workers by caJ1italist ~~lions o(.pption. Sbaviro's
observatiolls;,a bo ~~!9 ~:s,8J!,S)ysis of automatic systems:of·machineey.
'
~.6. Co~1 ·Stl6htt's ~CI!lark. Gali59n observes thai Freud, In his l
Uncanny,
protested'too.mu'cb·%,'~ be &rg!led no less th!m fOur time~ thai it.is not the• ~:efl;~~~ .~·-J,iving w\ib the
dCad' thadiea behin4~~ence of~ uncanny In B. ·T. A, l:fotfmann's "'
of the BneJ!l~,"' 243~~~~ ultimately, wl)ether tho uncanny mults from "the
i{l)', #bbed of. one's
eyes," as ·F~d ugu~,~:Or the animation of a moObanical doll, as Freud!s in!J~rlo~to[9
argue;, is a
moot que$1ion beca~in•cQntrol SoCi.eties, the uncanny WiJ! always COmO 10 tho
eith.e r case.

Tbe·labolf-anim~lf~g),ll~ -~.omatic S):~

tra1~-bacEk@§ii~1an~d~~so

of maQbjnery
C8111101.
be
similar to
Hoffina!lll'sTo tjlis
the
system apgears· IO IF.~~~.,~~ the living-dead,
extent tlu\b t!li.s autl!u{a,(on wP,uldlb'<illi appropriate· the value living labor
foritself.' and further -sep,~e living labor from the prOceSS¢5 of pro'dueti.on, it .
to the
of the Swjdman-to'D:lollving labor of'its eyes.
2.7. Tbe teniwioroi¥ !here could be confusing. The tenn "subjectification," as-~l~)lZe uses it here,
shout~. not be C?~}d. ~th . the term. as it was used by Ag&m\len·c!lf~Cr In s~C/,if.D''-2.!2. Agamben.'s
definillonl of·subJectJRcauon (a.e., the·clisappearance of an "old" se!fJand' the· em~enc.O<o!' a "now" sel~·
corresponc!s to Fo~u,J~s concept of "individualiz.etion," not· the "tines of subj~C'i!i1ont.· described here
by Deleuu.
'• ·
·.
2.8. For an,~~~ded~$~~ion on srul'idity see Micl}~l Foucaul~ "Thoatrwn 'Fliilosophicum," In
Aesthelics, Method.r:ilnil Epl;,tom~Jfogy, tnUlS. Robert Hlll'ley, ecj. James D. Faubion, (l-lew Y.ork: The New
Press, 199S), 343·.3~. esp. 361-363.
. 2:9. ~is&-~ is wort?.f~llowin~...even if only-~ause it su~osts thai tb<;~•n!';and .processes
of subJoCilficauon ajidijy so fiami.liai' to pqhttca} theory "aro-more·or I~ !he same tb,i!jf;as brams. In his
19~5'book, Clfioma 11:. [:he/mage Movemlllll, Deleuic briefly·; ' ''es ,!his~ooncept o,~, .iiia language M
remote from that ofi.llellfOiogy as ·any ilnlliiJlablo, Doleuie S\1 ~:~rtime tniY,~1ffl~~. ·such as Alain
Rcsnais' 1968 tlni,e;#Y.~Lfilm, Je t'alftt:f, Jet:ai'me, abA(ldQQ·ih~ ~111,~ "cerelinu~· ·f!15<i~ of brain for.a
new "cinema of.tbe·J>,~" the latter~espjllidjpg·IO the~ ) • .as li)eleuu uses' it 'in IW conversation
V.:ilh Ne.gri. Tb~·~o.ffi4~~re~~J!~f lh;e ~rain,. ~co~iffo,~J~, correspbnds.tp,tbe ~onage, a
cll!emauc technique iri':l'bJcb a. senes.oflDlagcst~ edited: into a'seql"'nce m order to.c.<?n~e~ t1me, space,
or narrative. The suggestion bere is. that in • montage, as 'fltli 11i:,e 4J$eip!inari·~ram.. each image or
sensation remains S\l~Joct to an iJ!~gral . whole, thai is, sonje, horizo~ ~ of associations.
De!euze, Cinema n,\'f03. In the cin-eip& of the brain, llowev,er,•~~,no· lbqget: believe- m.an association of
imag~ven cros5J.~g. voids; we belie:ve in 'bteak.s which tako•on_ap absolute. value anC! subordinate aU
association [... ].
:sheees .of- 0:\~ry an~ !he .extemal .t~e:~ .of>l'elilllY will b'e': ml)t.ed up, extended,
sbort-<::ircuited•andl'fci'nn a whole m9~ \if~. Wtucb is atol!~e,fl:i&t·ofth~ cos~os ftAd:o'tllie brain, which
sends flashes from~ne,people to.tbc' ~tber.'Hence -zomtSies.Sing~sOri'g,.li,ut1t is..that life.~· lbid., 209. The
cinema of the·bralui" mVQ.tl!e~;wol,.&f;e-fig1,lTO$'bl'ftins as the "#v.it¥ of'.tile:wpr!d," tl4\wl)rougb which the
world and its colors~ "arous.ed by ri~ spape:itim~," an infuji$e4.~~ of Wlttllate~]\l~; and fractures.
With the discip!inary.iirain, i!nages·an\h~nsati9ps remain:b.ouolJ t~~es. 9f.associatioMWilh·the cinema of
the brain, however, tbese .associatiop,s· are aban:doned·.Qr stibor~IQ?~e materiality ~{·the images and
sensations themselves. The ineXP.Ii~le ani! irreducible.. p~eS'~~n these' disparate images and
sensations, as they re~Jiin unbound' from any axis of assooiapon, ?forrns Deieuze's concept of brains as
deployed in bis conveisation with 'Negri, thai is, as so'melhio~ more or less the same as lines of
subjectffication and ev.ents, Brains; then, are the " two-wl!>y ·movement:' betw~ absolute inside and
absolute outside, fro~· oqc s~l&ensation or lln4ge 10 another ~~sensation 9r' image. "Between
the two," concludes l;}eFeuu,,•m tile in-between, it ls as ifzombiesllJOOJI!Odrthe brain.world.for a moment."
Ibid., 208. For an exfended discussion of brains, sec the final cliaptet"From Chaos t'o;the Bniin" in What is

Int&nJil

of

Philosophy?

This r~ also re~es IQ·A,-pJ1Cndix m, 2.S., ~. ~~: in ~!&!ion. tQjb~. ~~ zo~bie becomes an
even more approp.rii!c.~,atogy for ~!'llP~~es o~ C!!Jll~~ ~)~~'mb,1es ~ b.tams. :rhe film that
best underlines this.:re~~ll .~ ZOIJ3bJ~ and. . &ram~, ·~·:~:81\PO.I!,ls ~~~S Retl{rn ofthe
Living Dead. In one~. for OlS4JI\PI~· the-protag~~~ ~~
: er <D!!n Ca~ among them,
manage to tic down thinuij,ked torso~ an' elderly'woman zomb'l'&
· 'interroP,tillg her:
"

. ~~f:t,

'

•.

•
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Ernie ~ltcnbrunner: You can.hear me?
1fl Wom8J1Corpse: Yes.
Ernill ~~PJ:;ilnner: Why do you eat people?
1a v..~ate:r€0ipse: Not people, BraiiiS!

Erni(Ka~ ·r· cr.: ~only'?
112 Woman ·illpse:'Y'es. ·

'

J;mie ~tenb.i.wlner: Why?
112 Wo-·Corpse: The paint
Ernie KaiiQnbrUnner: What 1\bout the pain?
112 Wo~eJ)lse: The pair' ofbeing dead.
Ernie Kalt~l).rwmer: (In disbelief, to his friends) It hurts ... to be dead.
112 WOman·\Anlse: I can feel myselfror.
Ernie K.alwlb!1Jllller: Eating. brains, bow does that make you feel?
1/2 Wom"!l\i;:Jm>so:• ll:.~e!fthe pain go away!
Retll1'n ofthe Llvin~,:tiead. direcreo by Dan O'Bannon, (Hollywood; CA: MGM, 1985), Dv.D.
l provide lll!s;comical scone simply in order to pull tho.;foUowing analogy fi'Oq). it: zombies, bere
an analogy for wha~ver apparatus, do"J!ot eat pooP.I•, they eat·b~al~, and they do so in ordef to make the
pain go a~y. An ~rus, in other words, as. imagined in tho figure of the zombie, is sl!oWn to have an
instinctiv~- and a re.fl~ve tendency towar~ o.edng brains.
2.1'0. Kittier/s; English translators used the phrase "disc.ourse network" in order to translare
Auftchriebesystun, a,more literal rende.ring would be "wri1!11g-d,own.system."
.
. 2.11. This ·~ sch~~ (i.e., sovereignty, discip)ine, control) bas aJreaay ·been discussed
exto.ns•vely, see QaUow.y and 'niick'er, The Exploit, 35-36; Galloway; Protocol: How. Con/1'01 Exists After
Decenlra.llzation, (!Jambridge, MA: MIT Preis.-2004), 3-5; Rose, Powers ofFreedom;·233-235.
2.12. Niko)~ 'Rose identifies an important starting point· for my anal~ when be suggests
skepticism in relatiob to app:roache's· that would frame this .contrast belwCICII disCjplinttY and con1r0t
· soeioti~ in termS' :1f~Jre too excessively, "epochal." In placo of'Sugg'csticw that a,1iistorically specific
mcchantcs of pQWCf•·hliS bem "erasc4 or consigned to history," Rose S118&e$!$ m .app,Oach that woulct
examine changes in these mechanics by way of the new as 'it'"eme:ges and ·operates· Jildngside the old."
Nilcolas Rose, Powers of Freedom: Rqraming Political 1'1tougfft (Cambridge, Engliuid: Cambridge
University Press, l~9.J1)~,173. . . •
2.13. "Divia~·al" is the neofogilm Deleuze puts forward in "Postscript on the Societies of Conll'Ol"
to emphasize these, utiil!ue mechanisms of inscribing of the bQqy. The prefix in-, mel\tlin& "not" or
"opposite of," is det:ac~d from its root dividual, so that this rqot iS. returned to its original. meaning, from
the Latin divider, "to·distributo, to separate, to force apan." Th'e citizcns.of control sOQeties.are dividuals:
they arc continuously· in orbit and inscribed in a manner that is increasingly distributed,. digitized, and
easily optimized.
2. 14. Nikolas R~se and Peter Mille.r su~est that government must be recogg.izcd as ''not so much
a matter of imposing constraints upon citizens as of 'makin~ up' citizens capable of· bearing a kind of
regulated freedom." !n•the elei:n6n~! its historical positivity, in other words, personal autonomy is not the
antithesis of government but "a key term in its exercise, [licGa~ most individuals are not merely tbe
subjects of power but play a part in its operations." Nikolas .R:o~o and Peter Miller, ''Political Power beyond
the Slate," The British.,Joumal ofSociology 43, no. 2 (1992): 11.4.
2.15. Deleuze, ''Postscript' on the· Societies of' Con1r0l," 6. Dcleuze defines "higher-order
production" as follows: "It no longj:J'•buys raw DU\terials.anc!. qo long~r ~Us .the finished .products: it buys
finished products or;assembles parts. What it wants to sell is scwi~ and what it wants to buy is stocks.
This is no longer a capitalism for production· but for the p~uet, which is to say, for being sold or
marketed. Thus it is·esset:tiaiiY,~di§~ive, and the. facto.ry has_~ven•y;ay lo !be c?':P.Oration" (~).
.
2.16. Tbe sii.tcment appears ,in the-draft matenal for @lllll;'s J9.~ Mendian ~h, 10 the secnon
title? "Grundlosigk~it und Abgropd." Paul. Clllan, ~er Mrn~t ~sung. Vors~n. Materialien:
TObmger Ausgabe, eds. <Bernhard Boschenstem-and Homo.Schlll.l!lll(ftl~J!)d'Wt Suhrbmp; 1999), translated
and quoted by Salminen in "FIIllling\Jpwards," 224~ S~en ~iit t\V~la- page nqmb':" for the source.
2.17. Celan, "Wer auf'dem Kopf,gcbt, 111eine D¢.co ,JP1d\l~ .- wcr auf.d$11· Kopf gcbt, der
hat don Himmel als Abgrund unter sieh," in Selwlons, 1.61 : qanslated!ana quoted in Salimintn, "FaUing
Upwards," 225.
·
2.18. l provide Figure' 2 not only to help summarize/clarify the·concepts I carry forward into the
I
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subsequent chapters; as such (and as with figure I), the figure also provides some indiC!I,rlon as to bow, in
accord with tl)e pr.incip!e.of free use or the method of positive feedback. this carrying-fo)'Ward can be
accomplished..flere;·as,with my excessive citations in this chapter, explanandwn would<become its own
explanans, that)s, an ,aUempt is ll)ade to use the site in need of explanation freely, tha~is, as the explanation
for itself.from;ltself~<in itself.
·

.. .

...

;~~~t

3.1.1. For·~ple, this passage from the Phenomenology reads l~e a description of the concept
behind Fourier analy~ "But the ceaseless activity of their own inherent nature mak~ them at the same
time mome?ts pf an<,O~c uruty, where the~ not merely do not con~ct one anolh~,JJ.l.~·where .one is as
necessary as the oth.~r~ and tlus·equal necess1ty of all moments collS!Itutes alone an<Blief\=l!)'; the life of the
whole." Georg W. F.. H~g~l, The Phenomenology of Mind: 1Wo Yolimtes in One, 11~: J. B. Baillie (New
York: Cosima Cjas$tcs, 2011), 2.
3.1.2. In resP9ns• to a crisis of foundations in the field of mathematics th!¢'c,gitlcided with .the
mo,jor development( of i<inlcr's ''l9b0," Gonlob Frege, Bettrand Rpssell, and othe.S;:8tif.9.~ to deduce
the principfes of m~'ematics from axioms and inference,rulcs. To tf¥s end, Emst:~~ll) and Abraham
Fraenkel began dev~oping Cantor;s algebra of s.cts int9 (what is ~y known as) ZFC:s~{)tl)~ry.
Initially, tllree opposing' philosophies emerged in resp.Onse to, the crisis of.'foundations in
mathematic:': the logiC'~m o~ Frege and·Russell\ lhe. ~tu_itiooislJl or c~ctivism ~f £ . -E;~Br~uwer: ~d
the formahsm of ~~td H•lbert. Brouwer's mtuinorusm. attemp~ ro found matl\e1111!tics m cnneal
philosophy. From·~'i!'!ndpoint of this foundational pbilqsophy, DUithcmatical proPJ?Si,!lPiiB'jll'e understood
as syntjjetic a pri6r.i;pzypositions, and by extension, as Jounded in the subject. Tile. ~il!lilism of Hilbert.
understood the propO'silions of mathematics as so many language gllmes. When "caqied out acrording to
certain definite rui~~J'· Jiilbert-e?'Jilams, "this formula game.cnaples us to express the en~ thllugbt-content
of the science of l)l&.t!lematics in a uniform manner and develol? it in such a•way that; the same time, lhe
interconnections between the individual propositions and facts beco.me clear." Da>Qd Hilbert, "The
Foundations of MatbeJP.atics" ( 1927); in The Emergence of Logical Empiricism: From I 900 10 /he Vienna
Circle, ed. Sahotra Sar!Car (London: Taylor 8J,ld Francis, 1996), 475.
As disparate ; as lhese thr~e
opposing pbilosopbies;are, none of them, with a few exceptions concet;ning detailS, would find anything
objectionable about~tlie axioms of ZP,C. Whether they found DUithcmatics on logic, syitthetic a priori
judgments, or a game":Of formulas, these ~ schools are 8.11 in agreement on '!he necessity of some
suppositions regarc!!jlgjideotit;y1.~ty; and ~ltivity.
The collectivis\ philcisophy;'of Saul I<(!J)ke e~nds HUbert~s nRtion of "fof10\!J8 games" outward
onto the social collectives within wblcb 1uch games are pla~ed; ~plce:begins from Witfgeh.stein's remarks
about language games_in Philosophical invullgalions: "Th.is .was e>w<.'~ox," states Wingenstein, ''no
course of action could•be det.ermilled. by ~ rule, because .evecy course o~ a,Ction can be made .out to accord
with the rule. The answer was: ifevet,'Yihillg can be made<otniro·aooord with the ¥•· ~en it can also. be
made out ro conflict with it: And there' would ·be·neither acco!f nor %!~ot· bere.'' Lj!dw:ig Wittgenstein,
Philosophicallnves(iglitions, eds. P.M. S. Raelcer and ~~~
..~:
' S¢blll~j.(New Voile 'f.~
..... , 20 I0), cxcvii.
The example Kriplie-.providcs in order to explain !his ~x,-!s~®.cti.ve. "Let ai.¢, ~uppose," writes
Kripke, ''that '68 +~-7''is .a oo'm.PlJtiypn I have never .~on\e\l'<b,O;fo~ (... ]. I continue the computation
(... ) obtaining, of co~e. tbe answej- 12S." Saul A. ~pice, Wlltgt!nstein on Rules.ani! Private Language
(Cambridge, MA: "Hat-Yard Universitfi'ress, -1982), 8.
·
In his bypoth~;i~al·e>xample;:-~pk<~.next encounters·at~,sk~tic" who sppests that in
keeping with the way Kilpke had used:the tann 1'plus" in the.pa);t; ~ ts..,ll<lfore peofo~g!the present
computation "68 + S!7,"iJ<rlpke shoulfl'(jav.e obtaliled the spf~ti~A instUq·ofthe sqh~tipM2'S. "Who is to
say that this is not the fimction I bad pt»viously·meant by '+'?"i~lis1<r!Jike, "(and tba,tfnow, under lhe
influence of some insane frenzy, or a bout of LSD, I have come•to·1JlisiJ;Itm:pret my OWn previous usage
(... ]. ff ruse languagC"at all, r C!llllll!~doubt 'plus,' as·! no\Y.'USC!it, d~o!Os plus I Perhaps I cannot[ ...]
doubt this about m}!i'pt.es4nt1.1lagel.Sut I can dqubt that my pas4usneof'plus' denoted plus? The previous
remarks-about frenzytand LSD-sh'o).ild make this quite clearl" lbi~.• 13. Kripke's example.demonstrates
that the formal quality of any form~a can be understood in:lte~ ofithe collective nonns Implicit to the
social relations widiin,~bich that fOrmula is·prescn~.
David BI<J9f,:~.ar to KriP.I~.c, )lllp,ll~cis formal
<· ~ jn ~s of soe.ial r~ljltions. "C~~
conditions have to l:le-.61:\tained," writes Bloor, "before a co . ~<m~ any mearuog, These condinoos
are social in the. sense:iilat they re\i~' in the ~llectlvoly l)er; ~ · .. clf'~pificati<!ns 1\lld meanings of a
culture." David Bl'oor, Knowledge aird Social bnaguy {~c · :
VWSI~ ·of.,Chiea~o PreSs, 1991 ), 124.
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One example Bloor.JlrQvides involves the dispanue unde~dinj!S.ofalgebra anicul~'in the nineteenth
century, ill' the, !irst J)&Se, by Williaril ·Rowan Hamilton, and ii> the =Ond case, by .&_~.rge Peacoek and
other mathel1Uitfcians;~;Cambridge University. As wjth Brouw~ aieen~ later, ~i'Qn· was ill'spired by
Gennan•id~: "~~opted the Kantian view that math!!nlati~s IS ayntheoc a prtQ,t.iJffi~'>wledge," Bloor
explains, "[wl\~1 pialbema!ics d'!rives from. those fea~ ,of the' uiind' which· '~jl)p~re I!Dd which
determine a P,tortil!tlj'J&~I\eral fQrm..that our e~ence must !~~lee. tbiJs'.geome~ \lllf.9!¥:tor us the pure
fonn of our inlllitio~ Oti$J)aCe [and] algebra the science of pure time.!' Davip Bloor, ~hl!l-'(i\jlton and Peacock
on the Ess~nce of•J;)gebra," in Hi3tozy of Nineteenth Cen/JII'Y Mothematics, eds: Ff., Nf@rtens and H.
Schneider,(Ann·Arlicl'r:,l'Jniversity of Michigan, 1981) 217.
The "practi~l·import'' ofHaniilton's idealism, accordipg toB1oor, "was to Pl!IC9 mathematics as a
profession in a rclation•of general sullordination [...]. Algebra, as Hamilton·viewed if,;"'(o)l)d always be a
remmder of, and a suppqrt for, a particular conception of·the social order. !twas sym&!i,..\?r. an 'organic'
social order of the kind,which found its expression of Colerj.dge's wolk." Ib!d. The ~bii\tge.group, on
the other hand, wa.s;a~up ~f ~to(orm~ts who "suggested that uiathematical syml?<lls-and .the systems
m which they were·( mtieddeil were sUfficient unto themselves, in need of no extra,ma~Jitical
foundations and sub)c'ctto whatever interprellltion proved aP.propriate to·specific uses.'~d.
Bloor su~~lhat the members of tile Cambridge sc'19ol-w~ "reformers ancLG!dlcals." Ibid.,
222. By r~belling ~st tradition and authority and imposing independence onto their symbol$, they were
freeing themseLves ~ authority and control. Bloor summ~:
•
Stated iri ifj(~~adest tenns, to.be a fotmalist ~to-say: "~e can ~e chargo,pf;our.selves.'' To
reject foni\~!h was to reject this message. 'llhese.qoctj'in,CS'were,iiher.efore;' .W..'if of:rcjecting or
endorsing ~~~~~li:shed jns?rutions of social•contro! ~d"PiritUal -~qan~rlajtAAe established
hierarcby·bf.1¢n•d yrofti~jons and inieUecrual ~iJ1g_s. Attitudes towards:symi?QJ's were
lbemselves !Yt/lbolic:, and tlie messages-they carried were·aoout the autonomy anll.dependence of
the groups·jl,hich adopted them. Ibid., 228.
These opposing philqsopbjes of algebi'a, according to ~lloor, ser.v.ed to suppor.t opposing §_ocial programs
and values.
oui.~ociallife," writes Blool\ "we are aiVflln,Rjrttulj>~J!le on oar fol(oWs and setking
to evade that pressrire ourselves[ ... ]. In order to do these ~~·tey:to mabTealily olutally, showing
bow· the nature ofthiilgs supports the•s.lji!US'quo, or ho)Y the~.~U,.h~iSO!;ial_'order.is at Odds·with what is
natural." Ibid., 231. Siniilar to Kripke, .Bloor postulates a soci~Oo'Ot'forrnal ~~es. Bloor,
however, approachCS',~ dim~iop·_soo!olog!C'ally, viewing fo~llfl~guages as instruments used by selfinterested social age9~in ordert6'make reality 'their ally.
3.1.3. For example,
The AXIOM 0F TilE PoWER SET. For any X there exists·a·set
Y = P(X}: 'v'X3YVu(u e Y"' u 'c X).
A se1 U is a subset of X, U c X, if

"mn

Vz(z e

=

u -> z e X).

The set ofall subsets of X, P(X) {u: u c X), is eall,e(!·~P.Q)"er set of X.
The axiom of the power set remindS us that a set does notJ!nec~y include aU of its subsets. For
example, considCE.. -.tile ,seJ -~·1'"- (a,b,c}. The ,
of X, PCX) -' = {0,{a),{b),
(c), {o, b), {o, c), {b., 'C),"fo; b, c)) fuclud!:s all tl\.e subse)S of.J(" wlill~~ itlielfdoe>
S1l<>t.
AXIOM OF FOIJNOATION. Bven-none!DPIY set has an,·ef!~jin~if ellem.ent:

"' 0 .;+ (3:.: e "·"''" ·"'

;~i~i;~~;~;~~~i~[~;;~~~~~~;~~

set
out athe
"limif'
to its .:P.o~entiial
AISQwith.
called
axiominofrelation
regularity,
on the universe o(
:in addition
Jech, "[ihe axiom] ·ls~iOOJ"emely
models. In particuJa.

Set Theory, '63.

C.~l>aiatriifutoalii11'a cun1ulatili~

hierarcl1y." Jech,

;~~~~~::~·;;·'~'lld•Ev.enJ, 1&'7.!p

~~::~~~o~th~e~~~~~~~f~~~~~~~i!~~~~~~~~~~~~!!~~~~~

subsets "st'::nds at
endlessly
and decompositions, .in;:any •case,
means: to be [... ) presented," writes. Badiou,

~l>reS·CnUitiOJlS

'to belong'
simply Sillies: there are
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al~ys sub-lll)lltiples Which, despite being inc.lul!rd in a situation ~·co.D~positions oi:nl~ltiplicities, cannot
be counted in lhat si.tll4i(on as terms, and which.th~refote do not·e)\ist" Ibid:, 97.
.
3. 1.4. We oli&bt. consider tile example of undocumented m .idents in ten:ns of "mathematical"
concepts in 1M work:o(<Deleuu. In what he describes as an attempt to "f'Qrmulate -~ 111atepalist theory of
race," Arun Sal~ '~fbuildls his] conceptual apparal!IS with 11!11P1e !tid ~m Oei'111<F· who, unlike most
theorists of 'raoe an'4i~olonlaUsm, doesn't ground his thought in ne~vil:)l and reP,reseptatioo." Arun
Saldanha, PyscJiede.ft~ '.Whtr.e: Goa Trance and the · Vucoslry of Rac4, (Minneap,olis: University of
Minnesota Press, 2007~. 9. As a supplement to Badiou's set theory, then, within which·¢c undocumented
resident is figured 'lin.t!Je basis of ro-prescotation, Saldanha p~yides a differential topol~gy i?f such figures
as "[emerging] wb~;b9dies with certain characteristics become viscous.through th~')"ays·,!l!ey connect to
their physical_and .sooifl environment." !bid. Psychedelic White is an ethnograph~:.a_!.l<f Saldanha's fi~ld
worlt, in this inslll!l~ 'involved visiting a. largo opon-a.ir party fo.r toUrists in AnJ~ ·~~ village,_in
ord~ to catalbg tht~~tices of white tourists in Al:!jUilll;and th~ir exQ.tioiSt telation;,lijp .tq Illdia." Ibid., 4-7.
"Observing. a&F-:~ 1Wi~ !tlat ·~ spaces and times .
,tQ auraot hippj~ 'aq~'\'TIIvcrs," writ,es
Saldanha, "which·($.·1!Jade i!hese spaces and times relati~ely iml?l'nelribte for lndl8n.st l'il~ded a concept
to account for both !fie .ttract:ive forces between white tourists l!lld the.surf!lce tcnsion•that enveloped them,
without losing sigli&lof·the possibility·that the boundari~s could!bl! ~IID.d were rogulal'ly.)'1!8nsgr~ssed. [ ... ]
Viscosiry is a deci$aly materialist way Into the vimlal topology, the abstraCt machine of social space."
Ibid., 49. In- rcnn$' Qf SJildanba's "Deleuzian" ·concejltua:liiation, ~ undocum~ted r~ents could tie
conceptual.ized:thrO~· viscosiry; wh-.re it is no lo11ger a questiqP of.l'i-pre~tal:ion\orlnel~ion, but f81her
a question of ~~ and· slown~sses: "viscosity exp~ ' w~ musi.e, ways .·or- ~i:ing, clo!hin&
architecture, the beac\. ~re<!o/PO:S! ~e psyc~ohistories· of~Qlojpali~m~ ih'e· distribuy~Q,f_lif.ht and. money
power togetheNn~!t'!YJilie:bodi~itick and exclu~e otbers.'~_ss ~ut bow~!lllte ~es boli:l
together, bow relali~\\IY.;'fast ots1o.w they are, and'·how they cq,Uiii!vli1)C,sb4pe tlie ~teA"Illld., 50. Tire
field notes Saldanha..Rr.ovides substan~ate the prOduc'tiven~ss~o
·'!i.Js~~P~_'aliV.'1~~~tes, Indians,
lsraelts, and.others.q_bsCJ:Ved by Sa!d.ijilha. emerge as so Jt\80
~ flows•of rei y~ly·(lfffercnt speeds
and densities. Saldanha<obsei'Yes lise audience ·at this opel!· -pUt)' &l)d~documents tht, assembla&e of
whites, the asse!pli~e of Israelis, aqd the assemblage o'f !opalS. -l!:a:ch of'these asseiiib!J!ges, observes
Saldanha, seem to abide their own rate$ of flow,· their own li~ty. and•fheir own degree.of-surface tension
in the sense that the locals were much more' llli.ely to escape ilifit_.. .egation and flow.about according to
their own rule, in these that.~e~is were the le&:!t lilleLy ~ CSCJIP.C S)l(lil flows, and .so on. As with a
chromatograph, tberi';"a"chetiUSffi' liJlP.aiatus that.separat.S~s'lpto their constituent-elements on the
basis of their relative speeds through an eluent, a ''people" hefe emerges through the .relative speeds and
slownesses of its mo.vements. Approached in these ienns; the undocpmented resident would not be
conceptualized as tl!oi singulariry who belongs but is not inc~\l(led, buf rather as tl.le-singularity around
which an.assemblage·of bodies, or a 1'pbople," ~eipitates in·itsj_rolitiv.e density, s~
.
3.1.5. c.f., the ' struggles jn. France surroundi!J$ tho- s.a>JS papivs (undocum~nted residents),
coacerning which B~ou and1fu political gr,oup, L'();gani.satlim Polit(que, declare: "if you live here, then
you're from heml"
3.1.6. A more spoc!fic andielaborate account of •xatt!IY lu>w·Badl.!>u discerns an image of police
and politics in ZFC ·remains beyond the SCGPl> of my ~ttfinn. Put simply, and somewhat inexactly,
Badiou equates P~in.Wion (i.e., the count) with ili'e infiti!'te ¥t 1)!1-'d' te•pteSentation ~i.e., the count of
tb_e count) with .tlie;~!"er _soet. tha1 !'!_~nit~ .set P.(w). A.filnlpi!S:,p~f.of· Cantor_'dcmon~trates that the
powerset of an infinite· set ts, coun~·mtuinv~ly, "larg~i" thllf ·IP,#'OJII~ set. In ,ZJIC, m other words,
there are an infinity-o&infinites, "Cantor's P&nJ!Ilse," and ·each mfilil.ty·is bifinitely grealer or lesser than the
other:
VI XI ' lXI = oo.IKI < llt(X)I.
Cantor used the He~r~w X to.!J'~I this transftitite series: 11<0·< ~~~ < ... < • •. This, then, is Cantor 's
theorem, and foUowfug from it, C~ior's Continuum l!ypothes/J (CH):
lln+t = P(K.).
The CH is the hypothesis that there is no infinite cardinal set b~tween the initial infinite set w or ~<0 and the
power set of that set IP(w) or 11 1 • "~e set of [-!be subsets} of ; set ·is ·~om numerous' than the set ~tself,"
writes Badiou, "but.by how mqcb? What is ~·excess worth, "\Jd-hJ)\lo\-C41\ it be measured? In the fmtrc, the
problem is simple: if a set possesse~ n ·elements, .the set of l!f [siilisets) possesses 2n elem.ents [... ]. But
what happens if the set lo.qucstion is in.finlte'i"-Badiou continuQS:
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The question, in other words, ii.s this; if we equate a situation, a presentation, with x0 anP,ll)e state, or representation with P{1t0 ror x,. then what is the measure of the excrescence.x1 holds o.,vej:~rt According to
the CH, the !Deas~Js exactly this: x, = P{K0 ). Badiou's ans~er to this question,~ !!i!t'Dieasure of this·
excrescence is a w~g•"<'lr a choice, can only be expWned in terms of'the axioin of choice:.
AxiOM OF ~jCE. Every family of nonempty sets has a.:J!oice function. IfS is:a famj]y of-sets
and 0 I! S, ·tllen·a chof<:e fi/11ctlon for S is a function f on S'such that:
··
f(X) E X
for every X e S.
The axiom of choice po~tes that for every S such that 0 I! Stile.~ exists a functiol!lft. oq S ·that satisfies
the expression abo~. J~b points out that the IIJ$jom of c.hoice.dilferstfrom;·other axioi!IS,QfZFC be.:a)l&edt
postulates the e~istenPP,_;of a set (i.e., ·&>ehojce .fuiiction).wilhoUb~Jiftins-#lllt seL Tlii~~,:is exactly w~
Badiou draws attenti9q.towards. ''For:in the oth.e r.axioms," ~j.i:~ou'~'tbe type.p~i:Ppton hetweeji
!he first multiple an<t':tbe-second is explicit:" Badiou, Being an.dftvBI;lt, 226, ~eanipg._._fjlr~ple, that the
axiom of the poweqei>indicates th~&~ we can construct of a set.f (/1)•upon the basis of.~' y;hile the axiom
of separation indica~. that we can·coDStruct some subset a of$. With' the<axiom of c4o~ee •. howe.ver, the
choice. function that is pqsited is not in any way defined. Badio~ su~ests.this axiom is.~omatic to notions·
of "interVention"
81\y situation. "AU that it~ specify is pJi'P/11-I!lultiJi)e," ·Bap.ioq :writes, ''that of a
function, whose existenc:C, despite b~,ing proclaimed, is gC,J!eraUy not realiZed in any·o;ci¥tCn,t. The axiom of
choice tells us: '.th•~;al-e some intew,enticms.' 'The e~istentiail~s·~ cpntah\ed ·in·1he 'th.ere are'=~t swpass itselftp.w~ a !Jein&. because-arr.intervenriciil.c!SWs IU sfuauJarlty fro.tri that excess-of-onethe event-whose non·~i)lg is declared by ontolOiY·" Ibid., ~30.
•
To understand. more fUlly wb4t ism~ ~ere, ":O'nee4'<;99fl~. o!lc more ii~of ~t theory, that
of forcing. Tb~ m~' idea of f~!DI'.is that th~ gr,aund 1J1ode~ M oti.Zl!C set theory .~ he extended by
adjoining a new generit;.;w G in order to obtain a lar11er l!li:>dq~,;ol' ~ei!"''Jc mension, h.( set theory llli[G].
Thls generic set is apprOached by fo~cing eondi_tio~ in th~. lVoJ.Uld·m1ldel~by way qf thCi'axiom of choice.
Paul Coben first introdu.eed forcing in his proof of. indepeitd~ce,;of tl).e GI1l, and of the axi 0m,lof choice from
ZFC. Cohen began wim.·a countable,vansitive. model M of•:J:fC{(~d;aset o~forcing:~~tions in M), and,
from this, be proved· the~ existence of generic ~etiM[G] 1 ori 'the ~;sis·(~( wlii.ch the Cit .. . ~ecause the CH
fails once the forcing of conditions in ZFC is admitted, B.ad\!lu Sll~~ts that forc'Jn:g conditions is the
generic image of doing..politics, the space where the excrescence ~, ·holds over ~~ is re-determined or
decided.
3.1.7. The doxa that such c:pMideration·(i.e., ·the COIJ:Sid~on of a wol'll) by a human being)
would be nothing .else. tl)an utter di!regpd couiCIJalso be comp~lh!St. Francis of. Assist: "He removed
from !he road little woi-ms, lest they he crusfied unllerfoot:" 'Thomas of Celano, St. Francis of Ass lsi,
(Chicago: Franciscan 'Herald Press, I988): l24.

mto
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3.2.1. In addition to any ~porlfic utility, Shulgin's· &\!10-eJg>Criments also precluded any hocuspocus around somelhiil~ "more truthful than the real." Here, ~ ·ba.'(e in-IJl.ind. a.pas~e from Foucault's
article "Theatrum Phiitisophicum." Tim article, among other ~~;;cj)ntains Fouca!ll,t!s fampus remark to
!he ef!'ectlhat "perhaps- Q!'e <:\8-)!lthis'fcentury ":'ill bo•kn~wn as<~lei\f~in;•• and so~ Saldahna has drawn
attentton to Deleuzc!~,o,wn•.no.tes .ort<tbe article, spectfieaily, pQxt 10•tb•·pas~e gtven,·helow, Deleuzc
wrote: "what will pe4PlC\thJnk,~fus?"
.
We can easily.~ bow l.SQ inverts the ~lationshi~ o.f!.ilflll!morHtuPidity, and thought: it no
sooner ellml~s'tl!e s~re~ pf'CIItl!,so.ries thao-i · · : · ·IIJI'.~~~ground•of its indfirerence and
disintegrates tJWJIC?Oa;tY ~~~w ot.'.tuplditi; ~. ~}'Divocahnd a'cate~orical
mass not.oD).y ~vane~ m:oj)ile, 34ymm
·
:{iiiJJofcl;and,iroverberating but
~t, as a swaiming o(p,' .. , ~,. ~~::)(sit sU~ ·Oll'. tl)is.surfa.ce at
causes it to rise;l 11.t
once regulannd··inte~ly ,vibratory, as it is freed from. IS CliWOm:C chrysa&;·thought mvanably
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contemplates.!his lnde~finite equivalence transformed· into an acute event and a sumptuous,
appari:ledT~tition. (. .. )Drugs-if we <IBn Speak Of. them generally have nothjng;araJ! to do with
truth'Jilld ~!t>';·only 'to fonune-tolli:rs do they reveal a-world "more truthfuLto~ the·real." In
fact, they displaoe the relative positions·of'stupidity and<lhought by e!.imina~1lie olil necessity
of a. th~er(Q~ ilruno~ility. P.ut. perbaps, if it is given t\) titought to ~ntront stu~'iQ\~, drugs, which
mobilize it;~cb·coldl; agitate,.furrow, and•.~sSipate it; wbi.cl\.po.P.illate it witb.~erences and
sul!stitute forib~ rare lflash a continuous ph<l'phorcscenee, are the source of a~ai.$ougbt.
perhaps. Micb~} Foucault, '-'Theauum l!bilosopliicum," AtfSthetics, .MBthod. 411d!Eplsromology,
trans. Robert Hurley, ed. James:D. Faubion, (New York:.1'he'New Press, ~99'8), 363.
.
3.3.1. "Pos~pt on the Societies of Control" does not mention the classical 'S9:Yieties Foucault
describes ill The Or.du.•ofThings. Classical societies, according r,o.FoUOB,ult, could be ~4)o (onn the pivot
between societi;s of ~oYereignty and disciplinary: a transfonnation CJ)~ndlng to tl!o'·En\/ghtenment..!t
was during this t>O!'!ll!J.,tbat oiOJllll.t·.new taXonomies appeareQ. ,(Le., taxonlomia, e,B., of the Linnaeim
variety), in addition to -'8 new rhetoric upon the order (i.e., mothesis) and natural genw (i,e., the genetic
analysis) of things. lJr' li.is monograph on Adam Smith, Micliael Sbapiro obseries the correspondence
between this transfoJlllAilon and an' exchange impulse, which answered to the newly emerging market
economies. "To put i~ a~traetly and comprehensively," wri~s Sijapiro;
The-soverei8'/19'•impulse ~nels. toward drawing firm ~-~es around tbe ,selfin 9rci~r
unambiguo~l~ specify individual and coUeetive•i!ient!depo;~ge anct-Monalize aspects
of a>homog~opj·$upjectivity~t is eligible for ~!Jibel-sJilp$ an~ ~~on·~1tQ ~onstitu~
fo~ of li~,IJ~~e;!~~ 8J!d.:.'i)}~liglble otJ>ern~ . and 1,0 s~c.i~and ~ljlld ~~Ric~'~ which
subJ~ a~~~~.f'~ug!b!lley.•,and'the ~ape in whicb.th~'l9lteetlv.~'a(a-whole~ll$·!fomm1on. ln
contras~ dl~ex~ang~ lmf!u14f encourages flows.1llld tllu.s (dfteQ.) ~'I'C!Axalio~f.s~ilications
of eligible s'1P.j~Vitie's .aild territorial boun~e.s. Tbe.kppd~ition betweel) flo.~'o'fexchange and
tho irihibiliollS of.sovc:reign_t}l is'orientedlll'Ound iisues;bfsel~ood·and loealio.n, ·and .cOnsequently
involves an emphasis either-oil ownership and the'malntena~~~ofauthority a'DC! ~n!J'Ol or on
reciprocity, .supstitutability,.and the;relaxilion of conllQ} in order 1,0 produce-elipanded domains in
wbicb tblngsJoirculate. Shapiro, Reading Adam Smith, 2.
In contrast'.W:.tbe blood Un~o of the guild structlll'!IS, ln. o.tl;ler words, the e~cba,nge impulse
necessitated the relw.tion of""JXllJ!iiia~ons,. sub'stitutabilicy, ~~~' ~ed domain Within wbicb tblngs
miglit circulate. Theif<le~tity orthe su.bj_ect could·nO longorobe ~Unile'cfin,the fixed:~es the societies
of sovereignty, observe, Shapiro, because "exchange or:ieuta~o~:·o~te as if the lia1ue produced is
independent of the symbolically ordeted identity structures and ..clo'maiils within [. - le1ccbanges occur."
.
'
Ibid., 28.
According to Foucault, along with mathesls, taxlnomirz, and, genetic analysis; classical societies
were also cbaracte~ b~ a mime#c duality as between N~·and_ibc!Oric. "Rbeto,ric did not enunciate
the Jaws or forms o.(' a'.l8llgtl8&.e." explains- Fbu?ult; "!l·estiillli4'l¢.the;.;elationsbip between two forms of
speech: the first, lll~·.!\t4ecip~~rab'Je! fully pr~t to itse!T;.~ii~J~; the other, ~ous, ~ad ?nly to
voice th1s first· sp~~)CC'Q!'d~o·f6nns, operatiOns, and·ooro.liletl9ns·.wnose space measured 1ts d1stance
from the lir$t and inau(libfe. toeri.'' l'McauJt; ·JI·asthetlcs, M.ei~'tf4 : 'irird '?Ptstemolog;i, 100. In Discourse
Networks J800/J90Q; Kittler refers ,t~, c,l'lfsioal' $OCi~ties B$~1!1~·'~}!b¥.c 9f Scholan~· and be elucidates
the rhet,oric imp)iclt t,o .these sooi~!i.~ in ter:ms of Pro~i :~i\Qll,togy. "H~ proceeded as
philological activitY,". Writes Kinlet'r' ."imd phjlp.logy m~ ~~~·ft:the.. Word. Lulber's ··befief in and
translation of the B'ijlle .were obedien~'to the-rule.of sola·sci-ilfJIII'a~!l'!'l'~·in.a ql!it'e:prac~c;al sense that
students in the·-catenhlunenical scboofi·thll1 aro.se a!o.ng ~111 ~g;JttfO~~IiO!l bad to-.be#>le to Jearn sacred
tel<!$ by heart and 'recount' tllem 'v;ord . for 'WOrd."' Kittler, Discourse N.etworks.· /800/J.900, 10. The
rhetoric Foucault sugg~~~ as ~teristio of classical societies is thus ~ituated ·by Kittler panly in the
reading praclfces foSterecl:'o/ilU1~l'i!l:ruation.
3 .3.2. KittleJ describes .the}-ition from classic;_al. to,discil@l!lzy:societies ~ -the transition from
the "Republic of SchoiBJ:S" ' to- ihe •~Sohotar•s 1\-agedy. Kereh~~iln bad ·to :til!d a n.ew way of
relating to itself: The·Un]>ing of the s.igp:Aicd<with a<word; fdre~· ~p the CRntR~ension and -~
of linguistic,grammar, ~hiph p:ainnW'is·pan of}a m,eticulo~ J!/1'~~ l!'?m B;I!Y word's ability
to represent a signifjcd or the ,J~~i' ~: a. wllqle ,SFVt .B;!:f.;¥1'oi .re.t'eren¥\ s1s;ns. Before thiS
uansition to a new ago, ~laniJ!ag~ ·ll&d' a graptirl'ar be,ca~ ,\!'9:Y~)bq,'1ljlwer, to represent; now they
represent on the baa'!~ of,lh'"' gramuiat, wlilch ·is for ,lbem a $·~t.li11t6ric81 reveis~1;ide, an interior and
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necessary voltlll}e wbQse represeotatiye values are no m.ore tnan th9' glittering, visibiC..~Jcerior." Foucault,
The Ordtr-of'T-hjngS. ~-~ The cbaraotcrization of< a livinf~in& IIJI.O:wis'~o recoqciliaiioo of "a partial
s~rucrure" wilb con!iQntation <1f the fact of ~t living being ;U 11 wpol&;....now must ·1>e achieved by
resoitingto "'P.ucly 6i~~calla~" wlii\lh, ~"apart from iiVdeaCripn~signs-and·-as it. were set back
from thetq; orfpizo~~latip~ ~- 1\mctions and organs."' lbiC!:, ·2S8.
Oescr-i,bpbi!JtY(.iio. longer repij$ents and defines iiving. beings and 'their fatnJJi&lo~lationships or
simil~ties wiih_other. '6cings. Rather thlin appearances on•the.surtlice, an outwardly inV:i_Sit!le, mysterious
phyiical ~ c'b,anfcteriz.es. what being an~. Language jnde¢• has access, td,·tJlls· new way of
representation,•to this ''clark. concave, inner siile of(the] viiib:UfliY [Q'fliving beings]:'. it.i&c,pll•the clear and
discursive s~c.of~ secret but..soyereign mass•!bat c~l'S>:Cin~~. a·sort o£.s~o,_\fsce exteriorto
the periphery of o~ now bound in upon theDUel.ves:" lbi<l-, 2S8. W'rth regard;.til;:"v,ij.l1l~rminatioo
of a co~crclal obj0!11l:foucault demonstrates· that the pa~. i,,.once again, the saipt:.8Jid q_uan~ty
are essennal in &S$tgmng worth to a ~ark. Rather than bas\llg ttte,l f·on S!1J1ply. and despAil~d· the trading
of other needed obj~ -(~·ofi·wh!Oh can be cleanly mcas~' and the results o€(tli~oasurements
,entered neatly into 1ables and graphs), the hierarchy of valuation is now de~ •by an inner
characteristic, labor, which has "silently lodged itself within (an· object]."lbid. The· tilne required in
"manufacture, extraction; 'or tmnspomtion" determines the worth, marketability, and "internal law" of a
thing, in other words, its "real price." Ibid., 258.
The olassica,J;.paUtical economists. for example, had ajready begun to imag\ne· that value. labor,
and even population. ,,~d be abstracted from concrete ·socia\ .reMpns. The clas$~ -~omia, 011ce
drawn up ~ so many; ~es of a mute Nilture, began to present~~es.tillns ,in themselV~.m: C9IrCspondence
with -~s exchan~e·.~~e or· dJ.tfC~eas.iogly complex rel~tos -~~·~xchang~. Mt\Jil'-as;the societies of
classtctsm took hun for-crante<!;·WIIS nqw m neeil of cxplaoatl,<i!l- '11!ia·lS \11~ difference, thC!J, between the
English madrigal' of-sollo;reignty in Hob~' ·16'51 Levlatltan anl!--the,elegaottaxonomy, !'(-the oategories in
Kant's 1781 Crl~qu~_:if£:11Te. fl:e':'qn. _'!'he fo~er book inscrl~ Man.as :som~ng se~.;e~deot. The latter
book, however, mscube, the subJect aS:Somethmg only dedu~ible ~ the cntical scrence.
Ian Biddle'~ 1995 study @:an· D. Biddle, "Auton9my, ~tOlogy and the rdia!: M~ic Theory and
Philosophical Aestl!~cs: in Early Nineteenth-Century Germ.an fhopg!i(" fd<?Cforal dis,semtlon, University
of Newcastle-upon-~e; '1995], olfe~ a Gl.ear discussion of:tlic c,l~l~ episteme· ~_ih.:.¥ manifest in
Rameau and ' his Genban contcmporarl~. the aesthetic the.orl.s)s..:B~ and GousChe<l. Biddle's work,
which explicitly follq_\Yii_FpucMJW~ ~yzes the te'!,l$ ~· ~Jilr$ pfO:duced; .inS'? doing, Biddle
nqt only reveals tho ·!lis=lble ~imce of mathesis,
inli~e_Qtltic ~Y,.~is i!l' these works, but
also demonstrates bow it was that the classical societies con ' ed' lbe<~ .of 'their o..VO undoing into the
societies of discipline.
_
Bjddle begins-·his inquiry into the nature of the relatioiiSh!P. .between music theory and ''the
epistemological framework of the commodity equivalenbe. ~" by won~- 10 what extent
twentieth-century unctej<standings ot: the "aesthepe landscaP,e oS.~e -periQdl''are iofl~eni:¢ by the fact that
the texts available for examination are '!introspective discourse/! .c\f'th~ 'literate class((S." _Ibid., 79. Despite
the quest for an authentic sense of universali(y in post-l75d '\l).eoretical litmture, ·Biddle maintains, the
attempt to determineta'~~m~enst~e ~rescl'iption as to m~ic'iinternal s1ructure-dle "dfive for a kind of
musical ootology"- inescapably c'onii'<!ero.d•written-down, -u'pp~·class·Ji;uropean mus!c 'almost exclusively,
with insuffi~ient (if ani).anem~~n~~l\i'd -to in_u.sic.s con,veyelf ~Y. ~~'<!ll;al o~ mept~. Ibid., 79-80.
However, althougb-·tlie-bourgeOis e)qienencc IS gwen undue ,wp1gltt· m ,ae~enc theore~~ texts of the
time-which fact is re'(!Oetive of the "ontological impulses,o.f'at!l as.xet. -~Jated e[eltliitenstant!' Ibid.,
80. and not of the "pvemding.·authenticity" for-which their; aQtbor$ W.rcrstriving-ilic;.;theoretical works
examined here, while in,b:eren!}y elitist, are useful in helping mcx:tem ~ei's to develop an idea of the
internal (and, again,.self-iConsctous·an<!:priviJQ&eil) discourses Pmumed to'reflect the whole of eigbteeothcentwy polifico-ao~e~~~~lbid., 80.
The neatly''d'efiiled'eartes~ll1ldition upon which Fre9Qb aestheti~ tbougbt of•,the time was baud
had little to do with the stiU "quasi-feUdal infresll11Cture of tllo· Genilao-speakinlf Japds." Ibid., 80.
Acco.rdin_g to Biddle, Foi1)JIIld Bnu~ei's descript'iol\ of the coii)II1on:'ma,ti>.as· still "an .uncol!Scious ~risoner
of the frontier mark4!i.;1be 'inflexib(e- boundaries between tlf~ po~i}1,1F and the impQssible" lb•d:,. 80.
Braudef, Capltallsm.qnd Material Llfi, New ·York, I913, xiv. wpc•ppJi98hje·to the ot!IIDAI'Y German cJnun
through the greatei parJ of the eigh~nth century. The o~~ -~~ ~O!li in other words,
persisted in the Gel'!ll8lL".olloctiye :COJlSClOJISII~IS JJDtil !ll'ieas~lti.!<·~ of ~~yollllionary period,
providing the mim~t_lc'l\oiions of the Cartesian•thlnkelt' lltd!>;p~,in>its .world ofliillDobile social order.
•
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Ibid., 80. "The [cl~sicall mimesis paradigm in Germany," exP.Iains Biddle "represented much more a part
of this intransigent order insofar as it was imbued with a profound sense or"the impenetrabfe1ll81eriality of
social order.'1 lbid., 81 ,
ln<fcoEI, Bidd.\e.goes on to draw a distinction between French rationalist attitudes toward musio-that is, as a ·''ntirrol" oi nat\lre" ~d an opporiunity for the expression of mimetic, :naturalist human
emot(oris-and. Geriiu.n reading& of mimesis theory, which \lfCJ'C grounded in a- ce~ hopelessness
regarding Geiman C~J?1riences of social fixity as opposed to the "broader [Fren~b] drive for the
clarification and radic&t .p:ordering.oft!\e external world.'' Ibid., 81. Th,e Fn;nch ratio~ !hat generated
such works as Rameau '5: 1722 11-alte, the attempt ·to apply deducti.v~ductiv~!Methods to the
systemi.zaijon ofm.I!Si~hmnoJiy, in fact, led inevitably to the bre8lcilownofthe system.iBelf. Ibid., 81. A
mic;rocosmic repfesW1taflop of the .concurrent demise of the cohesive cla55ical societieS. ilito a fragmented
societies o~discipline and their conconiliant exchange impulse.
We oan see .liow the transformation into disciplinary societies would soon come. Bh9ut, foUowing
Biddle suggestions, tJUv:Ugh Ramoau. In tr.ying to provide a system of:ordering harmony. b&sed on Cartesian
notions of claj;ty and] n!eiUgtbility, R.ameau had, to some extent, undermined quite fun~~tally the basic
tenets ofclwical mimetic theory. With Ran!eau's Traite, music·begins to tum inwards"OD itselfaway from
external reality and rc~r.scntation. Andlso one can see how the Cartesian world vision dO:SU:Oyed itself from
within: the wiU to enp:ompj!Ss everytlling within the domain of the lnteUigi,ble toOk mankind into the center
of !he object and there ·Jost aU sense pfthe visible. in R.ameau, foUo1"iag from Mersenne's mathesis ofihe
Harmonie .univenel/; -{:1636) the tUm inwards came from the buming. curiosity of.. Qiu1esian science.
Ram~u·s system--alp~foundly redlitiv~ and yet ontolo~ metbodol6&Y-insti~~n
this loss of
ihe "visible" in music' theory. It was now legitili11ite to ~pt toliDd;oui'how the "sy~·~ of music not
only represented n~~ understOod by.the. baroque Cartesian ellte,_.but also to q.on.l{ow its "internal"
physical properties-related to those of nature. The notion .of semloiQgical fixity and s~ness in this
question began to necessitate ever< gl'Cater;levels of ontological analysis befor:e the nature.Qftne relationship
could become clear.
·
3.3.3. The composer Arnold Schoenbetg regarded ''medieval modes as a primeval error of the
human spirit.'' Quoted·in Glenn Goulsl. "Portraitofa Cantankerous Composer," The G/olie and Mail,
Marc.h 18, 1978.
3.3.4. In 1987, feminist musicologist Susan McCl\U'Y fainously stimd contrOversy by approaching
these.forms in relation to their_coo,structions of ".Woman." McClal:y suggests that ihe sonata form can be
interpreted as paniare!fal and that ''tonality itself-with i~ process of instilling·. ~xpectation.s and
subsequently withholding promised fu!J!Ument until climax-Is •the principal musical:•jneans during the
period from I6oq to 1900 for arousing and channeling desire:" SUS'an McClary, Feminine Endings
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1991), 12. She interprets the sona\8 form in terms of its
constructions of gender and sexual identil)'. The primary, "Jl!ascUline" theme repres~nts the male self; while
the secondary, "feminine" key repre~ents tbe otber, a territory .to be .tlqllored and conqpered. assimilated
into the self and stated ip ·the tonic home key. In relation to th~ftrst.movement of Beetho.ven's Symphony
:<o. 9 in D minor; Op. !2~, McCiar)o no~: "'f!to point of~tulalion in·the 'fust ~byement of the Nmth
IS one of the most honifYlll& moments m·mus1e, as the. carefullY:~ cadence~· frustrated, dammmg
up energy which futally explod"s in the·throttllng murderous rage.oh rapist incapable of-attaining release."
McClary, Femim'ne El)dings, 8.
The crescendo.(i.e., bars 2li0!283) of the development.scction·ot:the fust movement (Allegro coo
brio) of Symphony )'lo. ~· in E-flat majer, Op. SS, seelllS to ·f!.J1<iC~~s description (~.g., frustrated, a
damming up energy [explodin&J iJ1 throttling murderous 1'9.) "m,_~" ~Iter than ' does the potnt of
recapitulation of the -~t movemen~ of Symphony N'o,9.. q·f~. !~~ready by his. :third symphony,
Beethoven bad aban.doned the conv~o.ti?D of using only two thetneij but·even SO, fro.m-.tbe position of the
disco.=• McCiary· i~ ~p.sideriJ!i8.~F· the ''n~'\' them~" that~ .~ bars 2.8.8-3~3,would ~ve al~o~~
certainly been descnbed as "fonimme," espectaUy as tt 1s ,p~ Ill J~poStnon With the 'mascuhne
proper fust theme of the movement. In any case, this new "feminine" !hem~ would only Seem to calm the
"masculine" theme (bars ~Q4-333) .after his "throttling murdC1'9US f84~,· even to the point of reassurance,
providing the "masctllin'e" !heme new strength and joy after tbe bre81cdown at the crescendo. Thts backand-forth between "femmlne" (bllfS 334-341) and "masculine!' (342-399) is repeated twice, Ulltil the
recapitulation (400) where the heroic "masculine" theme returns in aU of his glory, fully confident once
again.
In relation to "t800" constructions of"Woman," in other words, the implicit violence described by
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Kittler (e.g., the repositioning of the Mother, the Mother's mouth, etc.) would seem;. more apropos in
relation to Beel\tov~n,_.thljll the explicit violence ~i.e., rape) described by McClacy. "WoJ!lM" in Beethoven's
Third (i.e., tb'o:~der,J)ittersweet "feminin~" theme [288-303}) only~ the ''madh'!l'o.~ as his muse, his
affectionate Motlier,:l)is' "Other," whicli he does not so much rape as he dOes sing forllp~~ough, perhaps
still without acknowleliging as agent in her own right). In his letters, as much as in'~;b!Uslc, Beethoven
speaks to ~'W
,oman" ii\ ·!~{800":· "MUsic should strike fire from the heart of man, anp ~'Jln)l:.tears from the
eyes of woman." Pe@lps it is too easy, or hardly worth pointing out, that in Bee!ho'lll!l~&'sentiments we
find .both of the·ele9JC.OI.S- crucial to the "Scholar's Tragedy'' as Kittler outlines them: \'ate:in the heart of
man" and ''teusi fromltl:ie eyes of woman." The project of"l800," according to Kittler;..W,as:to replace rote
learning with "understanding." And in this, he insists, mothers assumed strategic posilions. 'The " 1800"
system of equivalents · "Woman = Nature • Mother" came about, Kittle malntaips;' !~ely through
pedagogical me<!ia 51\Ch as ABC books and their concomitant processes of acculturation 'in which the
"Mother" was figured as an absolute origin (i.e., by teaching the child how to pronoun~ syllables, it was
from the Mother's ~il!<thBf~c!Q!or the child. and thus entry intp lllllgllagC as sucl\.l'>~gan).
A culture estiilifi'shed on difs b,asis speaks differently a1>9ut language," claims ~er, "writes
di1ferently al)out writimg. Briefly put, it has Poetry. For only when·phonetics on:d.ithe alphabet
shortcircuit·the officiahouto fto)ll ana~ source to th.ose qn the receiving:encLcait-a kind of
specoh arise !bat can be thought of as an ideal of Nature. This placing of mQthers atlhe origin of
discourse W~'tlle condition of production for Classical POC!I'I', and the Mot(ler·W:a,s the first Other
to be unde~ood by poetical hCI'lllcncutics [... ]. Wbat,Js important arc not ~ip~hieal mothers
with their cofi!~es and tragedies, but the mothers and.midwives-ofa ~omplete,tY, new ABC book;
not the tl'BDSto,rmation of~ or desires.• but a new *hni911e oitranscrlpti~tlian!etermines
writing. '"Jlrrtlidbeglnning' was, not the Act, but the ABC book." Kittler, Discourse Networks
180011900, 2.9.
Where be~i,can we find the "Republic of Scholars" undone in its tragedy than in Beethoven? The
"minimal signified"· o~ Woman and 'Nature were, according to Beethoven, the "scb<iol of [his] heart."
Beethoven, personajl diary, 1818, copi,ed from Cbristo.pb ·ebri~
'·ljn 'Sil(rm, Betrachtimg"en Ober die Werke
Gottes in der Natul.f~'lt$ well; ·l Shall· be a scholar in this sch09 ~d bring· an eager l(~ro hpr instruction.
1
Here 1 shallleam.wisd~~ ~· on~y wisdom thAt is free f!oi!r' ~;· ~ r sballl~.w·f!ow God and
find a foretaste of-lieaven m His k:riow!edge. Among th~f QC~~ons my ~y . days shall flow
peacefully along untiH am ac~~iJlto that world where hhjllbio Jo11ger be a student, but a knower of
wisdom." Ibid.
Kittler refers to the rise in the Auftchrelbesysreme of m,atemal instruction as."the input component
of elementacy accu1tW,:ation tcchniq~." Kittler, DlscoUI'se Ne.tw'o!ks, 27. These boo,lcs! ·Which appeared
beginning around 1800; int"!)ded to•mstruct mo,thers as to h<tw to educate their children fr'pm.birth through
the age of early literacy.•Kittl101 proviQ'cs a long list of authors and titles-which, indeed, require no further
Clgllanation. Amgn~; them ate; SaJIIuel liahnemann, Handb~k for },{others, or Rules for the EOl'ly
Education of CJilltb'~n ·(after th!' Princlp/113 ofJ.J. Rous,reau) 0 79~); Cliristopb Wllhe'l)n Hufeland, Good
Advice for Mothers.J{lw the Mosr lmppxtant Points of Physical, Edrlcatlon in the Ptrsr YeOl's (1799); and
Johann Heinrich P~pw,·~qw ·t!Tirtrude Tetichu.Hsr Chlllb:en.. (I{J'ilrtetrtpt to Pf9vtde Guidance for
Mothers In the SeffJtlirf.uC'tton oi T/ufr Chlldlvn (.1:801). Such hool(s ''t;mptiasiu.\,thit it is only by
co~ferring e~ementacy·~,_culrura~o~ ~~lini9ues :o.';t m~thcrs ~ ~-~~~:ot'ihiS id~6!j-has:been fo~d."
llitd., 28. Kittler 1\S!e~ that ," by _lfidresllllg llle,msolvcs to "!~. Sh,~ pedag?gi,Cil'~ and ~nmers
shortcirculted {sicl.~XlStlbg offieilil ~nannels." ln "1 800," a.v~ 'from soctal' m~res ·to learrung the
alphabet would noYl·~Ji taught,ud learnedf·by individUals in a·bati!tal.SC!Iin& ·something. to be celebrated.
given that there ~ ~o "central' locus Of acculnp"ation' ttiat e.iuld1c.laim legjlimacY. In Narure;" the 1800
synonymization of .:'~Yo~ an:d Naturp ~tic'~! I¥ chariged ~~ :~M' of d,iscourse by bypassing "the
official route:" to do ·~o.. ~91W!!i;{Si<K\ttier,..endows a•out~ W:lth;Pbl!tcy..lfthe.mq!Jior. a, narural source,
teaches her. child. thon~e:.spi~it1h't•ctilld learns ".can~ tholigjst of'u an ideal of1'!alure·" Ibid., 28:
The goal ~f 'the motlie~·., pfimer, :·Kittler .s~~· 'Was. "tl> .~lace, J.!>f7 l~ing ~·th
'understanding"' and:J~-do the splll~·!91l~¥'Faus~badl~~o 19:~QJ~ l'bttl:, 28:~~ ll~ ~o.~ttler
are not the mothets'~in.selv,es. out'itic.ii'r~Ja!ioq,Wp ro a •tcomp!e.~W:oey.>;UIC boqk;":tlte pomt IS a new
technique of tl'BDScnptl'on that determines writing." "In the: ll'ogilUW)&'' ~. not tbe..A'ct.· but the ABC
book." Ibid., 29.
In ~eric.ap mu~ical p~o_gicat t~l$tS contemJ!Onl!lC<!,U.S·Wtl! !hose Gorman ~fllal primers, tho
tendency Kittler describes above o~co_uraged. ean be found as"wetJ.. ~the Mat!Ual ojiht:l l'?!to'll Academy of
•
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Music: for insti'Ucli(>l! .in tlu Elemems of Voc.al Music (l839)t by LoweU Mason, •.nof oll;Jy ·do we find
emphasis UP,QA lbe usc :Of music towar~'an.~1lcltly disoipllrulry, end.- "The COU!SC o~~~on p_ursued
in the Manual;; is IN'Il!UJ!CTUAL and'DISCIPLINARY. The mind.ls.exerclsed aui!i~l:p1iJied by it, as

by the stuqy oJ!a.¢tliiii~G; and the voice by trainlq& and S.Peakin$. lt:tends to p!'Qdu'c~~~·~forder, both
physical and· ~181" .~~ep, .~ l;fanual of the Baston .A.c~MJI of,Music: 'f.'iw !n.str.uctlon In the
Elemen~ ofV~al~f~oSton:'WUkins and Carter, 1839), 23.-we can. also ~t,W1RO$ilion of the
Mother mMuo.o's ap~ that she teach her child "the slmpl'est, and, at· the same tim.e,.ilie 'richest truths, by
means of sa=d·si$!'\i:'~.Wben l!le )'Ollng person reaches a crossroads, "the little b~- d!W\ted by a fond
mother" can lielp ens~ that he stays"on the proper path to righteousness. Ibid.
3.3,5'.1!1 ot~rer words, Webem's music was, abo.ve aU, COIW'/Jo/lo work that
then be carried
writil)gs
out in its ruilil~. Adol't\.o,Cjj'rovides examples'from·Webem's.work; and even Webem's
and letters to the endJ).fl'dcfending liis contentions here. What is more·inwesting
ofmy
analyses, however, iS,t!le manner irr which AdOrno then ties all of. this back into
wi~
critical phUo51>phy. ~o ·ru.v.os. our attention, for example, ,to a "disConcerting
Hegel's
Phenomenalaf!Y., the ".JW'y'of distippearance." A'domo then olaitps that We'bem's
this fiDo/
into his. angel:" In oide; to elucidate this remarlc, in additi.on.to returni.t!g:to a theme
running
through· m:~~ ana!Y.s,es~ the ~011'-!JD Beethoven, Adorno COMP.!II'fli.:Wobe~s work ·
writings of,
Walter Benjamin, .i)o~'of wh·om, acco~g to Adorn\), shared!a' 'ilenchant for the.
and
confidence that the .coil'orete ooncentratlon of· a · tWtllied
wO!'tlr
amount o~ .
development that is.111~~ly ord.ained'ofilom the outside.
'
of tho. two
and
the musician 1\'hO w1iliiDatically tied to his ma~al, .
·
about each· other, 'we;1. lievCrtbelcs~ .similar. Both were
·
miniature format, ~~wa9s'1oo'ft%d as if they, had•be.en·
"
Theodo~ Adorno, S<l~p(i Figures, trans. Rodney Livingstone,
1999),
94. ·Here, then, I prosClll an aphorism fi'om One Way Street, al
of
which
could easily serve as the·programmatic desciiption of many ofWebeQI's work:
Nol.ses. Highiln(f)e empty streets·of'the.harbopr dislrict 1thoy.are as dens-ely and~oos.ely clustered
as butterflie~?on a hot flower bed. Every step·stirs a s-ong, a quarrel; a f!appiD~f.'wet1inen, a
rattlin~ ofbo'p. a baby's ba:wli)lg, a clatter ofbucketsj 0~ yo~~ve to.~v#strar~d up here.
alone, ifyou,aro,to pursue ~m .wlth·a.n,ct as.they tlum.f ~W&Ji.~ly mto.tll~ s.tiijness. Form
these d~~!1~~\~r;nera~·~\Uli!Hiid thl,n~s still h~ve:lljeU: o,Wli·~on~s, just:~.rat Dii<tday in the
mountamsr iliCTI' tS a silence.9fhens,.ofdic axe of.the Glcad¥· But.thc chas-e IS dangerous, and the
net is finaU)I !Om when, like a gigantic lromet, a·grlndstbnelmpalas it from be1rlnd with its
whizzing siin3.
Walter Benjaoiin, "One Way Stree~· in·Reflections: Essays. Aphorisms. Autobiographical
Writings, trans. Peter P,~metz,(l\lew Yorlc: Schoc~cn.Books, 198~. 132.

me.

4.1. A new "sy~ool" of p~sopby, .post·stru.c!Ul1Jlifp>.. @l~CS. in co~n,dence with the
inscription systems.of:$ 900." I.t sl!9lil.ll#"'o.ti~ tbJIN!w·l4be~~ciS tit.1J!D'IP.J08ether tbin!:ors as entirely
different fu>m one l!tolltet·ll!l ~ Ji>\1e~.;ancL-Ll\can'.
s.ol m'll)c p.hilOSOJl..il5'. ot-.1).e')euz.e we lind
whl\t is perhaps the Jn'~ rigoTQus !~Pt to.~~,n~p~ IDI\terlBl\. J ~!11Jf~e. ~t with9~,~-~course to the

£i
'.

tran!lcenden~ signi~e!fo£« 18()q~· (f.!;i,a:J1P~s~c\Uili$1D); · , · .is,.:~,o~~p GP.I!~~ ~r.stem oro~

:n•

a thought of that wh)c~ ;)"Ould ~mef.$6iilo.lll'the ';IJitc))sities_·...: .· ~ptif9,1\Ji'!$0:bodies'~~~~es:
mam
questi.on in Delo~!,~_.:1'1Je Logic o]~ns,, fo~e~pte, i~ !fi10Y :s,t:;~~~~·beyopd;·~DPpPSitiOD of the
gro~d and the .surf~,fhe p~o:(l<l~!aOrlal arti~fi$ of =~r. ~~~IP the actio~ ~d ·p:-ss1ons of
bodies. In Deleuze's..pfit'losophy the ~cendenlalJs ,repla,.ed. y .thll· ~" or ·the.pofenttals unmanenl
10 whatever materia.l.~d the sin,gu~i~ around. which lbiS.pl&=
·.· 'is <liStn'buted.
We s-eck to cl.~ ~rs~-and p~in4l.Vid' ·
'cen~ field, which•does not
resemble-tilb1'091r~{'et/1Pirlw ft'dlds,IUld V,.iiic cverth~!e'ss is not CQ~.with ~ .
undifferentiaW!:depth. (...] \VIlat iS neither individu4i<nor--pet:Son$1 ~.on tb~con,trary, emtsstons
of singularide~.ins.otar as thoj.ocC!U' on :an unoo~BC!P%'slll'lfu~~'"''l'Qbife, Immanent .
principle·ofcauto-unifioatlonilirough a nomadic dis1rib4tion, ni!l.i9allY clistin~ fi:op1 fixed and
s-edentary ~tiibutions .as c~n'di1ions..of·the ~t)leses·ofc~~~~~s. Singularitie~ ~·the II'lle
transceodenlal.eveots [...}.OJ\1¥ when lbe·worM, teamiq§ wiilii~pn~ous al!d !IO,!Dadtc,
Impers-onal andp(e·in4J)o<(dual ·singulal'ilies, opens. up, 9,h ~.tnial:l'atlast on thefield·ofthe
transcendental Gilles·Deleuz.e, The Logic ofSense, 10~·103'
•'
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The above passage cl~~idateS the steps Qcleuu would ~e bel(ond both ~eidegge(~)!J~tology as well as
the critical. s~~eo ,tQ;~ an cndlc~s\y creative mateiiali!)r. ~dlupental ontolo&)'; ~ c:riti,cal theory,
would, acco~ tq 'f!'j;' Log(,~ of Sense, "hold; oino the c!ti.bll$nent of' [a S!;DSi~tij:t~eo langllJige,"
rather lhan'l?l\!niin~th~ ":d~" oi tlie m~~rlality of~ ~{t 'rlJis is ~~-~~P!•of the ''bosly
without o!'SIIits!' whkl) ~leuzelikes..fi;om A!fau~. This "se~c" ~ge.d~ppl.bovcr above the
surf!lce, rather it is miJc:ed up. with the teeth of being. the "dePth" of the s~,..,,the. surface's pure
involution; the matti'j~i}y of the surface. lt is on this Spjnozist_ ?c~d tha:t Delcw:e. wil},~~ud's concicpt
of a body. wlth.out org~ns.a,n attack.on tran,seondcntal o'rg~on. The Kluioan ~~~!)!ental field of
critical philosophy 'of·'!1890" and Its implicit "subject" or "voice" thus b,ecomes ah;.inttnsive Spinozisl
Egg-that is, an embryonic or endlessly creative surface-e bodY without organs.
'tlie breasts on J...]judge [Schrebcr's] naked torso are n~ithcr.delirious.nor bill!4cinalory
pllepomena: th_ey·desig.nate, first.of.all, a band of intenslty, a zone of intensitY, Ol\'h'is~body without
or,&anS· t'!!$~y -r.lthoutol!gans is an egg, it is crisscrossed With axes and tiirel~l.$;, with
latitudes and longitudes and geodesic lines, tr:aversed by' gradientS marking .lfle Milions and the
becomings;the:'~stinations. of the subject dcvetopjng.aJilp~thesc particularveqtors. Nothing here
is repr:csenWive;
rather, i~ is;&lllifo
and Jlved el'JlCI'len\\'e:
tlio ll:tuat,
lived• Clii,Ot!Oo·o'fbaving
l
' •
r
•
,
•
•
,
bressts d~ 1:1ti,f'I'C$Cmble breuts, it does ;not representjhem, any, more ~ a. predestined zone in
the egg reien\Sles the organ~! it is go!Qg'to be stimul!uediO<'Produoo withfpfitself'
·
qilles DelouZCiand Felix Guattari, Anti-Oedipus, 19.
The passage above iildfclites what is at stake in Scbreber'S'unm~ the breastS onbis.nakcd torso, are
no less l'tal than the modu~{igns 9f the COM:r gene. They sf.e, ~or; an affect o~ ,a liand of intensity
arising fro.m this sk.no: body-'Without organs. In the passagps ~ve, wo see ·that 'th~ .post-structural
"materialist" pllilosoJ!by of GiUes L>eleuu can be unders«xxf'!'~'!thin 'the writing-dowti~)y'Stems of "1900"
in the same way tba~ l<Jttler r.eads Schreber. JUSt as soon as11ystems of :il\scriptlqn11!t4! abandoned the
lfnOSCendental signifi¢.of "I 800:' over to the ~se of "19QO," dld the questio(oJ¥us··corpse in the
element of its .creati'!)l)i .u-ise for .pl!ifosophers. In socie.ties of \'l)ntrol, moreover, it' is- precisely this body
witho111 organs that o~ as an obj~, of sqcial management. F4r ~ueh social.maoag~ment, in is no longer·a
question of disciptiniilglhe transcendental implicit to the vo~.of.thO. i.nlllvidual, ratl!.•r~ i~ is a questiorrof
the free floating moilulation of !he.body without iorgans itself ~,tjle Jeyol of. thO' molecu!•· Some politi~
theoruts have sugg~ that
9?1Y manner of P<?litics. !WCoq~Ui!o· to the ~cc~ms .of ~ soc1al
management that would opera.te m this way, would need beill! from .the standpomt'ofthe YoIcc 11 would
exorcise. In her book DemocraC)t and Other Neollberal Fantasles,- for example, Jodi ])can suggests, firstly,
that "symbolic identities," as they w~!'C constituted by probibidons ~d ibe inner-disciplines 'of" 1800" are
iocressingly coming apart under the pressures of advanced capitalisJ;n. "Not only do the multiplicity and
variability of such •identities prevent them from serving as locitof political action," writes Dean, "but their
inseparability from the injunctions of consumerism reinforoes capitalism's grip." Dean continues,
"Communicative capitalism captur.es 0\11' political inttrVentio~, formatting 1hem as contributions to its
circuits of affect and. ente~en.t-we feel palillca/, ilfVolvtdl tllt.-cgrf/rlbutors who really maJter." Dean
is suspicious of lhif, as 'She- S~'"imagioary ideotiti~" (~·: ~ial success, fitness; etc.), ~hich ~
marketable. and thus ~Uy eontrlfllable, have come to ~e ·fhel1'1placc. 'Fbere may be truth I.D Deans
analysis, however, given the tripartitt.na!Ut'e of RSI, w~t I ~In~· hei'J'· is a ,mov,ement in the other
direction: something lik~ the , ~ring of both "imaiilw?!" and ''symbolic" identities, as with the
ummaning implicit to making the Mother-of-the-Name one's stnthome .
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